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Introduction

It is well known that the periods of Mexican history least subject to the scrutiny of historians have been the seventeenth century (roughly speaking, from 1630 to 1750) and the first half of the nineteenth century (except for Independence). Yet there is a widespread sense that these periods might be key to understanding the long-term structures and development of Mexico. Far from the din of the century of conquests, the seventeenth century, with international trade fallen into a lull, long seemed terrain unworthy of the heroic efforts of a serious historian. Similarly, the nineteenth century had been trapped between the fervor of the Enlightenment and Independence and the fury of the War of Reform. The study of the first half-century of independent life – taken as a whole – seemed appropriate only to intrepid souls wanting to lose themselves in a historiographical maze.

Such intrepid historians have of course existed, and the success of their efforts has underscored the possibilities of forging useful knowledge from the studies of both periods. This study comes out of the admiration inspired by reading several of these works. Since I began this research, numerous valuable works have been published on the period stretching from the second half of the eighteenth century to the first half of the nineteenth. William B. Taylor has produced a magisterial study of the parish priests of Indian villages covering the Bourbon Reforms and the beginnings of Independence. An excellent collection of his essays on the same period is about to be published. Virginia Guedea,
Manuel Chust, Jaime Rodríguez and Josefina Vázquez have enormously broadened our understanding of the transition from the late colonial era to Independence. François-Xavier Guerra, Annick Lempérière and other have suggestively problematized the ideological leanings of the regime being born then. The range of historical subjects worthy of analysis has been extended: Peter Guardino, Florencia Mallon, Guy Thomson and Dorothy Tanck have studied the centrality of peasants, and even of their political discourse, to the period of transition and new life under the republic. Christon Archer, Antonio Serrano Ortega and Juan Ortiz Escamilla have delved deeper into the world of soldiers and militiamen. Donald Stevens, Michael Costeloe, Richard Warren, Eric Van Young, Antonio Annino, Marcello Carmagnani, Pedro Pérez Herrero, Reynaldo Sordo and others have contributed to clarifying the answers to questions about the first half of the nineteenth century, and especially about the very nature of the political regime. It is also necessary to mention several suggestive works, in addition to those of Taylor, recently published about the Church in Mexico between the Bourbon Reforms and Independence.

Some have suggested a new historical periodization for the nineteenth century, positing the years between 1750 and 1850 as a distinct period. This question of the appropriate time frames for Mexican history has drawn my attention. It has strengthened my desire to explore a period long and varied enough to be able to test a traditional historical dividing line, in this case Independence. Perhaps, for the study of the Church's role in Mexican history, Independence may not be the definitive watershed it is usually thought to be. At the same time, by including in a single study what we frequently think of as the most and least heroic periods of Mexican history (heroic Independence and the less-than-heroic eras before and after), we may illuminate more sharply the most enduring structures in the country's historical experience.

Charles Hale has suggested that the best way to overcome preconceptions — whether economic or cultural — about the nineteenth century may be the direct "reconstruction of nineteenth-century politics." He adds that "this can be done most effectively through the systematic and critical study of ideas."
Hale warns historians against adopting the partisanship inherent to the period by making imprecise use of the political labels used at the time. He also insists that historians resist a deceptive sociologizing of the history of ideas which presumes to know the authors and the interests of the proponents of various ideas, without having analyzed those ideas in depth and examined their internal cohesiveness.

This in no way rules out referring to specific evidence about the socio-political behavior of the authors and groups responsible for ideas. But it does not assume such behavior without rigorous prior analysis. Hale insists that we must study ideology without prior partisanship, if we want to advance our knowledge of the period.13

The study of ideas does not mean adopting an idealist perspective in which ideas are equivalent to the totality — or the determining portion — of a historical reality. But it does mean that we still must study governance and formal institutions of social power, even in the nineteenth century when they have generally been seen as less important, in order to produce a historically rigorous analysis of the composition and social meaning of political ideas. Hale suggests that “the rationale or logic of central government policy and the assumptions of the governing elite are still so insufficiently understood as to warrant searching examination.” He underlines the usefulness of the printed writings of intellectuals close to government circles, of statements in newspapers and official and semi-official pamphlets, and of laws and parliamentary debates, while not excluding unpublished manuscripts, although not considering them “intrinsically superior.” He rejects the priority some wish to give to supposedly unique sources, instead emphasizing the absolute need to “grasp the intractable and often elusive nature of the assumptions” of the documents under study.14

To paraphrase Hale, we could say that we need to pay attention not only to the ideas being expressed but to how they are embedded in an implicit culture or historical situation, where ideas themselves are to some extent predetermined by sociocultural values or understandings which need to be specified. From another standpoint, Hale adds, this is the study of ideology, especially to the degree that “the political objective and polemical function of ideas ... make them ideological. Ideology ... presupposes conflict in society or the existence of conflicting interpretations of the social order.” Insofar as a political program
is associated with a rhetoric and program of its own, these are ideological, even when they draw on unifying or supposedly non-partisan traditions or myths. Hale suggests that handling ideological statements in a non-Manichean way requires a willingness to address the contradictory aspects and internal dialectics of each line of thinking.\(^\text{15}\)

If we conceive of ideas in their social context as another dimension of the political action of individuals and groups, we cannot escape some reflection, however brief, on the nature of all human society. Richard Burks has stressed Alfred North Whitehead's idea that "no civilization can endure without transcendental goals."\(^\text{16}\)

Both religious and secular ideologies have a unifying function for their followers within society, giving them a global interpretation of history, a concrete theory of the social order, means for perpetuating themselves through education and self-promotion, significant popular support, and identification with a center of power, be it a party or the state. Although one could well assume the existence of illusory or deceptive elements in such ideologies, or of interests which could be "unmasked," such elements are not the only factors in explaining an ideology's success. In addition, the specific elements involved in a given ideology may well change over time, interacting with other constitutive elements.\(^\text{17}\)

Stressing this last point, Georges Duby has stated that "all ideologies are 'practical' and therefore contribute to the movement of history. But by the very fact of this movement, they are themselves transformed."\(^\text{18}\) He insists that there is enough correspondence between ideology and reality that a change in reality affects the transformation of ideology. In the struggle between the different groups existing in any society, or as an effect of demographic and economic changes and their political effects,

Ideologies must adapt if they are to survive or win. In their struggle with opposing ideologies, they become more or less aggressive, affirm themselves more openly, or else take refuge behind some new facade. When they are in a dominant position, they partially absorb the images or models which threatened them, taming them and turning them to their own advantage.\(^\text{19}\)

In Duby's words, "the stuff of the history of ideologies" is made up of "processes of struggle, revolt, incorporation and integration." Of particular importance for this study is the French historian's assurance that certain ideological systems are transformed
[w]hen the culture of which they are part is subjected to the influence of neighboring foreign cultures. This cultural penetration is frequently the result of an unequal balance of power between the civilisations in question. ... [Frequently] it proceeds insidiously, through the distant attraction of foreign beliefs, ideas and ways of life. It can also be the result of deliberate borrowing, since ideologies will seek reinforcements from any quarter.20

In any case, the objective of studying ideology for Duby would be to trace its survival in the long term, to define not only “successive adaptations” but also “its influence on the overall development of social relations.”21

The principal interest of this study will be to closely follow what one Spanish author has called the Church’s struggle - from the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century - to win “a public place after the eighteenth century revolutionary upheaval which threw the religious foundations of civil society into question, affirming the independence of civil society from the ecclesiastical institution.” This was the “battle of a corporation to find new ways of establishing its social reach.”22

This author rightly states that “the influence of the Church does not end with its own religious actions but extends to the furthest lay ideas, because of how Church actions have suffused the most diverse ideologies.” By freeing the study of the Church from the framework of critique or apologetics, we can delve into the Church’s internal organization and external influence as an organization or corporation within larger society. One crucial aspect of the study of this organization, although not the only one, is the activity of the ecclesiastical hierarchy commonly known as the high clergy.23 Speaking specifically of the Spanish Church, this historian points out that one way the clergy kept much of its influence in the midst of a society undergoing secularization was by adopting strong nationalism:

Nationalist ideology with its spiritualization of the concept of the people [not opposed to the religious meaning] was able to offer clerics the possibility of strengthening their pastoral ministry by means of priestly dedication to the human salvation of that people who appeared, as a people, to be threatened by the dominating drive of another cultural or ethnic community.24
Scholars need to go beyond tracking the Church’s nuanced shifts of position on matters of divine absolutism, liberalism, traditionalism, and conservatism. They must reflect on the production of a clerical space which, interacting with the spheres just mentioned in a more creative way than is usually recognized, also managed to undergo its own version of the modern transition towards the dominion of the “people” over matters of state. Furthermore, one could argue it could hardly have been otherwise. Considering that the task of the Church in the nineteenth century was to produce a space of its own within secularizing changes, it could not ultimately place itself at the margins of the emergence of popular sovereignty.

The people came to be “the obligatory reference, the source and standard for all politics after the ‘ideals’ … of the glorious French Revolution resounded in Europe and across the world.”

The nation, conceived as “a single and homogeneous body [which receives and exercises sovereignty] … by means of elected representatives,” is the instrument by which the people assume sovereignty. Thus the state became the only vehicle for sovereignty, and all owed it unquestionable loyalty, since it derived from the people and the nation. Yet if the Church could dispute, in one particular case, whether national legislative representation effectively expressed the national will, then could that not be the basis for a broader challenge to the hegemony of the rising liberal state?

Since the eighteenth century, the Bourbon state in Mexico had been much less concerned than its Hapsburg predecessor with keeping the moral support of the Church. During the same period, regionalism and a clearer identification with local interests in the New World were on the rise. With the advance of liberalism in the nineteenth century, a lay elite fought the Church for its hegemonic role, and the Church had many reasons to grow uncomfortable. If the Church could argue that the majority of the people, and national interests, were harmed by the measures of the liberal state, would that not lay the groundwork for arguing that the liberal state was an illegitimate spokesman for the nation? And if that were the case, the Church could well suggest that for a Catholic people, the Church was a more sure navigator than a handful of men smitten with the idea of making private interest into the ethical standard and goal for national political activity. Reaching that point meant the Church had implicitly and explicitly negated what one author has called the
“general political anthropology” of liberalism, underscoring the crisis of the Church's adaptations to the new era. Yet while this study will show that the Church reached this point, that does not negate what we have been arguing, namely, that the play of ideologies in the struggle for political hegemony always involves changes, even if at a certain moment those changes come to an end, or prove unable to go beyond certain limits without betraying their own origins.

In independent Mexico, just as in the Spanish Empire, the Church and the state were united in law and social practice. This obviously affected the structure of power, and limited “the impulses toward pluralism ... [and] subsystem autonomy.” Thus, “aspirations for new types of prestige and status remained tied to pre-independence frameworks.” We might say that the very internal weakness of the Church forced it to insist on continued union with the state because of its fear of not being able to maintain a viable position in society without state support. Because of its privileged role in the Ancien Regime, the Church had not developed full internal solidarity, nor did it enjoy widespread and well-informed support among parishioners, beyond ritual observance and routine orientations. “Consequently, when basic changes occurred in the political sphere, the Church did not possess bases of autonomous religious strength.” Only legal assurances and alliance with political elites could compensate for this weakness.

The Church proved adaptable to the new situation, but could never be dissuaded from looking for traditional political guarantees. It allied itself with those social forces willing to guarantee its existence as a corporation with a monopoly on religious and moral matters. Turned toward this struggle, it had difficulties in properly attending to the internal dynamics of its own integration. When the traditionalists and conservatives lost in the political arena, the Church found itself facing a difficult choice whose solution unfortunately falls outside of this study. But this does not counter Vallier's claim that “the Church is actually one of the most innovative and experimental of large-scale organizations, being continuously engaged in the process of sociological construction.”

Is there some way to measure the extent of these changes — and their impact on national life — in the nineteenth century Latin American Church, and specifically in the Mexican Church? Frederick Pike has concluded that the Latin American Church often joined in the liberal New World optimism which argued that
the New World could avoid the ills of the Old, and even the rise of class conflict. E. Bradford Burns has observed the confluence of liberal and conservative opinion in Latin America, including the Church in his observation that the essentially urban elites of Latin America were obliged to follow the course of European liberalism in order to guarantee their own survival. The speed of change was open to debate, but not the overall direction. A closed conservatism like that attempted in some parts of Europe was simply unviable. While this argued for greater flexibility in the Mexican Church’s adaptation to the changes during the period, Pike himself fundamentally agrees with Ivan Vallier. He determined that the Latin American Church ultimately followed the course of Spanish Catholicism, commenting that in the latter case:

Theological pluralism, the give-and-take competition between religious ideas, became inescapably associated with social pluralism, the unregulated competition among different social classes and functional interest groups in which the right of a permanent elitist directing group to exercise a never-to-be questioned moderating power was not recognized. This association between theological and social pluralism helped doom the cause of religious diversity.

Howard Wiarda has interpreted such limitations on the Church’s ability to adapt as a Latin American inheritance of Spanish corporatist tradition. He sums up this tradition’s implications as follows, looking forward to the twentieth century:

Along with the rejection of liberalism went the rejection of its institutional accoutrements. The need for unity and authority was at cross purposes with checks and balances and a coequal parliament. Divisive political parties would be replaced by a single movement. Since society’s interests were to be represented functionally, competitive elections were no longer necessary. Civil liberties would be respected, but they could also be limited for the common good. While these changes would likely serve to expand the power of the central state, the creation of corporate intermediary structures and the revitalization of society’s natural associations (family, community, guilds, etc.) would provide for decentralization and limits on state power.

But however much corporatist tradition the Church had, after Independence it found itself openly competing for the loyalties of its fellow Mexicans. Speaking of Mexican Independence, Hugh
Hamill discovered that after 1808 even the propagandists most opposed to changes along the lines of the French Revolution proved to be “fearful of radical change, yet inventive in communicating traditional values.”37 The character Hamill studied was capable of ferocious and radically traditionalist rhetoric, but even in the midst of the anti-Independence counterrevolution he made use of a wide range of arguments, diverse sources — including even modern experts — and he did not refuse to speak of the “wise Benedictine Feijóo.”38 His thinking was even able to respond to the socio-racial worries of Mexicans, going so far on one occasion as to state:

There is no dignity or honor, however high it may be, which cannot be had and enjoyed by a loyal Indian, and even the child of an Indian man and a Spanish woman, or of a Spanish man and an Indian woman.39

One might say that it is by combining ideology with the desire to preserve the status quo, while admitting the fewest possible changes, that the phenomenon of traditionalism or conservatism in the broadest sense emerges. More than one author has cited Count Metternich’s statement that “la stabilité n’est pas l’immobilité.”40 Mayer argues that

In ordinary times conservatives can afford to be purely practical and empirical in defense of the established order, while claiming special credit for being antidogmatic and above partisan politics. In times of crisis, however, the logic of their position forces them into joining, condoning, or supporting those advocating an antirevolutionary prophylaxis that is both ideological and aggressive.41

According to Mayer, while a distinction can be made between ideological conservatives — who tend towards reaction and counterrevolution — and pragmatic ones, at times of crisis there are often attempts to fuse these different currents. Given the complexity of the matter, only increased by the variety of possible concrete settings, the relative shortage of works on this theme is unfortunate. Mayer recognizes, by the way, that once a revolutionary change has taken place somewhere, “the mere existence of a model is enough to stimulate political actors to locate themselves in relation to it by positive, qualified, or negative imitation.”42
Until now, the most impressive effort to study conservatism in Mexico was that of Gastón García Cantú. García Cantú confesses, however, in a note preceding the text of his book, that "I am far from having fulfilled my objective. This is only an attempt." If one gives any credit to the idea that there was opposition to the liberal transformation of nineteenth-century Mexico, then undertaking a new attempt would seem appropriate. In so doing, it might seem most appropriate to draw close to the corporation that has been most accused of leading reaction, traditionalism, conservatism or counterrevolution in Mexico at the time. Bourbon absolutism contained a good portion of anti-clericalism and secularization of political power. Liberalism took the same tendencies much further. Thus it would be only natural for an institution under siege, at first partly, and later completely, to be inclined to try to block the changes threatening it. Yet it is imperative, returning to the point made by Hale, that we not assume beforehand what research into the historical phenomenon seeks to discover and reveal. Or to put it in the words of a theorist: "no subject is constituted outside of the [historical] process."

If the Mexican Church was indeed at the center of effort to hold back a historical change raising the secular state and the earthly ends of man to new importance, and if the Mexican Church was indeed opposed to a more plural and atomized vision of civil society in relation with the national state, than that is precisely what must be proven, taking the broadest possible view of the historical forces of the time. However much the Church represents a key organization in Mexican society, and however much it does have a certain accumulated ideological tradition, we must think of it within the setting of a specific time and place if our analysis is to remain historical. The Church is part of a larger whole, and we should observe not only the internal variety and evolution of its actions, but also its efforts to reach out to elements which did not necessarily share its social interests. One scholar has put it well:

Hegemonic action would be that constellation of political and cultural practices carried out by a fundamental class by means of which that class manages to articulate other social groups beneath its control through the construction of a collective will which translates its corporatist interests into universal ones, partially sacrificing them along the way. This implies a process of political constitution of classes which cannot be seen outside an analysis of the balance of forces and the history of social practices expressed on an organizational level.
In the Mexican case, we could well claim that the structure of the concrete "historical bloc" presumably articulated by the Church still remains to be clearly determined. Insofar as the overall analytical structures for studying colonial Mexican and Latin American society have become uncertain, we must discard any possibility of resolving this question easily. While this is unsettling, it also may impel us to drawing closer to the specific characteristics of the concrete historical structures of Mexican society. This may yield very positive results for historiography. Some time ago, Karl Mannheim wrote:

[The modern researcher] will no longer be inclined to raise the question as to which of the contending parties has truth on its side, but rather he will direct his attention to discovering the approximate truth as it emerges in the course of historical development out of the complex social process. The modern investigator can answer, if he is accused of evading the problem of what is truth, that the indirect approach to truth through social history will in the end be more fruitful than a direct logical attack. Even though he does not discover 'truth itself', he will discover the cultural setting and many hitherto unknown 'circumstances' which are relevant to the discovery of truth. As a matter of fact, if we believe that we already have the truth, we will lose interest in obtaining those very insights which might lead us to an approximate understanding of the situation. It is precisely our uncertainty which brings us a good deal closer to reality than was possible in former periods which had faith in the absolute.

The study of intellectual history can and must be pursued in a manner which will see in the sequence and co-existence of phenomena more than mere accidental relationships, and will seek to discover in the totality of the historical complex the role, significance, and meaning of each component element. The goal of the analysis that follows is to study the struggle of the Mexican Catholic Church, particularly the high clergy of the Guadalajara diocese, to maintain its hegemony against the waves of Bourbon secularization, to sustain order in the midst of social upheaval, and to preserve ecclesiastical privilege as the theory of popular sovereignty redefined the nation. In so doing, Guadalajara clergymen transformed a respectable tradition of regional patriotism into a transcendent vision of Mexico's destiny as a nation. The critical element that they developed was that of Providence as the motor of Mexican history.
How did the divine will come to play this complex political role? David Brading, in particular, has enriched the study of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with his important contribution to the understanding of how the notion of God-given destiny worked its way into the intimate fibers of a nascent sense of Mexico's uniqueness within the Spanish Empire and indeed within the divine plan for human salvation. His analysis has centered on the Virgin of Guadalupe and the rise of a precocious search for identity among key clerical thinkers that clearly anticipates national consciousness in Mexico. In so doing he has deepened our knowledge of the once-forgotten seventeenth century and linked its events to the formation of a burgeoning Creole group awareness that prefigured a growing Mexican national identity through the eighteenth and into the early nineteenth century.

My own study has led me to believe that understandings of the meaning of Providence in Mexican history were by no means tied exclusively to the Guadalupe tradition. Moreover, for many years after 1810 the notion of providential destiny was in dispute and far from fully woven into the political fabric of the nation. Although it is well known that Father Miguel Hidalgo made a significant statement in bringing the banner of the Virgin of Guadalupe to the fore in his cry to end bad government and improve Mexico's collective destiny, the political content of his movement was by no means fully worked out. Bishop-elect Manuel Abad y Queipo of the Diocese of Michoacán believed, by contrast, that providence was tied to his own grand project of a bicontinental Spanish nation. After 1815 the popular insurrection in Mexico would be violently repressed, allowing for its remnants to be swept along by a much more politically conservative, elite-led independence movement under Agustín de Iturbide in 1821. Certainly a strong notion of Mexico's God-given role in Christian civilization was present in the movement of 1821 and the years following. But the Virgin of Guadalupe does not appear, in my study, to displace a broader Marian devotion and concern with God's plan, the precise political significance of which was still being decided in the decades under analysis in this book.

A free press and a wider public debate after independence allowed for the challenging of fundamental political and social beliefs in the decades after 1821. Churchmen in Mexico often perceived that Christian norms, as they understood them, were coming under increasing attack. They felt compelled to define the
relationship between divine transcendence and national destiny and to exercise a key role in debating the goals of the nation and their legal expression. In their opposition to the secularization of the state and of social mores, clerical writers grappled with the introduction of an individualistic, opinionated liberalism which on the basis of resounding abstract principles would re-order society with little respect for the past. In fact, speaking with growing assurance that they represented the best interests of a sovereign people, Jacobin liberals advocated ecclesiastical and religious, as well as civil, reform. Faced with a challenge to their authority as churchmen and social spokesmen, clerics tended to strike back by appealing to the liberal notion of constitution and law as bulwarks against arbitrary attacks on Church interests, and increasingly to a sense of the free will and the purportedly Catholic views of a Mexican nation. As they built the sense of a providential Catholic nation into this political discourse by the 1830s and 1840s, clerics did not consistently or exclusively have recourse to the Virgin of Guadalupe. In the 1840s, a Christ-centered notion of providentiality in Mexico’s history was emphasized by some to counter conservative Christian leanings and promote the idea of an intimate connection between Christian liberation from sin and the political renewal promoted by liberalism. More research has to be done on both Marianism and Christo-centric thought in Mexican Catholicism.51

As this research develops, it is necessary to re-open the whole question of the formation of Mexican nationalism and the role played therein by providential Christianity as developed by clerical or even non-clerical thinkers. The divine dispensation may have been contemplated differently in different regions and by different groups in Mexico. For example, in a recent study on Puebla I have shown how not only providential thinking but also holistic religious thought permeated civic discourse there and was promoted by it. It has seemed to me that a region such as Puebla was more susceptible than others to an organic metaphor — such as the “body,” the “family,” or the “mystical body of Christ” — for social life because of long-standing ethnic conflict and economic decline which threatened the coherence and the peace of local society.52 Guadalajara, by contrast, was a relatively more uniform Creole-mestizo society, with strong individualistic qualities and a generalized sense of economic and social improvement as well within the grasp of the immediate future. Regional outlook seemed to gravitate towards optimism rather than border on
despair. Guadalajara churchmen seemed to connect to this climate of optimism even in their attacks on secularization and "Jacobin" liberalism. The holistic approach, while not absent, seems less developed there. Contrary to imagining the national community as a secular experience, however, as Benedict Anderson would have us expect, these clerics conceived of a commonwealth whose progress was a Christian pageant most faithfully reflecting the deep-felt beliefs and desires of the people. This was not a simple story of Mexico having been chosen once and for all above other nations; it was rather a pact in which Mexico must merit its place in the divine scheme: Mexico must stand out by standing up for certain Christian goals. Clerics clearly developed the idea that this was fully compatible with representational government; after all, the people of Mexico were seen as steadfast in their Christian commitment, even while a handful of politicians might be pushing a vastly different agenda. If only the nation's desires were represented transparently by its politicians! Guadalajara optimism brought forth a peculiar synthesis of liberal and providential thinking, here. The national community was imagined in religious and civic terms simultaneously.

Churchmen in Mexico after Independence coupled, in Anderson's terms, an anachronistic "Messianic time, a simultaneity of past and future in an instantaneous present" to the modern "homogeneous, empty time" of the clock and calendar which allowed them to compare Mexico with developments in the United States and Europe. The providential pact between the Mexican people and God was seen as ethically and religiously undergirding Mexico's desire to progress and stand out in the international sphere. Mexican churchmen and their allies wrote in ways that appealed to a broad audience with whom participation in national values could be shared through satire and laughter, not just through high-minded goals. Mexican nationalism of the 1830s and 1840s in many ways looked like Anderson's "last wave" Third World nationalism after World War Two — still uncertain, still inheriting colonial modes of conduct and views, enjoying at best a troubled hegemony, still lacking public institutions and a school system to disseminate a national project which was still too Creole in a largely mestizo and Indian population. But both Churchmen and Catholic laymen in Guadalajara were actively involved in responding to the calls of nationhood and citizenship, now understandable only within the liberal-leaning climate of the Cádiz Constitution of 1812 and then the Mexican Constitution.
of 1824. However, even in Guadalajara there were moments in which ecclesiastical nationalism looked strangely like the "official nationalism" which Anderson studies in nineteenth-century Europe: a response by privileged pressure groups to current political and nationalist demands to avoid exclusion or marginalization.\textsuperscript{57}

While such a preemptive corporate ethos was present, focus on it alone does not do justice to a larger process of Catholic adjustment to change. Even the early national awareness promoted by the insurgency under Hidalgo and Morelos borrowed from a long-standing Spanish Catholic identity, setting it on its ear by determining that Spain had fumbled this identity under French influence.\textsuperscript{58} The insurgent newspaper during Father Hidalgo's stay in Guadalajara, \textit{El Despertador Americano}, referred to the French threat in religious terms, crying out against Americans who had been deceived by Napoleon's overtures toward the New World:

What hurts the most is that, when all is said and done, in the bitterness and chains of your oppression you will not have the solace of the Catholic religion, which [even] in the loss of your freedom and other temporal belongings would have encouraged you with the hope of eternity. Do not be deceived, oh perverted Americans, all countries dominated by the monsters aborted by the Corcegan will sooner or later be touched by the contagion of atheism which they profess, and which those Despots have spread.\textsuperscript{59}

\textit{El Despertador Americano} went back to this topic again and again. In its second issue it reminded readers that "we count on the declared patronage of Holy Mother of Guadalupe, Protective Guide of this Empire, and Sworn Captain of our legions."\textsuperscript{60} In its fourth issue it chided Spanish policy for having succumbed to French materialism and dared to attack the Church. The rejection of secular oppression was followed by bitter comment against taxes on Bulls granting indulgences and the loosening of Lenten observance. The newspaper added:

"Have not even the goods of brotherhoods, [as well as] the funds of Wills, Chaplaincies and Pious Works of all sorts been placed on public auction, to ship their earnings back to the Metropolis? Have not the precious jewels of our Churches been despoiled only to disappear for ever from our sight?"\textsuperscript{61}
Such ideas opened the way for the advance of a providential notion of Mexico’s national role, already prefigured in the Guadalupe tradition, which the independence under Iturbide could not pass over lightly. Yet the use of Guadalupe to divide Mexican society between Creole and peninsular Spaniards in the insurgency may have impeded her use as an exclusive symbol of providential destiny after 1821. As Lucas Alamán would later suggest, caste war was much feared in Mexico down to the 1850s, and the appropriation of the banner of the Virgin of Guadalupe had been associated with a bloody civil war in which Spaniards were mercilessly pursued.\textsuperscript{62}

By elaborating on a providential notion of the Mexican nation, then, churchmen were responding to, as much as leading, the quest for Mexican national identity. In Mexico, clerical nationalism was not tied to dynastic or even governmental interests. In fact it represented a growing breach within the Creole establishment wherein Church-related intellectuals argued that government and society were drifting toward secularism and menacing both Church wealth and Church spiritual leadership in a Catholic Mexican society. Nationalism as promoted by clergymen thus aimed at re-sacralizing Mexican bonds of community and elevating common destiny to a sense of mission. While this was grounded in clerical conviction regarding the non-Jacobin character of the Mexican people, and thus hoped to ensure ecclesiastical presence in society and constitutional guarantees for the clergy in the polity; this nationalism contributed to an imagining of the Mexican nation as a community under law, bound by a territorial – if not ethnic – past and destined for a sovereign, national future of increasing social and economic improvement. In this view, accountability of elected authority was a primary topic, and thus all public representatives were responsible to the nation.

In this way, Mexican clerics helped form a composite nationalism which is as much a response to the legacy of the French Revolution as it is a manipulative or hide-bound reaction by a vested interest. Clerical nationalism assuredly benefited from the past of bureaucratic pilgrimage and the viceregal print culture in Spanish – as Anderson would suggest – since they contributed to bonds of identity related to what was to become, approximately, the Mexican national territory. But it dug deeply into the history of providentialism that David Brading has studied through the Virgin of Guadalupe tradition and which William Taylor has persuasively shown to be growing dynamically through
the eighteenth century in the mestizo center-north and north of the country. Clergymen and their allies were continuing the process of imagining begun long before in quite different circumstances. They chose, or chose not, to emphasize the Virgin of Guadalupe, but their notion of a national destiny under an accountable, lawful government was not simply manipulation, although it indeed was developed in response to a need to protect Christian and ecclesiastical interests.

It may be that Guadalajara played a particularly relevant role in this process because of the active political participation in Cádiz and the Constituent Congress of 1823 by prominent local clergymen, and their often outspoken identification with the goals of federated states (for example, Jalisco and Zacatecas) and the independent nation. Canons José Miguel Gordoa, Diego Aranda, José Miguel Ramírez and José Domingo Sánchez Reza had significant experience within this political tradition. Gordoa and Aranda would become bishops of Guadalajara. The wording of their published documents can be read as a complex response to the dual demand of loyalty both to a cherished political tradition and to Church interests as they saw them. They can also be read as reflecting a more self-confident regional attitude that emphasized the present and the future. Dutifully respectful of the past, many Guadalajara churchmen were not slaves to it.

In this sense, the Guadalajara Church must be seen within the polemics of Mediterranean Catholic society over internal reform of the Church and the place of the papacy and the state within this process, not only within the turbulence of Bourbon reforms and Mexican independence. Since the Church Council in Pistoia, Italy, in 1786, political reformers and religious reformers had tended to be very closely associated in Spain itself and there is a complex history of how this thinking made its way into Mexico over the next few decades, a history largely still to be written. Despite massive Mexican rejection of secularization or impiety as French in origin, the Pistoia tradition is clearly present in Mexico by the 1820s. The Church's response to this threat in Guadalajara brought it into the public forum to protect its values and interests in a way which led it to imagine and promote nationalism. It did so, as Lomnitz has said in his remarks on Anderson's view of nationalism, "not as an ideology, but rather as a hegemonic, commonsensical, and tacitly shared cultural construct."

Clerical nationalism in Guadalajara is not unparalleled and there is a global context; Adrian Hastings has tellingly found the
role of religion to be integral to the history of "ethnicity and construction of nations." Central to Hastings view of nationhood is the development of a "self-conscious community" which is creating "a horizontally bonded society to whom the state in a sense belongs," all within a community characterized by "an extensively used vernacular literature." A sense of threat to the "proper character" of the community can be part of this. Beyond any definitive secular-religious divide, Hastings sees "Biblical Christianity" providing a model for the development of a sense of nationhood, emphasizing "a unity of people, language, religion, territory and government." In his view, whereas a state can be instrumental in creating it, a nation "is not a nation until it senses its primacy over and against the state." In fact, Hastings sees religion as potentially crucial in this regard, observing as he does the "defiant power of a nationalism grounded in religious identity." In the Mexican case, William Taylor has shown how eighteenth-century parish priests helped to weld Indian parishioners into a body politic that transcended Mexico City. And in independent Mexico, parish priests were considered such bellwethers of popular opinion as to have their conduct carefully monitored by government authorities. Priests, including Fathers Hidalgo and Morelos, were very much at the center of Mexicans' imaginations of themselves as a people. Indeed, not only priests but bishops and canons were at the heart of determining the sense of national "holiness and special destiny," to use Hastings' words again. Although later historical events profoundly transformed and secularized this identity, it would be safe to follow Hastings' caution that "one must not be deceived into thinking ... that modernised, secularized forms of nationalism in any way represent its beginning." In the eyes of this English historian, the enduring strength of a nationalism to transport the nation through thick and thin is related to this "religious rock" on which nationalism is generally founded.

Although later to be partially superseded by a more secular legal and nationalist development during and after the Mexican Reforma starting in the 1850s, the promotion of early Mexican nationhood is very much a part of events related to the commonsense perception of the Mexican community as eminently Catholic. Catholic nationalism in Guadalajara was an attempt to shore up Mexican national identity on one side of the divide represented by the Council of Pistoia. Diocesan churchmen claimed popular support for Church autonomy, exclusively Church-led
not state-directed — ecclesiastical reforms and the defense of Church interests as corresponding to the constitutional rights of citizens and to Mexico as a Catholic nation. In so doing, they were juggling contrary traditions.

While ultimately not triumphant, bowed by the deepening and popularizing of liberal reformism, this nationalist Church discourse built off and contributed to an ongoing sense of Mexican identity as distinct from the state, tied to constitutional guarantees, embracing a broad territory and competing in a complex but distinctive way with cultural, social, economic and political models in Europe and in the United States. Although it is generally assumed that modern Mexican nationalism is a secular product of nineteenth-century liberalism, it may be more appropriate to see it as forged by these contrary forces of Christian fulfillment and secular liberal commitments, and perched on the horns of its own dilemmas.

As José Gutiérrez Estrada made clear, the war with the United States would bring national survival to the fore in all political debate. Even liberals would be faced with the need to reckon with the nation's complex past, which made the implant of liberal institutions extremely difficult or impossible. Church opposition to anti-clerical liberalism in the press and in government had in fact promoted the forum of public opinion, with writers on one side and the other aiming their discourse at a national audience. Down to the time of the war with the United States, liberal authors seemed more concerned to catch up with progressive countries in Europe and the United States; they rarely if ever developed the national question as a distinctive issue. From the mid-Forties they would have to modify their outlook and show that liberalism was indeed more conducive to Mexico's social fiber and future well-being than anything social conservatism or monarchy could offer. The question they never could fully address was Catholicism and its role in Mexican nationhood. Ultimately, this would become a moot question after the Constitution of 1857 eliminated any reference to an official religion.

Understandably, however, many Mexican liberals and conservatives were moving in the direction of a pragmatic political culture in which survival of the nation was a preoccupation. Erika Pani may be right to argue that it is a fallacy to think that the convergence of such thinking around the Second Empire, followed by its defeat, was the end of such an orientation. Not only would triumphant liberals become more conservative, as Charles Hale
has argued,\textsuperscript{78} and more authoritarian, as Pani and Laurens Perry\textsuperscript{79} have suggested, but they would be noticeably concerned with the survival and celebration of the nation.\textsuperscript{80} But it may have only been in the twentieth century that public nationalism truly displaced Church-led collective identity. According to Claudio Lomnitz,

In the Porfirian arrangement, schools and patriotic festivals were mainly organized by and for regional elites, and the church still provided the broadest arena for the political assertion of collective force in its fiestas. It is only after the revolution, with the decline in the coercive power of local politicians and the introduction of competitive sports, that the civic fiesta became a forum in any way comparable to the church fiesta, and, interestingly, it is only at this point that rural schoolteachers mustered the local support they need to really expand the school system with the tight budgets that they have always had.\textsuperscript{81}

It remains to be seen whether Mexican religious nationalism has been superseded by its secular successor, or whether indeed there still is a complex mix within Mexican nationhood of two distinctive projections of what it means to be Mexican. Do the strengths of Mexican nationalism come from the “religious rock” of its origins, or do they proceed from the liberal and libertarian tradition so clearly identified with the figure of Benito Juárez? More telling, are these two traditions separable in any attempt to explain the composition and the internal tensions of Mexican livelihood as a national experience? Are they always antagonistic? Did Mexican Catholic nationalism cease to stoke the fires of national imaginings of the nation after the liberal Reforma triumphed over the Second Empire in 1867? Has it done so now? Are we dealing with leftovers, or with live coals within a living tradition?
Clerical ideology played an important role in the complex cultural transition Mexico underwent from the late eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries. This study aims to accurately situate clerical ideology in relation to the social, economic and political transformation promoted by both the Enlightened absolutism of the late colonial regime and the new, independent state born in 1821. The first step is setting out an overall framework.

This period was marked by deep changes and the transformation or reformation of the ruling groups of society. Therefore, we should think about clerical ideology in the context of the changes produced in ideological hegemony. What new interests were effectively expressed in the ideological sphere? How much did inherited ideological patterns change? How much room was there to re-accommodate the interests emerging from new ideological forms?

In the pre-Bourbon status quo, the union of secular and religious power was laid down as the foundation of society. The effective exercise of royal patronage kept these two forces in delicate balance. The Church kept its autonomy on matters of faith; the state took up its authority by guiding suitable appointments. The Catholic state based its legitimacy on the support provided by the Church. Nearly a co-ruler, the Church watched over
the state in many ways, and was directly entrusted with preserving orthodoxy in morals and doctrine. The relationship between Church and state was rightly symbolized by repeated declarations of the union of "throne and altar." \(^2\)

Beginning with the eighteenth-century Bourbon reforms, Spanish-American society underwent increasing secularization in the standards and assumptions of collective behavior. Considered "decadent" by many inside and outside the Iberian peninsula, Spain responded to its international marginalization with a progressively more ambitious and systematic program of changes and transformations. The bourgeoisie, long subordinated within the structure of imperial power, became a valued and protected element of society. The strength of rival foreign powers was seen as a product of their potent bourgeoisies and their efficient systems of production and distribution. To become their equal, absolutist Spain set out to alter the internal make-up of imperial power. This sparked — among other things — a process of secularization of the core institutions and values of society. \(^3\) When independence was achieved in 1821, the declaration of popular sovereignty caused the ideological make-up of Mexican society — already undergoing secularization — to be subjected to intense and open questioning of unprecedented depth and frankness. The ideological unmaking and remaking of the state, of state power in its most basic sense, was accompanied by a period of singular critiques proposing radical transformations. \(^4\)

For the purposes of this study, the ideological production of this period (from the late eighteenth to the mid nineteenth century) should be seen as part of the complex linkage of the Hispanic world to the most "advanced" northern parts of Western Europe. Overcoming "decadence" and developing untapped or neglected resources set the tenor for the period. Equally important was the new and unprecedented phenomenon of a growing number of lay people, inside government and out, asking questions and offering answers about the basic make-up of society. \(^5\) This was not just a matter of minor or technical proposals, but of wide-ranging and deep examinations which began with the ills that afflicted and weakened Hispanic society — as opposed to foreign powers. The crumbling of the Hapsburg Empire made critiques of its failings come to be prized. Independent Mexico would inherit this crisis of remaking state power from the late Spanish Empire.
The Bourbon monarchy had harvested this growing unease, and attempted to guide it to new ends. Clerics and statesmen in particular, from Feijóo to Campomanes, had subjected everything to questioning. They had proposed – with some differences of opinion – that the future of the Hispanic world had to significantly break with its past, lest the misfortunes of that past be repeated, which would be intolerable. This questioning was broadened, popularized and extended by political crisis, and its result, in nineteenth-century Mexico, was the shattering of any comfortable and triumphalist traditionalism – like that which might have characterized the prideful and buoyant Spain and Hispanic America of the Renaissance. The weakness of the Spanish state was seen as rooted in the nature of Spanish society and its economic and cultural practices. The overall make-up of society was inevitably problematized. Giving priority to the role of the bourgeoisie, secularizing the state, downgrading the corporations in favor of a single citizenship status, consolidating mechanisms for popular representation and promoting practical and general education became tasks for social development from the eighteenth century forward. Their place in independent Mexico is the logical, although conflicted, sequel to the crisis of the Spanish Empire.

The Church was at the center of the debate, both as a participant and as a subject. Its role in the dialectic of change between society and the state should not be underestimated. This was a crisis of assumptions about the social life of man, an ideological and cultural crisis which affected the foundations of the social edifice and its possible state organization. Should the social achievements of man be governed by reason and free will inspired by self-interest, or should they be subject to a collective ideal which effectively overruled individual or group experience? In the latter case, a special body should be entrusted with spreading the vision of a collective life and setting and enforcing standards for socially acceptable behavior. The traditional Western response to this problem had been religion preserved by a jealous hierarchy. This avoided many problems concerning the relationship between society and the state. As an English thinker put it as late as the end of the eighteenth century: "He who worships God in spirit and truth will love the government and laws which protect him without asking by whom they are administered." From this viewpoint, the laws governing collective life reflect and protect
that life. Particular interests cannot be imposed, but must first be debated and incorporated by a government which acts as arbiter over the supposedly harmonious whole of society. The Hispanic variant of this vision took the form of a society ordered into bodies and estates, within a supposedly organic whole, governed by accepted laws and customs under an absolutist monarchy.  

Orienting the society of the eighteenth and nineteenth-century Hispanic world towards a more open approach to worldly life meant fundamentally changing the core standards and assumptions of societal behavior. This step was taken on behalf of the bourgeoisie, rather than directed by it. Naturally, it also affected any ideas of the state pertaining to worldly existence. No longer to be seen as a passing means to an other-worldly end, worldly pursuits would now be seen as ends in themselves. Instead of representing and adjusting an organic whole made up of corporate bodies and estates, the state would become the instrument for remaking society. By changing the legal and moral codes of society, the state would come to represent the collective interests of citizen-individuals. The conservation of the organic whole would give way to the promotion of individual interests as the assumed guide for state conduct.

Scholars have too often assumed that clerical ideology foolishly opposed this historical moment. Yet the survival of clerical ideology would seem to challenge this interpretation. The documents analyzed for this period in this study do not suggest any stuffy narrowness of thinking, or any retreat by clerical ideology, either intellectually or emotionally, as an overall response by the Church to the winds of change. In addition, it is singularly important to note that during the entire period under study — and until 1856 — the standards and legal framework keeping the Church joined to the state remained in force. Clerical discourse had the advantage of being able to take for granted the survival of a legal framework which favored it. So long as the Church did not fight for complete reaction, the established order reserved a privileged space for it at the core of society, despite the growing rise of ideologies calling for social change and the making of a single, anti-corporatist citizenship. The Church could employ this privileged space to influence changes, to moderate them, and sometimes even to eliminate them.
Regional Pressures as Ideological Factors

As the center of an emerging but still peripheral region, Guadalajara could hardly aspire to merely keep the cultural and social structures of the past alive. The well-being of the city and its region depended on present and future gains. The past could be a starting point, but never a fixed goal. That is why it is important to examine the role of traditionalism in Mexican life in a region in an open process of transformation and consolidation. Clerical ideology, generally identified with traditionalism, was in particular tension on this point. Traditionalism, in this sense, was not only associated with keeping the Church bound to the state, but also with a vision of society as an organic and harmonious whole whose structure and hierarchy were protected by inherited cultural values. Traditionalism was characterized by emphasis on otherworldly religious themes and eternal values, rather than worldly social behavior and the pursuit of "progress."  

Guadalajara was a recently formed region where the Bourbon reforms had driven notable economic growth. It is likely that the anti-corporatist spirit of the reforms benefited the region rather than harming it. The attack on the interests of the merchant guild in Mexico City redounded to the benefit of commerce in Guadalajara. There was no solid guild tradition in Guadalajara and its industries accelerated around 1770 without resorting to that corporatist system.  

Far from the Atlantic and the threat of the English, and therefore a less vulnerable center of the Spanish Empire, Guadalajara seems to have experienced relatively little of the Bourbon reforms' component of anti-Creole suspicion. Creoles had achieved a level of political participation in the audiencia of Guadalajara far above what was customary in the capital of the viceroyalty. Even though this participation declined in this period, it spurred notable social and economic ties between Spaniards and Creoles. Regional energies were fueled by transformations and did not experience the weakening produced by a strong division between Creoles and Spaniards. If an entrepreneurial spirit was going to be more prized than before, that was a good sign for the region.

The traditional corporation with the deepest roots in Guadalajara was the Church. Within this institution, at the end of the colonial period, Spaniards and Creoles commonly associated with each other. The outstanding personalities of the Church, without distinction, gave the warmest of welcomes to
the implementation of Bourbon reforms in Guadalajara, explicitly because of what they promised in terms of regional development. In this way, Guadalajara became a singularly favored zone of America on the verge of Independence. It was a region where the firmest institutional base of the old order—the Church—aimed to identify itself with the forces of change. This began during the period of Bourbon absolutism and, although it underwent major changes after 1810, continued afterwards. The Church did not give up on its attempts to connect to social change, even after Independence and the proclamation of popular sovereignty as the political basis of the country.\(^\text{16}\)

**Forging the Region**

Just as the *audiencia* of Guadalajara was originally created subject to the authority of the viceroy in the capital, so the regional economy was subjected to the ups and downs of the hegemonic center in Mexico. New Galicia was born dependent, economically and politically, on the controlling forces of Mexico City. The capital gave Guadalajara political orders and economic goods, receiving and distributing its major product, different kinds of livestock (cattle, mules and horses).\(^\text{17}\)

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Guadalajara region had no possibility of forming its own economic space, or a semi-autonomous territory, within the great internal market of the Viceroyalty presided over by the merchant guild [*consulado*] of Mexico, formed in 1592. It is even doubtful whether we can speak organically of a region, since centrifugal forces wrested from Guadalajara whatever hegemony it may have coveted.

Yet by contrast, the course of the eighteenth century was shaped by the growing consolidation of a regional internal market based on the expanding population of the capital of Guadalajara. Between 1700 and 1800, city residents increased six times in number, reaching 28,000 in 1793, 35,000 in 1803 and 40,000 in 1821. Guadalajara came to be the third city in the Viceroyalty, and the population of its hinterland supported this prominence. Very important processes took place, especially in the fifty years before Independence. While available data do not allow definitive conclusions, it seems that the intendancy of Guadalajara came to occupy first place, or close behind, in economic growth.
Extensive cattle raising was set up on the coast, while the eastern reaches of the territory consolidated a specialization in mule and horse raising. A transition towards intensive agriculture took place in a wide zone bordering Guadalajara, due to the city's growing demands.

In the midst of so many changes, all of society underwent a deep shift. With the mobilization of productive resources, disputes over borders between towns, or between towns and haciendas, became common. The demographic growth of the area outran the possibilities of labor absorption due to agricultural growth. As available land became scarce, the excess rural population faced a difficult situation. Peasants suffered from a more unequal distribution of natural resources within their own communities. Social difficulties aided in increasing artesanal production, a compensating activity at this critical socioeconomic moment. Similarly, crime, banditry and vagrancy also increased, clear indices of a hardly promising sociological outlook. With their subsistence threatened, more peasants hired themselves out for work on the haciendas. At the same time, the haciendas consolidated their control over the supply of food to the city. New investments and the expansion of areas cultivated directly by landowners pushed sharecroppers aside.

Yet while the most unprotected sectors of society went through difficult times, businessmen saw their luck improve. Hacienda activity was stabilized by the economic strengthening due to the nearby urban market. The commercial groups providing credit for agricultural activity and local distribution of goods prospered. Their political star shone ever brighter as they increased their presence in the municipal government of Guadalajara and achieved the establishment of a merchant guild there in 1795. No longer a mere stopping point for supplying California and Sonora, the port of San Blas was cleared for international commerce in 1796, which also favored the commercial groups. Mining in the intendancy was now in open decline, but despite that it did not cease to contribute to the making of great fortunes. The booming mining centers outside the region continued to be a powerful drive to local production of cattle, certain manufactured goods, and even agricultural products, all of which were to the benefit of commercial interests.
Ideology and Society

Ideological reactions to the changes in Guadalajara society were varied. City life required an economic and political regulation which was qualitatively different from earlier eras. Regional culture was promoted by the founding of a university, a printing press, and a theater towards the end of the eighteenth century. Problems of excess population and urban crowding were addressed by the creation of a new hospice and hospital and the building of housing under the bishop’s auspices. In 1812 a mint was built to ease commerce, and in 1821 a patriotic society was created to contribute to “progress.” Even before Independence, there were attempts at industrial development with capital and technical innovations. Civil and ecclesiastical authorities looked favorably on the spread of manufacturing, seen as providing useful work and creating jobs. Attempts at manufacturing would reappear during the national period.

The Church still represented a key channel in the ideological continuity of Mexican society at the time. The critical thinking of prominent clerics in Guadalajara society did not only represent the interests of a privileged group. The clergy identified with the groups responsible for key transformations of the heart of society in order to influence political, economic and social change. We could say that what the Church in Guadalajara went through between 1790 and 1853 represented the crisis of its hegemony over a changing world. Clerical discourse, eminently social at every moment, was transformed by an ideological trend which only became clear at the end. The objective of clerical discourse was to overcome the swift fragmentation of society, the product of both economic growth and the greater prominence of lay critics in public affairs, by reaffirming an organic vision of social order as one and indivisible. Within this order, the clergy would maintain a vitally important role.

Such a reformulation was something to be won, not an automatic result. It had to respond to the growing complexity of a region subject to growth and consolidation which, for that very reason, was undergoing processes of social breakdown.

Secular ideologies — especially those of foreign inspiration — presented important challenges to the Church’s struggle for social hegemony. As a result, it should not surprise us that in the midst of these internal ideological reformulations carried out by the members of the clergy, important schisms appeared within the
ecclesiastical hierarchy itself. The lack of a homogenous clerical response to the crisis became more serious and evident as the need to reorient the sociopolitical setting became crucial. It is worth stressing that because royal absolutism had begun the change, later losing out to the political and economic forces of Mexico, the Church never had the opportunity to present a clear or totally opposed alternative to the change underway.

Since the beginning of the last decade of the eighteenth century, the ecclesiastical hierarchy of Guadalajara had taken full part in the regionalist drive that promoted and reflected the social and economic restructuring of the area. It solidly supported the creation of the local university and the formation of the merchant guild. The high clergy debuted a new language for both, making allusions to natural rights and civil society based on property rights. They did not fail to speak of clerical abuses and of superstition as being opposed to true religion. Yet at the same time, they showed reticence towards the drive to restructure the Church along more modern and politically submissive lines which had originated in royal circles, and not directly with the clergy itself. Even so, the Enlightened clerics of the 1790s were ready to put up with the frustrations that went along with bringing their country up to date. Modernization was identified with a prosperity that both Church and society needed. In addition, Christianity would expand into new territory and reformulate the relationship between the temporal and the spiritual, between science and theology. All this was seen as a worthwhile gain.

In this period, the Church was still sure of itself in social life and the ideological sphere. Its discourse was optimistic and frankly positive. It mediated between the government and the governed with the assurance of being listened to. In keeping with the royalist tone of the 1753 Concordat and the 1771 Fourth Mexican Council, the Church obviously conceived of itself as a participant in an important change of direction for the Empire and for its region. Prosperity and greater competitiveness were fundamental for all of the Spanish Empire: the King, the Church and the people. The new businessmen, assertive regional interests and new knowledge were all allies in religious and imperial development. They were thought of as complementary, rather than opposed.

In the years after 1810, the ideological discourse of the prominent clergy of Guadalajara indicated a notable change towards the spirit of progress of the time. To be sure, the sociopolitical context had already changed. The introduction of Bourbon reforms in the
intendancy in those twenty years had not only promoted greater economic prosperity, but it had also intensified the materialism and scientific pretensions of the well-off. On the other hand, it had also sharpened certain social antagonisms. The ecclesiastical hierarchy had changed after the deaths of Bishop Alcalde and his immediate successor in the mid-1790s. Now the hierarchy raised new questions, or raised old doubts formerly silenced, about the possibilities of social progress. By then, the French Revolution was a menacing backdrop. Napoleon’s invasion of the Iberian Peninsula in 1808 intensified the dilemmas of the Guadalajara clergy, and the consolidation of Independence would only continue to deepen them.\(^{22}\)

Throughout the period under study, however, the Church in Guadalajara refused to take a passive attitude towards the changes generated at the heart of society. It always demonstrated a certain ability to find points of contact between opposing social outlooks. Certainly this was something of a historical necessity if it wanted to preserve the vital role of the clergy as an intermediary in social conflicts and as the bond ensuring the coexistence of opposing interests. The difficulty of achieving this increased as royal absolutism was beaten back, and the doctrine of popular sovereignty managed to replace it, from Independence forward. In this sense, the period between 1810 and 1821 is a watershed in the clerical discourse of Guadalajara. Even between 1825 and 1831, when it lacked a bishop, the Guadalajara Church continued to struggle to adapt to the changes taking place. By first carefully marking religious terrain off from political terrain, then insisting on the organic whole that the “nation” represented, the Church attempted to demonstrate both its steadfastness and the vitality of its message for the social well-being of the country.\(^{23}\)

**The Ecclesiastical Body**

*From the Ideology of Accommodation to Concrete Historical Change*

This study looks at the clergy as an ecclesiastical institution, a “body” endowed with an ideological power initially intertwined with absolutist royal power. Immersed in the crisis of the Imperial state, it found itself implicated in the remaking of the power and therefore the international viability of the Spanish Empire. The intendancy of Guadalajara stood out as a thriving new region, and therefore offered an ideal site to
test the reformist drive of the clergy. Beyond this local factor, another factor was no less important. Throughout this process, the effective exercise of royal patronage influenced the advance-
ment of appropriate clerical figures, because appointments to
positions in the clerical hierarchy implied a recognition of polit-
cical loyalty. The struggles after Independence over the effective
exercise of this patronage by the newborn Mexican state aimed
to preserve this balance of power. The Mexican state was des-
tined to lose this struggle, it is true, but the clergy would not
cease to grapple with new directions in society and the state,
despite this conflict. Indeed, the clergy would persist in its drive
to coordinate and reflect the hegemonic interests of regional-
ism and nationalism, as well as to dominate the more narrowly
political-ideological field.

Yet certain aspects of this should not be overlooked. From the
beginning, regionalism in the intendancy of Guadalajara opened
up the possibility of going beyond a mere renewal within the
Empire. It was associated with the emergence of new groups and a
new awareness of identity. Although this would not clash directly
with Bourbon reformism before 1810, it would do so afterwards.
In fact, regionalism and the Mexican nationalism that histori-
cally went along with it would end up giving abstract liberal
individualism a geographic and horizontal expression. Gradually
connecting up with doctrines like popular sovereignty and the
individual pursuit of self-interest, regionalism and nationalism
threatened to break apart the organic unity of Mexican society,
which until then had been a mere segment of Hispanic Imperial
unity. Even without the effective exercise of patronage by the new
Mexican state, the clergy could not dodge the complexity of this
societal change. It found itself obliged to offer a view that went
beyond the mere negation of new trends. From the end of the
eighteenth century until 1853, its efforts were neither insignifi-
cant nor unimportant to the future history of Mexico, and they
await detailed study.

We could associate liberalism with a certain break with the
values of the past. By contrast, clerical ideology was always distin-
guished by its spirit of order, discipline and reverence towards the
memory of things past. It did not deny change, but it required
change to more clearly pass through mediations. It explicitly
supported the state as the preferred authority for this task of
directing change. It strove to avoid religious or civil questioning
which might threaten to destabilize the harmony of the social
collective. When disputes arose between social sectors or even between the civil and ecclesiastical bureaucracy, these were to be treated as administrative or perhaps jurisdictional matters, but never as deep disagreements. By contrast, both Enlightened absolutism and liberalism promoted a greater split between the secular and the spiritual and a weakening of traditional social arrangements. They shared an openly critical attitude towards the past. 27

As long as the traditional alliance of Church and state lasted, civil non-conformity was accepted and tolerated. But open civil dissent was not, as its spread might have threatened the peculiar unity of political and spiritual society. The difference may appear minimal, but it was crucial. The organic social whole still took precedence over the individual. Nevertheless, one should not lose sight of the decreasing naturalness of this over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries due to the multiplication of spontaneous or deliberate changes. This is when the long-delayed dispute between the Church and the state comes to the fore. Non-aristocratic social forces strove to fortify their position in the state at the expense of the status quo and the syncretic regime which until then had been the peculiar response of Spain and New Spain to the emergence of new forces within society. The Mexican Church was not ready to accept a radical liberal and individualist redefinition of the state, nor was it prepared to separate civil and religious society, sundering political and religious unity. It fought to impose metaphysical ideals on society, reinforcing the old alliance between Church and state, between Church and society, and between various social sectors and the state. From the viewpoint the Church repeatedly expressed, the civil government may have been supreme in secular matters, but the Church continued to set the ultimate goals of all of society on a transcendent plane. Together, the state and the Church would promote the unity of society. 28

According to its way of thinking, the Church was the moral and intellectual leader of state and society. Yet it would see its successes become progressively more fleeting and partial. The eighteenth century and the Bourbon reforms placed the status quo under tension and in question. The decline of the metropolitan economy spurred attempts to achieve a swift, guided change. The result was a dangerous balancing game, taking place within a new and stimulating tension. The half-measures came to an end when Napoleonic France decided to advance on Spain in 1808 and completely subdue the Spanish Empire. From this historical
circumstance, there emerged an archipelago of nations— and regions— of Latin America. And each fragment of the worn-out Spanish Empire would face the same challenge as the discarded metropolis: change or repeat? To adopt popular sovereignty, or to remain faithful to a sovereignty which was colonial, metropolitan, and—in the final instance—divine and distant from human view? Adopting popular sovereignty meant facing a threatening situation in which the multiple voices of a heterogeneous people were pulling social unity apart and questioning the authority of not only the royal sovereign, but also his historical ally, the Church. The importance of work in society could later be framed in terms of a human “progress” hardly oriented towards clerical consecration. In the face of such unknowns, the Mexican Church had to take a stand.

The nineteenth century in Mexico was marked by economic recession, open or latent civil war, and a tenacious dispute at the top of society to set the ideological framework to find a path out of the crisis. Society was opened up by the force of the blows dealt by groups and individuals demanding a voice and a vote. This itself was a sign of the breakdown of the status quo. But at the same time, the majority of the population could not fully take part in social debates, even though they did suffer from the experience of society’s failures and reshaping. The majority of the people were still poor, ignorant and far from the effective exercise of political power. Although overall social discontent seems to have intensified, those who could channel it effectively were part of a privileged minority whose social models were divided between periodically updated traditionalism and some adaptation of Northern European liberalism. Thus the crisis of breaking colonial ties and definitively forming a new nation was an extension of the crisis of the Catholic Hispanic world. The rupture of colonialism cracked and partly broke up the corporatist society of castes centered around royal absolutism. But Mexico was still far from being able to genuinely remake society as a collection of individualized citizens, with effectively equal rights, each one openly pursuing his sovereign personal interest.

What this implied for the possible structure of the new society would only emerge over time, and after bitter struggles.

Of course, Mexican society was only nominally aristocratic-monarchical in the European sense. Following the fleeting empire of Iturbide, the republican form of government was generally accepted, and it only lost its absolute hegemony after the
debacle of the war with the United States. Yet throughout this period, the clergy and the Church were granted a privileged space in society. Calling into question the role of religion and the Church in society seemed to threaten a nationality which was still weak and could hardly withstand more surgery than it had already undergone – or was undergoing – and still remain strong and unified against outside threats. But there was a great ambivalence. If priority was given to the surviving legal, administrative and cultural ties vital to linking society and the state, then only unavoidable changes should be undertaken, and even these should only be done slowly and cautiously. But if, on the other hand, priority was given to the need to bring up to date the representativeness of government and the distribution of wealth, in order to promote a new individualist and classist basis for society, then national sovereignty in the form of popular sovereignty should be given substance as quickly as possible. In that case, the aim would be a unity of compromise and convenience based on the notion of an explicit and reformable social contract.

The first approach underscored the social role of the Church in national life, pointing towards an organic, indissoluble unity, forged in a past that was still partly sacrosanct. That unity was perpetuated more through tradition, cultural norms, and bureaucratic authority than through open acceptance or interest, strictly speaking. In practice, the rejection of past Spanish rule was mitigated by administrative routine and by the real hegemony of the Church in interpreting past and present social life for most of the population. The danger was that this vision might not offer a swift and predictable resolution of national problems, and that it might sacrifice the strengthening of citizen participation and republican virtues for a passing strength forged from the dangerous denial of unsatisfied interests. The opposing vision also held its dangers. Based on an optimism that trusted in the national ability to quickly and deeply heal three centuries of difficult colonial history, it could hardly guarantee avoiding the socially divisive tendencies of rational individualism among a supremely heterogeneous people. Thus it is hardly strange that the initial period of self-government should be based on a fragile and perhaps desperate attempt at compromise. In this transition, popular sovereignty was checked first by monarchical principles, and later by a republicanism closely tied to the Church.

In any case, whatever their ideological preferences, the old corporatist bodies of the Army and the Church were not all that
had survived within society. The old confraternities of artisans and peasants also endured, the rural townships were intact despite some changes, the universities still sheltered those privileged by erudition, and the land owners and urban businessmen — who had never required a noble title to exercise their hegemony — continued to hold a status unreachable by the great majority. Society was still structured by behavior which required something more than mere liberal individualism to reasonably coordinate the interests of the whole. This is surely what guaranteed that ideological projects were always, whatever their premises, accompanied by a certain pragmatism designed to ensure their effectiveness in historically specific ways. The ideology of change, first absolutist and later liberal, never overcame the dilemma this implied. Moreover, it made headway among governing sectors — statesmen, lawyers, those aspiring to popularly elected posts — but it left most of society intact. The autonomy and ideological viability of ecclesiastical institutions remained safe for a long time. Social discourse reflected this compromise with reality, and helped prevent a definitive reformulation of society and the state.

Clerical Pamphleteering
A Measure of the Continuities and New Possibilities of an Era

Drawing closer to actual society leads us to study the formation of the Mexican nation and the forging of Mexican nationalism as specific historical processes. Symptomatically, the clergy was very much present in both processes. Under Spanish colonial power, the formation of the nation was as an underlying and undesired process, and of course nationalism was officially ruled out. Following the national declaration of Independence in 1821, the tradition of submission to Spain, the presence of many Iberians in Mexico, and the Holy Alliance’s support for Spanish recovery of its American colonies all underscored the dangers threatening the Mexican nation during the 1820s and 1830s. With the fading of the Spanish threat at the end of the 1830s, the specter of United States expansionism emerged with the breaking away of Texas in 1836. Foreign diplomatic challenges were evident throughout the period, accompanied each time by threats of internal breakup produced by the form of state organization and the ideological make-up of the nation. Although optimism was the dominant national attitude after the declaration of Independence, disillusion rapidly set in and the frustration and
perplexity produced by multiple failures was followed by bitter and dark pessimism after the war with the United States in 1847. These were not the adequate circumstances, externally or internally, for effective cohesion of the forces of change.

Nevertheless, with Mexican Independence and the strengthening of liberalism, there began a period suddenly based on a single clear set of ideological perspectives. Institutions and values should be based on singular principles guided by the rights and duties of an egalitarian citizen. In an incipient way, this society was becoming more plural so that social actors might become the representatives and agents of change. But the 1824 Constitution was only moderately liberal. It perpetuated the alliance of Church and state which, rooted in the Hapsburg past, had managed to survive the reformist absolutism of the Bourbons. Could such an agreement withstand the popular movement the most radical wing of liberal constitutionalism would lead in later years? Clerical ideology was more accustomed to social discussions about the speed and opportune moment of change than to debates about basic principles whose living embodiment was the historic alliance between Church and state. Thus, it was only partly ready for the new direction of public debates. But it would prove to be much more prepared than one might think, as available documentation from Guadalajara shows.

The aim of this study is to allow the ideological moments of social discourse to be defined by the thrusts and parries of the pamphlets of the time. This points us towards those sectors of the population who were able to read and write, and who were closely tied to political power. They could intervene in the processes which clearly defined the place of politics in society, publishing ideas and refuting those of their opponents. While this is a minuscule segment of the social whole, we must not forget that this is precisely the segment which set society's guidelines in terms of culture, politics, and social and economic standards, and set them all the more strongly the less effective democracy there was. This is the segment which exercised the intellectual control of structures hegemonic over the rest of the population and made checkered claims to reflecting and representing the interests of the whole. Spokesmen for the ruling institutions, or self-appointed spokesmen for transforming or preserving them, they were knights in a battle aimed to shape the destiny of all.

The clerical propagandists treated here are a particular portion of these elites. Close reading will allow us to more clearly identify
many of the authors of the pamphlets analyzed here. Further bio-
bibliographic research would undoubtedly reveal their positions 
high in the clerical ranks, or their aspiration to such positions. But 
that is not the path I have chosen to follow here, out of a convic-
tion that it is more important to place emphasis on discourse than 
on men. For the analytical aims pursued here, it is more useful 
to stress the plasticity and adaptability of polemics than the sup-
posedly unchanging nature of interests. This “decentering of the 
subject” of history allows us to follow how discourse itself “con-
stitutes individuals as subjects.” Such subjectivities “do not refer 
back to ... a substance, but rather to a position which can be 
occupied by different individuals.” From this standpoint, what 
is in dispute is not only goods, posts, or specific influences, but 
how such goods, such posts, and such influences are seen and 
understood by members of society. There is no greater or better 
guardian of order than the consensus of public opinion.37

One should very much keep in mind that freedom of the press 
was only established in 1812. From that year, it followed an erratic 
course until the declaration of the republic in 1824. With the 
coming of the republic, freedom of the press came to an entirely 
new legal and effective fullness. Even though censorship on reli-
gious matters had not yet been lifted, the point where politics 
ended and religion began could never be specified. That is why 
there was such effective freedom of the press that accusations 
of licentiousness were frequent and widespread. Since this was 
a “popular government,” a “government of the people,” the 
Mexican civil authorities did not generally dare to control the 
free expression of ideas. So there flourished everywhere the varied 
attitudes and opinions of a people becoming sovereign through 
the exercise of an authority whose existence required no more 
justification than the mere fact of being Mexican. In addition, 
Mexicanness was felt to be fully universal, without any barriers to 
hold it back or reduce it to the level of a provincial or minor expe-
rience. It is precisely in pamphlets where one can clearly sense 
that national independence included a popular revolt in Mexicans’ 
perceptions of themselves. These sharp dynamics of the period 
give it a moving vitality which even today impresses anyone inter-
ested in the constitution and reconstitution of the country.38

Prior to full freedom of the press, the hegemony of conservative 
pamphlets over material published in Guadalajara was indisput-
able — except for the decrees and a newspaper issued during the 
brief government Hidalgo formed there (late November 1810 to
mid-January 1811). A wide range of publications appeared, but sermons and pastoral letters made up the key pamphlets of the period for the purposes of this study. It is worth pointing out that the counterinsurgency launched a newspaper — albeit a short-lived one — which during the brief constitutionalist period tried to form an alliance between localist forces striving for rapid provincial expansion and the larger forces of Iberian colonialism. 

After 1821, the very same ideological writings associated with the exercise of political sovereignty produced an expansion of the genres in print. In these pamphlets, the roles of the central and regional governments were discussed, and all kinds of constitutional debates took place between the various pamphlets and newspapers. Clerical publications continued to include sermons, pastoral letters and ecclesiastical edicts, with updated themes and outlooks, except for a lapse due to a lack of a bishop between 1825 and 1831. Clerical thought was also clearly expressed in polemical pamphlets since this was a time when there were attempts to found sovereignty on specific constitutional and organizational acts that were subject to debate. This was likely accentuated precisely by the absence of a bishop. In addition, the establishment of local presses increased the number of publications and the production of publishers.

This marked an impressive break with the days when things were published only in Spain or in Mexico City, without any need for a local press. With its interest in economic and social development, Bourbon Enlightened absolutism had already brought about a change in this situation by supporting a press and other institutions representative of potentially dynamic local interests. But the press still spoke from the top of a pyramid of power, and pamphleteers adopted the tone of authorities setting directives for a people not yet able to speak for itself. When they wished to, these documents could capture and reflect reigning local feeling. But they selectively gave voice to interests who could demand rights within the frame of governing imperial institutions. It is also significant that certain fundamental documents from the period — some of which are examined here — were not printed, despite their great importance in shaping public life. Public life was clearly still governed by mediating groups which were far from popular and which, despite the changes, continued to do without an open, public forum.

The sovereignty theoretically exercised by the people required turning that pyramid upside down. Everything constituting
sovereignty had to be the product of a more direct popular voice. That is what was theoretically achieved by the nearly unrestrained freedom of the press. With a pen, paper, and some connection with a printer, any Mexican could be a true sovereign, exercising the sovereignty shared by all the people. Political institutions should therefore be shaped to take forms appropriate to a differentiated and heterogeneous public. This assumption was inherent in the idea of freedom of the press as it appeared in Mexico at the time. Yet it was in deep conflict with the usual proceedings of the bureaucracy and the Church, as well as with the social groups nurtured under the colonial order who had become the pillars of society. Writers at the time could hardly avoid referring directly or indirectly to these contradictions, whether to reconcile those institutions and groups to the new national situation, or to wage an assault upon them.42

Since popular sovereignty could only be exercised by the people, the nature and character of this group had to be defined. Popular sovereignty and its exercise represented a problem and an opportunity which could not be separated from the messy issue of sorting out the nation-state. This question not only involved the problem of constituting “public affairs,” but went further, because it included the idea of sovereignty within the concept of “national being.” Prior to Independence, no debate on such a theme could have officially taken place.43 There were Peninsular Spaniards and American Spaniards, peoples of mixed origin, and indigenous peoples. All were included, even at the level of their group interests, within an idea of empire which, despite its clearly Spanish origin, did not yet establish a full nation-state identity. In this sense, the Hapsburg accommodation to the coexistence of different types of peoples or communities was still in effect throughout the entire Bourbon period up to the eve of Mexican Independence.44 Sovereignty had a dynastic origin which claimed a universal basis. There was no need to define a united people in order to give it a fixed, civic meaning. The universality of the empire was eaten away by the implications of the conquest itself, the resulting regime of discrimination against castes and Indians, and the Bourbon tendency to attack American Creoles and subordinate them in various ways. But the premise of universality would radically change only with the spread of theories of popular sovereignty.45

Harvesting the fruits of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century European thought, nineteenth-century Mexico would face the question of how to exercise popular sovereignty within the
territorial and demographic confines of a nationality in the making. This problem included the need for social coexistence beyond the level of principles and general standards of idealist thinking about sovereignty. That is why the groups contending in this period for a dominant role in defining the Mexican nation and nationality should be seen in the fullness of their contradictions and their historical presence. That is to say, the presence of tensions and the resulting contradictions at the core of their ideologies should be understood as a product of the efforts of their ideologues, in the midst of the struggle, to play a vital and effective role in defining the future course of the nation. For example, liberalism would repeatedly evince a need to observe certain conventions in order to help overcome a constantly unmanageable present. To preserve the liberal state that emerged from the 1824 Constitution, its supporters prized order and the respect for governing authorities, whether based on liberalism or some other ideology. In this context, clerical ideology offered a potentially important support, since it underscored the obligation of all Catholics to obey the established authorities. In the face of such circumstances, liberalism's drive towards the effective exercise of popular sovereignty could weaken. On the opposing side, it was only by means of a double movement, looking to the past but also to the future, that the traditionalist ideology of the clergy could hold back the destructive outburst of new events and opinions. These threatened to overthrow clerical ideology, with the priority it gave harmony and the social whole over dissension and the individual. In any case, the architectural richness of the historical moment clearly appears, in both cases, as a specific interweaving of competing hegemonies.

Pamphlets are an ideal place to study the fractures within ideological positions in their contemporary political dimensions. It is in pamphlets that we can capture the elaboration of shared hegemonies in which opposing positions weave new points of effective agreement. It is the best place to analyze the points of continuity. The needs of the state and the bureaucracy as well as the traditionalist opposition represented a burden difficult to cast off in Independent Mexico. The exigencies of internal order and international peace were tasks worth consideration. The recognition of the new national state by foreign powers, even the Papacy in the religious-diplomatic sphere, became a problem of state as much as a liberal dilemma. The state could hardly emphasize its liberalism with complete disregard for other practical
considerations. The Mexican state was subject to the inertia of its bureaucratic past and to a need to endure even at the expense of sacrificing its liberal character. Besides, there was no single or homogeneous interpretation of liberalism, and there were always debates among its supporters.48

What has been said about the problems of the liberal state is no less true for the study of the clergy and its traditionalist ideology. They, too, can be studied more subtly through pamphlets. The clergy did not enjoy full ideological hegemony, as was already clear from the emergence of Bourbon reformism during the crisis of the Spanish Empire. The clergy could hardly have such hegemony after the declaration of Mexican Independence and the emergence of popular sovereignty. The clergy had taken part in the crisis of the Hispanic world from the eighteenth century, and under Bourbon reformism, they had participated in some of the solutions to this crisis. Thus the clergy had some reformist and enlightened credentials in their theoretical positions and practical actions.49 Pamphlets enable us to take the measure of this reformism, both during the Bourbon period and after Independence. Similarly, pamphlets can help us understand how the Church, just like the state, faced a situation where it could not exercise complete hegemony over ideological domains, and thus made its own adjustments between past ideological orientation and the irreducible present. The Church underwent renewal in Independent Mexico, but at the same time managed to perpetuate a traditionalist organic understanding by employing certain aspects of liberal ideology itself and important facets of the nationalism of the newly independent country.

Clerical pamphlets were guided by three basic premises: doctrinal orthodoxy, the organic character of society as a whole, and the indispensable role of the ecclesiastical body in watching over both. This gave clerical discourse a deep anchoring in past doctrine and practice. But it did not obviate the need for creative updating with an eye to the dilemmas of the moment. Clerical discourse did not predetermine the specifics of the material and civil life of man. It only presupposed general guidance, whose specific outline was subject to debate. The specific responses to new moments always recovered the ideological inheritance of the Church, but also adjusted to the new social setting of which the clergy themselves formed a part. The desire for shared hegemony with the state even rewarded a certain flexibility towards changes in national ideology.50
The clergy made an appreciable effort to adapt advantageously to the new course of the country. The clerical modus operandi demanded that the individuals with the right to speak about the moment be selected according to the standards of the ecclesiastical body. In Jalisco, except for the period immediately following the death of Bishop Cabañas in late 1824, there is a recognizable shaping of clerical ideology by the bishop and his cathedral chapter (college of canons of the diocese). Even anonymous clerical pamphlets, since they generally did not spark rejection by the church authorities, can be presumed to have been published with their tolerance or tacit support. While their positions certainly varied, they were clearly instruments in the Church's search for a sure path as an institution. Once an officially proclaimed position had been set, all other parts of the Church owed obedience. In the meantime, the coexistence of different and heterogeneous elements within the ecclesiastical body was assured, although there was an attempt to keep certain common assumptions about doctrinal orthodoxy, the vital role of the clergy in national life, and the organic integration of the whole of society. That is why the pamphlets can be read as an expression of the tensions between inherited ideology and the demands of the moment. We can measure the efforts of the Church to position itself vis-à-vis the dominant social groups of the period by examining the discourse Church spokesmen, official or self-proclaimed, produced at different political moments to achieve that clear objective, and even by examining the inconsistencies, contradictions, and variability of that discourse. This suggests that the official positions of the Church itself were to a significant degree reached by debate between the potentially different opinions of the various clerical leaders.51

In summary, during this period clerical ideology proved itself as shifting in its expression and formulation as liberal ideology. Therefore the reconstitution or transformation of clerical ideology is best viewed in terms of ideological hegemony. The parameters of social domination changed constantly and profoundly throughout the period under study. The union of government power with the Church was constitutional until 1856, but even so, as an ideological foundation of the state, it suffered significant blows. Society allowed for more people to express their views, since liberalism exalted individual rights. That in itself reflected a change in the status quo. Independence gave voice to an increasingly more plural society, where social actors became the representatives and
agents of change by appealing to the central and unquestionable principle of the basic freedom of man.

Independence was connected to a new concept of sovereignty. Now sovereignty should be a product of freedom directly exercised by the people, which, as already suggested, implied turning the traditional pyramid of power upside down. In fact, the nearly unrestricted freedom of the press would exert pressure on the structures of political power. There was an aspiration to shaping the country so as to include a collection of groups with equal rights in social and political life. But, meanwhile, in the midst of the change towards popular sovereignty, the interests of the bureaucracy and the Church continued to exercise a power which is still not adequately understood. To put it differently, the state bureaucracy and the Church bureaucracy would have to redefine themselves with regard to popular sovereignty, even while still entertaining doubts about it. In turn, sovereignty was vulnerable on questions of internal order and foreign threats. The following chapters will explore some aspects of this dynamic, placing special emphasis on the central role of the Church in Guadalajara.
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Over the course of the eighteenth century, New Spain experienced the growing regionalization of “economic spaces” in the hands of local elites. Alejandra Moreno Toscano and Enrique Florescano have described the regional consolidation of Guadalajara within this larger setting. Regional competitors grew stronger in the face of Mexico City, which attempted with mixed success to rule over the whole territorial economic space of New Spain. Guadalajara exercised progressively larger influence over an important portion of western Mexico. As the seat of an audiencia and an extensive diocese, Guadalajara was already a legal and administrative center, and now it expanded its economic and cultural role.

New dynamics in Spain favored the strengthening of Mexico’s regions. In fact, the goal was to break them away from their old colonial center, Mexico City. In general terms, the objective was to produce a commercial renewal of Spain based on the promotion of Spanish agriculture and industry. Manufactures in particular were to be destined for the American market, which itself would grow due to the greater prosperity produced by the development of regional resources. To this end, the idea was to encourage in the Americas the mining of precious minerals and large-scale agriculture for domestic and export markets. Even
subsistence agriculture was to expand, through the redistribution of excess lands to indigenous communities and higher-ranking casta groups. The desire to effectively carry out this great transformation led Spanish authorities to consider how regional government in America could be made more effective. As a result, the interests of the affected regions would have to be promoted.²

The new drive was set within a larger, clearly military effort at imperial defense. Since the 1760s, there had been interest in fortifying regional interests in northern New Spain. This meant defending them from foreign attacks by building a stronger socio-economic basis for military power. This turned out to be a difficult task. But it involved the Guadalajara region from the beginning, with the outfitting of the port of San Blas for supplying the population of California and Sonora. Shortly afterwards, artisan industry began to grow. The causes were the war in the Atlantic and its interruption of overseas commercial flows, along with the growing regional population. Both commerce within the region and exports outside the region expanded. The traditional linking of regional growth to the livestock market of the center of the country—a power of Mexico City—weakened. The agricultural market of Guadalajara grew stronger along with the population increase, and local manufactures expanded dynamically.³

The policies of Charles III produced hopes that this expansion, in good measure spontaneous and without state direction, might continue. The death of the monarch in 1788 led to a certain ideological reading of the situation on the part of the Guadalajara elite, encouraged by new Intendant Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola and members of the traditional high clergy. To understand this, we should stress that, by this time, New Spain had been administratively reorganized, with the creation of the system of intendancies and a centralized military command on the northern frontier [comandancia general de las provincias internas].⁴

The new situation also brought territorial adjustments to Guadalajara. The intendant of Guadalajara assumed clear military functions and proceeded to organize militias at strategic points across his territory. The new intendancy of Guadalajara gave clearer administrative definition to the territory under the economic sway of the city market. Nonetheless, the financial interests of the capital reached beyond these new limits. The founding of a merchant guild in 1795, six years after the effective organization of the intendancy, officially reasserted the supraregional role of Guadalajara by
establishing its control over the entire territory of New Galicia. Similarly, the Royal and Literary University of Guadalajara, created in 1792, exercised effective power over the enormous hinterland of New Galicia, and not merely over the immediately neighboring territory of the intendancy. The audiencia consolidated its broad jurisdiction, and the creation of the mint in 1812 should be seen as an additional sign that the scope of Guadalajara's influence was more New Galicia than Jalisco proper.⁵

There was already talk of a new viceroyalty in the north of New Spain, and Guadalajara figured among the proposed capitals. The region was on the road to consolidation, but its exact future course was not yet clear. Invoking the legal framework of a viceroyalty for social life meant looking to the past, since this was a Hapsburg administrative form, not a Bourbon one. But this call was sparked by what was in many respects a radically new situation for New Galicia. In addition, the creation of a viceroyalty need not eliminate the system of intendancies as a mode of political organization subordinated to the new Viceroy. It could well be an instrument to make the future government of the new entity more viable. If so, the new regional force of Guadalajara would draw most of northern Mexico towards it, creating a parallel with the traditional reach of the viceroyalty of New Spain.⁶

The Elaboration of a Regionalist Ideological Discourse

No single movement proposed a political platform and socioeconomic project for the future of Guadalajara, its immediate surroundings and larger hinterland. The elements that, bit by bit, would make up the vision of local interests and their project for the future became clearer over the course of the period under study. Before 1821, the clergy played a noteworthy role in the ideological formulation of this growing regionalism. The clergy had a forum for their ideas in the pulpit and the printing press and were subject to almost obligatory consultation in forging new directions for the political and socioeconomic development of the area.⁷

There was not yet any insuperable opposition between the clergy and the state, much less between the clergy and society. The ecclesiastical corporation, an entity inherited from the Hapsburg era, attempted to adjust itself to demands for change and saw an effective means of contributing to that change in the new
Bourbon approach to reform and transformation. For the regionalism that was taking shape, Bourbon efforts to shake up the Hapsburg regime seemed to augur a brighter future. It was not immediately evident that the prosperity foreseen would put the ecclesiastical corporation in check. Enlightened absolutism promised to carry out the necessary change without meddling in thorny questions of political power. Growth promised greater incomes – not only for individuals and the state, but also for the Church itself. With greater rents, the corporation could set its course for the future, increasing its presence in education and other activities of public benefit, as well as broadening its missionary efforts in the far north. Trimming away what was worthless about local tradition, and speeding up the flowering of what was best about it, seemed to constitute a clear mandate in Guadalajara. Here, love of the land was linked to support for its growth and regional consolidation. Reformulations did not seem to imply annihilating the old regime, but rather gradually improving it. Since there was no clear boundary between promoting local interests and new Bourbon measures, tradition was not opposed to modern ideas about the state, or to the architects of its transformation.

Thus, it is not surprising that leading figures of the Guadalajara priesthood fervently lined up behind eighteenth-century reformist policies. While these policies reached their peak during the reign of Charles III, they only produced powerful effects in the intendancy during the reign of his successor. After the change of the guard, examples of this kind of ecclesiastical thinking abound. In 1789, Doctor Caspar González de Cándamo, canon of the cathedral, saw an opportunity to preach on the Bourbon reforms in his sermon honoring the recently deceased Charles III. He took advantage of the moment to favorably sum up the policies of Charles III and suggest that similar reforms be applied to New Galicia. The printing of the sermon, which ran to forty-six pages and a one-page errata, preserved for posterity the force of hopes for change and for political, intellectual and economic progress awakened by the government whose future was now uncertain due to the change of the throne. In the first six pages of his sermon, González de Cándamo found a way to remind his parishioners that they had received great benefits from the monarch, who had concerned himself with the well-being of his vassals and had always been guided by the recognition that “the love and trust of subjects are the only solid foundation for the duration and prosperity of empires.”
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In his speech, which was called a sermon although it did not touch deeply on any religious theme, the vigorous priest made clear that Charles III always strove for peace in order to “attend in its midst to the sole, solid, and true prosperity of his dominions, which he saw as his first obligation.” This was necessary in order to straighten the erroneous ways of Spain over the past two centuries, since the death of Charles V. Because it had erred so tremendously in its government policies, this country

... which from the times of that Charles, who made himself obeyed and respected by the entire world, to those of his great-great-great-grandson Charles II, had fallen from the summit of power and opulence to the depths of weakness and misery, had fought in continuous and extremely costly wars in the days of Philip V, and had barely begun in the brief years of Ferdinand VI to lay down the foundations of its true happiness, when Charles III took in his hands the reigns of government.9

Canon González de Cándamo was now coming to his point. He immediately painted a portrait of a desolate Spain whose decline Charles III had come to conjure away:

Agriculture decayed, the countryside half-depopulated, industry fully lost, commerce in the hands of foreigners, the arts of all kinds ignored, and the sciences treated mostly in uncultured style, and nearly reduced to stubborn and useless disputes: witness the state of the Crown of Spain when it was placed on the head of Charles III.10

What was behind the agricultural misery of Spain? González de Cándamo pointed to the price control on grains and the defense of extensive grazing lands for the ranchers of the Mesta. These made agriculture expensive and stagnant. He declared that it was the wisdom of the statesman king which had overcome these difficulties, and along with them, those which had blocked the profitable exporting of grains. Old canals were widened and new ones were opened. At the same time, the difficult colonization of the Sierra Morena was carried out, leaving the area in the hands of “the simple worker, the industrious artisan, the man of honor and integrity, agreeable to the eyes of God and useful to the King and the Fatherland.”11

Charles III brought industry and commerce, those “two foundations of true riches,” back to life in Spain. With this, he proved
that Spanish character was not made up of “laziness, idleness and slackness.” The “danger of the utter ruin of the Fatherland” and the dependence of Spanish consumption on imports were conjured away by the new monarch along with the mistaken system of government which Spain had followed for more than two centuries. Appropriate care was given to “the mechanical arts,” and this encouragement revived them. Textile factories managed to recover the markets of the peninsula and the Americas, and “all branches of industry grew greatly in [just a] few years. The means of subsistence increased, and with that, the population, which is the principal foundation on which the prosperity or misfortune of states is built.”12 The canon declared:

Neither can commerce flourish without agriculture and industry providing material for its flows, nor can agriculture and industry endure, if they are not animated and enlivened by commerce, which for that reason is rightly called the soul of the republic and the life of states.13

To promote commercial interchange, Charles had opened new roads, pursued bandits, managed “to reduce and correct the coin to a single minting,” increasing the circulation of money with the founding of the National Bank of San Carlos, upheld the value of royal debts, facilitated and cheapened mercantile exchange, and impeded the clandestine flight of precious metals. He pushed for the improvement of old guilds and founded new ones in many places, while more effectively uniting Spain and the Americas by establishing maritime mail service. Even more importantly for the Americas, González de Cándamo argued, Charles had broken Cádiz’ monopoly over commerce with the dominions of the New World, a measure accompanied by the suppression of some taxes and the reduction of others. There was a strong push for overseas navigation: more goods were carried and the cost of sending them dropped. “The Royal Tribunal of Mining was created in these domains, and the price of mercury had previously been lowered, all towards the goal that a greater abundance of fruits and metals give a rapid push to commerce to the common utility of Spain and the Americas.”14 In addition, a greater human freedom was added to the free flow of goods:

Shortly afterwards, he removed from the necks of the unhappy inhabitants of the New World the heavy yoke under which they had
groaned in exhaustion, the barbarous and tyrannical custom which — in opposition to the liberty nature itself gives — had demanded of the miserable Indian that he sell the sweat of his brow to those who held the authority to value it as they pleased.¹⁵

Looking on the reaction that Charles III’s reforms had drawn from monopoly interests and their allies as “worry and ignorance,” the cathedral Canon comforted himself and assured his parishioners that “justice will prevail over cunning, and the son of Charles III will confirm and even extend the providences of his August Father.” Undaunted, he turned immediately to the accomplishments of the King in avoiding war in Africa and Europe which, along with his creation of the Royal Philippines Company, had advanced commerce on all three continents. He quickly reviewed the King’s promotion of the fine arts, including the creation of the San Carlos Academy in New Spain, from where “lights will reach these far-off provinces.”¹⁶

As for the sciences, he asserted:

Charles opened the doors which worry and ignorance dressed up in the cape of religion had kept under double lock. Light came in, and shadows melted away immediately. The universities were reformed. Those endless disputes which had been virtually our only occupation, in which entire centuries had been wasted without advancing a single step, began to be looked upon with disdain, and the straight path that leads to truth was taken.¹⁷

Modern philosophy was cultivated. Theology was renewed by direct consultation with primary sources. The study of canon law was based on the history and “discipline of the Church.” Public and national law replaced the preoccupation with Roman tradition. Oriental languages were positively valued, and natural history, chemistry, minerology and metallurgy were introduced, “sciences which were more important than any others, not to say indispensable, for the prosperity of the state.” Similarly, botanists and naturalists were sent to the Americas to learn of “its mostly unknown wonders.”¹⁸

As González de Cándamo drew nearer to American shores, near the middle of his speech, he apologized to his parishioners for going on at such length. Then the fearless Canon continued with his summary of what was most important about the regime of the deceased King. He celebrated the attack on vagrants,
beggars and the idle, the good government and cleanliness of cities, and the increase and enlightenment of the army and navy which had been achieved "without damaging agriculture or industry." Among the new administrative arrangements, the King had "increased the number and staff of all the ministries of every judicial court in the Americas." But more than all these wise and prudent measures – and many more similar ones – Charles had known how to fulfill the role of a monarch. He had shown this by declaring that "all the earthly tragedies that could befall me would affect my heart less than the unhappiness of my subjects whom God has entrusted to me." The Canon’s voice boomed: "O words worthy of being etched in marble for the instruction of sovereigns! Come, Kings, understand your obligation, you who rule this earth; learn the charge the crown brings with it."19

Again and again he came back to this same question of the political direction of the reforms, which ultimately was a reflection of the exhaustion of the Hapsburg hierarchy and the new attention to producers and merchants. This new direction promised to bear great fruit. Charles’ convictions had smoothed the response to complaints, reforming abuses and dictating ...

... such enlightened policies. A new light seemed to illuminate Spain. A new sun seemed to have been born. And since we have made use of this comparison, allow me to make use of one more. Just as in the regions situated on the other side of the Tropics, the rays of the spring sun bring to life a nature half-dead from the rigors of winter, or as in these lands where we live, the summer rains bring lushness and greenness to fields scored by long drought, so the deceased King Charles gave new life and made his dominions flourish again, after they had been reduced to nearly the lowest state of listlessness and misery.20

Before finishing, González de Cándamo would find a way to praise economic societies, to recall the royal foundation of hospices, hospitals, and colleges of surgeons, to take advantage of the suppression of the branding of slaves to mention again "the laws you are given by nature," to claim once more that the government of Charles had been in keeping with "the sacred right of property, foundation of civil society," to praise the personal virtues of the King, and to demonstrate that the monarch’s reforms of clerical abuses were due to his matchless zeal for true religion, including his establishment of the dioceses of Linares and Sonora.21
This very kingdom we dwell in can testify to the large sums spent on its shores, and to the difficult and most costly voyages that were made in order to extend ... [the Catholic faith] to the furthest reaches of new California.  

All that remained for the Canon was the required closing prayer, which he fulfilled with half a page on behalf of “a King at last, who fulfilled exactly the obligations of his crown, searching by all means to exalt his peoples.”

The banner of Enlightenment don Gaspar González de Cándamo raised up in Guadalajara would have a worthy sequel. When Bishop Friar Antonio Alcalde was consulted, on 25 August 1791, about the viability of establishing a merchant guild in Guadalajara, he entrusted the matter to the doctoral canon of the cathedral. He was to write a response representing the opinions of the highest ranks of the Church, including the dean and the cathedral chapter. The terms of the response he produced are interesting. It supported the idea of a guild, not only to resolve disputes between merchants but also to duly help its members to avoid personal bankruptcies and extend commerce. Guadalajara's role was seen not only in terms of its remoteness from Mexico City, but also in terms of the even greater distance from Mexico City of many other towns in New Galicia (that is to say, places within the authority of the audiencia, and not only the intendency, of Guadalajara). On this basis, it explicitly supported the petition for establishing a guild that merchants had made to the intendant of Guadalajara.

The document stressed the last part of this proposal:

The intendancy of Guadalajara, which other parts are subject to, has twenty-seven subdelegations, twelve mines, and taking into account the jurisdiction of the Royal Audiencia, no fewer than sixty-seven mines. This Diocese includes seventy-four positions for parish priests, seventeen doctrinas [mission parishes] and six encomiendas [Indian jurisdictions under the rule of individual Spaniards or Creoles], totalling ninety-seven.

The sales taxes from the city of Guadalajara and its dependent areas exceeded 200,000 pesos, considered a substantial sum. The functions of the new guild, the document continued, would encompass the promotion of commerce in New Galicia, which the guild of Mexico was incapable of adequately advancing due to...
its greater commitment to “the vast territory of the archdiocese of Mexico and the dioceses of Puebla, Valladolid, and Antequera.”

With the guild of Guadalajara established, commerce will flourish in the interior provinces, the population increase recommended by the Sovereign will be achieved, many abandoned mines will be worked, many uncultivated lands will be sown, tithing will multiply, and the worship of the true God and the Catholic religion will be able to spread more easily among the barbarous Indians, all of which would be useful to individuals and to the state, to the Church and to the King, which are the objectives that should be aimed for.

The ecclesiastical hierarchy proposed that the guild dedicate itself to “promptly providing for the grave urgent public necessities of this city,” such as the introduction of water. This would also contribute to improving surrounding agriculture and reducing the harmful dust of the area, which was a health problem. The dust would also be reduced by the swift paving of the streets, which the new guild would undertake. Another problem peculiar to Guadalajara which the guild would fight against was the constant erosion by rain and deepening of ravines “which are nearly at the edges of this city.” New roads would be made and the existing ones would be repaired. Meanwhile, under the authority of the guild of Mexico, the indispensable bridges to ease coming and going from Lagos and San Juan had not been built, even though that town celebrated nothing less than the “most famous fair in all of this America.”

The natural industries of the region would be spurred by the establishment of the merchant guild of Guadalajara. According to the cathedral chapter, these industries included silver and gold mining, the production of dyes and paint, “curing of all kinds of leather,” and cotton and wool textiles. The idea of promoting the spread of these enterprises fit into a broader vision of the social question in the area:

As a result of these establishments, Indians of little wisdom will be instilled with taste and civility and will seek employment in work useful to themselves and the state. This will uproot from among the remaining people vagabond begging, the object of indignation, in order to aid true poverty, the object of charity … because experience has proven in this city that when there are public works such as the royal palace, the hospital, the cigar factory and other private works
employing many workers, if those works cease for lack of materials, then beggars abound and from this comes much vagrancy which, even if it doesn’t cause any harm, at least causes alarm. Factories also lead to population, because having something with which to support a family multiplies marriages.\textsuperscript{29}

The document closed with a mention of how the founding of the port of San Blas had spurred agriculture, industry, population and commerce. It also mentioned the increased contribution of Guadalajara merchants to the well-being of the local and viceregal public coffers and to the development of mining, agriculture and other economic transactions “regularly carried out only by merchants, doing without the support of ordinary \textit{alcaldes} [magistrates], \textit{regidores} [councilmen] and other officials employed in public works.” Bishop Friar Antonio dispatched it to Intendant Ugarte with a separate note recommending that he trust in the “solid thinking” of the cathedral chapter. The Bishop added that the example of Mexico City should be taken into account, along with “the feelings of enlightened reason and policy, which recommend the distribution of utilities derived from any source among those places and peoples aiding in their collection.” The Bishop explicitly stated that his support for the measure in question – the establishment of the merchant guild – derived from his love for his diocese.\textsuperscript{30}

Not all the manifestations of clerical support for the spirit and practice of Bourbon reforms were made with such zeal for delving into detail. Yet fitting occasions for expressing sentiments like the above were not lacking. One appropriate moment, for example, was on 10 November 1792, at the funeral for Bishop Friar Antonio de Alcalde, who had been in charge of the diocese since 1770 with the exceptional support of Charles III himself, as expressed in a 1788 message. Don Juan Joseph Moreno, the distinguished treasurer of the Guadalajara cathedral, was entrusted with preaching the sermon. In opposition to the defamations of those who had accused the late Bishop of greed and avarice, Moreno turned to detailing his work on behalf of convents, the poor and education in general, whose colleges and schools would show “the Christian and political benefits of such useful establishments.”\textsuperscript{31} Moreno could not help but mention

\[\text{[t]hat hospital [San Miguel] as ample and open as his heart, and so many other buildings in which sums have been spent from alms}\]
distributed wisely, since they were directed to uproot idleness and larceny and to promote the arts, so that money might circulate among all the city’s inhabitants by means of the close ties and dependence among them, and in this way the poor would have a means to aid those who were poorer.\footnote{52}

According to Moreno, the Bishop had lived in dignified Christian retreat. But he had not lived in an “Anchorite retreat,” since he rightly thought that “the day is for the public, and the night is for me”.\footnote{33} Moreno reproduced Alcalde’s own words again in explaining the emphasis placed on detailing the Bishop’s charitable gifts — made, we might add, with a certain touch of modern philanthropy. It was necessary, the Bishop had said, “to avoid after my passing the malice which can emerge from one or more men who dislike the light but zealously love the darkness, and take to be true whatever their passion or imagination tells them.”\footnote{34}

It is significant and symptomatic that, despite the Enlightened current evident throughout these documents, the sermons leave room for some doubt about the support Bourbon reforms enjoyed on religious matters. Who was it who was tempted to associate new ideas and the eradication of clerical abuses with irreligion, in González de Cándamo’s words, or to denounce Alcalde with calumnies, according to Moreno?

Locating the resistance to committed reformers without falling into their own polarized reading of the ideological situation is always a delicate business. Fortunately, we know of another sermon Moreno preached earlier, on the occasion of the two hundredth anniversary of Santa María de Gracia. Moreno celebrated then the “negative benefits” this convent had received, in contrast to the natural disasters that had affected so many other religious houses.\footnote{35} Then he asked, with emotional rhetoric:

How many monasteries of the religious orders have we seen suppressed in our own days? How many of the religious orders have we seen extinguished, abolished even in the memory of men, in these two hundred years? O God, unchanging and eternal in your Being! How great is the goodness with which you transmit a fragment of your sovereign attributes to living creatures who, by their very being, are walking headlong towards not being? Four are the religious orders confirmed by the Apostolic See which have been extinguished in these two centuries.\footnote{36}
And the magisterial Canon of the Guadalajara cathedral enu-
merated the four orders in a side note: “That of the Jesuatos, that
of Saint George *in alga*, that of the Jerónimos of Fiesoli, and that
of the Jesuits.” He immediately turned to how the convent
of Santa María de Gracia had fortunately been founded as “a
workshop of customs” and so the nuns had become “distin-
guished in human society.” Here he balanced, then, the fear of
the strong hand of reform with the implicit assertion that the
Church and its various institutions could make useful contribu-
tions to human society.37

To be sure, not all of the Church was ready to walk the tight-
rope between reformist demands and its own corporatist interests.
If we look forward, the ideas expressed in Spain by Friar Fernando
Cevallos in 1812 and reprinted in Puebla in 1820 were kept alive
in Guadalajara. Cevallos denied secular authorities the right to
reform the clergy and invoked both Protestants and Rousseau
to show that such attempts by the state lacked any foundation.38
He defended the clergy’s right to “inherit or receive inheritance,”
but he opposed clerical conscription in militias. He asserted that
there was a large but not excessive number of priests in Spain,
that the Inquisition was feared only “by those ready to sin,” and
that reform and discipline of the clergy could only be achieved
by “provincial, or national, councils.” Cevallos held the reform-
ers of the state really to be traitors to the throne. For him, their
gazes were primarily directed at usurping the Church’s goods and
jurisdiction. Yet clerical riches, which the Church held as “rigor-
ous property,” in reality propelled the economy.39 The illustrious
Bishop-elect of Michoacán, recipient of a doctorate from the
Royal and Literary University of Guadalajara and well known in
the area, had expressed more moderate ideas along similar lines on
the matters of Church property and jurisdiction.40

In between Moreno’s insinuations and Cevallos’ strong pro-
nouncements, the Church had gone through difficult times. It
had been forced to stretch itself in order to link its loyalty to
absolute monarchy and reform to the defense of its own insti-
tutional and corporatist integrity. With the passing of time, the
easy accommodation between old and new guidelines wore thin.
Differences of opinion appeared, along with frictions between
the representatives of old interests and the aims of the new royal
bureaucracy and its spokesmen.

These tensions are barely evident in the pastoral letters and
edicts of Bishop Alcalde, compiled and published by Alberto
Santoscoy. His first writings in this genre were dedicated to putting in order questions of chaplaincies, annual confessions by Indians and castas, and the observance due in towns and haciendas on religious feast days. One edict from 1773 dealt with a Bull by Pope Clement X, duly authorized by Charles III, which dealt with strictly religious questions of indulgences and confession.

Several of the later communications, from 1774, clearly did reflect the shared and delicate relationship between Church and state, as well as its particular complexity in this period of pronounced absolutism. Discussions of matters such as “lessening asylum” for prisoners who fled to churches, the Papal extinction of the already expelled Jesuit order, and the prohibition of clerical interference in the marriage of soldiers without a royal license, suggested strict adherence to state decrees. The renewed stress on the prompt fulfillment of religious obligations and the immediate suggestion of a state jealous of its authority, however noteworthy, did not yet seem to indicate a crisis. The overall emphasis on the throne and altar as social pillars supporting each other did not change radically.

Other writings appearing shortly afterward took up the subjects of the correct administration of confraternities, parish altars, incest in marriage and a general tour of part of the diocese. Clearly the extra-religious aspects of these missives pointed towards the Church’s strong ties with civil society. And perhaps there was some indication of relaxed conduct by the latter, and reestablishment of effective Church control. For example, a 1775 edict condemned those who, in trying to marry close relatives, attempted to pressure the Church by means of “carnal mixing with their projected spouses.”

Only after 1778 do certain themes become more notable in the Bishop’s writings, and perhaps the beginnings of a slight change of tone can be detected. A 1778 edict transmitted the Royal Edict against recurring to the Roman Curia without first passing through the diplomatic channels of the Spanish Crown. Another message from 1779 detailed a dispute with “alcaldes ordinarios [magistrates], alcaldes mayores [superior magistrates], corregidores [governors], their lieutenants and other secular justices” over their right to consult parochial records. With the support of the Viceroy of New Spain, the Bishop managed to severely limit that right.

There was friction between the civil and ecclesiastical administrations. In 1778 the Bishop resorted to the King to change
customary protocol regarding religious practice on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. He considered the exposure of the “Most Holy Sacrament to the Vice-Patron” [the provincial governor] to be an unacceptable irreverence, which the King accepted. These frictions must have seemed like a sign of the growing uncertainty about the roles of the two bureaucracies. But the union of throne and altar was still in effect. Although it was especially careful and precise in citing the intentions of the civil authorities, a 1781 missive about the Church’s cooperation in tax collection written on the occasion of a patriotic campaign clearly reproduced the long-standing cooperation between both hierarchies.46

More noteworthy are the pastoral writings of 1782, which address apparent problems relating to “disorders in the administering of sacraments” and “the notable diversion and decline of tithing income in recent years.” On the first point, interestingly, Alcalde indicated the high clergy’s lack of control over a wide range of activities carried out by lower-ranking priests.47 He wrote:

Having seen, with great suffering for us, how certain ministers … who do not wish to expose themselves to the work of administering [sacraments and related activities] to which they are subject by force of the vows by which they were promoted to the holy orders, voluntarily separate themselves from administering [sacraments], with false pretexts of illness, or what is even more worthy of reproach, to demand greater earthly gains they move to other parishes, under their own authority, abandoning the parish priests they were employed with.48

On the matter of tithes, the Bishop asserted that the problem “is mostly attributable to the carelessness [!] of many contributors, who refuse to pay what is appropriate on the crops produced on their haciendas, or at least hide part of their harvest, in order to decrease their contribution.” The remaining writings from later years, however, returned to strictly religious questions, or were devoted to other instances of effective collaboration between the government of the Church and the government of His Majesty. In 1785, for example, the Bishop addressed the shortage of food and how to aid in relief.49

Interestingly, some sermons from this period place particular emphasis on the mysteries of the faith, and show notable leanings towards Marian devotion. This gives the impression that
the Church was looking for a space of its own, over which it could exercise unquestioned power. Similarly, this suggests that the Church was aware of its own institutional weaknesses in terms of providing moral guidance for society. A greater emphasis on the purity of religious practice thus offered the Church possibilities of renewal. A greater integrity would prepare it for the changes in society.

One of these sermons deals with the “Eucharistic mystery.” Incidentally, it is dedicated to “the Indian nation, so enlightened as to be able to compete with all nations presently existing.”\(^{50}\)

The sermon promises to “mathematically” develop three points, in order “to provide the clearest of ideas about the darkest of mysteries.” This was the “sacrament of sacraments”: “God could give us nothing more, or nothing greater.”\(^{51}\)

In the first point, the glories of transubstantiation — “the greatest of all the miracles divine omnipotence has worked” — were contrasted with its inability to yet win “from human liberty a perfect and rational obedience.”\(^{52}\)

In the face of the invitation to men to renew themselves in Christ, that is to truly live as Christians, results were meager:

And what efforts have the sons of Adam made to destroy the old man, and to transform themselves into the new man, so that they could truly say, I live, but I am no longer myself, it is Jesus Christ who lives in me? On the contrary, they prefer instead to exert themselves by usurping from His Majesty what is so rightly his.\(^{53}\)

The second point emphasized the miraculous and absolute surrender of Christ to man. Yet man in his “indolence” had turned away from the fervor of ancient Christians, going so far as to not even voluntarily comply with the minimal demand of receiving the Eucharist once a year at Easter. Sadly, the priest indicated

[w]e unfortunately have come to a worn-out world in the depths of corrupted times, when it is not enough for ministers to go forth down streets and plazas, or to take every path and route across the fields, or even to climb up to a lookout post on the walls, to rise up and lift their voice from the fortress or the pulpit.\(^{54}\)
Faced with such a situation,

[i]t has become necessary for the Church, coming to terms with the average worshipper, to restrict such a strict obligation to only one occasion during the entire year. For this observance, the Church, even though it is a dove without bitterness, has found it necessary to use the strength of the secular arm [of the state], to wield the rigor of its censure, and to employ the loud racket of its outside jurisdiction compelle intrare.\textsuperscript{55}

In the third point, the symbolic functions taken up by the Eucharist can be seen even more clearly. These functions reasserted Christian thinking's objective of sacralizing and making transcendent man's social life, in addition to the question of individual salvation.

O sacrament of piety! O banner of unity! O bond of charity! The members [of the body] can hardly be united with the head, if they do not remain united themselves.

Why do you think that among such a variety of foods Christ chose nothing more than bread and wine as material for this sacrament? It is only because, as Saint Augustine and [Saint John] Chrysostom noted, bread is made of many grains of wheat, and wine is formed from the juice of many grapes, but they are so united and mixed that later on, no one could separate them. O symbol of charity! It is right that of all the mysteries of the Catholic religion, only the Eucharist rises up with the glorious name of Communion, that is, of Common Union. This is not so much because infants and magnates, the ignorant, the wise, the poor and the rich, the good and the bad, the weak, the blind, the lame, the crippled, the paralyzed, the leprous, all sit at this table without distinction, perhaps not even excluding lovers and madmen, as because, as the Apostle explained, all of us who partake of a single bread form a single body, without ceasing to be many: \textit{multi unum corpus sanum}. That is why Eucharist in Greek is called \textit{syntaxis}, that is, congregation, confraternity, or joining.\textsuperscript{56}
Proposing a way of thinking or living outside the framework of Christian tradition was not a step forward, but a step back. Directing himself "to the people,” this clerical thinker stated:

And you, Christian, recognize your dignity, and as a partner in divine nature do not try with crude actions to slip back into your ancient baseness and villainy. At all times keep in mind which Head and which Body you are a member of.... Let us expend all our possibilities, all our judgment and goods, to dedicate all our words, works and thoughts to the service of the Holy Eucharist. I don't know why all Christians do not become living flames which, fed continuously by the oil of all virtues, burn day and night waiting for this Sanctuary!  

And all of this was a function of the sacrament whose memory should serve "so that we can never forget that immortal benefit which overcomes time.”

Seven years later, this same preacher gave another sermon (published only in 1798). He began with a verse that beckoned to the public: “Do not then conform yourselves to the ideals of this age.” On the occasion of a young woman’s profession as a Dominican nun, the preacher was able to take potshots at this “windstorm of an age,” and make a point of the uncertainties of salvation. In his eyes, the profession of the young woman left her "forever bound to Christian perfection.”

Oh, how many are the advantages you have over [those in] common states! Since they have no method to base their conduct on, nor daily distributions except those subject only to their judgment, they regularly fail to stand up for their virtuous actions, they easily give up on them, they pursue novelties, they shift shapes more than Proteus, and they are satisfied with nothing. Even among the exercises they do practice, they nearly always prefer the ones which conform to their complexion and humor to those which repel them. Even in the most hidden parts of the Sanctuary, they consult their personality, their ease and their very nature, which they would do better to mortify with actions more useful, or less fitting their natural leanings under such circumstances.

The preacher pointed out that religious life, with all of the struggle it implied between Christian transcendence and the temptations of a more sensual existence, was no more nor less
than what the novice would face “in any other state or situation of life.” What the preacher found most terrible was that some, in their desire to surrender to the sensuality of earthly living and elevate it to an ideal, now attacked religious life precisely because of what it represented in terms of this ancient struggle of Christianity against immanence, and because of what it suggested about the difficulties of virtue outside of religious life.  

Here are the sophistries with which the sons of the age, fascinated by the terrible aspect glimpsed in Christian conduct and religious perfection, use logic to discredit them. Not happy to fool their own indolence, they aim to delude others with their same vanity. Could this be believed among Catholics?  

Finally, this was a matter of avoiding that “the torch of the good example be doused by a gust of any vanity” and of achieving “the consummation of the perpetual holocaust of the entire earthly man, which renews you for another, purely spiritual, life.” The preacher reminded them that if “each of those present fulfilled the obligations of their respective state,” all were invited to eternal bliss. 

Three other sermons before 1810 were dedicated to the Virgin Mary in her avocations as “the Most Pure Conception,” “Our Lady of Guadalupe,” and “Our Lady of Refuge.” It seems significant that only the first of these sermons was published around the time it was presented to the public; the other two were not published until 1852. Their powerful invocation of the image of the Virgin Mary on behalf on the Mexican people may have seemed excessive. The first, printed by the Zacatecan miners “as a testimony to their cordial devotion and with the greatest desire that this be spread as much as possible among all the faithful,” was the least likely to attack undesired tendencies in society or the state, since the miners’ devotion was evidently a tribute to the Church and its spiritual message. Even so, a few teachings could be underlined. Thus the knowledge of Mary’s miraculous exemption from “the ugliness and crude rub of guilt” of original sin was intended to move the public. It would be very bad “if after all this your spirit remained sterile.” The Christian purity of Mary should inspire other Christians to “purify our souls.” As for the miners, the abundance they had been blessed with in mining should be directed “as a gift to you, to the worship of God and the aid of the needy [so that] we might deserve the priceless prize of eternal bliss.”
Although the first sermon did not markedly advance its message of renewal, despite its focus on a mystery of the faith, specifically Marian devotion, the other two sermons—which were not published immediately—were able to go further. The sermon in honor of the Virgin of Guadalupe began by citing the Psalm that "no other nation has received so much good." Right away the preacher declared that the issue to be addressed was "the most stupendous of the wonders on behalf of the American nation." Through this apparition, the Mother of God had declared herself "your protector" and "come at last to declare herself in these countries as a doctor of the faith, as an apostolic teacher of the Gospel, as a strong column and unbreakable foundation of our holy religion."\(^{67}\)

In this case, this was a "great mystery of clemency." The preacher referred negatively to the pre-Hispanic and pre-Christian era, comparing it to a "contagious and pestilent poison with which the ancient serpent infected the provinces of this vast country." But this was contrasted with the new protection Mary offered to Americans: "Rejoice! For you will soon be the chosen portion, the favored ones, the ransomed people, and the sole object of the caresses, attentions, and care of the Mother of the God of Mercies."\(^{68}\)

America would defeat the temptation of sin, just as it had received the Gospel during evangelization, with special assistance from the Virgin Mary:

> Who could doubt Most Holy Mary’s having spread in these countries faith in Jesus Christ, if he meditates seriously upon how observance of this very religion for more than three centuries has kept it beautiful, flowering, and always free of the malign attacks of dissent and heresy?\(^{69}\)

But things had to be taken further still. It was necessary to sacralize, to see the life of northern America sacralized, by the force of Marian intervention. This was coming soon:

> How fortunate the natives or inhabitants of this happy soil, who Most Holy Mary did not disdain to visit, descending from the heights of heaven down to those whom she declared to be her children, enlightening them in the maxims and foundations of Christian religion, down to those whom she promised her favor and support near the shadow of that image of hers with which she
wished to bless us, down to those whom she filled at last with her
gifts and graces, until she awakened the imitation and the envy of
all other nations. To you it has been given for these and many other
reasons to bear the glorious name of sons of Mary, and to recipro-
cate by fulfilling the corresponding obligations justly and faithfully.
To you it has been given to serve as a model and example for all
true devotees of this Great Mother and to prove, with your conduct
and behavior, to be a living replica of the virtues she bequeathed to
us in this image of her original eminence.70

And lest anyone think otherwise, he drove home the point that
this was no superficial matter. No, “she will throw [frivolous
actions] away like stinking excrement, being in her judgment
nothing more than an ingenious artifice of self-love.” What was
wanted was a purified religiosity, far removed from “corrupted
customs” and in keeping “with the practice and exercise the
Gospel prescribed for us.”71

The invocation of a transcendence based on surrender to the
Virgin in no way suggests that all was well in Mexican religiosity.
Instead, it seemed aimed both at countering the lack of popular
devotion to systematic and constant religiosity, and at avoiding the
spreading of foreign influences closer to the secularizing thinking
of Western Europe. The references to the latter kind of thinking
indicate a fear that a new set of human values was being created.
At the same time, the lack of religious devotion or observance
by Mexicans was denounced as “indolence.” The promotion of
Marian devotion now offered to the practitioners of that imper-
fect religiosity a new, hardly intellectually demanding direction
which was dependent on clerical guidance. The success of this
orientation would cement an organic relationship between the
clergy and other members of society, independent of the gov-
ernment and of new secularizing tendencies. Morality was based
more on a well-directed will than on flawless conduct.

The third Marian sermon closed stressing that last aspect. It
offered Mexicans the consolation of the Virgin as a “refuge for
sinners”:

Does the tyranny of bad habits, the violence of the passions, the
ugliness of sins, and finally all the weight of inveterate vices, of bad
inclinations, of ungratefulness and infidelity under which you have
been so long groaning, not leave you any breath for raising your eyes
to the heavens and looking there for your remedy? Then know, says
Saint Bernard, and never let it be erased from your memory, that the
great quality of Mary is especially being the Mother of sinners.72

It is worth noting that by the time of these last sermons, even
Canon González de Cándamo, well known from his sermon
praising Charles III, was showing certain signs of disenchant-
ment with his earlier Enlightened positions. In 1800, in his
new post as magisterial canon of the metropolitan cathedral in
Mexico, he gave another sermon, in honor of the late Archbishop
Alonso Núñez de Haro y Peralta. In apparent contradiction to
his vision in 1789, now the priest saw noteworthy barriers to the
harmonious development of secular and religious life. He cau-
tiously declared that only science united with Christian charity
could reach “true wisdom, whose source is the fear of God.”
Similarly, he asserted that only Christianity could be the basis of
human coexistence, rather than “all that much-vaunted human-
ity of philosophy,” because it offered “that peace of the soul
which the world cannot give, which is only proper to the
spirit of God.” González de Cándamo emphasized that the late
Archbishop had been a man known for his understanding and
clemency, but that he “never gave anyone the least motive to
offend the lofty dignity of the high priesthood.” The Canon
counseled the prelates of Mexico to guide their parishioners
with love, not with fear. This did not mean they should act with
irresponsible tolerance. To the faithful, the priest had to “make
easy the yoke of His [God’s] divine law, and lighten his precepts,
without profaning his holiness with a new looseness repugnant
to the spirit of the Gospel.” Haro y Peralta was a singular exam-
ple, for he “settled disagreements, reconciled spirits, and amiably
resolved the differences which so harm religion and the state.”73

After mentioning the “countless benefits Mexico received”
from the deceased archbishop, González de Cándamo specified
something which further underscores our point:

If the temporal needs of his flock were worthy of so much attention,
even more worthy were their spiritual needs. The most pressing spiri-
tual objective was driving his sheep away from the harmful pastures
they were frequenting, and nourishing them in the healthy pastures of
ture Christian morality, not yet fully cleansed at the time of the black
stains with which casuistic polemics of recent times had disfigured
its candor. The Vatican and the Throne, the Priesthood and the Empire
worked together to restore its pristine purity as quickly as possible.74
Church and state supported each other, he claimed, but “their cries, although they did not fail to make an impression on the spirits of lovers of truth and justice, still found much resistance from laxity, bias, and ignorance.”

Haro y Peralta had understood that Christianity could only be based on “the sole and solid foundation of good study,” as he had shown by intervening in the seminary program. The Canon exhorted the young in particular to

> disdain the voices of the foolish who, confusing enlightenment with impiety and religion with ignorance, and disguising themselves with the cloak of piety, never cease to try to draw you away from the path your wise Father placed you upon. No, do not abandon the only road by which you may come to be worthy pastors of Jesus Christ’s flock, and useful workers in his vineyard.

Before finishing his sermon, the fiery Canon praised the Archbishop for one more achievement: his use of the College of Tepotzotlán, abandoned by the Jesuits, as a place of “instruction, voluntary retreat, and correction for the clergy of his diocese.” He added,

> Who can fail to see how important this place was for the reform of the clergy and for the spiritual good of the faithful? We can rightly call it a safe port where the priesthood turned from the storms of the world, and a life raft where the unfortunate victims of shipwreck found life.

The problems between Church and state, and Church and society, would become even clearer and more evident in the pastoral letters of Doctor Juan Cruz Ruiz de Cabañas y Crespo, Bishop Alcalde’s successor in the Guadalajara diocese and the one responsible for presiding over the difficult period that followed. Cabañas was bishop of Guadalajara for a lengthy period, from 1796 to November 28, 1824. He should be understood within the context presented here. This man was the promoter both of the house of charity, which proposed to teach trades to the underprivileged, and of the clerical seminary, which sowed the hope of an enlightened and disciplined clergy for Guadalajara.

As his actions and ideas indicated, Cabañas was not insensitive to the winds of change in society and the Church. What largely ended up defining him historically was the need to take a stand
against the 1810 insurgency led by Father Hidalgo and its occupation of Guadalajara. After being installed as bishop of Guadalajara, Cabañas continued Alcalde’s work, and much of his public discourse directed toward cooperating with the government on social and religious matters. He wanted economic and social progress and ecclesiastical reform. Nonetheless, even before Hidalgo’s uprising he had grown disenchanted with some of the social changes he helped produce. Months before the outbreak of the insurgency, he had already declared that “the days are so evil that there is no one who does good, and human acts know no other motive but sensual pleasure and sordid interest, following the erroneous principles of the evil and dominant philosophy of the last century.”

In the midst of “the dark reign of self-love,” the good Bishop would ask the faithful “to give at least the leftovers of your rents, entails or patrimonies, and also of your mines, industries, and profitable commerce” for the defense of the Spanish dominions. He would ask,

Is it not luxury that ruins families, brings continuous quarrels, promotes competitions and odious imitations, confuses all classes, strikes against our manufactures, holds back agriculture and arts, impoverishes the richest provinces, and does away with the most opulent and abundant Kingdoms? Is it not luxury that enriches the foreigner, and that necessarily produces the shortage of coin that you so bitterly complain of?

But Doctor Cabañas was not certain he could count on his parishioners’ support, because “luxury has been ruling us for some time, now.” Nevertheless, not being an easy man to defeat, the Bishop appealed to “science, or the mania for calculation that has become so common in our times,” asking those so inclined to “calculate the exorbitant sums spent on luxury and gaming and other disorders” in order to show that their suppression “would provide enough to meet the needs of the budget.” Cabañas reminded the faithful that the legitimate King of Spain counted on God’s blessing. But if that was not enough, he predicted: “You know the infinite importance of holy brotherhood and mutual love — or social ties, as it is called now — and the baneful consequences of discord and division in every realm, province or town.”

By 1812, now facing the revolutionary forces unleashed by Hidalgo, Cabañas would phrase his good shepherd’s language more effectively. The forces unleashed by the insurgency, he explained,
wished to overturn even the foundations of the great and still glorious edifice of our religious, political and moral society, the Holy Sanctuary of Laws, of Justice, of Truth and Majesty, overthrowing or plunging these precious Countries into the dark and deep abyss of the anarchy of the most execrable immorality and impiety, of that monster with as many heads as there are fiends of Hell and capital sins, and attempting to seize, devour and annihilate everything that was necessary, useful or delicious among us, in Towns, Villages, and Cities as well as in the Fields, Haciendas, and Mines, which for the good of all were greatly prospering, and still aspire honestly and importantly to greater increase, richness and perfection.85

The Church had an obvious function at this moment when piety and prosperity had to be jointly re-established. Moreover, it had to extend to all the people the knowledge that

\[\text{The overabounding grace of amnesty is nothing more than a shining testimony to humanity and charity properly understood, and a most evident sign of a great and generous political government, which, deeply penetrated by the supreme Law of any state, [strives for] nothing other than public health and happiness, and uses all means to achieve it, increase it, and secure it in all its dominions.}\]86

While the situation stabilized, priests should provide broad information to the Bishop of suspicious movements on the part of presumed “enemies of the throne and the altar.”87

To be sure, the support Bishop Cabañas offered to the alliance of the Crown, the Church and the largest economic and social interests of the intendancy of Guadalajara was not given lightly, nor did it lack a solid foundation prior to the immediate crisis of insurrection. We have already seen many examples of clerical discourse in earlier years. In addition, the Church had helped to overcome the dangerous famine of 1785/1786 and to spread the smallpox vaccine at the beginning of the century.88 In 1813, it was the pillar of the effort to contain the advance of “the terrible plague which currently afflicts some of the towns in New Spain,” and in 1814, in keeping with the attack on the plague, it supported both ending burials inside churches and creating cemeteries outside towns.89 But in these years, new emphasis was given to defending “that eternal and universal law of subordination to the head, and unity of the parts and of the whole of the body and society we are members of” since “our civil and
religious existence” was threatened by “the scathing and impious insolence of libertine philosophers” and their disciples. The latter, finally meeting in a “so-called Mexican congress,” set out to draw up a constitution and arrange the Church’s matters in the territory under its control. Doctor Cabanas specifically exhorted the clergy to close ranks with “the civil, military and ecclesiastical corporations which speak for the whole of its inhabitants” to form “a powerful and great nation,” “ruled by a government as ancient, respectable, rational, equitable and just as the sovereign himself is domestic and paternal.” Cabanas did not cease promoting certain leading aspects of the clergy’s alliance with Enlightened Guadalajara regionalism, but met with the challenge of the insurgency, he ended up explicitly invoking the framework of Hapsburg patrimonialism.

In this context, it seems opportune to mention another singular document from this period. This is the memorial petition in which the municipal council of Guadalajara and the cathedral chapter joined forces, in 1816 and 1817, to ask the King “that granting their just and submissive requests, he establish in this Capital a General Captaincy totally separated from the Viceroyalty of Mexico, investing it with all the authority, faculties and privileges with which all the other superior heads of other realms are invested.”

Clearly, this petition was not framed in exclusively civilian terms. The union of Church and state seemed to the municipal council and cathedral chapter to imply that raising the civic status of Guadalajara and its rulers would also spur a raised status for the diocese of Guadalajara and its ecclesiastical authorities. And so, apparently speaking from a civil perspective, they stated:

Similarly, [the province] expects that with its Capital elevated in this way, what would be most appropriate for the ancient discipline of the Church would be for Ecclesiastical power to follow civil power in every way. This is why, wanting to draw ever closer the bonds of union and perfect harmony between the Priesthood and the Empire … in accord with these canonical dispositions, and considering that the Mitre of Guadalajara, with its two hundred seventy years of age, and with a greater extension and increase in the faithful than Tolosa (already elevated to an Archdiocese with assigned subordinates), has already been dismembered three times with the establishment of the dioceses of Durango, Monterrey and
Sonora, whose churches are truly and legitimately daughters of this one, as well as being notably less distant from this Church compared with Mexico, this [the establishment of an Archdiocese in Guadalajara] will save it from immense difficulties, many harms, and excessive expenditures.93

The bulk of the document, which closed with this call on behalf of an archdiocese in Guadalajara, was dedicated to retelling the great potential and achievements of the realm of New Galicia,

[w]hich, overcoming the narrow limits of smallness and subjection in which it has not been able to survive without suffering the most violent and back-breaking, disfiguring oppression, justly and necessarily demands not only greater distinction and freedom, but also persuades and promises this will bring the greatest of advantages to Crown and state, which the current system of subjection has denied them until now.94

The memorial petition specifically applauded the Bourbon reforms on the matter of subdividing provinces and archdioceses, creating intendancies and establishing new dioceses. The situation in South America, it stated, was now more balanced. What was missing was a similar adjustment for Mexico so that New Galicia might serve the interests of the King even better.95

The clumsiness of administration from Mexico City, lamentable in civil and ecclesiastical matters and disastrous in economic and fiscal terms, held back the growth of the realm. By causing discord, it exposed Guadalajara to the envy of foreign powers. “And so we must proceed with the necessary and immediate dependence of these colonies on Guadalajara which, invested with all authority, will be able to firmly preserve these dominions and make their inviolability respected, with fewer barriers and greater promptness and correctness.” Indicating how useful the existence of several independent governments had proven to the Crown in South America, as it had thus always preserved a base of support, even in full insurgency, the memorial petition underlined the usefulness of the changes requested. Needless to say, it did not mention that in South America only the oldest viceroyalty, not the new ones, showed signs of unyielding loyalty to the Crown. More recent independent governments were precisely the centers of rebellion.96
Conclusions

One cannot help but see the Guadalajara Church as taking part in, and benefiting from, the regionalization of life in New Spain. The Church, above all in the person of the Bishop, was behind the creation of the Royal and Literary University of Guadalajara, helping to found it in collaboration with other social sectors. In keeping with the times, it duly compiled its statistics, supported the establishment of the merchant guild of Guadalajara, and contributed to other improvements in social, economic and public health affairs. By means of the merchant guild, it awarded money prizes to innovative growers, and in 1812 it participated in the high-level consultations in which agreement was reached to legally recognize the improvised and controversial international commerce run out of San Blas as a response to the interruption of normal commerce by the insurgents. Time and again, the clerics found themselves, by their own volition, within the reformist line of the Bourbons and their “enlightened policies.”

Nonetheless, it would be naïve to think that this meant that the clergy were not clearly distinguished from other social sectors in some way. Signs of this have already been seen in clerical discourse itself, but there are other indications. Of the first ninety-one graduates of the university between 1792 and 1821 for whom we have information, only about thirty-six percent took government posts, while more than seventy-five percent ended up as priests, monks, members of ecclesiastical councils, or some kind of church official. Similarly, of the first 119 graduates, more than three-quarters opted for a degree in theology or canon law.

The Church was not a monolithic group. It is noteworthy that during the insurgency, Bishop Cabañas called on the village priests for help, the same priests he had created a clerical seminary to aggressively correct and he had antagonized with a reform of parochial fees. It is evident that the same split between high and low clergy that took place in other parts of the country also took place here. But the Church spokesmen had a record of promoting change. It would seem contradictory, at the very least, for Cabañas to lament that this was an age of materialism and pretentious calculations. The Church’s interests were tied to the new economy; after all, didn’t he himself raise funds against Napoleon – and against the insurgents – from the new businesses, and didn’t he propose to advance them in various ways in his campaign
against vagrancy? His predecessor, Alcalde, had already set a course in this direction.

It is important to grasp that the Church did not face a united and opposed civil society. In 1792, the municipal council of Guadalajara was indignant because it was only belatedly consulted about the establishment of the merchant guild.\(^{101}\) And this happened despite the fact that, by this time, merchants already controlled the council.\(^{102}\) The government had preferred consulting the Church on the matter. In no way do we see here a lay society profoundly disenchanted with its Church. Among the first graduates of the university, many opted for a degree in theology or canon law, supported by prominent members of commerce and government. There were graduates in other studies supported by clerics. Maldonado, a priest, was scandalized because Hidalgo had broken social concord, an eminently secular concept from a certain perspective. Other clerics ended up appealing to the King’s civic responsibility to his people to halt the radical change in the status of the clergy. Commerce in Guadalajara had maintained the Virgin of Guadalupe as its holy patronness since 1746, and its zeal would even deepen at the end of the nineteenth century.\(^{103}\)

Yet it is evident that there was a certain social division between the clergy and lay society. While Tutino and Powell have pointed out cases of priests who sometimes acted as merchants in central Mexico, no priests have been found among the notables of commerce in Guadalajara, although there certainly were a few hacendados. At the very least, the near monopoly sectors of commercial and landowning wealthy were not even remotely dominated by the clergy. Similarly, although the holders of Church offices in the area included some individuals who were neither priests nor members of the religious orders, the Church itself did not carry out any extensive business directly, except for renting its urban properties.\(^{104}\)

With the creation of the clerical seminary and the University of Guadalajara, the highest ranks of the Church reached new cultural heights. The merchants of the city, however, were eminently practical men, perhaps fascinated by high culture and clerical education but not necessarily a product of them. In fact, Lindley has suggested that many of the merchants were the classic Bourbon-era Spaniards who came to America to make their fortune. On the other hand, the most important hacendados were directly involved in reorganizing their lands and increasing their output, while the clergy only applauded them from its theoretical heights.
Certainly the tenor of the lives of these merchants and landowners must have been very different from those of the high clergy. As already seen, Cabañas showed his distaste for materialism and calculation, but even the youngest clerics who were most filled with the thirst for change must have been distant from the activities that forged these values. Although one could cite the inventions and commercial interest of at least one outstanding priest of the period, this was an exception and not the rule.\textsuperscript{105}

The strongest indications of the split between lay society and clerical society only emerge in the 1820s, and even then they are a decidedly minority trend. The terms of the ideological discourse analyzed until now show how members of the Church were forced to bring themselves up to date with Bourbon reforms without losing their validity as a corporate institution. The drive of Enlightenment thought was profoundly anti-corporatist, as shown by its attacks against corporate bodies, guilds and various religious groups. The new University of Guadalajara was not “Royal and Pontifical” but “Royal and Literary,” and life statistics had begun to be collected by royal bureaucrats and members of the local merchant guild. The Church nevertheless still found much room to maneuver and to adjust its corporatist policies to changes in society and the state.\textsuperscript{106}

The composition of society could not yet be imagined without an ideological discourse which in some way overcame different interests and reunited them in an idealized whole. Similarly, the Church’s preoccupation for the well-being of the population thought of as a whole stood out again and again. The Church promoted government measures at the same time as faith and charity. It supported various aspects of commercial activity and favored the participation of the masses in the works and culture that the civil and clerical authorities considered useful and socially acceptable. The Church still played an important ideological role here, characterizing the Spanish government by its Christian and wise character, and not by its recourse to power and armed subjection of the people. These were days in which popular sovereignty barely showed its head, and the divine legitimation of a power that was as impartial and rational as possible – in the words of Bishop Cabañas – still convinced many. This was good for the gradual change that both the government and certainly the lay authorities preferred.

The rupture of this arrangement after 1810 would have grave consequences. It would not be until the second half of the
nineteenth century that Mexico would briefly return to the mutual accommodation that the Church and the absolutist monarchy had managed for so long. In the meantime, society was subject to progressively more bitter internal conflicts. But it is significant that up to this point, the principal representatives of the new economic forces who would benefit from change did not often manifest their ideological positions in convincing political actions. Could it be that in these moments of transition, the most powerful bourgeois elements of the population were characterized by a divided, politically accommodationist way of thinking that contrasted sharply with the high flights of totalizing theory characteristic of ecclesiastical theologians and their immediate successors? In the end, indecision and pragmatic syncretism are also a kind of politics, and the Church's continued efforts to link up with a gradual change, as well as to guide it, would open up more alternatives than is usually suspected.
Tensions at the Heart of Clerical Ideology in a Revolutionary Era, 1810–20

From Confidence to Caution

Perhaps the clergy of Guadalajara experienced the late eighteenth-century questioning of the dominant ideology of New Spain more forcefully than clergy elsewhere in the country. Nonetheless, the high clergy were ready to accept Bourbon Enlightenment and, especially, its material benefits. Those benefits were identified with greater Church income and the propagation of Christianity into new lands, in keeping with regional interests. The clergy was not averse to reformulating the relationship between the temporal and the spiritual, and between science and theology, along modernizing lines. Despite their misgivings, the high clergy of Guadalajara publicly and enthusiastically accepted the new social orientation coming from Spain. The clergy do not seem to have carefully weighed all the theoretical and practical implications of this movement. Neither did they fully take into account the possibility that certain local forces might appropriate this shift, taking it further and more radically calling into question those who had made up the established order under the Spanish monarchy.

Uneasy with the Bourbon reforms, the high clergy of Guadalajara had opted nonetheless for a relatively confident attitude towards reformism. They elaborated a discourse in which the
ecclesiastical reform measures put forward by the Bourbon regime were considered issues open to negotiation between Church and state. The goodness and religiousness of the ruler were the final guarantee that everything would turn out well in the end. The Church had a considerable ability to adapt itself to new circumstances, and if a single Church policy could be identified, it would be moderation between extremes. A confident and self-assured clergy could consider themselves part of an imperial crusade for modernization. Didn’t the acts of the clergy even mean a certain religious and imperial advocacy of the value of things Spanish? Feijóo had clearly seen the purification of the faith and the modernization of Spain as compatible and related matters. Both aimed to recover the ancient grandeur of the country. Wasn’t there some influence of this kind in the clergy of Guadalajara? Clearly, Guadalajara’s location between the north and the center-south of the country contributed to its ideological posture. Long-standing economic dependence on Mexico City was locally resented. This matter of regional advocacy undoubtedly added an element of self-interest to the clergy’s actions.

But the local element could complicate the region’s linkage to the new imperial project as well as easing it. Evidently, this gradually became clear to the high clergy of Guadalajara. Encouraging change did not ensure being able to shape or direct it. The new movements at the core of society could still distance themselves from the guidance of Church and state, and thereby threaten to go beyond the limits they imposed. If such movements managed to challenge the authority of the King, they could place the union of throne and altar in danger. If the Church did not always have sure recourse to a religious monarch, the moderate and ultimately trusting strategy of the clergy would be placed in check. There is a certain element of inevitability to the clergy’s conduct, here. As far as sovereignty was concerned, the status quo beneath a strong monarchy was the best guarantee that no change would radically alter clerical hegemony.

The welcome given to the Enlightenment gradually turned cautious and circumspect. The basis for this shift by the high clergy had already been evident at the close of the eighteenth century. The outbreak of the insurrection lead by Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla in 1810 gave it greater force, but the political and social movements that motivated the public stances taken by the clergy after 1810 were swift and unforeseeable. Ecclesiastical interventions were, for their part, so opportune and intentional that their
assumptions had obviously already been worked out (as argued in the last chapter).

The year 1810 does represent a watershed for the clergy of Guadalajara, but this is only because their misgivings towards change crystallized in the face of its social implications. Those misgivings themselves could no longer be held in check by confidence in the good will of the monarch. Since he was jailed in France, he offered no guarantees whatsoever. The headless Spanish state, handed over to liberals, did not steer a clear course. In such an uncertain situation, clerical uneasiness deepened and turned towards more open critique and moral condemnation. Clerical enlightenment had run into new social motives, and it quickly turned to freely questioning the basis of political liberalism. It worried about the difficult situation of the monarchy, now leaning towards secularization. The changes the monarchy had made were ultimately unable to overcome imperial decadence and internal social division.

The deepening of ecclesiastical reservations towards change did not mean a radical rupture with earlier thinking. The clergy continued to struggle to overcome the increasing crisis of the dominant ideology and to find points of agreement between opposing orientations. Regional clergy persisted in their complex political stance. They maintained their deep sense that they not only belonged to and represented local interests, but they were also the cornerstone for any social alliance, indispensable for present and future well-being. The clergy’s declarations of support for absolutism were sincere, but the passing of time would show that the clergy could do without it. What did prove essential was its gradualist strategy for reaching out to social sectors benefiting from change, so long as it did not go beyond certain social limits.5

This chapter will try to go deeper into the ideological transformation of the clergy of the intendancy of Guadalajara. Looking over the independence period, we note a shift. Our analysis will emphasize sermons published between 1811 and 1820 in particular, although we will also draw on additional materials. More often than not, these sermons were the product of members of the cathedral chapter of the diocese. Printing such sermons, like those already seen, required the authorization of the highest local church authorities. Therefore, the scrutiny of ecclesiastical authorities suggested that the sermons had a trustworthy basis in dogma and that there had been consideration of the political repercussions that publicly taking a position in a printed sermon might have.6
Only one of our major sources for this period comes from outside the high clergy. This is the newspaper *El Telegrafo de Guadalajara*, published between 1811 and 1813 by the priest Francisco Severo Maldonado. Is this a case, as suggested in Chapter One, of the high clergy's extending beyond the limited circle of the bishop, the cathedral chapter and others of similar authority? Was a unique education especially valued in an era when freedom of the press was already under debate? Could a lone clerical voice assume an important role, authorized only by the power of his arguments, even without holding a position among the traditional high clergy? One could argue that his prestige and influence had given Maldonado a voice in a society that was now more ready to listen to those who were not members of the elite. The Enlightenment era was a particularly propitious moment to begin to redefine power and authority. Now criticism of the past and the invocation of reason enjoyed new legitimacy. In this context, we should view *El Telegrafo de Guadalajara* as a first indicator of the cracking of the traditional limits of the high clergy, and of their broadening in the atmosphere of a new era, reformist at first, and later revolutionary in inspiration.  

Not only did the ecclesiastical authorities readjust their own values; they also found themselves obliged to tolerate and even condone the ideological activities of notable members of the lower clergy. Their weight in lay society allowed the lower clergy to forge values and concepts along lines parallel to those of the traditional high clergy's. They could range beyond the pulpit, as in the case of Maldonado, and place themselves in the field of royalist-constitutionalist journalism. This broadening and reorienting of the high clergy to give voice to new elements can also be seen in the case of the priest ultimately called to preach a sermon on behalf of independence under Iturbide. Later on, in the 1820s, this tendency was in some ways accentuated by the absence of a bishop due to the lack of resolution of the state patronage problem. The high clergy was undergoing an ideological transition in two dimensions, both in terms of its ideological discourse and in terms of the shifting makeup and autonomy of the group of priests who spoke publicly.

We have already suggested some of the traditionalist and corporatist aspects of the social discourse of the high clergy of Guadalajara. These aspects hardened with the arrival in 1796 of the new bishop, Juan Cruz Ruiz de Cabañas y Crespo. Inspired by a desire for spirituality and social peace which doubtless was
intensified by the French Revolution, Cabañas expressed conservative ideas and acted accordingly, within the larger context of the Bourbon reforms. After 1810, the Mexican counterrevolution deepened this tendency. The counterrevolution demanded an ideological mobilization of the discursive resources and social network of the Church. Thus the Church made use of its role as legitimator of established society and its future development. At this moment, traditionalism was renewed, to the disadvantage of more progressive ideological reformulations.

The high clergy's uneasiness with new social causes, its partial retreat from progressive political theory, its renewed devotion to spirituality and other-worldliness, as well as its sudden rediscovery of social hierarchy and the limits to man's social improvement, all reached their fullest expression after 1810. However, more attention should be paid to how careful the clergy was not to give up the ideological discourse supporting societal change. For all its growing misgivings, the Church was inevitably committed to an attenuated modernization.

The documents discussed here are not treatises aimed at the erudite, but rhetorical pieces that aim to convince. In this sense, clerical speakers prudently attempted to ground their positions in the most deep-rooted convictions of their external and heterogeneous audience. Therefore, this discourse is not strictly religious or ecclesiastic, but eminently social in nature. The course of Church history in Guadalajara suggests that there was more behind the discourse of the high clergy of Guadalajara than the pure calculation of oratorical effects.

Even so, there is a change of degree from the period before 1810. Before the insurrection, authority was more firmly established and secure. It is true that some clerical misgivings had been evident even in Bishop Alcalde’s pastoral letters and sermons after 1788. Then the French Revolution, the invasion of Spain, and the overthrow of the King in 1808 had made the situation much more difficult. But with the 1810 insurrection, clerical ideology had to directly assume its old role as the foundation of social unity. It had to promote the overcoming of the differences at society's core, so that the whole of society might take priority over the fragmentation of its parts. The Church insisted that they come together in harmony, as a single, indivisible whole.

Above all, the greatest difference from the ideological statements analyzed earlier is the speaker's clear sense of being on the defensive, fighting against imminent peril. This contrasted
significantly with the earlier period, in which the clergy, invested with greater optimism, allied itself to the modernizing drive directed by the civil authorities. The discourse, then, and not just society itself, had in fact traveled from enlightened absolutism to this difficult struggle between different parts of the great social edifice over reconstruction. The civil war represented by the insurrection was set against the other war, no lesser in scope, of minds. At the heart of the ideological counterrevolution lay the seeds of the forced transition towards a society with an axis of its own and a greater diversity of members given voice and vote. Clerical discourse was cautious to recognize this process, but it did not deny it either, and this dynamic is constantly evident.

Bishop Cabañas was an interesting example of this. In his sermons, he had not attacked non-aristocratic property or riches; he had implicitly accepted them. But he had asked that they be distinguished from luxury, vanity, and prohibited games of chance. In April 1810, he solicited funds for the counterrevolution. He declared then that “I am not asking you to take solemn vows of poverty, or to place all you have and possess at the feet of the first ministers of God … but I exhort you in the name of the Lord to give whatever you have left over.” Growing riches and the morality related to encouraging and keeping them undoubtedly worried the prelate. In the end, he could not completely disassociate it from political calculation and thus from an orientation that threatened to undermine social life by emphasizing self-interest. It seemed to be negating the existence of God and making idols “of sensual pleasure and sordid interest, following the erroneous principles of the evil and dominant philosophy of the last century” as the only motives for social man. Ultimately, he suggested, leaving material concerns behind was more noble and honorable. So he stated that “I can tell you with confidence: prideful luxury and intolerable vanity … have never provided nobility and honor.”

Similarly, intellectual modernization had been a given in Cabañas’ thinking. What he seemed to deplore was that science should descend to a simple “mania for [crude] calculation.” In the same way, while it was not worthy of condemnation to speak “of social ties, as they are now called,” it may have seemed more astute to shore up the social edifice by invoking “the infinite importance of holy brotherhood and mutual love,” more recognizably traditional and Christian concepts.
Two years later, in the 1812 document, Cabañas had offered thanks for the support given to the counterrevolution. At that moment, he could contrast “the great and still glorious edifice of our religious, political and moral society, the Holy Sanctuary of Laws, of Justice, of Truth and Majesty” with “the dark and deep abyss of the anarchy of the most loathsome immorality and impiety.” But once again he assumed material progress as an integral part of this society suddenly redrawn along traditional lines. Therefore he made immediate mention of “the Fields, Haciendas, and Mines, which for the good of all were greatly prospering, and still aspire with honest and interesting aims to greater increase, richness and perfection.” Clearly, this material well-being and its development were in contrast with the destruction of the insurrection, but it was established that the status quo was now a guardian of such progress, and never its opponent, nor a disinterested observer. However, on this occasion, civic participation was only seen in connection with “the essential and public virtue of subordination,” the same virtue that members of the priesthood should promote without any other concerns.

Cabañas would speak again in 1815, before the convincing triumph of the royalist forces brought a prolonged silence on these dilemmas. Due to the publication of the Constitution of Apatzingán, he once more expressed the outlines of his social ideology. Just as in 1810, the prelate was worried by the arrogance of a thinking which located the development of society in mere self-interest. This time, he pointed out that this meant attributing “to chance the most perfect works and the economy and conduct of always adorable Providence.” Popular sovereignty did not allow for men to form “any society but that which they themselves were willing and able to form under the tumultuous impulse of the crowds.”

But Cabañas pointed out that opposition to popular sovereignty need not exclude civic participation. On the contrary, one of the worst aspects of the Constitution of Apatzingán was that it claimed to speak for all the inhabitants of New Spain, but it was not true that all of them had united “their voices with those of the rebels.” In any case, what he was looking for was the peace and well-being of the “goods and lives of the law-abiding, and the just, the industrious, the hard-working, and the peaceful, who should place themselves within the civil, military and ecclesiastical corporations formed by the whole populace.” The building of a “great and
powerful nation” was not at all in conflict with a “rational, equitable, and just” government. But those characteristics were viewed as inherent characteristics of the government, and not responses to popular outcry.\textsuperscript{17}

However, the Bishop did not clear up doubts on this point. He was more inclined to moralizing than towards conceptual clarity.\textsuperscript{18} The faithful should oppose every “internal division of the Church” and concern themselves only for “liberty rightly understood.” This equilibrium should be achieved without “the audacity of believing ourselves judges of iniquity or justice, or good or evil, of truth or falsity.” Navigating without a clear conceptual direction, under the aegis of a tradition that had only been partly renewed from top down, Mexicans should “postpone our whims, passions and personal interests in favor of the inviolable rights of the community.” Cabañas was losing his intellectual clarity, here, and giving himself over to a confused and defensive all-inclusiveness. He also intended to lead his flock down the same path. The political possibilities of a mediated discourse of this kind should not be underestimated.\textsuperscript{19} Brian Hamnett has pointed out the delicate balance of the feelings of the New Spain Creoles, who were no less alienated from an authoritarian and fiscally burdensome monarchy than from the masses they looked upon with condescension than from the masses they looked upon with condescension and fear.\textsuperscript{20}

In the frame of mind set out in Cabaña’s discourse, we can glimpse the general tendency evident in the other documents under analysis from 1810 to 1815, with the partial exception of Maldonado’s newspaper. An “elegiac song” from 1811 found that the insurrection had set the horde against “all sensible and enlightened souls.”\textsuperscript{21} “Machiavellianism” and “materialism” were like a contagion, a “malign plague” spread by Hidalgo. Once again, arrogance and anarchy were presented as enemies of civil society. Only the rabble questioned “the legitimate powers,” but the priest contradicted himself by recognizing the general appeal of Hidalgo’s anti-European ideas of a better future. He had to resort to the specter of a government of the masses, enemy of the Church, to dissipate the possibility that fascination with things new might lead the people down the wrong path.\textsuperscript{22}

A similar fear was expressed in other documents from the same year. One of these spoke openly of the civil war and attack on the material basis of society that the insurrection represented:
Now no one respects a compatriot, and being honorable, or having goods, is a crime.... No property is secure. The towns are sacked and their inhabitants reduced to misery. Commerce is blocked, and the most-needed articles are missing. Mining has been made impossible, as well as reaping any of its fruits. Agriculture, the perennial source of public prosperity, has decayed and laborers are lacking.

The world was returning to “the primitive chaos it came from” without improving the basis of society. Yet the priest denied that “the present war is a war of religion” — instead, it led to anarchy and the loosening of ties between men. It only indirectly implied their distancing from God. What was worrisome, in addition, was that the heads of the insurrection should claim leadership without enjoying “the vote and consent of the nation.” Only laws and subordination to the authority of the ruler — which he affirmed came from God — could be the basis of public happiness. Curiously, the relationship between popular votes, laws, and sovereignty was not specified; perhaps he felt that the connection was clear or inevitable, and there was no need to belabor the obvious.

Nonetheless, four years later the same priest struck against the apparently resilient doubts of his parishioners. Pride and ambition were not the basis for anything, but the product of original sin. Human well-being was based on otherworldly virtue and not on a socio-political structure or its transformation:

Whatever state you find yourselves in, being solidly and truly great depends on you, understanding that true greatness has no other basis but humility, regardless of differences of class or condition. Neither nobility of descent nor inherited honors, neither luxury nor wealth, none of these makes you great except in the eyes of the world.

But the role of laws and the popular vote were left out of consideration, here, while sovereignty seemed to be equated with submission and conformity, since all recourse to self-interest was denied. On the other hand, the priest’s dismissal did away with all social pretensions, even of the noble, and not merely that of the rising bourgeois.

The traditional high clergy thus found itself close to an irresolvable dilemma in its discourse between 1810 and 1815. Yet
this cannot be said of a new and potent voice whose lesser clerical standing and clear ties to Spanish constitutionalism perhaps allowed him to resolve the problem more expeditiously. This was Francisco Severo Maldonado, the insurrectionary priest and ally of Hidalgo who, taking advantage of the offer of amnesty, dedicated himself to counterrevolutionary journalism for a period of two years after 1811.\textsuperscript{28}

**Breaking Ranks:**

**Maldonado and Renewed Reformism**

Like those priests of twenty or more years before, Maldonado began with the idea of “the flawed and complicated system that has ruled over the monarchy for a period of two centuries.” The reforms begun by Charles III and Charles IV were once more presented as the cornerstone upon which to construct considerations of social, political and economic questions. Meanness of thought, for Maldonado, was the product not of popular sovereignty but of old corporatism, represented by the fleets and mercantile monopoly of Cádiz, the monstrous offspring of “sordid interest and incompetence.”\textsuperscript{29}

Maldonado contrasted the “defects and vices of our ancient Spanish constitution” with the enlightened and enthusiastic reforms to be expected from the Spanish Cortes re-established in 1810, where Americans were active participants in sovereignty. The new political situation meant the possibility of bringing the work of Charles III and Charles IV to culmination without violating the natural, that is to say gradual, course of things. The reformist path offered greater security in the international setting of the war-torn Atlantic. It also promoted peace among the distinct and ultimately opposing segments of the American population. Every war for American independence would turn into a civil war, disastrous to longed-for progress. Besides, viewed as a whole and in comparative perspective, Spanish colonialism was not so terrible, especially at that felicitous political moment, which offered all the benefits but none of the risks of independence.\textsuperscript{30} The ex-insurgent's choice of terms is quite revealing. In the fourth issue of the newspaper, published on 17 June 1811, Father Maldonado had gone on about the broad distribution of civil and ecclesiastical posts to Creoles within the Spanish empire, refuting an opposing passage from *El Despertador Americano*, which he himself had directed.\textsuperscript{31} Similarly, he insisted
that the Creoles called to serve the state and the Church under the Empire had included men of exceptional abilities. But those raised up by Hidalgo had been “some scoundrels of obscure extraction, without education or principles, who didn’t know how to read or write.” Maldonado admitted that there had been problems with equality between Spaniards and Americans under the Spanish regime. But he summed the situation up thus:

The barriers to commerce and industry cause no more delays and damages to men of Europe than to men of the Indies. We all reciprocally suffer from the defects and flaws of our ancient economic constitution. And we all find ourselves more needful everyday of the reform and improvements which we should so justly promise ourselves from the enlightenment and zeal of our representatives meeting in the august assembly of the National Magistrature [the Spanish Cortes].

The editorial for this issue ended with a reference to the sorrows Ireland suffered under British government, in comparison with the “singular and enviable benefits” Spain always granted America.

In issues five and six of his newspaper, Maldonado had called upon the Indians of the region who had been charmed by Hidalgo’s promises to free them of Spaniards and return them their lands. In issue seven he again took up the theme of imperial decadence. He contrasted the “the flawed and complicated system that has ruled over the monarchy for a period of two centuries,” causing economic backwardness, with the healthy Colbertism promoted by Campillo and Ward. Under the government of Charles III in particular, Indians were freed from coercion in their work. Some taxes were suppressed, while others were lowered, along with the price of mercury. The government then proceeded to abolish the fleets, a measure “only resisted by sordid interest and ignorance.” This allowed the flowering of agriculture and industry in America, which earlier had not been profitable. Despite Godoy, his private favorite, the government of Charles IV had continued to contribute to “the good fortune of Americans [by permitting] … the free distillation of aguardiente from sugar cane, an article important due to its great consumption.” It also freed certain products from paying alcabalas [sales taxes] and gave license to form “the university, and the merchant guild, establishments which are as healthy as they were longed
for, and which have contributed so much to spread light across all of the province [of New Galicia].” Finally, in the face of the French invasion, the Spanish government “made us participants in sovereignty, associating us with the august body of the Supreme Magistrature, and placed the improvement of our future fate in our very hands.” The greatest barrier to all this achievement was none other than the “monster Hidalgo.” Father Maldonado closed his commentary: “Americans, when will you see the light?”

Maldonado dedicated himself to helping them see that light. In the next three issues of his newspaper, he first published Hidalgo’s retraction, signed on 18 May in the Royal Hospital of Chihuahua. Then, he briefly and summarily reviewed the “conduct of foreigners in their colonies compared with that of the Spanish government,” basically finding that Spain had established its dominion “not by force of arms, but only by virtue of the peaceful insinuation of the Gospel.” Finally, he rendered severe and astute judgment on “Friar Bartolomé de las Casas’ slanders against the conduct of Spaniards in America.” The following issue, number eleven, was dedicated to demonstrating the “failed calculations of Hidalgo about the fate of Mother Spain,” an error the insurgent made because he spoke without “fully knowing Spanish character.”

But the journalist priest sensed that he had moved away from his reading public. Issue twelve of El Telégrafo de Guadalajara begins:

Every journalist in Spain without exception openly and frankly confesses to the hard oppression Americans have suffered in past centuries. Meanwhile, the seductive printed words in the Telégrafo herald only the softness, generosity, Enlightenment and principles of wise and healthy politics constantly followed by the last Spanish government.

Maldonado had the valor and astuteness to publish “the cry that has risen up against the author of this newspaper,” but only in order to refute it. He declared it unjust because it failed to take into account the “noble frankness” and “ardor for restoring the Cortes” which motivated Spaniards. Public outcry suffered from exaggeration. What was missing was reflection:

It is necessary not to lose sight of the great existing difference between political government and economic government. The first leaves absolutely no room for complaint, since we have been made
equal to the vassals of the metropolis, and since the same laws that govern Spain also govern, with minor differences, the Indies.

If we turn our gaze to economic government, we will find it defective and prejudicial to industry in more than a few of the branches it addresses. But on this same point we should make one observation, namely that this erroneous system has been proportionately more damaging to the metropolis than to the colonies themselves. Hence Spain has collapsed at the same time America has progressed to reach the flowering state we see it in now, which makes it the object of foreigners' envy.38

Thus, in opposition to the revolution Hidalgo promoted, Maldonando turned to the protection of the constitutional framework of the Cortes. He promoted the idea that America was already achieving progress within a reformist setting.

The editor of El Telégrafo de Guadalajara had evidently come to the conclusion that the economic, social and political costs of independence under Hidalgo would have been too great. The rise of reform in Spain assured the impulse that Americans needed to achieve prosperity by means of gradualism. He immediately dedicated various issues to demonstrating progress in agriculture, manufactures and the domestic and foreign commerce of America, utterly denying that public agencies or Spanish “free trade” policies were responsible for paralyzing the economy of New Spain because they exported money overseas. He insisted on the liberal reformism of Spaniards in Spain and America, pointing out how the Spanish and their fortunes were Americanized in the New World. He praised the multiplication of merchants, artisans, and small producers since 1778.39

Maldonado stressed again and again the need for a union of Americans, as opposed to the disunity promoted by Hidalgo:

Entirely occupied in disuniting Americans from each other and in sowing the seeds of enmity and mutual persecution between classes in every way, the apostate [Hidalgo] never attempted, or even pretended, to organize anything. He remained in this unfortunate capital for two months, and in that long period it was nothing more than a theater for all kinds of theft, looting, murders, evils and assaults. Nothing of reforms or improvements. It is true that he furiously declaimed a few times against the system of government our Spaniards had set up in this and the other [i.e., South] America. But it is also true that he entirely conformed to that system, without any
difference beyond replacing the well-deserving and capable officials appointed by the legitimate authorities with the most vile, inept and despicable subjects from the lowest of the rabble.\textsuperscript{40}

Maldonado had become convinced that the independence of Mexico was impossible because it went against the natural course of things. He expressed the opinion that Mexico was still a very backward nation. He claimed that because of this it did not have, on its own, the means to promote the union of its children; only the tie to the motherland could give Mexico true social peace. Without it, Mexico would tear itself apart. In this, he asserted, there was no comparison with the United States. That country had enjoyed the support of three European powers in its independence, had been forged out of the mutual tolerance of its inhabitants, and was fully dedicated to true economic development, not “the extraction of factitious \textsuperscript{sic} and conventional wealth.” The fate of Mexico did not fit into that happy picture.\textsuperscript{41} Maldonado had already judged that:

... we find ourselves facing the unavoidable choice between being an integral part of the magnanimous and generous nation which tries to treat all our ills, or of being victims of a foreign despot who imprisons us by regaling us with promises of friendship and protection. Only our union can save us.\textsuperscript{42}

Later on he would add: “every war for independence launched in America will necessarily degenerate into a civil war which will destroy the realm rather than separating it from the metropolis.”\textsuperscript{43}

Free of the growing ambiguities of the Church authorities and equipped with erudition and a voice supported by the civil government, Maldonado valiantly returned to faith in reforms and modernization.\textsuperscript{44} A similar faith had originally characterized González de Cándamo and the cathedral chapter of Bishop Alcalde in supporting the creation of the merchant guild, but subsequent complications, and now the fleeting quality of this constitutionalist moment, underscored the difficulty of the transition. Even so, another attempt would be made in the 1820s, proving temporary and less than fully successful. The path was treacherous, particularly because the high clergy could not allow themselves to forget their corporatist role, and this implied not merely a set of material interests, but a whole conception of social and political life.
Yet the clergy could not ignore changes in Mexico or abroad. That is why the exact connection between reformism, sovereignty and the growing plurality of popular interests, a burning issue throughout the Independence period and subject to even greater debate in the 1820s, continued to elude clerical thinkers. It is worth stressing that Maldonado's fragile solution, based on how Mexicans would share sovereignty in the Cortes with Peninsular Spaniards, would not prove viable after 1814.45

Grappling with Politics and New Values: The Debate Intensifies

Clerical discourse did not stand still between 1815 and the 1820s. Sermons would continue their uncertain and frequently contradictory casting about for solutions. Another sermon, now in 1816, celebrated the surrender of the forts of Mezcala and Cuiristarán (San Miguel) to the royal forces.46 Preached by a priest from the diocese of Valladolid, it was nonetheless printed in Guadalajara in 1817. Manuel Tiburcio Orozco found that “the prideful leader of the rebellion” had overturned the temporal and spiritual order as well as “the glory of the Lord, the rights of the throne, and the reciprocal rights of man, which were violated, offended and trampled upon by the horrific system of the insurrection.” Both the Faith and the state had been endangered by the winds of an insurrection which, under the appearance of a mere political reform, had managed to “completely delude the lesser ranks.” But the real question went deeper, as became clear later on. The heart of the question was “that a popular commotion, promoted by a corrupted priest, should deform customs in a moment, alter the faith, confuse reason, and cause the most ominous damages in the moral as well as the political order.”47

Having taking the side of good in this struggle, the Church had been accused by rebels of being “despotic, when it was all sweetness,” and of being “infected, when it was all purity and holiness.” “Should, then, the Church in its rulings accommodate the whims, the ideas and the disorderly aims of its proscribed children, in order to weaken the faith and destroy the precepts of Christian morality?” The philosopher’s Enlightenment had unacceptably come to be framed as an alternative to religion that only required the prior suppression of the state, the “first and principal support” of religion, in order to prosper. The return of Ferdinand VII in 1814 had shown that the argument based on the issue of
sovereignty was a farce. According to that argument, which always bypassed Peninsular resistance to foreign invasion, sovereignty had been usurped by Napoleon and was therefore returned to the people for its own protection. Just as ridiculous as this was "the whole gaggle of brilliant and resounding phrases" about liberty, equality, reforms, citizen's rights and liberal principles. Therefore it followed that

[t]he unjust system of insurrection, based on the subversive maxims of Diderot, Helvetius, Bayle and all their converts, does not lead to anything more than anarchy, disorder, impiety, the demolition of the throne. It leads unlucky America, choking on the cursed bait of the Enlightenment, to fall into the clumsy trap laid by its immoral regenerator [Hidalgo].

Yet it seemed that those lofty-sounding Enlightenment words had found a public avid to hear them in Guadalajara and its hinterland, because the speaker immediately moved to accept them, giving each of them a new significance. The “wise” had to transmit this new content to “their ungrateful children.” Significantly, the priest concluded by admitting that the true struggle was emerging among the people themselves. To the portion of the people which still stood in favor of the established order, the preacher exclaimed:

Encourage them, therefore, make them understand that true liberty consists in subjecting oneself to that divine order which commands us to fear God, to honor all, to obey the King, and to order our aims by fixing them on peace; that true equality is not found in that foolishness which libertines give the specious name of patriotic independence, but in living united in the faith as the branch is to the vine, and as the sun's rays spread and gather in complete accord with the ardent dispositions of their center; that reform was never the work of a proud and voluptuous spirit, and that for its practice useful methods abound which subjects can propose without in any way justifying and exalting insolence and rebellion. Finally, exhort them, tell them that we are fully convinced that this so-called Enlightenment is the monstrous offspring of Machiavellianism, while on the other hand we perfectly understand that enlightenment aimed at the public order has such high and elevated ends as can never be achieved or reached except by Christian policies; that the honorable subordination the Gospel authorizes and commands
is not servility, nor can it be called so without great crime, by those who preach deceit, fraud, complacency, pleasure, wildness and all the excesses of execrable insolence and abominable pride under the wretched cloak of liberalism, who could indeed be called unfortunate slaves of ignominy; that the rights, the aims, the duties, and the effective obligations of man as citizen are not composed of opulence or the heavy burden of popular titles and representation, but of the keeping by each — scrupulously watching over this precious gift — of their conformity with the destiny to which God, for their happiness, has called each.  

This sermon made explicit the semantic redefinition of the terms of political discourse current since the times of Charles III which had more or less implicitly underlain many of the clerical efforts since then. Concerned about Bourbon reforms, the clergy had opted to accept them, while the practical and theoretical conditioning of the clergy shaped their specific understanding of the reforms. Clerical conduct and discourse would continue to reflect this compromise. Even the clergy's insistence on otherworldly themes and the insufficiency of exclusively human efforts to understand and act on the world was a way of accepting the search for ideological, social, and economic transformations, while making that search subordinate to certain crucial portions of the Old Regime. The restoration of the hierarchical sense of life was at the heart of the Church's efforts. Originally, this effort was turned towards both the political and spiritual regime. Little by little, emphasis would shift towards the spiritual dimension, and towards the transcendental mission of the entire nation. An interesting example of this, from before Mexican independence, came from the ongoing debacle of the Spanish monarchy in those years. The immediate cause was the death of Queen Isabel de Braganza y Borbón. The cleric duly preaching the appropriate sermon in Guadalajara, José Simeón de Uría, took advantage of the moment to point out that  

[m]iserable mortals clumsily wander, dragging themselves across the earth in search of an illusory and elusive happiness which they can never find, because [the earth is] sown with flowers and with thorns, alternating just like days and nights, joys and sorrows, fortune and misfortune.
Proof of this was precisely the fatal alternation of good and evil, glories and failures, which "characterizes the epoch of our current rule" and which Isabel had to live through. It had been Isabel's fate to "see the most pathetic contrasts between exaltation and collapse, until she was completely disillusioned with the inconstancy of Earthly glories and greatness...."\(^53\)

The tragedy of Ferdinand VII and his followers after the French invasion in 1808, like the offenses the Spanish nation suffered at the hand of France, had served to disillusion Isabel with this life.

The King, the throne that makes her great, and the nation that raises her up, were the shining instruments used by the Lord to make her [Queen Isabel] understand from very close up how weak and fragile is the axis on which the pompous and complacent machinery of the most enviable fortunes turn.

Renowned nation, illustrious nation, never praised and magnified enough for the glory of your religion and your valor: you, you are the one whose horrible metamorphosis has given the most pathetic testimony of the fatal upheavals to which everything the world praises and magnifies is subject! Ah, Princess of the Nations, you who have ruled by stepping over the decadence or utter ruin of other, once cultured and religious, nations where a bracing, fiery wind has slashed the precious vine of the faith, while Catholic Spain has preserved it in all its beauty....

For more than seven years, afflicted Spain offered the most lamentable and bloody catastrophe to the world's gaze. As you well know,... religion, state and nation were the miserable victims sacrificed in the sacrilegious and bloody pursuit of the blindest fury and the most unheard-of perfidy....\(^54\)

Here was a notable shift. A González de Cándamo had seen the Spanish nation as benefiting from the transformations carried out by Charles III, without any clash with religiosity properly understood. The cathedral chapter of Guadalajara in 1794 had held a similar opinion about the region under its charge. Facing insurrection years later, Bishop Cabañas and other priests had suggested that no one benefited from destruction carried out on behalf of independence. But Uria took things a step further. One could sense that the Spanish nation had been entrusted with the special mission of uniting the Enlightenment to Catholic religion, and of binding both to national destiny. This discourse had gone from an abstract semantic redefinition to a complete
reinterpretation of the social objectives of the nation in a revolutionary era. The idea that destruction was a leveler sweeping away progress was retained, along with the idea that the sovereign should support progress, but a new element of mission had been added, even as Guadalajara and New Spain were still considered within the horizon of Spanish sovereignty and a greater Spanish nationhood.\textsuperscript{55}

The following year, 1820, opened with a sermon by José Miguel Ramírez y Torres, a funeral oration delivered on the death of Lady María Luisa de Borbón.\textsuperscript{56} This occasion allowed the preacher to clarify some things urgently demanding clarification at a moment when, as the priest put it, the world found itself “in the storms of the tempestuous sea of this life on which we are swept back and forth without ceasing.” The roles of Kings and people in this difficult life had to be defined. He found that only religion could give meaning to things, “because without true religion, man is nothing more than a theatrical figure who plays his role and disappears.” Once again the theme of other-worldly transcendence appears, but this time more forcefully. No longer was it a matter of nobility and honor opposed to material wealth, or of all three contrasted with simple Christian humility. The split was more radical. Transcendence only came on the basis of religion, and not in relation with civic life. Yet who was knowledgeable about religion?\textsuperscript{57}

Ah! I know all too well, that not even the perfidious heretic or resister, the fascinated philosopher, the simple but poorly taught faithful follower, the superficial and vain wise man, the careless or dreamy devotee, the firm and exalted pious believer — and to put it simply, as I feel it — I know all too well that all Christians who are novices or inexperienced in science and virtue confuse or forget the genuine and essential idea of the religion of Jesus Christ, tacitly thinking themselves better and more Catholic than others, when in reality they are only less practical and trained.\textsuperscript{58}

But on spiritual matters, outside of the priesthood and the Vatican, “that unmoving and divine center of religion,” everything else was deceit. Under the Vatican’s direction, faith must once more be placed at the center of all human activity:

Morality, politics, customs, and reason must be rectified and guided by what the Church alone communicates, by the divine rules She alone
teaches and prescribes, which are the sole means for judging whether man is truly great, happy, a hero, or the most vile and despicable thing, a mere ghost, a nothing who plays its role, and disappears.\textsuperscript{59}

Outside of religion, everything else in life was fleeting and open to question. No longer was monarchy or any other facet of the public life of man invested with a drive or value of its own. Disillusion was complete, and palpable reality was all too clear:

Empires and the periods of their political lives are nothing more than the fatal cycle of value, conquest, luxury and anarchy ... The throne, Majesty, the most legitimate and well-founded indepen-
dence and sovereignty are nothing more than an elegant edifice built on the crumbling foundations of any old thing, a shiny vapor which clears and dissipates just after it appears.\textsuperscript{60}

When properly understood, religion “did not depend on the scepter of any monarch.” If religion supported kings, it was “only out of grace, to ennoble their authority and consecrate their power; if they sustain and protect it [religion], then God defends them, and is the most robust and immovable refuge and support of their throne.”\textsuperscript{61}

If the Spanish monarchy, fallen to the blows of the era, had managed to re-establish itself, that was due not to the praiseworthy enlightenment of the members of the ruling house, but to the providence of God, who “joined together the scepter and the priesthood according to the goal of his mission, the plan drawn out for eternity.” Enlightenment and society itself depended on religion. Fortunately, the Bourbons knew how to defend it, as Lady María Luisa had shown with her “exemplary and rare ven-
eration of the priesthood.” And so, in this way, the high clergy in early 1820 underscored the theme they had already sketched out. They also pointed out to kings and to the people what should be understood as “true virtue, prudence and wisdom,” defined as ever by the Catholic religion and the clergy.\textsuperscript{62}

On the next day, another sermon was offered in praise of Charles IV, with the preacher another member of the cathedral chapter of Guadalajara. While there are echoes of both the heavenly strain of clerical discourse and of the domesticated Enlightenment in this new speech, it is worth emphasizing that the relationship between the two had changed.\textsuperscript{63} The author of the sermon aimed to combine the idea that a king should be
“kind to his people” with the conviction that only God could be the judge of his efforts. This should give due warning to kings, but security to the people. He proclaimed sententiously the moral conclusion: “What shame for criminal kings! What satisfaction and happiness for just kings! And what consolation on this day for us all!” Even royalty was exposed to the temptations of the nefarious thinking that had come out of revolutionary France.  

Not everyone understood that

[t]he throne and the altar were always the libertin's pitfall, since they are precisely the barrier to his dissolution and arrogance. Both were objects of the hatred and anger of the impious, who have promoted the same ideas under different names, down to the philosophers of the Age of Enlightenment. Possessed by pride and impiety, those unruly men filled the atmosphere of France with their pestilential doctrine, artfully spread their poison, and managed to draw persons of the highest rank to their cause.

Nonetheless, the cleric managed to console himself with the “solid piety of Charles IV,” which had been based on a firm agreement with Rome in all his proceedings.

His deference and consideration of the Apostolic See were as well known as the religiosity out of which they flowed. He always went to the Highest Pontiff, as to a source of light and truth. He loved him as his own father, he listened to him as an oracle, and he venerated him as the first dispenser of the graces of Heaven.

Even more, while still in mourning for the death of his father, he went against “the ceremony of his court” to speak with the Chief Inquisitor “and with the most energetic expression entrusted and recommended to him the Catholic religion, which was to be the heart of his entire reign.” In this context, the priest celebrated the impulse that the now-deceased monarch gave to “the printing of the Holy Bible in our national tongue,” since the sacred book “gives everyone abundant nourishment according to his situation and obligations ... and teaches subordination and proper discipline.”

This canon of the Guadalajara cathedral had constructed a framework in which the ideas of a monarch who serves his people and an Enlightenment which promotes progress were invested before our very eyes with clerically authorized traits:
The titles of dignitaries and of the powerful dazzle and intimidate. Yet they do not move anything or drive anything, and the heart of man can only be won and surrendered without violence, when virtue is presented in all its beauty and splendor, or when the tender feeling of sincere gratitude sweetly obliges his spirit.\(^68\)

Charles IV had won the love his subjects owed him because his "generous charity" was concerned with measures to spread in his dominions the knowledge that religion and culture demand of a Catholic vassal, to promote the arts, to put into practice theories of known usefulness, and in conclusion to advance the sciences.

He knew that Enlightenment properly understood, without the mysteries of impiety which corrupt and deform it, is a rich river which flowing between distant fields carries fertility and abundance all over. He knew that it produces holy and instructed priests who teach the people doctrine and morality, magistrates zealous in the observance of the laws and the distribution of justice, fearless sailors who bring the riches of all nations into contact, striving agricultural workers who provide the basis for the state and raw materials for all the arts, hard-working artisans and, in sum, all the trades and professions necessary, useful or extravagant in the present state of weakness of nations.\(^69\)

In America, the orator continued, Charles IV had extirpated smallpox with "the admirable pus of the vaccine." On an economic order, "agriculture and commerce, the true wealth of all nations, constituted the object that drew all his attention, and that he tried to protect with his fullest efforts." He made fall "a sweet rain of benefits and graces, which enlivened, encouraged, and made flourish these provinces of the Mexican realm, to a degree not seen since the days of their conquest [by Spain]."\(^70\)

Then what justification might the rebellion that had shaken New Spain after 1810 have?

You are the witnesses of the many millions that were coined annually, of the rapid perfection that weaving achieved, of the progress of many other branches of industry, and of the general abundance that held sway in America: all due to the loving zeal and charity of our tender Father [Charles IV].\(^71\)
The priest immediately went on to review other improvements, like the port of San Blas, the Royal Tribunal of the merchant guild (whose creation was “as useful as it was necessary for this province”), the Royal College of San Juan, and “the singular grace of the foundation of our university.” All these gifts had been granted or consolidated during the reign of the late King. Other signs of the benevolence of the government of the recently deceased monarch were the House of Charity and the Clerical Seminary – forge of “exemplary ecclesiastics” – which under the guidance of Bishop Cabañas had earned a “manifestation of the royal gratitude of His Majesty, Charles.”

A reproach to the cultural prominence of new men, who were sometimes prone to question the established order, could be glimpsed, here, but on the other hand, the priest asserted that “the heart of man can only be won and surrendered without violence.” Contrary to the royalist and exclusive bent of the previous day’s sermon, this one praised Charles IV for having “spread across his dominions the knowledge that religion and culture demand of a Catholic vassal,” without making any distinctions of rank. Attention was centered on the deceased King’s reforms, but there were also echoes of growing unease about “Enlightenment properly understood, without the mysteries of impiety which corrupt and deform it.” Only that kind of reform would yield the necessary fruits of prosperity, productivity, ecclesiastical renewal, religious development, respect for the law, and strengthening of the state “in the present state of weakness of nations.” The region of Guadalajara in particular had received numerous benefits from the hands of the late monarch, and the enumeration of them was the strongest proof of how unjustified the 1810 rebellion was. The unity of throne and altar, founded on the solid piety of the monarch and his firm agreement with Rome, was presented here as the “libertine’s pitfall,” the bulwark against social dissolution, arrogance, and restless men full of pride and impiety. Overall, the work of Charles IV had represented “a sweet rain of benefits and graces, which enlivened, encouraged, and made flourish these provinces of the Mexican realm to a degree not seen since the days of their conquest.” The references to secular life and worldly reasoning were very evident in this sermon, along with powerful echoes of the general tenor of the clerical thinking developed since Hidalgo’s 1810 insurrection.
Chapter Three

The high clergy's ideas did not develop in a linear way. Neither was there full intellectual or conceptual coherence among their parts. A little more than a month after this last sermon, another was preached which can be more easily ascribed to the frightened, defensive, otherworldly tendency clearly dominant since 1810. It began with the conviction that the passions of "these calamitous times have tried to undermine the foundations of religion, and to sack the edifice of the Church." Since antiquity, a line of thinking worthy of condemnation had emerged making human reason, the reason of "insolent man," the measure of all things, governed "by the appetites of the heart and the lights of a curious and rebellious intellect." This current culminated with the present wish to see religion as "a purely human invention, ridiculous and superstitious,... denying that its mysteries were beyond the reach of human reason," and seeing it as exercising only "limited authority." The representatives of this deistic and materialist orientation proposed to overthrow the throne and the altar, the priesthood and the empire, in search of an "imaginary liberty." They saw a combination of natural causes at the origins of everything, and were blind to the invisible hand and wisdom of divine providence. The result was a persecution of the Church only comparable to the first centuries after Christ.

Even worse than this was the fact that evil had spread beyond the sectarian who were openly anti-religious, or transparently mistaken or corrupt, to reach those who claimed to be "children of a holy, pious and faithful nation." But even though they knew divine providence, and confessed it with their lips, they denied it with their works and conduct, looking with cold indifference and apathetic insensitivity upon the most common works of that very same providence, and counting solely on the resources of human providence – riches, power, authority, talent and valor – in their endeavors.

Significantly, in "these times of dissolution and licentiousness," in the face of "the universal flood of iniquity," this priest recalled the career of the Jesuits, seen as so unjustly expelled from Spanish dominions and such "strong columns of the justice of kings, light of nations, storehouse of science and fathers of public virtues." He had not forgotten knowledge and society, but rather had placed both in their supposedly proper place within a world undergoing swift and dangerous change. In "this unhappy and unfortunate
age,” the “restless spirit of innovators” could bring about anything save the very collapse of the Church. Its constitution and government were a divine work, “the beginning of the stability which will see centuries and monarchies come and go without experiencing the least alteration of its component parts.”

And so the otherworldly strand of clerical thinking had reached the inevitable end of its ideological development. Faced with the dangers of the moment and of men whose motives were disconnected from religion, it discovered once again that “eternal divorce from the world” was one of the essential and fundamental elements of the Catholic religion. The identification of throne and altar was still present, but in the end, it simply became unnecessary. The only essential matter, to which Providence itself was utterly committed, was saving the integrity of the Church – there was nothing more. And just as the modernizing strand of clerical thinking had not yet worn thin, so this otherworldly strand would not vanish in the years ahead.76
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Towards a Reordered Church
Sermons as Discursive Testimony, 1821–53

The Clergy Maintains its Presence

From 1810 to 1820 the clerical hierarchy generally rejected Independence, although a vociferous minority of rebel clerics supported it by military actions or in the press. By contrast, after 1821, all the Spanish and Mexican clergy of the country — except for a handful of Spanish ecclesiastics who went home in repudiation of Independence — accepted and supported separation from the metropolis and the political constitution of a new nation.¹

But our vision of the clergy should not be restricted to their acceptance or rejection of national independence. The constant presence of the clergy in Mexican society at this time demands a richer and more careful treatment. Transformations of society placed pressures on the clergy. They had to respond to these pressures, lest they lose the loyalty and even the attention of the faithful.

Traditionally, the Mexican clergy had been both an arm of state and a state within the state. They had been entrusted with important aspects of the material and spiritual life of the country, a trust which largely endured even considering the noticeable secularization under the Bourbons. Independence did not produce immediate change in this respect. So the tradition of participation in and responsibility for matters of state was not easily pushed aside. Even the danger of a growing liberalism drove the Church to maintain an active political presence. We should also recall
that not only under the Empire of Iturbide but also in the 1824 Constitution, both the state and society of Mexico remained formally tied to the Catholic religion and to the Church. Thus, the clergy's adjustments to the new times were no less important than their explicit political stance, even their stance on such important matters as Independence.²

On the other hand, the fact that the majority of the clergy was born and raised in Mexico, in Mexican families, is of considerable importance, even if it appears insignificant. It is clear that the prosperity and well-being of Mexico could not be alien to the clergy. Neither their economic livelihood nor their family or social ties would support such a stance. Their patriotic feelings and fulfillment of their role as acting enforcers of state decisions could at times even lead them to implement modernizing policies. The Church and its parishes were key agents in the campaign for inoculation against smallpox. When new norms of hygiene dictated moving cemeteries outside city limits, the Church, responsible for cemeteries, carried out the new policy. In these cases, the Church helped execute state decisions on behalf of the populace. Of course, in these cases the political implications of the modernization policies were not particularly radical, yet popular acceptance of inoculation and cemeteries outside town—measures which went against custom and aroused understandable suspicions—depended on the support of the high clergy to a greater degree than our secular minds can easily grasp. The Church's support for reform of the clergy and for the consolidation of regional interests was not a matter of minor importance. The regionalist enthusiasm of the high clergy, in particular, must have reflected more general feelings among local clerics.³

More problematic, perhaps, was the fact that the Church was under a statute making its legal regime autonomous from the state. Although this legal autonomy had been trimmed back since the beginning of the Bourbon reforms, it had not yet completely disappeared. On the other hand, royal patronage had always enabled the state to exercise influence over ecclesiastical appointments. Even after the appearance of Bourbon reformism, accommodating state interests does not seem to have been excessively onerous. Nonetheless, it is true that the lack of papal approval of the excessively royalist decisions of the Fourth Provincial Church Council of 1771 in New Spain seemed to indicate that there were definite limits to ecclesiastical flexibility. Farriss indicates that the royalism the Crown insisted upon was
extreme, leading to the noteworthy outcome that neither the Crown nor the Papacy passed the Fourth Council. Besides insisting that royalism became a matter of debate among Spanish clerics, C. C. Noel has stressed that the Hispanic clergy’s definite preference was for material or practical renewal (for example, economic or educational), and that the clergy did not identify with intellectual freedom per se as a principle. This is similar to what we see in the Mexican case; the greatest difference is due to the importance of the emergence of regionalism, and later of nationalism, in Mexico.\(^4\)

We must recognize that the Church still enjoyed great power and self-determination. The consecration of new members of the clergy always remained under the direct authority of the ecclesiastical hierarchy itself. In its legal status, including inherited privileges, the Church enjoyed virtual autonomy within the state. This certainly helped the Church survive Bourbon reformism. Perhaps it was unsettled and bothered, but the Church did not lose all flexibility towards the state and towards social pressures. It found itself in a much more serious situation with the arrival of liberalism, because of the latter’s principles of individualism and natural rights and its anti-traditionalist and dogmatically anti-corporatist bent. Yet there are strong indications that the other-worldly and ultimately theocratic orientation developed by the clergy in Mexico did not lead to such a dramatic dead end as it did in Spain.\(^5\)

Both Bourbon reformism and liberalism clearly bound man’s destiny to his secular future. If reformism questioned the value of important aspects of the Hispano-Mexican past, liberalism exacerbated this tendency. The legal status of the Church was inherited from the same past that was being questioned. Its privileged position was due to the understanding that it would watch over the spiritual goals of society. It is true that its support for the organic unity of society was a basic premise of royal absolutism and even turned out to be useful for moderate liberalism, but there was a difficulty: the setting of precise limits between Church and state could never be done with complete precision. In a time of changes directed by the state, this was undoubtedly a serious problem.\(^5\)

In actual practice, the roles of Church and state overlapped along a necessarily blurry boundary. In addition to the examples already given of Church participation in activities socially important to the state, we should not forget that the clergy even handled the vital statistics of Spain and of Mexico both before and after Independence.
Virtually all of the formal education of the populace took place in Church-affiliated institutions and under the authority of mostly ecclesiastical instructors. The clergy, depending on taxes and other resources provided by the national populace, profitably channeled funds to various economic sectors through property loans. In small towns, where a functionary of the national government rarely if ever came by, some member of the clergy was always a resident, or a regular visitor. He would be the only link to extra-local authorities and the prevailing political culture of the country. On the other hand, if there was debate about some new measure, like cemeteries outside towns, it was not clear whether it was appropriate to appeal to religious principles, or secular principles, or both, to resolve the matter.  

In this light, and recognizing the prestige and general acceptance of the Church and its doctrine by the Mexican populace during the Independence period, we should reconsider the overall transformation of the relationship between society and ecclesiastical thought. The key question here is: how did the Church support its rejection of Independence at first, and its acceptance of Independence thereafter? The immediate interests of the Church were certainly decisive in both cases, since Spain was still an absolutist monarchy in 1810, and in 1821 it was a constitutional monarchy under growing liberal influence. What were the discursive changes through which the clergy was able to guide the population to first oppose and later support Independence? The clergy had to speak the language which had the greatest chance of securing the loyalty of the population. In this sense, ecclesiastical thought produced a social and political discourse whose effectiveness could be measured by the results achieved. To exercise effective hegemony over popular loyalties, the clergy could not present its particular viewpoint without interweaving it with other legitimate values of the populace. Only by combining the particular with the general and presenting it as a coherent whole was it possible to orient public opinion on these specific questions. Declaring things anathema, or issuing excommunications, were weapons to be used only when all other means had failed.  

Chapters Two and Three have emphasized the ambivalent character of the discourse produced by the high clergy of Guadalajara. The objective of remaining present and viable within politics of progress or modernization was manifest, but the growing tension was no less so. This was produced by the opposition between certain corporatist interests and values the Church defended, and
some of the new social interests that were taking shape. The Church was unable and unwilling to reconcile itself to all the changes taking place in society, yet it accepted a number of them and was itself party to several major changes. It even willingly promoted significant changes. Cautious and circumspect when it was convenient, the high clergy kept a prudent distance from certain changes or their implications, especially when it could not guide them or influence their direction. There was an overall air of tact, diplomacy and flexibility, as well as of a disciplined thinking and behavior, to the actions of the high clergy of Guadalajara.10

The Sermon

If edicts and pastoral letters were a blunt reflection of overall directives at the highest level of the diocese, sermons opened up a more speculative and debatable space. They usually interpreted Church teaching on some point of doctrine or discipline, making more or less direct references, as appropriate, to relevant matters of social life. If the missive from the Bishop was an ecclesiastical ruling that was binding over the flock, the sermon became — without any force of discipline at all — a means of forging a religious framework for everyday affairs.11 Sermons were the responsibility of individuals of varying ranks and influence within the Church, although the role of some members of the cathedral chapter is very evident, especially before 1820. In any case, it is significant that sermons required a special Church license to be published. Even after 1820, the majority of published sermons — those which must have set the general standards for the genre — came from distinguished members of the cathedral chapter or from other institutions of lofty heritage in the major cities. Even though such documents did not represent the whole of ecclesiastical thinking, it can be said that they laid out a range of opinions of widely recognized prestige at the highest levels of the Church. In general, they can be assumed to have guided the clergy and the flock in keeping with the feelings of the Church hierarchy. Some of the characteristics and even the evolution of clerical thought during this period can be traced by examining such documents, whatever the contradictions between individual orators.

Sermons are extraordinarily useful for tracing the course of this thought after 1821. It is worth stressing that despite the general agreement on Independence from then on, the future of
the country remained to be spelled out in detail. Sermons could suggest ways of perceiving reality, could at times admonish the wayward, and could offer perfect vehicles for praising political figures and behavior worthy of praise in the eyes of the Church. Sermons did not impose obligatory commitments and they did not bear the weight and the implications of a pastoral letter or edict. For those very reasons, they represented an especially flexible discursive tool. The principles of doctrine and discipline underlying the sermon also granted immeasurable authority to the clergy, and established a basis for communication among initiates. In sermons, the establishment of a counter-discourse or a meta-discourse about secular reasoning was implicit when not explicit. While this did not give perfect internal cohesion to ecclesiastical expression, it did give overall unity to the clerical attempt to provide moral and final guidance of secular discourse and events. It is significant that only one sermon published in Guadalajara could be found from the period between late 1825 and early 1831, when Jalisco lacked a bishop.

**A Crucial Discursive Turn**

Up until 1820, sermons were produced within a context that still assumed the basic viability of the Ancien Regime. Because that regime was unquestionably undergoing reform, this committed the Church to change. Despite the growing unease of the clergy, the tone of the sermons primarily revealed efforts to moderate the speed and secularizing implications of that change, but not to block it completely. True, their published sermons in 1819 and 1820 show the Mexican clergy faced an increasing dilemma. But if the Church seems to have moved significantly away from its union with the royal state immediately prior to 1821, after this date it found itself once again committed, now to an independent Mexican state. At least part of this change in events would become the subject of debate in sermons. Since the Church’s orientation was not pre-set, the speculative and tentative aspects of such proposals grew stronger. The delicacy of the moment was heightened by events such as the initial resistance of Bishop Cabañas, a Peninsular Spaniard, to accept the new regime. Yet the deeper questions between the Church and state were more serious. The tension within the Church resulting from possible contradictions between social change and corporatist needs were a fundamental source of ecclesiastical anxiety.
An exceptional example of this was the sermon José de San Martín delivered in the Guadalajara cathedral on 23 June 1821, when independence was sworn under the protection of the Army of the Three Guarantees. It is worth stressing that the preacher was a long-standing insurgent and not a recent convert to the cause of independence. His sermon is an important document largely due to its own internal contradictions. These contradictions seem to be at least partly intentional; they surely reflect the momentary confusion everyone was experiencing, and perhaps uncertainty among the clergy themselves. The thinking of various social sectors had certainly not yet solidified. The main point of the sermon was an attempt to connect the Independence of Mexico with Saint Peter’s admonition to love our brothers, fear God and give honor to the King. The doctrinal point and the political moment had to match. For his part, San Martín saw no difficulties: the Three Guarantees promised religion, union and independence with Ferdinand VII or another member of the royal family. Rather than dwelling on the conquest, San Martín held that the Spanish had no right whatsoever over America because it was absurd that “in the nineteenth century they still claim their rights of conquest and pontifical concessions.” Spain was seen as an aggressor nation, which entered into Mexico by means of the unjustified conquest of a peaceful people. Americans only wanted to exercise their legitimate sovereignty, just as Spaniards themselves were then doing in Spain.

By now, the priest was warmed up; he then turned to attack the nature of Spanish domination in terms of laws, principles and rulers. Matters of sovereignty, laws and popular participation were about to receive a radically different treatment than in previous sermons. Embracing the reasoning of Friar Bartolomé de las Casas, San Martín went back to the old argument by disciples of Saint Thomas Aquinas on behalf of the original inhabitants of the Americas. Within an overall framework of incipient popular nationalism, he downplayed the problems of opposing ethnic groups and social hierarchy in the country. He conceived of Americans as a unified people, opposed to the Peninsulars. He admitted that the latter were victims of misgovernment, although Americans had suffered from it as well, and had rebelled against it:

What comparison, what correlation can there be between their oppression and ours? From the beginning of the conquest we have been subject to barbarous laws, laws incongruous to our country,
damaging to our interests, crippling arts and industry, suffocating the production of our lands, and oppressing merit and talents. We have been under orders which expressly prohibited us from knowing the rights of man, which aimed at and attempted to promote ignorance, which have degraded us even from being rational, which have attributed to us every vice, and which have discredited us before all nations. Let us speak fully, with sincerity. Some of our laws have been useful and brilliant, but they have been overshadowed by those enforcing them. Their energy has been tripped up by the greed of some and the pride and haughtiness of others, and their precise observance has been frustrated by the multitude of contradictory rulings which interpreted them. In short, whatever Spain has done to America has had as its sole object the utility and exaltation of Spain, and our ruin and destruction. Can it be fearlessly argued that the social contract dictated by nature itself has not been destroyed? Can it be stated that all the links between a subject and his government have not been broken? Every contract is null and void when the tacitly or expressly stipulated conditions are not met. Every government is formed for the good and the happiness of the people, and therefore when that is missing....

San Martín paused at this point, as if to suggest he realized his rhetorical excess from the pulpit was inappropriate; he apologized, only to attack once more. He immediately insinuated a dramatic parallel: Mexicans and Spaniards were brothers in many things, but the latter had behaved like true enemies. Yet our love for our brothers was demanded not only towards those who were good, but even more rightly towards those who were bad. He declaimed:

Thus let the wall of separation that has ominously been raised by our place of birth, by passions, or by the laws of the age, be knocked down forever. American and European Spaniards: work without ceasing to destroy that infamous massive work; make these be the felicitous days in which the wolf and the lamb, the panther and the goat, the calf, the lion, and the sheep live together under one roof. Let us all work of one accord so that the Spanish Lion not bloody his claws in the breast of the Mexican Eagle, and so that the Eagle not devour the Lion and tear him to pieces with his sharp and strong talons.
So Mexican love for the Spanish under the guarantee of unity came armed with a terrible vision of the Spanish and an explicit threat of violent reprisal if the Spanish did not change their behavior. San Martín dedicated the rest of the sermon to demonstrating how the Three Guarantees fulfilled the other duties specified by Saint Peter — protection of religion and loyalty to the King — and he made no further use of the intentional ambiguity just described.

For this cleric, we should stress, the guarantee of religion was of particular importance. This was much more crucial than loyalty to the Spanish Crown. Loyalty to the King was simply achieved by offering the Spanish King the Mexican throne should he choose to move here. There was no need to go further; time would decide the exact result. Religion, however, could not be treated in the same way. San Martín set the defense of religion in Mexico against the opposing liberal tendencies in Spain. He even went so far as to state that “the war for our Independence is a war of religion.”

In the same year, another cleric would go even further than San Martín by joining freedom for Mexicans to the consecration of Independence. He referred to Iturbide as “a new Moses” who freed Mexico from slavery and led it “towards the beautiful and fertile land of Canaan.” The enslavement of Mexico under colonial rule had been general, he said, but religious oppression by Spanish liberalism had been the spark that aroused the Mexican people:

O Holy Independence! Without you, efforts to achieve the spreading of the Gospel were vain; possessing you, they are and will be the easiest and simplest thing. Possessing you, we will keep the apostolic colleges, whose principal institute is dedicated to spreading the Gospel, and without you, they would have succumbed to tyranny. Possessing you, the ministers of the Church will be respected, their character will be venerated, and their rights will be defended; without you, we would have been stepped upon, imprisoned and even condemned to a shameful begging due to whatever calumny was imputed to us. Because of you, customs will be reformed, and without you they would be even more corrupted by the many libertines who, frankly came from the Peninsula in these last days truly filled with the spirit of impiety. Because of you, our faith will be kept pure, and without you, it is open to being lost because of the
many unfitting writings that come from that country of darkness, and circulate everywhere causing irreparable harm to souls. Finally, possessing you, we will remain united to the Vicar of Jesus Christ, we will respect his determinations, we will obey his counsels, since our marker is piety and religion, which will give us the glorious name of the Most Catholic Mexican Empire.

Guided by leaders moved by God and the Virgin of Guadalupe, Mexico — in the vision of this cleric — was on the verge of becoming the new people definitively chosen by God. The role of the Church in this new Mexico, triumphant and liberated, was clear. The Church would be the soul of independent Mexico.

In fact, Independence under Iturbide offered the country the possibility of closing the breach the civil war had opened in 1810. Guerrero joined Iturbide; the insurgent mestizo of humble origin joined the royalist Creole accustomed to luxury. Both were united in their Catholicism. Both recognized the many problems that Spanish rule had caused the country, though this did not bring their opinions into agreement on a deeper level.

In 1821 and 1822 the Mexican Church tried to achieve the impossible and to bring the critical vision of colonial rule, developed first by Bourbon reformers and later by insurgents and constitutionalists, into line with a theocratic vision of national destiny. It is certainly true that flashes of a sacralizing approach towards Mexican reality had appeared since the beginning of the century, but we have to recognize that this posture’s open approach to social criticism in 1821 and 1822 represented a mighty step in national development.

This move in clerical discourse aimed to heal the aftermath of civil war between Mexicans, a war carried out in physical combat and discursive struggle. Another sermon said:

No longer are there dissenters or faithful [to the King]; there are no patriots or rebels; party distinctions no longer exist; even the names of insurgents and royalists are forgotten; each are children of the same fatherland, born and destined to form a single family; and the three guarantees, that heavenly invention, is the great secret [behind this].

The Church’s discursive ability to invoke a consensus view of history should not be underestimated. Suddenly, Independence could be treated not as a subversive act but as a goal always longed for and finally needed. The author of this sermon went on to say:
It is not easy to give in a few words a full detailing of the setbacks and disgraces which, over the course of eleven years, alternated with the fleeting success that our longed-for Independence achieved from time to time. But I cannot omit the noteworthy circumstance that when we least expected to shake off the yoke which tied us to the train of despotism, just then God wished to visit us in his mercy, like he did with the Israelites, raising up from among us strong and clear-minded caudillos who freed us from the oppressive hands that had reduced us to devastation and extermination....

In this way, O great God!, you wished to force us, so to speak, to recognize the true source from whence the freedom we looked for was to come. You opened our eyes to the insufficiency of our own strength to achieve a good which seemed to mock our fervent longing, retreating from us all the more as we ran to reach it.24

In this synthetic vision, the ups and downs of the movement for Mexican Independence had been the product of divine plans for Mexicans. When the Treaties of Córdoba were rejected shortly afterwards, sharpening the country's deep internal divisions, another sermon would reinforce Mexicans' duties towards this providential God:

Is this the great Mexican nation that proclaims itself religious? Is this the famous city proud of its perfect beauty, its adherence to the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman faith? Are these the illustrious sons of Zion, dressed in finest gold, who boast of dwelling in the courts of Catholicism? Then where is the concord that should rule over them, as their religion declares? Where is the love for each other so called for by the one they say is the God and Savior?25

Christian charity had to be the mortar that united the populace; otherwise, there was nothing distinctive or glorious about the independent nation. So the cleric declared.

With some differences of opinion, another sermon a year before had claimed that Mexico had justly suffered from three centuries of colonial rule.26 This situation had been appropriate punishment for the human sacrifices earlier practiced by Americans. Yet the author of the sermon allowed himself to support Independence under Iturbide because it preserved nobility and the rights of the corporatist bodies (including the Church) and maintained the unity of the Throne and Altar. In this context full of contradictions and demanding some clarifications, the Church took active
part in the consummation of Mexican independence. In fact, it attempted to forge what another clerical speaker in 1821 had called the unity of "religion and the fatherland," a proper successor to what had been the ancient union of Throne and Altar. 27 And the efforts of the Church, while undoubtedly more comfortable with a Bourbon or an Iturbide, would prove capable of outlasting them easily.

The Theocratic Option

It is interesting that at this moment an integral idea of independence prevailed. This can be seen as a transcendent and holistic idea, not subject to partial interpretations. That is, one was in favor of Independence, or not. Whatever had been said of Hidalgo in the past no longer mattered. For those in favor of Independence, he was a historical predecessor; there was no attempt yet to deny him that honor. 28 With the elevation of Hidalgo to the level of a pioneer of Independence, there was a need to give a new importance to the anti-colonial complaints that had inspired him. This could be done invoking two different facts: on the one hand, Ferdinand VII – the legitimate monarch – was no longer the undisputed ruler of the Peninsula in 1821, and on the other, Independence separated Mexicans from Spaniards, but not from the monarch per se. Spaniards could therefore be thought of as a conquering people turned libertine and anti-religious. Mexico had turned its back on that disoriented people, to offer the Crown to Ferdinand all the same. In this way, the notion of (royal) legitimacy was saved, along with the hierarchical meaning of existence it embodied. To the conquest seen as divine punishment, a new idea was counterposed, that of Mexico as a new Israel. It was a chosen people; having purified itself by means of the true religion, it was now ready to become its fortress, and to carry its banner. Independent Mexico would thus be a Holy Mexico with a divine mission in the world. For some, the Virgin of Guadalupe clearly symbolized this mission, because she had acted as intercessor in the redemption of the Mexican people.

As already suggested, the coherence of ecclesiastical discourse throughout the period under study is not to be found in its adherence to one political formula or another. In the ecclesi-
astical vision documented in the sources, any political formula was subject to otherworldly goals whose fulfillment must be governed by the values promoted by the Church. Any given political formula was evaluated in terms of its service to this ideal. Thus, neither Independence nor continued ties with Spain could be an end in itself, but only a means towards more transcendent ends. Once Independence had shaken its complacency, the Church offered a theocratic response, in keeping with its earlier concerns about the important changes taking place for decades in Hispano-Mexican society. In addition, an insistence on guiding society towards transcendental goals was the best guarantee of its other corporate interests. From this perspective, all the Church had in terms of goods and privileges was in the service of undeniably valuable goals.  

Since the Enlightenment, there had emerged a growing tendency to convert the political life of man in itself into something transcendent and close to a self-fulfilling goal. Clearly, the Church had not participated significantly in this shift in political ideas; that is why a bitter polemic about the fundamental values of man arose during the troubled period from 1810 to 1821. For some, Independence should have been at the epicenter of the determination of appropriate values for the Mexican people. For others, especially the Church, no political question could be more than a means to carry out an essentially extra-political and other-worldly task. As long as the Independence of Mexico was interpreted as an end in itself, as long as its drive and consolidation came out of popular revolt and ignored the explicit accords between the ecclesiastical body and the new state, the Church opposed it. Only after baptizing Mexican Independence and assigning it a transcendent spiritual end and meaning, thereby re-establishing a clear hierarchical meaning for the whole process, only then – driven by its repudiation of Spanish liberalism – did the Church identify itself with Independence, giving it massive support and the full force of its capacity for legitimization. In so doing, the Church regained its role as the social guide and midwife of national transformation, a role emerging liberalism fundamentally questioned. Despite this, as the sermons indicate, the Church was able to open significant dialogue with social and political criticism.
The Church, Constitutionality and Dissent

It should be clear that the larger context of this clerical creativity underwent far more shifts than a simple change from before Independence to after Independence might suggest. Following Independence, this complexity grows even greater. After the brief reconciliation under Iturbide (unity, religion, independence), there followed the fiscally sound and politically even-handed republic of Guadalupe Victoria. Yet politics degenerated into open conflict and growing instability in the years afterwards. The role of the Church in Mexican society, as assured in the Plan de Iguala and secured in the 1824 Constitution, began to be publicly questioned. At the same time, the political struggle unleashed would call into question not only that aspect of the status quo, but a wide range of additional matters.\(^{31}\)

It should be stressed that the things combated often enjoyed the protection of the Constitution. This gave those elements under attack the character of legal validity, which was the basis of the Church’s identification with the state. The brief rupture of the alliance between the two in 1833/1834 would be counteracted by an even stronger reaffirmation of it from 1835 on.\(^{32}\) In fact, this alliance only declined again after the war with the United States, in connection with the rise of the liberal project of rapid colonization and its insistence on religious tolerance as a promotional measure.\(^{33}\) In this way, up until the Reforma – although with ups and downs – the implicit or explicit basis of clerical discourse was its identification with the constitutional order, and this was the legal side of its struggle to forge an overall alternative for Mexican historical life. The polemic definition of the nation, therefore, required it to take on both eminently abstract matters and their practical and legal consequences. Protecting the corporatist interests of the clergy could be seen as the unavoidable condition for being able to carry out in practice what was proposed in theory.

A central question was who could debate the matter. In this period, the Mexican Church moved along two very different levels. Proclaiming that it alone was able to opine on matters of faith, it only opened up to dialogue on secular issues. It challenged each secular resolution to fulfill a religious role, but reserved for itself the exclusive right to legitimately evaluate how well it did so. In this way, a good portion of its polemical intervention in social discourse revolved around its own extraordinary role within the social body.\(^{34}\)
The Church allowed itself to attack others, openly or subtly, while denying them an equivalent moral status in responding. This was done by constantly referring to ideas of eternity, which outweighed earthly worries and relegated them to secondary importance. From this standpoint, absolute values were not defined by earthly matters but by eternal and spiritual affairs, which only the Church could legitimately speak of or debate. In this respect, it is significant that throughout the period before the Reforma, the Church attempted to repair public perception of its moral decay. Sermons emphasized its embodiment of the values of generosity, unselfish knowledge, social charity, political loyalty, sacrifice and self-denial. Even more strongly than in earlier years, the virtues of religious life were proclaimed, along with its exemplary quality for all Christians, and the shoddiness and cheapness of contrary values. It was insinuated, or openly and simply declared, that Christian values were the fulfillment and consummation of the natural values of social man. Thus, the importance of civil life was confined to its adaptation to a providential plan. Civil life was subject to a set of concerns which were not so much alien as superior to it, and about which lay persons were not expected to speak authoritatively. The weakening and later abolition of the Inquisition, like the transition first to a constitutional monarchy and then to a republic, increased the Church’s need to be assertive in all social debates. Before, the superiority of the Church’s voice had been assumed; now, the Church had to persuade public opinion that it was the mandatory starting point.

As long as the Church could seize a privileged position in public debate, it did not have to take on a vulgar role in polemics. On the contrary, it could resort to its pre-Independence role as the arbiter of social disputes. In this way, practice could confirm the theoretical assertion that the Church only watched over society to assure the fulfillment of the best natural values of man in pursuit of the kingdom of God, which only the Church could legitimately represent on Earth. A fundamental aspect of the Church’s participation in debate was that it denied it was participating in and claimed it was above polemics, guiding society towards ends beyond those of social man.

By postulating its superiority over social discourse, the Church gained extraordinary flexibility for discursive interventions in the debates of the time. No longer as a mere participant, but as a supreme judge, it could in fact sanction or censure — as it saw fit — every tendency emerging in the life of the young nation. Thus
it reaffirmed the duality of civil life which ultimately went back, not only to the situation under the Catholic monarchy, but even further, to the days when the Church consecrated the Empire of Constantine. Scarred by the long series of material wounds and ideological blows it had received since the days of Charles III, the Church set out, when it took part in Mexican Independence, to renounce its confidence in the political powers, without ignoring the need and possibility of allying with them.  

The Foundations of Heavenly Life after Independence

In this context, it is not so strange that in 1820 a cleric should affirm that faith had to be placed at the center of all human life and that the Church’s teaching were the underpinnings of social existence, reason itself, and man’s happiness. Monarchies were no guarantee of human well-being. Religion, in fact, supported political power and was in no way dependent on it. Rather it lent vitality and durability to temporal authority.

In 1821, as already seen, the Church made important efforts to bring critical perspectives on colonial rule into line with its theocratic vision of national destiny. If one sermon from this time spoke of the Spanish “yoke” or the “train of despotism,” another held forth on “Holy Independence.” In the years following, efforts to consecrate Mexican Independence and set out the exact path for its transcendence did not diminish. The clergy attacked hedonism and an excessively worldly vision of the life of man. This exposed society to “the tyranny of a world which can only produce unhappiness.”

O worldly ones! Do you wish to live happily on Earth? Piety is useful in all things, an innocent heart is the source of true pleasure: look all around, and you will find there is no peace for the impious. Enjoy every pleasure, and you will see that they cannot cure that source of sadness that stays with you everywhere.

The search for virtue was natural to man, “but in nothing else is he more open to error, due to the illusion of his passions and the vices of our societies.”

The lovely theories the philosophers have left us, and the brilliant descriptions their blazing works have transmitted, make virtue
lovable in all situations, and the strange beauty of this respectable matron, tears veneration and respect from the most corrupted heart without any violence. But what worship is she rendered in practice? What effects do such beautiful ideas produce in the moral order? 

Human pride should shrink before this dilemma. While human sciences were impressive, they could not resolve man’s situation in its deepest sense:

[They are] a praiseworthy endeavor and worthy of eternal recognition as long as their advances remain within the narrow limits of human reason, as long as they do not hope to probe with their weak light the deepest depths of divinity, and as long as they know their own incapacity and their nothingness in starting to decipher the adorable secrets of grace.

There still were efforts to reconcile the Enlightenment legacy with new directions. This last sermon, the funeral oration following the death of Bishop Cabañas, pronounced six months later on May 20, 1825, was an indication of the new feeling of the Church on this point. In this case reconciliation, insofar as it was possible, was to be found in the terms chosen to exalt the life and works of the late priest. Of course, he had headed up the Church during its difficult discovery of the social questions which weakened its loyalty to reformism. Cabañas, according to the sermon, was “a man decorated with both an ancient and new virtue, who has been able to join the politics of our days to the good faith of our fathers.” He had happened to live in an era in which some reduced virtue “to their pleasure” and others ignored “every obligation that did not come from utility or delight.” Facing such a situation, he had not only freed himself from such “foolishness,” but also managed to cultivate a “true virtue ... without fanaticism or impiety.” He “foresaw the fatal pitfalls of ... audacious and malicious criticism on religious matters ... which begins by censuring acts of piety, advances to reform discipline, and ends up attacking doctrine.” Dedicated to the useful and the solid, he devoted himself to “serious studies.”

Before becoming bishop of Guadalajara, Cabañas had already demonstrated a felicitous ability to “skillfully join the sciences of time and eternity.” Since being promoted to the rank of bishop in Spain, he had been obliged to struggle against the forces of the French Revolution, “in which the shadowy spirit of discord easily
confused rights with passions, duties with interests, good causes with bad." Yet the moral strength of the Bishop did not embitter or distance him from society, because "benign, gracious, generous," he lived "apart from society without scorning it." He had the vision to support moral and intellectual reform of the Church, letting himself be guided by "the ideas and good taste of the age we live in."47

But not everything was resolved by counterposing and balancing the heavenly and the worldly. If the Bishop had turned out to be, in the preacher's words, the personification of generosity in giving all his wealth to the church and the poor, not all of society acted according to such praiseworthy principles. The priest lashed out at the rich in words recalling others spoken by the late Bishop in 1810:

You, who are overwhelmed by the pleasures of this world, gather up treasures and cares with each step so that riches rule you and fill you with bitterness, you who voluntarily let your disgraceful heart be imprisoned by the formidable chains of infamous avarice....48

The rich should follow the prelate's example to uproot unemployment, help the sick, and promote education and the economy.49 However, this call for altruistic motives in social action should not be taken as symptomatic of an excessive rigidity in the thinking of this cleric. He was immediately able to stress that, despite criticism against him, Cabañas had only vacillated about Independence while he convinced himself of "the general vote of the nation." As soon as he had grasped "the general will," he came over to the side of Independence. The preacher went on to state that the late Bishop, "always submissive and obedient of the laws, and enclosed in the sphere of his pastoral ministry, never wished to mix himself in political events, but always correctly obeyed constituted authorities." However incongruous this may have sounded, as well as elusive in terms of political actions, it allowed the speaker to suggest that the good Bishop had "been able to act with prudence and singular judgment in our political transitions." This would be an even more valuable skill now that the Empire of Iturbide had given way to the first Mexican federation.50

With this sermon, the high clergy of Guadalajara closed one cycle, and opened another. The ups and downs of the time had not eliminated its desire to reconcile the old and the new, and to be a participant and a guide in the new order. The double process
of closing and opening cycles took place with symbolic justice at the death of the bishop who had lived through the deepest crisis of ideological reformulation at a regional level. From an allegiance to modernization at first sketched out in confident and simple brushstrokes, the passage of time had demanded an ideological discourse of finer strokes, uncertain and tentative.

After 1810, the vacillations, growing internal complexity, and partial spread to lower-ranking individuals of clerical discourse showed how the high clergy were drawing closer to new social conditions. Their thoughts reflected both the internal course of modernization and a more conscious understanding of their place within a reordered society. Little could be assumed in this new setting, and down the road everything tended to become subject to arrogant questioning based on logic as audacious as the emerging groups themselves. Driven by self-interest, these groups wanted to make that interest the political basis of the new order.

Without the leadership of a bishop between 1825 and 1831, the Church would pass through an extremely agitated period. The Church in these years was marked by its self-defense and its debates with the forces that wished to confine it to a limited role in the social and political life of the country; the acceptance of popular sovereignty and greater freedom of the press were the greatest pitfalls. For several years, this new discursive cycle brought to the fore pamphlets rather different from the sermons. In the next three chapters, we will examine the even more difficult times this orientation meant for the Church. Yet as far as sermons go, new examples of clerical discourse are found only after 1829; by that point, the upper ranks of the Church were well on their way to recovery, joining their acceptance of the republic and popular sovereignty to an active defense of their own interests and vision.51 In that year, there were opportunities to speak against the “intoxication of pride” and to recall “that the essence of kingship does not consist of commanding men, but of obeying God.”52 There were clarifications that the Christian God is a “King who is judge and arbiter of Kings.”53 The outlook was sad because man found himself in a world where all flesh has corrupted its path, where there are very few who do not bear the mark of crime on their brow, where the praise of pleasure rings out, where candor is seen as stupidity, truth as imprudence, piety as superstition, and where there is hardly a single just man who sees the world as if he did not live in it.54
The 1820s came to a close not only with the fall of the government of Vicente Guerrero, but also with a reappearance of clerical pessimism about the human condition. During the 1830s, the weariness of the high clergy with Mexican public life undoubtedly deepened. Sermons took on a melodramatic tone. Faced with a situation of open setbacks for the Church, more than one cleric would come down from the abstract heights to set out clearly the specifics of public life.

The celebrations of the appointment of a new bishop for Guadalajara in 1831 were an occasion to rejoice in the salvation of the Church of Jalisco from “the infernal wolves who wished to devour her.” There was continual fear of “the explosion of a bomb being prepared against the Altar.”

Frightening shadows that hide the infamous projects of the patricidal [Masonic] lodges! Reveal unto us, yes, tell us what things are being considered against holy rents, against religious establishments, against worship, in a word, against the Church of Jesus Christ.

The situation was already quite serious, and difficult to explain. The unity between Church and nation, between religion and the state, was endangered. Perhaps

Our Lord wishes to test our patience, to humble us, and to purify us through tribulations in order to console us later, and make us understand that we have a bishop, not by men, nor by human means, but by means of his beloved majesty.

In 1833, the death of the recently appointed Bishop Gordoa offered the opportunity for a more measured — but no less forceful — affirmation of the viable relation between religion and society:

I know well that patriotic love is a virtue we are all obliged to cultivate; I know that obligation comes from the very nature of things, that natural law does not contradict religion, and that our Divine Savior did not come to destroy the social virtues, but to perfect them.

Yet religion should rule over things of this world. Only it was stable and lasting, as well as absolutely transcendent of human life. “Columns crumble, triumphal arches fall down, laurels
come undone, and medals wear away," and therefore "only virtue has the power to glorify the dead."\textsuperscript{60}

The union between the Church and state remained shaky. Another clerical speaker proclaimed in 1834, after the fall of the liberal government of Valentín Gómez Farías:

\begin{quote}
O nineteenth century! How I would like to banish from my memory your terribly baneful sorrows! America, gentlemen, America was resentful, and rightly so, of the usurpation of her rights, rights given her by nature and left intact by Holy Religion, and also convinced that nature itself now makes her able to govern herself, that the elements nature's beneficial hand provides grant her the first place among cultured nations, and that those very elements promise her an easy and certain success in her endeavor. [Thus] she gave in to the vehemence of her patriotic love, planned to break the ties that bound her to Spain, gave a strong shove to break in a single blow the reinforced base of the chain which linked these two hemispheres, resolved at last to be free, and on the memorable day of the sixteenth of September of one thousand eight hundred and ten gave the glorious cry of independence whose echo rang from pole to pole.
\end{quote}

Who could have conceived that liberty, the heavenly gift with which the Divine Maker ennobles man, and which religion itself protects, would serve as a pretext for destroying it?\textsuperscript{61}

He could only conclude that in Mexico, an "impius and oppressive government lacking feelings of humanity" had fallen, whose greatest sin was a "crime against divine majesty."\textsuperscript{62}

If there was still anyone who did not wish to heed the Church, that was not because they had any doubts about its position. The voice of another cleric cried out in 1836:

\begin{quote}
Unfortunately, there exists among us an insolent and extremely perverse sect which has constantly declared war on the honor, fortune, rest and tranquility of citizens, on the peace and unity of families, on the success and greatness of the fatherland, on the freedoms and rights of the Church ... a sect which has professed every religious, political and moral error and ... would even dare to climb to the august throne of God on High ... you understand, gentlemen, that I speak of the sect gathered under the banner of York, the fruitful origin of all the disgrace and calamity suffered by the fatherland.\textsuperscript{63}
\end{quote}
This sect had dug a grave to bury the magnificent unity of the independent nation first founded by Iturbide. “Can the patriot observe the miserable state of the republic without horror?” Agitation and anxiety had culminated in “the final effort of the demagogues,” only held back because (right) “opinion always triumphs and moral force is irresistible.” But even this salvation was not enough to eliminate the sense of a world “always inconstant, always false and deceptive in its hopes, always in continuous agitation.”

The true problem was clarified the next year, however, when a cleric pointed to “so many faithless and cowardly souls, who by seeking not God, but themselves” had become “hardened spirits” insensitive to the Church’s guidance on Earthly life.

During the 1830s, clerical discourse had passed into a new phase. The meta-historical, Providence-centered, and very general vision of the Independence years had given way to a difficult new period of adjustment to the implications of popular sovereignty. Now, in the midst of growing worry about the effective advance of the positions of its opponents, the Church produced a new and more specific reading from within Mexican historical life. The political arrangement chosen for the exercise of popular sovereignty should allow the practical application of the high virtues the providential interpretation had proposed for the nation. Since they had not been complied with, and had even been openly attacked in order to propose other ideals for building the nation, the Church had to discursively counterattack in order to firm up the efforts of the fatherland and set its own precise outline. Popular sovereignty should not allow a radicalized minority to set the destiny of Mexico. Facing such a clique, the Church felt itself to be a better interpreter and reflection of Mexican popular opinion. It would invoke its constitutional freedom to defend its interests, and also to make use of its voice as authentic guide of the free and sovereign Mexican people.

This new phase would not change greatly during the period ending in 1853/1854 with the return and then the fall of General Santa Anna. Its characteristic features became still clearer. The Church confirmed and deepened its struggle against passion and violence, its search for peace, tranquility and social harmony by means of pious values. In the aftermath of the war with the United States, the Church would reaffirm the role of the priesthood in the social life of the nation, and fight desperately for the
abandonment of utopian ideals which assumed that social man was sufficient unto himself without recourse to religion. The ills the nation was lamenting, its defeat and humiliation, were due to its straying from the path of the Virgin of Guadalupe set out since Independence. If this path did promise Mexico a role as the New Israel, it also demanded — under pain of chastisement — that Mexico fully comply with this divine covenant.  

When all seemed lost, when the errors of this age ruled over the government and the highest levels of society, when the United States had wrested from Mexico more than half of the national territory, when all pride and all hope were shattered, only then would providence deign to give Mexico a new opportunity, one which demanded that the nation return to the proper path. Every social force — even the most traditional — should assume its responsibility, rectify its errors and "wanderings" with dignity, and serve the fatherland with unselfishness and loyalty. The 1850s had arrived and Mexico would have to be reformed along an authentically Catholic path, recalling its lofty mission as a chosen people. One document from 1850 denounced the "impetuous overflow of corruption and impiety which rots modern societies." It called on "the banner raised by Catholicism" and declared that "Guadalajara justly demands the glory of being at the vanguard of this truly renewing movement, in which the lovers of order and the happiness of the fatherland have placed their hopes." On the death of Bishop Aranda in 1853, another speaker would expound:

O, if we could only erase from the pages of our history the disgraceful events of 1847, as shameful for the republic as they were disastrous for the Mexican Church, when the temples of other dioceses were robbed of their most precious jewels, the goods of convents and monasteries were taken away, part of Church lands were auctioned off to infamous usurers, to end it all with the sale of more than half of the republic! My God!  

The problem demanded a solution. Perhaps we should mention that the man the Church supported to politically define and carry out this mission, the man allegedly chosen by the same destiny which guided human affairs, was none other than Antonio López de Santa Anna. This would be the caudillo's last government before the liberal insurgency defeated him with the Plan de Ayutla.
An 1853 sermon celebrating the new presidency of the Mexican general spelled out a feeling then dominant throughout the Church in Guadalajara, and perhaps across the entire country:

I will speak first as a Mexican, then as a Catholic. As a Mexican I will say that the nation in its deep unease instinctively sought someone to lend a hand to raise it from its baneful collapse. And what did the nation ask for, what did it need? Three things, gentlemen, and nothing more: three things. First: someone to assure its nationality. Second: someone to preserve its worship and religion. Third: someone to organize it internally as a great and strong power. And are not all these pressing and just requirements satisfied with the wise choice the majority of the country has just made?

When the preacher spoke as a Catholic, he said simply that

God made this change ... but he has placed on us the same conditions as on the children of Israel. If we observe the holy law of God, if we walk with the Lord in spirit and in truth, if we are faithful to his testament, we will reach the happiness born of the harmony and agreement of the magistrate with God, of the people with the law, and of the law with principles of eternal justice.

For this a profound reform in customs and public morality was required. The Guadalajara clergy did not dodge this commitment:

And since we should all contribute to the good of the nation, with our own oblation, we priests will begin the work, building up the people, weeping for their miseries and our own failures, between the vestibule and the altar, and showing the world with our own testimony and conduct, that we are angels of consolation, angels of peace. And in turn, the judges: administer justice rightly, without forgetting what the apostle has said – you were not given the sword in vain. And the soldier: abuse no one with your power, defame no one, live as the holy Baptist wishes and counsels, “happy with his wages and pay.” And all the other classes of society: live honestly and in perfect obedience to God, because he is God, and to Caesar, because God commands it. This conduct is so Christian and so highly worthy, that we will be rewarded with eternal happiness. Amen.
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A Fundamental Shift

Independence, Popular Sovereignty and Freedom of the Press

Political Geometry

This chapter and the ones that follow address the ways in which liberal spokesmen’s overall perspectives on change were intertwined with those of the dominant Church groups. Even though liberalism and clerical ideology were clearly opposed on important issues, they also had significant agreements on social questions. Their forms of addressing those questions, however, differed. While liberals – especially after 1824 – saw all around them a widespread and deep-rooted social rot, with little sign of renewal, clerical observers saw things with a distinct twist. That is, they agreed there was an objective need for change and renewal, and that society’s imperfections should be addressed, but they held that the transformation required could be carried out without any drastic change in the social order. From the clerical point of view, popular representation was perfectly compatible with social order and discipline and, therefore, with popular sovereignty exercised primarily by the state. Gradualism and constitutionalism were their banners. Laws had to be observed and time had to pass for things to improve. Wanting to build the perfect world in a single step was an illusion which only proved the ignorance or naïveté of whoever proposed it.

In Guadalajara, it was Francisco Severo Maldonado who best addressed the dilemma these ideological positions created, in the Nuevo pacto social he wrote for the 1822/1823 Cortes in Cádiz. National independence surprised him before he could finish the
work. In reality, this did not greatly bother the unstoppable cleric; he quickly made the necessary changes so that his project for reforming the Spanish nation would be equally, or even more, applicable to the Mexican nation. Maldonado began with the same premise he had established in his newspaper El Telégrafo de Guadalajara: the best reform assumes and requires social peace. Going deeper in his new writings, he quoted Descartes: “Il n’est pas plus aisé à un de se défaire de ses préjugés, que de brûler sa maison.” He immediately moved on to Rousseau: “Voulez vous regner sur les préjugés? Commencez a regner par eux.” Translating these principles into concrete terms, he added later on that “alone among all the nations of Europe,” the Spanish monarchy

like nature reproducing herself from her ruins, had discovered in the very vices, errors and disorders of her previous misgovernment the most effective and sure means of achieving swift and complete restoration.²

This was not simply a matter of finding the instruments of renewal among the debris of the past. Citing Jean-Baptiste Say, Maldonado established that “instability produces such dreadful effects that one cannot even pass from a bad system to a good system without suffering serious troubles.”³ He specified that

... a good constitution should be like the sun, which by the wisdom and goodness of the Supreme Being rises every day and lights and heats the good and the bad equally. There is no one who does not share, or might not share, in her healthy influences.⁴

Every interest present in corrupted society had the right to be represented in the new, renewed society of the future. In fact, a secure future could only be built on such plurality and care for the past — and the avoidance of “the sophistries of a false and dangerous liberalism.” The task to be accomplished was the overall coordination of “state interest with individual interest, a sacred and eternal principle.” Here, “there is no room for abstract general wills, but for pragmatic agreements for renewal between the different sectors of society.”⁵ The preacher wrote:

O fathers of the fatherland! Do not rush the advance along your majestic course, or try to speed through many centuries in little time. Do not rush to knock down the Gothic edifice of our aged
former government, without first examining all the parts of its ancient construction. Among them you will find many excellent materials to employ, if you only retouch them lightly and clean them of the unfortunate and Baroque forms the ignorance of past centuries disfigured them with. Thus you will build a new edifice incomparably more solid than those palaces of false façades and utterly squalid interior structure which political architects have raised up among the other nations of Europe in recent years.

Thus Maldonado placed himself on the razor’s edge. He invoked his fellow clergy’s profound traditionalism, on the one hand, and their awareness of the need for change, on the other. He trusted, as he often stated, that his reform project would be a project with truly general support, overcoming the dispute already launched between the “servile” and the liberals.

By contrast, openly liberal pamphlets were radical and decisive, far from the intellectual and social juggling of Maldonado. Their authors chose to protect their radicalism by writing anonymously, keeping themselves safe from any possible personal counterattack. This also allowed them to blend in with the everyday crowd of people in social life, even if this approach implied a certain hypocrisy.

What held social discourse together was the judgment that the colonial order had been seriously deficient and that present conditions offered good opportunities and broad possibilities for improving matters. Independence consolidated this common discursive base. But the anonymity of liberal pamphlets allowed for various analyses, diagnoses and solutions to be tossed out into the public forum without anyone being tied to them directly. Thus liberal pamphlets became the measure of theoretically possible change. The pamphlets proposed transformation according to principles society had not yet accepted in practice. They were a challenge to the status quo, to conformism, and to the lack of imagination. They were the affirmation of a free and sovereign reason, even if reality was stacked against them and difficult to manage. They were also the means of expression of the independent pride of youth with its own power to reason, understand and finally propose and decide. They allowed sovereign thinkers to let their imaginations and pens run wild without the danger of ad hominem attacks, and without any risk for their own private or public lives outside the forum of unrestricted reason. They were also a reflection of youthful admiration for the achievements of
Europe and the United States, and disappointment with Spanish heritage and ecclesiastical thought.

Maldonado, for all his nit-picking positions towards the past and future, captured the peculiarities of this movement.

Politics is a science as unvarying in its principles as geometry. And just as it would be absurd to say that each people should have their own geometry, so it is absurd to say that each should have their own politics or their peculiar constitution. All these statements prove the general ignorance we are suffering from in the basic and clear principles of the science of association, and how close even the lettered are to doctrines that open the doors to arbitrariness and therefore to tyranny.\(^9\)

In fact, the political geometry being introduced into Mexico originated mostly in literature from north of the Pyrenees, as indicated by the ideas and quotes of Maldonado and the openly declared liberals. It spearheaded critical political debate in Mexico after Independence. Its principles were clearly and constantly felt; one anonymous author proclaimed, in 1823:

> The best government is that under whose influence nations grow and prosper, men enjoy the greatest civil liberty, equality is protected, property is defended, and all the rights of the citizen are assured to the greatest degree.\(^10\)

Pledges "on matters of government," he continued, "are conditional," and they are conditioned precisely by "national confidence." Sovereignty corresponds directly to the nation, which can change governments whenever it pleases, in keeping with "happiness, the only end of every human society."\(^11\)

Thus, the 1820s became an impassioned period when some promoted the idea of a dramatic and definitive change in Mexican life. The declaration of popular sovereignty — moderated at first by the establishment of the Empire, but expanded shortly afterwards with the proclamation of the Federal Republic in 1824 — at once reflected and advanced a new relationship between society and "public affairs." Prisciliano Sánchez said:

> From century to century, there appears for the consolation of humanity a happy moment which passes quickly and never again returns. How unlucky the peoples who uselessly let it escape! Such
is the moment that on the present occasion the heavens in their mercy have offered the nation of Anáhuac [Mexico].

Fellow citizens, ours is a singular epoch: we fortunately find ourselves on the best occasion for happiness if we rightly constitute ourselves in a way dignified and fitting the ideas of the century we are living in.

This vision of things opened and broadened political debate to include social organization, the definition of nationality, the challenges to be faced and the goals to accomplish. The country's problems were blamed on the government's previous lack of representativeness. Now that limitless possibilities opened up before a representative and effective government, many expressed the opinion that no reasonable achievement should be beyond the nation's reach. There were no insurmountable barriers to the progressive development of the nation, only technical difficulties in finding the right mechanism to bring it about, as well as, of course, larger problems in precisely defining desired objectives. Even though such problems might have seemed passing matters, more formalities than realities, in fact the fierce polemics of the 1820s would yield uncertain and worrisome results. This was an impasse, pushing resolution into a more or less distant future. Good faith, optimistic confidence, and the sense of a predictable present and future would have to be severely changed to speed up this process.

The constitutive nature of the 1820s in Mexican life is clear in pamphlets. Leaving aside for the moment pamphlets expressly dedicated to religious matters, the remainder were eloquent testimony to the issues arousing interest and winning the attention of thinkers and legislators. There were treatises on political association, projects and rulings on the financial structure of state and nation, positions on the organization of industry and commerce, many analytical and rhetorical writings about the political transition underway, and finally an assortment of publications about other questions of state organization. To judge by the major thrust of propagandists, public administration drew attention and mobilized political loyalties the most. The press reflected a Guadalajara immersed in the task of defining its personality and public existence in terms of the state and its ideological basis. The structure of society was to be redefined, starting with the state, producing a future unlike the past. Rather than reflecting present-day society, seen as weak and insufficient, the state would bring to life the
elements of transformation and development present within it.\textsuperscript{13} The state was born as a state for the people, but not by the people, or at the very least not by “the people” according to the strict definitions of the time, who were not seen as sound and self-sufficient. “Three centuries of tyranny” were why the people were not able to act for themselves. Now, whatever was not useful had to be dismantled, in order to reassemble society along appropriate guidelines set from the heights of the state.

Tradition was no longer seen as a reservoir of wealth, but as a barrier to making rational and optimal use of all the human and material resources of society. In between the spontaneous repetition of the past and the widely recognized need to overcome it, the state found its place. Just as the transformation of the late medieval state had made the monarchy base itself on the emerging corps of “lettered” advisors, so the national state would now depend on a relatively small number of reformers. These, in turn, would always aim to place themselves close to a state which historically represented the connection point between the various sectors, layers and corporations of highly heterogeneous Hispanic society.

It is worth returning to what José María Luis Mora said in the 1830s:

\textit{If Independence had taken place forty years ago, a man born or settled in the territory would not have cared at all for the title of Mexican, and would have considered himself alone and isolated in the world, without any other title. For such a man, the title of high court judge [ oidor], of canon, and even of guild-brother [ cofrade] would have been more worthwhile and we have to agree that he would have been right, since it meant something positive: to debate national interests with him would have been like speaking to him in Hebrew; he neither knew nor could he know any other interests but those of the body or bodies he belonged to and he would have sacrificed the interests of the rest of society for them, even if they were more numerous and important.... Bodies exercise a kind of tyranny over the thinking and action of their members, and they have quite clear tendencies to monopolize influence and opinion by means of the symbol of the doctrine they profess, the commitments they demand, and the obligations they impose.}\textsuperscript{14}

The national state was called to change this situation, replacing it with a different dynamic based on new principles opposed to past tradition. Like the axis of a wheel, the state was what
communicated each spoke (corporate body or social layer) with the others in the meantime, while the reforms designed to pull that structure apart were being carried out. That is why the state represented the promise of transformation and became the center of social concerns and debates.

The key role of the state in setting societal goals in the Hispanic world cannot be minimized. The Bourbons assigned the state a central position in the transformation of Spain and its Empire. The liberals only partially deviated from this; they considered the reshaping of the state, its laws and its ethics, to be fundamental for any change in society. But they tried to orient the state's activity towards removing corporate privilege, heavy fiscal burdens, bureaucratic clumsiness and exclusivity — religious or otherwise — in public opinion. Curiously enough, the state should ensure that society avoided falling into past patterns, the ones which — from the liberal point of view — had so terribly narrowed the horizons of previous generations. The task of the new, liberal state was to destroy the outmoded patterns and to establish and oversee the liberating new arrangements promising progress.\(^\text{15}\)

Up until then, Mexican life had been connected on every level with the Catholic Church, and so it was only natural that the Church found itself practically at the center of every debate. Politically, how could absolute priority be given to the popular state derived from popular sovereignty without delving into a debate about the Church and its powerful influence over the personal loyalties of many? Socially, how could a reform of society and economy be launched, how could the state be strengthened for the task, without involving the Church and its most concrete manifestations?

The Promise of Independence: Juggling Nationhood and Freedom

Obviously enough, as already seen, the definition of Mexican nationality sparked disputes between pro-clerical and pro-secular thinkers. If nationality was made a value in itself, that brought out the libertarian and Enlightened aspects of a feisty, popular sovereignty. But if, on the other hand, it was tied to a transcendent mission inspired by Christian messianism, then nationality was turned into a vehicle for achieving something greater than itself. In that case, it would take on a traditional rather than reformist cast coming from sacred respect for the past
in which this destiny had been set. Even more importantly, the Church and its authorities, as necessary spokesmen for this transcendent mission, would be positioned as guides of the nation’s steps and transformations. In this sense, defining national challenges and goals implied a series of prior assumptions about politics, nationality and social organization. National challenges and goals would be the point where objective reality clashed with the projection of subjective values, a situation which polarized public opinion in Guadalajara, as pamphlets show.

To stress the point, this was the moment for remaking nothing less than the social life of the country. For people of various social outlooks, Independence was a sign that the status quo was no longer adequate. The possibilities emerging with independence brought forth a truly enviable optimism and conceptual clarity, but who had the right to set Mexican destiny? Who represented popular feeling – or the “general will” of the people – and how? Was the people’s agreement on matters of custom, belief and conviction a vote of confidence? Or was it a sign of the overwhelming ignorance perpetuated by those who should have represented and overseen the people in days gone by, but who had misruled and defrauded them instead? If that were the case, how could the state promote the liberty and progress of a people who did not fully desire either?

Trying to address these problems amidst mounting disgust with the reign of Agustín de Iturbide, one author called for the consolidation of an authentic public opinion through freedom of the press and enlightenment of the people. His perspective was based on obviously liberal principles which turned every man into a sovereign who had to struggle for his own happiness:

Without enlightenment, there is no liberty, and so long as men do not know their rights, they will not know how to defend themselves. We must enlighten ourselves, because as long as ignorance is sheltered in our hearts, the rule of despotism will not cease. This monster must be defeated for our happiness, because otherwise, the arbitrariness and injustice of despot will disturb our tranquility at every moment. Our properties will not be secure, our existence will be uncertain, and our lives will only be preserved in exchange for lamentable work in the tyrant’s service. In short, so long as the people are ignorant, so long as they do not know their own dignity, and finally so long as they do not know that all power is theirs, that sovereignty dwells in them and that they alone are the legitimate sovereign, everything will
be injustice, everything despotism, everything arbitrariness. Ministers will abuse their power, government will be in disarray, intrigue will do its part, espionage will redouble its watch, bootlickers will increase their perfidy, and in sum: the servile will work with untiring zeal to hold back the enlightenment of the people.\textsuperscript{16}

If Independence represented a prolonged crisis of the premises which had guided the social life of man, the 1820s can be seen as a period of deep reflection, ambition, and notable audacity. They held out the hope of a time for Mexico. The moment was right to forge the nation. Years of political apprenticeship and then of political insubordination informed the polemics of those times. Yet for liberals, this was a time that had lasted too long, when they lamented the monotony of a routine that refused to pass away. They rejoiced, nonetheless, at the unsuspected power of the people as it made itself evident. By contrast, the traditionalists demanded a slowdown, because they claimed that a country whose construction was just beginning required understanding and patience to keep the work from spoiling. Two opposing times and their complexities always threatened to smother the object of so many efforts. This was undeniably a very human time, confronting men with a challenging reality that demanded transformation.

For people of liberal leanings, independent Mexico was facing the danger – among others – that civil structures would once again be taken for granted, as worthy in themselves of social loyalties, in keeping with a conservative interpretation of the ancient Christian slogan of “render unto Caesar the things of Caesar, and unto God the things of God.” From this standpoint, the state might once again be seen as the sole bearer of sovereignty, a sovereignty understood as not constantly exercised by the people, since at most they would merely monitor the proper behavior of the rulers. The relationship between the civic order and the divine order appeared to be a possibly deadly trap for the republican civic behavior of the young nation. It seemed to free the individual from any lasting and deep commitment to the social order, since that order would be overcome and abandoned as the citizen achieved his goals in another more spiritual and heavenly dimension. Such an orientation threatened to force the social order into virtually replicating civil society exactly as it was constituted at that moment. This would offer the possibility of limiting certain “abuses” by putting pressure on institutions and their representatives, but it provided
no real chance to completely renew those institutions through the participation of civil man, eager to achieve self-development and self-fulfillment through worldly institutions.

So long as religious transcendence continued to be presented in terms which relegated civil society to secondary status, it did not seem necessary to take it to heart. From this perspective, William Blake could rightly ask in England a few years earlier: “Are not religion and politics the same thing?”17 As Groethuysen put it, “a vision of the world is ... a creation of the world, a modeling of the world.”18 The relationship between the divine and the worldly set the terms for action in politics. The matter undoubtedly went deep. For some, the deeds which enhanced civil and political society should be judged in light of an essentially theological vision of man and his Earthly surroundings. Society was a means, but not an end in itself. For others, society was hardly a mere stage, but rather the place for achieving human ideals, and the field of battle on which human institutions would increasingly draw closer to their maximum possibilities. For some this was a matter of human transcendence within a given setting, hierarchically subject to God, from whom all Earthly sovereignty came. For others, this was a matter of man’s transcendence as a Mexican, in very concrete terms, whose sovereignty came from himself and whose future possibilities depended on his own capacity to develop them intelligently, to transform his reality, and to make clear the way towards a complete improvement of man by man.

It was precisely on the question of the exercise of sovereignty that the rejection of the government of Iturbide in 1823 was based. This struggle would be the forerunner to the emergence of the fight between liberalism and clerical ideology. Iturbide, it was said, had begun with a representative monarchy, but with the passing of time he had merged his state power with his own whims, and not with the free and full interests of his fellow citizens. One author who signed himself “J.J.C.” stated

... that the political existence of Mister Iturbide is incompatible with our happiness, because he has never respected the inviolate rights of man, he has not kept the constitution that was temporarily adopted by the state, he has disdained popular sovereignty, recognizing no law other than his own whims and interest; he has violated the sacred pacts on which public security rests, and he has always perjured, and never kept, what he offered to the nation.19
Iturbide had failed precisely in not taking the nation to the higher of the "two steps" necessary to make Independence real: "the first, to be independent of the Spanish government, and the second, to shake off domestic tyranny which should follow it."20

A pamphlet signed by El Cuerpo de Liberales (The Body of Liberals) insisted that

[w]e are told that we are now free, and we do not yet enjoy even the freedom to think; we are blessed with electing the government, and we are prohibited from examining it; we are promised a constitution, and our representatives are crushed; enormous contributions are demanded of us, and we are told they are not enough.... Against order-givers and tyrants, the healthy portion of Guadalajara ... wants to take active part in public operations ... wants to make effective that wondrous sovereignty spoken of.21

The problem was great, they admitted, because such an exercise of sovereignty would confront citizens "with the crowd educated in the tenth century, and with another large segment who live off disorder." But "since when do changes not have their difficulties?" And "should we live badly, because we do not work to live well?"22

That same year, José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi also entered the fray in Guadalajara, by means of the reprinting of an incisive pamphlet. Lizardi set out his argument by sarcasm: "I think that Americans (at least those in Mexico) understand liberty to be nothing more than independence from Spain; the rest they put up with patiently." He claimed that "we were born beneath the sign of the sheep [sic], and we accept everything with patience and the love of God, because we are followers and because we are blessed." Only freedom of the press could change things; otherwise, "give me fools, and I will give you slaves."23

It was exactly along these lines, placing emphasis on the difficult but necessary participation of citizens in the handling of public affairs, that the governor of Jalisco, Luis Quintanar, argued for the necessarily federal nature of the republic that would succeed Iturbide's imperial regime. In fact, he argued that the social pact had been broken by the insurrection of its signatories — the states — following the general will of those they represented:

With the power of the congressmen annulled by the general will, their representativeness in the Mexican assembly is truly ephemeral
and worthless, and they should only be considered an isolated and lonely group, without any relationship to the people. If the people played a role in electing congressmen, they did not sign a binding contract to keep them in office, since it should be understood that the people gave their government a provisional form that was tolerated until the people wished to rearrange it.

With the existence of a central government in Mexico thus adulterated, it is necessary as a consequence that the nation is now in its natural state to provide for itself, and in this case the respective provincial governments, elected by the populace, are fully authorized by the people to set the route to be followed.24

The governor concluded his statement with the affirmation that “in republics, everyone is born a magistrate.”25 Another author, who signed his name “R.P.,” stated that:

The duties that man has towards society are a product of his convenience and well-being, and each one of them is directly related to the utility it provides for whoever carries it out; therefore egoism in this sense is the best philanthropy, the best and healthiest patriotism; let the individual rightly love the human race above all, but when he assures other citizens of the same rights which he demands from them, then this nation will be the most virtuous and orderly.26

Once more he reached federalist conclusions. The “unbearable and baseless primogeniture of Mexico City” — forever “striving to call itself the metropolis” — could be tolerated no longer. All that was left to Guadalajara was to proclaim, as it already had, that “I am equal to the rest of the provinces; all of them together have no rights over me.”27

The concept of limited state power was stressed by Prisciliano Sánchez, a convinced federalist and shortly afterwards the first governor of the federated state of Jalisco:

Nothing is more contrary to the dignity and preference of man, to his general vote and to the survival of the social pact, than demanding of him a greater portion of liberty than what is necessary to assure the other portion which is left to him. A well-constituted state should not give its rulers more authority over its subjects than is necessary to maintain social order. Everything beyond those limits is abuse, tyranny, usurpation, because man never gives up freely more than what is strictly necessary to gain a greater good. Therefore the desire to give up [power] should never be assumed.28
It was exactly on this point that liberal pamphlets called into question the traditional role of the Church and its upper ranks in the political life and thought of society. Since 1822, Lizardi had entered debates in Guadalajara by means of a reprinting. He proclaimed then "that men have learned that nations are not the patrimony of kings or priests." He insisted on the sovereignty question:

Yes, sir, pride made kings despots, and ambition made priests fanatics and tyrants.... Not all of them, but certainly many of them. Monarchs came to need ecclesiastical authority to sanction and sustain them on the throne, and pontiffs so dominated kings that they removed and installed them according to their wishes, relaxing the oath of loyalty of king's vassals as they saw fit, so that any Pope could then say of the kings of Christendom: per me reges regnant.

Since royal authority depended on the Church, we can understand that the latter did with royalty as it pleased. From this came the privileges, judicial rights, immunities, and prerogatives which were well-deserved because of the dignity of their ministry, but which were abused to the scandal and harm of the people.

By contrast, the ecclesiastical state, taking advantage of popular ignorance and fanaticism, proclaimed the authority of kings above all others, after its own, teaching the people that kings came directly from God, that sovereignty resided in them, and that it was a heresy to think that nations were sovereign or could be free, since kings were absolute lords and masters of the lives and properties of men, who were only their vassals or slaves, born to obey and suffer, even if the king was a tyrant, since doing otherwise would mean resisting the divine order.

These and similar supremely servile maxims, contrary to natural law and the dignity of man, were printed in books, preached from pulpits, and encouraged in confessional, and with this holy diligence the despotism of kings was promoted with impunity.

In Lizardi's view, the Inquisition had been the faithful instrument of the despotism born of the union of Church and state. Facing such a union of throne and altar, to the detriment of the robust exercise of sovereignty by the people, Lizardi tore sovereignty in civic practice away from its heavenly ties. He chastised Iturbide:

It is true that kings reign thanks to God, just as everything is done because He allows it and participates as first cause, omnia per ipsum facta sunt. That is why Your Majesty is emperor by divine Providence, but according to the natural order, Your Majesty is emperor because
your nation proclaimed you thus, and its legitimate representatives confirmed its sovereign will.\textsuperscript{31}

In this context, Lizardi advised the emperor that he “act as a constitutional president-emperor.”\textsuperscript{32} Shortly afterwards, in response to the crisis sparked by the fall of Iturbide, an author who signed himself “A.R.F.” would state:

In God’s name, let us leave behind our foolish worries, and realize that it harms our Holy Religion in nothing if we constitute ourselves under the system of a Republic. This government only looks to establish some laws fitting our customs and situation, and has nothing to do with ecclesiastical doctrine and discipline. Colombia is a republic, and it is Catholic. England is a monarchy, and it is Protestant.\textsuperscript{33}

Liberals were worried about the religious concerns of the people, which predisposed them towards traditionalism in political matters and social practices, as is evident in pamphlets within Guadalajara and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{34}

It was the elaboration of a Jalisco Constitution in 1824 that launched the richest and most challenging debate about the ties between the Church and public affairs. The debate reached greater intensity because it included the question of not only the free exercise of sovereignty, but also of the financial well-being of the new free and federated state, the development of its economy and its right to international recognition. One pamphlet asserted:

The priests of every nation and every century have always and forever wished to assume a different status within states and to be governed by rules very different from those governing the mass of the people. They have always wished to dominate all temporal authorities, because by making their authority descend from the heavens, they have tried to place it above all others. The ignorance of the people at first allowed the clergy to abuse its spiritual attributes, dominating them astutely with other faculties which, being temporal in nature, belong to the people themselves. Everything was spiritualized by necessity in order to place even the most precious and sacred rights of nations under the ecclesiastical rod.

The clergy based their enormous power on two great columns which in all times they have tried to make untouchable, rents and judicial rights. This is what is frightening about the clergy, and what goes against the grain of the republican equality which the
federation of United Mexican States so prides itself on. If the supreme authorities of the states do not have sufficient [authority] over all the state's inhabitants, of whatever class, status or condition they may be, then it is impossible to keep the people in peace and quiet, because if there are individuals who except themselves from submission to the supreme chief, then that will be enough to agitate and make insolent the rest with impunity.\textsuperscript{35}

The administration of justice had to be equitable for all if there was a real desire for concord between ecclesiastical and civil authorities.\textsuperscript{36} In addition, the independent wealth of the clergy had to be done away with in order to assure economic development and obedience to the state:

Ecclesiastical rents: that robust and prideful giant which in order to feed its insatiable belly sucks the nurturing juice out of agriculture and leaves the miserable peoples drained, that formidable arm which skillfully moved by the high clergy overcomes the law itself and triumphs over the wisest institutions, that strong shield the authority of sovereigns has always run up against, and that dominating post from whose heights the ecclesiastics have subjected to their influence every branch of public administration. Ecclesiastical rents: I say they cannot remain standing as they are without causing the ruin of the nation. Even clearer: the prosperity of the Mexican nation and its true liberty cannot be realized if the existing system of ecclesiastical rents is not changed.\textsuperscript{37}

The author recommended immediate use of state patronage to straighten out the situation, stating that this patronage was "inborn, inherent, and inseparable from the sovereignty of the Mexican nation."\textsuperscript{38}

Attacking the clergy effectively, with any chance of weakening its power in society, required undermining the overall prestige it still enjoyed. It required breaking the priesthood's commonly appreciated tie to divinity, and placing members of the priesthood on a level with the other individuals in society, susceptible like them to vices and group interests which went against the general interest. The author known as El Polar proclaimed with severity:

The clergy has tried to place itself outside the circle of society. But they are men like us, they enjoy like us the advantages of society, they live with us and owe their existence to our labors; those of
us who break the earth with our arms feed them, those of us who harden our hands in shops clothe them. Is it just that, with such a great debt, with such close ties, they wish to govern themselves without us? There is no reason for doubt: they form part of society, they are members of society and should be entirely subject to the authority of the government just like the rest of us.  

Here, as in other liberal authors of the time, an important change takes place. The problem was not religion or the Church as a whole, but the priesthood, and that group should not aspire to more than parity with the other members of society. Society worked and did its duty; when the clergy did the same, it had the right to the corresponding recognition, yet it should not be forgotten that they lived off the efforts of the rest. If the clergy were found to be doing well, that was cause for suggesting their laziness, on the one hand, and the fatigue of lay society, on the other. The canons of the Guadalajara Cathedral were the largest target, here, although any hypothetically abusive and self-interested priest could serve to make the contrast. And the canons in fact embodied a great part of the religious problem under scrutiny. They were the men whose erudition and pens had been at the service of the interests of the Church. They had not lived from the healing of souls at the parish level — a necessary office — but from tithing, which detoured funds from economic development and the state coffers. From this, they enjoyed such economic independence that they could free themselves even of the authority of the state.  

The Promise of Independence: Church Accountability and a Free People

The Political Constitution of Jalisco was where this debate crystallized. Very specific principles and interests were in dispute. This constitution presented the first frontal attack on the internal autonomy of the Church and its union on equal terms with the state. In Article 7, it subjected ecclesiastical financing to state control, which placed all the ministers of the Church under the economic and implicitly moral authority of the government. The article in question read:

The state Religion is the Apostolic Roman Catholic without tolerance of any other. The state will set and pay all the expenses necessary to promote worship.
The defense of the republican and federal Constitution was easily combined with an attack on the hierarchical character of religious practice. The established interests of the clergy, it was claimed, were alien to true religion and had distorted it. Thus the effort of the “sovereign people,” as pointed to in Article 7 of the Constitution, was required to make religion once more “pure, clean, and beautiful, without stains to make her ugly or wrinkles to make her pitiable.” The pristine purity of things was to be reestablished. The people wanted and want to have ministers who serve them spiritually and whom they maintain bodily. But the people do not want to be hungry for the bread of heaven despite keeping lords to serve, who cannot be spoken to except by written petition, whom the people fear and must fear because they have become potentates with the riches they have acquired through exactions from the poor. In sum, the people wanted and want justice, religion in all its purity, the uprooting of abuses, abundance, prosperity and decorum in all things.

If there were those who did not want to hear such truths, this polemicist, signing his name as the Unbiased Ecclesiastic, challenged them not only to declare him a heretic, but along with him to declare Saint Benedict a heretic as well, since he had spoken even more harshly of the same problem in his time. A careful citation of the saint’s words was offered as solid proof.

The demand for a morally unstained clergy was compatible with its subordination to a state emerging from popular sovereignty. The argument appealed to the idea of a Church made up of more than the clergy, consisting of the whole of the faithful. The authentic state, like the ancient Church, was of the people and watched over them. An anonymous defense of Article 7 set out the following “principles of ecclesiastical legislation”:

First: the Church that Jesus Christ founded is a society, whose goal is to obtain eternal happiness for each of its individual members, using the means established by Jesus Christ himself to achieve it. Second: like every society it has a constitution, which is the Gospel; in it are set out the rights and duties of the members, the form of government of that society, and the character, faculties and rights of its governors. Third: in view of the fact that the Church is a society formed by the will of her members since no one can be forced to join her, has an unchangeable constitution because of its divine
origin, its members can use their right to name her rulers (who
are the bishops and priests), and these rulers cannot infringe the
constitution, we can infer that her government is popular and rep-
resentative. Fourth: the duties of the members are to believe in the
mysteries God has revealed, to worship that same God, according
to the rules of worship he himself has established in the Gospel,
and to follow the moral precepts he has pointed out; their rights
are to name those who should be authorities, to protest and correct
religious abuses, to participate in the holy sacraments established by
Jesus Christ himself and in the spiritual fruits of common prayer.
Fifth: the obligations of the rulers are these: to teach the dogma,
morality and doctrine of Jesus Christ; to exclusively administer cer-
tain sacraments, and to preside over the faithful when they come
together to render God acts of adoration. They are not judges to
mete out corporal punishment on the violators of the law of Jesus
Christ, since the punishments he himself established are only spiri-
tual. They have the right to be respected by the remainder of the
faithful, and to be maintained at their expense.

Priests, therefore, are not the Church, they are only her ministers.\(^{45}\)

The same document clarified, by means of a denunciation of
the clergy who resisted accepting Article 7 of the Constitution,
that for practical purposes the people and the government of
Jalisco were one and the same thing, precisely because of the
latter’s new popular representativeness. By contrast, legitimacy
was denied to the canons of the Guadalajara cathedral precisely
because their authority did \textit{not} come from the people, but
wanted to impose itself on them. The secular authorities elected
by the people, that is, by the whole of the faithful, had written
Article 7, so the clerical authorities could not oppose popular
will so expressed without opposing the very principle of rep-
resentative government. From this standpoint, “the people by
means of their legislators” had the right to correct religious
abuses. “Abuses are not part of religion; they are acts of corrup-
tion that the people are not obligated to follow....” For example,
financing the clergy by means of tithing was a corruption of the
pristine custom of “voluntary donations and offerings by the
faithful in the primitive Church.”\(^{46}\)

Obviously, principles like this pointed to a fundamental shift in
the balance of power between the Church and state. If the Church
was not responsible to the people, but the state was strengthened
by being responsible to and representative of the people, if the
representatives of the former were just men like any others, as carnal and as prone to evil as anyone, but state representatives were clear spokesmen for an eminently egalitarian people, then there was no other solution than to ignore the clergy and its statements. Until the Church reformed itself according to the principles of representative government, along the lines of the primitive evangelical Church the liberals conceived of, then it was not worthy of the recognition of free men. Once it had been reformed along those lines, then there would be no doubt of a new union between it and the popular state. Until then, however, the clergy was a caste, a privileged group in a world of collapsing privileges. Its illegitimate character was constantly pointed out, and it was accused of trying to gain a fraudulent power before God and man.  

Beyond the fall of the Empire, the writing of the 1824 Constitution and Article 7, three further events sparked controversy midway through the 1820s: the Papal Bull by Leo XII rejecting American independence, the excommunication of the journalist called El Polar, and the conspiracy of Father Arenas. In liberal pamphlets, each in turn served to assert the thinking of previous years and explore its implications.

The state of Mexico gave a firm and swift response to the Bull of Leo XII in the form of a long and learned publication. A contest had been carried out, with a prize given to the author who best wrote on the question: “Within what limits should Papal authority be contained in matters of spiritual power, since such power exercised fully does not damage in any way the sovereignty or independence of nations?” The winning piece was published in Guadalajara. Author Norberto Pérez Cuyado was careful but forceful in his reasoning. He followed the course of Spanish royalist thinking in its struggles to assert its temporal power over the Church. He began from a historical scheme in which problems between Church and state dated back to the time of Constantine, who had wished to protect the Church from persecution. But his praiseworthy goal had led to a less enviable situation. “Every right was disturbed, as Emperors made themselves into judges and teachers of religion and made the ministers of the temple into arbiters and regulators of imperial politics.” This process deteriorated further as a result of barbarian invasions and the decay of the Roman Empire. “The mixture and confusion of spiritual and temporal matters was the poisoned root that gave humanity such bitter fruits.” From Pérez Cuyado’s standpoint, there was only one solution to the resulting problems:
The cure for so many wrongs is breaking up this monstrous and anti-Christian union, and placing each power in its natural place, raising up a wall of bronze at the points where there respective faculties begin and end. That is what experience confirms, and that is what both reason and the Gospel persuade us.⁴⁹

Pérez Cuyado held that the laws, whose making was a task of the government, had the obligation of governing political and civil life. “Political life” referred to the international sphere of the state, in his definition, and “civil life” referred to the internal sphere of the state, having to do with the relationships between members of the society. The laws of the state necessarily had to follow natural and Christian law. Yet while “the propagation and preaching of the general principles of morality, insofar as it orders men’s relationships with each other on Earth, is a duty of the priesthood, the application of morality to specific cases has nothing to do with the priesthood, and is even opposed to the nature and goals of that institution.” It was beyond any doubt, according to the author, that “the care of secular things, that is, the knowledge and direction of the businesses which occupy men while they live on Earth, did not concern the priesthood.”⁵⁰

Such good principles referring to the “distinction and independence between both powers” were observed by “a few wise men” even in the time of the barbarians, with Saint Bernard particularly standing out. Even so, it was “since the renaissance of letters” that these principles had spread and rulers had begun to act in accordance with them. “Such have been the thoughts and actions for the last three centuries in Spain, the country most submissive to the Roman Pontiff in all of Europe. How much more liberty was always exercised by Germany, Venice, Portugal, Naples, and above all, France?” Pérez Cuyado stressed the work of Bishop Bossuet in France in supporting this renewed separation of temporal and ecclesiastical powers. He also insisted that all of this was in keeping with the true spirit of Christianity.⁵¹

This argument led him to direct an attack on the unrestricted power of the Pope within the Church, because “it should be noted that the Pontiff himself is subject, like the remainder of the faithful, to the entire body of the Church, as declared in sections four and five of the Church Council of Constance.”⁵² In any case, he continued,
A Fundamental Shift

... the exercise of Papal authority in relations with civil governments is circumscribed by the limits marking the authority of the Church. What is not licit for the Church is not licit for the Pontiff, and since it is beyond any doubt that Jesus Christ did not grant the Church any power over the civil and political affairs of nations, it is equally unmistakable that the Pope does not have the authority to take part in those affairs.53

The specific rights accumulated historically by one power relative to the other were another matter, and the author referred this to the diplomacy of concordats between respectively sovereign powers. As Pérez Cuyado stated at the end of his work, he found the Bull of Leo XII simply inappropriate because neither the Church nor its Pontiff had the right to any judgment concerning temporal authority.54

Another document attacked the Bull of Leo XII, declaring it "scandalous, null and void." More polemical than learned, this article was clearly liberal rather than statist, and went so far as to affirm that if Leo XII really was the author of the Bull he had committed the sin of "blasphemy, stating that God's cause was that of the princes."55 The problem was that he...

... blended the most perfect sovereignty of God with that of the despotic princes who usurped the sovereignty of the people.... The cause and interest of the princes is the brutal ignorance of the people, and could this be God's cause? On the contrary, I affirm that the devil's cause is one with that of the princes.

The priests say: if the people are enlightened, everything is lost; and the author of the Ruins writes: if the people are enlightened, everything is won.

What will become of the Pope and other princes enthroned or to be enthroned, if the people become civilized, open their eyes, see the light, learn the sacred rights of God, of the people, and of man? Which are? Give to God what is God's, to the people what is the people's, and to man what is man's.56

Writing against a "pamphlet which insults God, men, and the Mexican republic," the author recommended "our separation from the communion of a Pope who is the first to introduce poisonous nourishment into the heritage of the Lord, until the matter is satisfactorily cleared up diplomatically."57
The next cause of controversy, the excommunication of El Polar, can only be understood within the course this journalist had followed over the previous years, which had brought it about, as the ruling of the Board of Ecclesiastical Censure stated, that from the greatest to the least of the Catholic people, all are scandalized, all are protesting, and all zealously desire that he be subjected to the fitting punishment he has made himself worthy of, and like a rotted member of the mystical body of the Church, be separated, declared, and reputed to be most lowly, and infamous, so that none be polluted by the noxious fumes his corruption gives off.

The political career of El Polar, profoundly rooted in federalism, culminated in 1825 and 1826 with two pamphlets virulently attacking the cathedral chapters in particular and clerical influence over society in general. Both pamphlets, with some variation, explicitly demanded an important number of changes in the relationships between state, Church and society.

The most illustrative passage of the first of these pamphlets, *Conjuración del polar contra los abusos del clero* (The Polar’s Conjuring Against the Church’s Abuses), is the following:

Some time ago, I worked on a general plan for reforms in the ecclesiastical system, and among various things I proposed: the destruction of Cathedral Chapters, the extinction of monasteries and convents, the imposition of certain barriers to stop bishops from banning the reading of books and to keep them from being able to excommunicate or ordain any citizen without government permission. I said that before preaching sermons it was appropriate for them to be reviewed and approved by the government, I designated the number of ecclesiastics to serve in the state of Jalisco, I denied them their privileged judicial status and vested the right of patronage in the supreme government of the state. I also proposed a reform in marriage ceremonies, excluded ecclesiastics from all civil and military employment, removed from them all influence over the education of the young, asked for the confiscation of all the real estate of the religious communities with the prohibition of ever being able to acquire property again under any circumstance, established certain restrictions on the public exercise of the faith such as reducing the excessive number of feast days, processions, private religious obligations [*mandas*] and other superfluous things, arranged a way of administering the viaticum to the ailing. In sum,
I said many other things ... but after having seriously thought over this enormous work, I understood that I was publishing reforms in vain if I left standing the origin of the Church's abuses.

I always despair at seeing articles only referring to religion mixed in with our constitutional laws, because as long as our legislators do not give up on this routine, our social order will never advance, and writers will work in vain announcing the best of reforms. These reforms will always be insufficient as long as governments meddle in religious matters, because the people do not have to be told about this; they are free to choose the faith that suits them best, just as they are to choose good or evil. And if the being that created us gave us that freedom, why do we want to enslave all to a single and perpetual faith? These arguments have convinced me that only with universal tolerance, absolute freedom of the press, and the exclusion of every dominant religion, can we decree at once the happiness of the people and forever assure their independence and liberty.  

The second of the pamphlets — *Concordatos del Polar con el Estado de Jalisco* (The Polar's Concordats with the state of Jalisco) — basically followed the first, but also included a fierce harangue against clerical celibacy, attacked the capital of chaplaincies — which he considered wasteful — and demanded that the "masses and all the prayers of the Church" be given in Spanish. Seen as a whole, these two pamphlets took the controversy to the highest level, and the Church's rejection could not have been any more absolute, leading to his excommunication.

El Polar himself and another writer calling himself El Otro Polar (the Other Polar) alternated in his defense. They rejected the various considerations made by the ecclesiastical authorities since 1825. In no way did they disguise their total repudiation of ecclesiastical censure and the ways of action of the clerical hierarchy. They deliberately drove open the breach separating their liberal position from clerical thinking. In a pamphlet entitled *El Polar convertido* (The Polar Converted), he accused the canons of moral "bankruptcy" and affirmed they were carrying out a "war against the state." He specifically and systematically accused them of exceeding their authority in trying to censor his pamphlet *Conjuration* because there were legally established procedures which relieved the ecclesiastical authorities of intervening in such matters. Accusing the canons of being a "poor, ignorant council," he drove the point home by arguing that the measures against him only spread his ideas and shamed the council.
By going further in explaining and defending the propositions made in *Conjuración*, the author made the situation worse by using insulting and defiant language, in addition to refusing to retreat on anything essential. Later on, to close with a flourish, he demanded in his new pamphlet that the Popes be popularly elected, just as in the first days of the Church, and in fulfillment of a right inherent to the people. But since the Popes had not been elected in this way, he saw “certain Popes as tyrants ... who thought the people incapable of correct decisions and government.” Having landed this blow against the head of the Church, he proceeded to attack the infallibility of General Church Councils (assemblies of bishops) based on the argument that they had never included or represented the congregation of the faithful. And he closed his pamphlet with this withering conclusion:

In the congregation of all the faithful essentially resides the sovereignty of the Church, therefore nothing done without the vote of those very faithful can be legitimate, since the Church and the General Church Councils must follow the same principles as the Nation and the Congress, and everything that strays from these standards cannot help but bear within it an arbitrary and unjust character. Canons: see what your imprudence has led to, go forward with your whim of offending El Polar, and you will hear far worse things.

El Otro Polar did not hold back in El Polar’s defense. He claimed that “tithing, celibacy and impious tolerance are not part of religion,” since they are “amendations that you [theologians] have made to the Gospel written by the Apostles who understood better than you the doctrines of our teacher Jesus.” His appeal was to reason, above any other authority. Just like El Polar, he ended his article with an exhortation:

Citizens, do not let yourself be fooled by appearances. These men with crowns and tonsures are men just like you, and just as subject as any to intrigue, error and perversity. And when they rule on a matter they are so involved in, they are more likely than anyone to act with partiality and bad faith. Every matter under debate is as much within the reach of your insight as it is subject to the view of a great and observant talent. So start debating yourselves, and never believe except that which reason tells you is true.
The conclusion of a pamphlet referring to the conspiracy by Father Arenas makes a fitting end for this chapter, since it sums up the core of the debate the liberals kept up all through the 1820s. Written as a dialogue between a traditionalist woman and her liberal son, the pamphlet included the following ironic passage as the final words of the son:

But do you not understand that there is a vast distance between Church discipline and doctrine, just as between good and bad ministers? What is impious about punishing the horrible crimes of treason, when the public verdict demands it as an overall lesson, even if the delinquents are friars, clerics, bishops, or of higher rank? Then let one of them come along with a portrait of Ferdinand VII, and place it in the plaza, and swear loyalty to it as absolute king and bring down the eagles of the republic, taking away constitutional liberties, and although he commit in his imprudence thousands of idiocies and cause incalculable damage, let nothing be done to him, for he is a minister of God on High.
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Hegemony Renewed

The Beginnings of a Clerical Counterdiscourse

The Reconstitution of Clerical Discourse in the Decade after Independence

The Guadalajara Church lost the initiative in social discourse in the 1820s, despite its impressive production of sermons about Independence under Iturbide. It found itself constantly obliged to respond defensively. How could it remain identified with the cause of Independence, popular sovereignty and national progress without accepting a situation that lowered it from its earlier position as the equal of the state? How could it prove itself loyal to popular government and popular sovereignty while at the same time refuse to adhere to a new social order on religious matters? Not only the motto of “throne and altar” was placed in doubt, but also that of “religion and fatherland.” The Church had to defend itself through redefinition. Responding to this challenge, the Church made itself present in crucial ways, tenaciously remaking its social discourse and creating new bases of support for its role in society.

The 1824 Political Constitution of the state of Jalisco had presented the first legislative attack under the new federal republic on the Church's internal autonomy and union on equal terms with the state. Article 7 of the Constitution had given the state control of ecclesiastical finances. This set off a battle in the press. By swearing loyalty to the Constitution, the Church would have lost authority, even moral authority, because it became a
dependent branch of the state itself. While it is true that the president of the republic offered an opportune political resolution of this dilemma, by means of a decree which allowed citizens to take an oath of loyalty to the Constitution while deferring the question of Article 7, the underlying struggle for ideological hegemony could not be resolved so easily in the future. The freedom which prevailed in the new republic, and the work in course on a constitutional framework, made absolutely necessary an open political debate to win the support of public opinion either for or against Article 7, with all it implied.

What is most notable about the resulting debate is how it confirmed the formation of two alternative and decidedly opposed intellectual groups in the state of Jalisco. Liberal and secularizing intellectuals, heirs to the fiery liberalism of the Cortes of Cádiz, had claimed a space in Jalisco. In its origins, this liberalism was an unexpected byproduct of the climate of change of the Bourbon Reforms, reinforced by the vacuum of legitimate power produced by the Napoleonic invasion. In contrast, there were also republican intellectuals who were more fond of the reformist tradition, more inclined towards individual liberties than towards liberalism as a system, and more desirous of combining authority with the new means of government. Liberalism in Jalisco took shape from the debate between the two.

Curiously enough, while liberalism only explicitly took note of the existence of opposition to its program as an obstacle to be overcome, the Church's defensive ideology presented liberalism as not only a suspicious radicalism but also a source of social renewal whose contributions and understandings could not simply be brushed aside. This was the most problematic aspect of the clearly eclectic direction of this discourse, evident in 1821 and 1822 sermons. In this complex dynamic, the Church lost the initiative in social discourse, but at the same time social practice would prove that liberalism could not do without its opponent, lest it threaten with dissolution the society it wished to liberate.

José María Luis Mora had sensed a key element of this entire process. His approach underscores what was established in Chapter Five:

The clergy is a corporation dating back to the founding of the colony and deeply rooted in it. Every branch of public administration and the civil acts of life have been and still are more or less subject to its influence. It dictated part of the Laws of the Indies and
has had jurisdiction over the government of Indians and castas who were its faithful servants until Independence, despite the civil government's efforts to emancipate them. Spaniards and their descendants have not escaped it either, falling into the nets it laid in education and the rule of conscience. Everything known in Mexico was taught by the clergy's ministry or subject to its censure. The Inquisition, the bishops and the priests exercised the most absolute dominance over the press, reading, and teaching. The rule of conscience has not been limited to religious duties, but has extended its reach to social, conjugal and domestic duties, to dress and public diversions. Viceroy's, magistrates, judges, public administrators, in sum all men of government, have for many years subjected the exercise of public functions to the dictates of a confessor, who even today makes himself heard and effectively influences acts of sovereignty, directing the people who exercise them under his tuteelage, acts which ecclesiastics aim to restrict in the final analysis to a matter of mere religious duty.  

From this standpoint, not only were the clergy deeply entrenched in society and the state itself, but they ideologically conditioned the power of the state, making it subject to ends unrelated to its Earthly mission.

Paradoxically, Doctor Mora's thinking suggested that the struggle to establish liberalism would simultaneously be a struggle to strengthen the state. Statism and republicanism would blur into one, because without a strong liberal state, society would continue along the same course as always. Mora asked incisively:

In fact, what power can the republic [that is, the republican state] have against a body which has been in the country much longer, directed by bishops, its perpetual and irresponsible [i.e., not responsible to an electorate] heads, whose annual income is at least fifteen and at most one hundred and twenty thousand pesos, and who have at their disposal eighty million pesos of investments whose productive portion yields seven and a half million [pesos per year]? A republic born yesterday, where every branch of public administration is in disarray and the habit of following orders is entirely lost; a republic whose public income barely doubles that of the clergy, and does not remotely suffice to meet its budget; a republic in sum where all is decrepitude, disorder and confusion: can such a republic sustain itself against a body which has the will and the power to destroy its constitution, cripple its laws, and raise up the masses against it?  

Above all, the national state had to fortify itself to take up the role of transformer of society.

Considering this, we should assess the Church’s efforts to keep from losing its cultural hegemony over society. It is not enough to see the problem from the perspective of liberalism, as in the previous chapter. It would be an error to ignore or downplay the formidable efforts made by the ecclesiastical hierarchy to reshape clerical discourse in a way more in keeping with the times and with the long-term corporatist and ideological interests of the Church.

Evidently, liberal ideology and clerical preference contrasted with one another on key issues. The latter tended to support values promoting work directed to other-worldly ends, obedience, and loyalty to constituted authorities. The former underscored its aspirations of full national transformation with rebellious values and an insistence on individual rights, with the emphasis placed on the shortcomings of civil society and the need to swiftly eliminate them, and with the emergence of a new, imposing and self-reliant voice in every public debate.

The calls for hewing to tradition were countered by irate cries which presented a future based on the denunciation of the past – and its spokesmen. A “progressive” vision of Mexico was forged on the basis of insistent critiques of the inconsistencies, failures and flaws in the practice of Catholic doctrine and in ecclesiastical behavior. As Dale Baum has stressed, liberalism had a negative drive in practice, always opposing some aspect of the established order without offering clear alternatives. Since it set its sights on a libertarian dream of the future, liberalism disdained established values which threatened to endure. The present was seen as composed of an endless series of obstacles to overcome, but since liberalism’s conquest of this future was far from complete, it found itself obliged to share the present with the spokesmen for an undying past.10

In the 1820s, incipient liberalism demonstrated its capacity for subverting existing ideological loyalties. For a time, it placed the Mexican citizen at the center of a sovereign reflection about the transformation of a shared material and civil existence. But it is essential to point out that in Mexico, one unexpected aspect of this transformation was that practically all of society’s thinkers and leaders were agreed on the need for renewal to overcome national weakness.11 Thus renovation became more complicated. The ideologues of the past could not be so easily discarded, since
they, too, had climbed onto the train of progress, were aware of past problems and open to negotiated change, and in short, were at least partly willing to undertake transformation.\(^{12}\)

This was a transformation which implied the ongoing presence of these ideologues of the past in the new society being forged. How could liberals do away with a long-standing social force which had managed to agree to denounce the past, while remaining present and active in the new social arrangements? There is no worse enemy, one might think, than one who refuses the label. This threatened to take a strong and sustained wind out of the sails of Mexican liberalism.

From one perspective, what we are saying is not entirely new. Jesús Reyes Heroics dedicates the second volume of his magisterial treatment of Mexican liberalism to specifying the nature of what he calls “fluctuating society.” But while Reyes Heroics is predisposed to criticize indecisive thinkers with liberal leanings, he overlooks the equivocating nature of the ideologues of the past.\(^{13}\) Alaman is often believed to have been an exceptional conservative. No doubt he was an extraordinary man, but it is likely that he was closer to the core of Mexican conservatism than is usually suspected. From our standpoint, it is not at all anomalous that a man so “progressive” in many aspects should have finally become the recognized leader of the conservatives, the very man who formed a ministry of development in the last Santa Anna government in 1853. The hatred Alaman provoked among liberals certainly was spurred by his progressive attitudes as much as by his traditionalism, since such attitudes were exactly what frustrated the ideological radicalization and acceleration of social transformation liberal spokesmen were calling for.\(^{14}\)

The beginnings of this conservative attitude dated back to Bourbon governments. Although conservatives rejected the Bourbon label by the 1820s, this was because the label represented an attempt to portray them as supporters of bringing an heir to the Bourbon dynasty to rule in Mexico – rather than settling on Iturbide or a republican government. This accusation overlooked the real stance that Mexican conservatives developed with considerable coherence: the country had to be changed and developed, but without falling into the ideological commitments and clumsiness of dogmatic liberalism. Instead, the elements promoting change had to be isolated and imposed in such a way that society was perfected without risk of disintegrating or being torn apart. Changes were possible means for overcoming society’s
contemporary challenges.; they were not a panacea, which only
the ignorant expected for humankind. The wisdom of past ages
might be incomplete, but its sound judgments never erred. By
definition, they were worthy of being incorporated into all pres-
ent and future arrangements. Why should one assume that only
men of the present day were intelligent and knew how to think?
Was that not the height of closed-mindedness?15

From this perspective, Mexican society was split more clearly
over the means and timing of change than over more or less
predictable social goals. In general, renewal was accepted as the
objective to be achieved. Of course, there was considerable debate
about what had to be renewed, and to what extent. But renewal
was accepted; the aspiration to perfect man was considered legiti-
mate. The true stumbling block was the principles behind radical
change, the arrogance of philosophical reason. If man was held
to be self-sufficient, capable of organizing society to fulfill goals
he himself set by the lights of his own reason, then obviously
this justification was ruled out by conservatives as ridiculous and
unacceptable. If, on the contrary, this was a matter of improvement
within the limits set by fragile human nature, then it represented
a rather notable opportunity. And who was more identified with
the progress of civilization than the Catholic Church?16

What to renew and how to go about it were moot questions, but
not the idea of renewal itself. There was an arguable need to save, to
be sure, the sound judgments of the past and the cultural heritage
that had made them possible. Such an argument strengthened the
idea of Catholic civilization as the greatest of international cultures
and a certain and mature bulwark against the errors of reason and
the passion of heretics, libertines and adepts of the so-called phi-
losophy of the age. Conservatives did not deny that such errors
might produce some positive results. Neither did they deny that
the theoretical or practical diatribes launched against the Church
had their grain of truth, and at times grew out of the recognition
of genuine ills. Such positive insights, however, did not come from
the correctness of their premises and procedures, but rather despite
their erroneous principles and proceedings.17

The evil of humanity, its state of fallen greatness after original
sin, produced such seeming contradictions. Man was incapable of
advancing along the path of righteousness without stumbling into
error and evil, but his stumbling did not indicate that traditional
religious beliefs and established society were wrong. They, too, had
human failings, but in the case of the Church these could never
include dogma, nor the authority, goodness and rightness of traditions properly understood.

Renewal was therefore a matter of containing the scourges of heretics, libertines and “philosophers” so that their better ideas, along with the efforts of people of sounder principles, might serve to improve the established state of things. That is why there was no insistence on flatly rejecting all dissident opinion. Criticisms were annoying and frequently went beyond what was necessary for viable social transformation. They led — in the case of “philosophers” — to fanaticism for change and complete irreverence towards constituted civil and religious authorities. They were a moral and individual matter subject to censure, on the one hand, but they were symptomatic of real flaws needing correction, on the other.

With this attitude, the Church and conservatives yielded the initiative, the radical and brazen initiative, devoid of orthodoxy and respect for what had been achieved, to those dissenters whose power or anonymity allowed them to propose “wayward” alternatives for society. What they could not permit was for those dissenters, with their rudimentary truths, old and new, to establish their ideas in law, in teaching, in religious practice, and in civil and religious custom, without the intervention of the authority, decisive force and moderating reasoning of the Church and the most even-handed and sensible lay leaders. While the Church lost the initiative on the terrain of hypothetically possible changes, it would win it back on the terrain of probable and desired changes. In this view, the praxis of the Church would be strengthened by assuring effective control over societal change.

When the Inquisition existed, the moderating power of the clergy used to keep “errors” from reaching deep into society by blocking them, squeezing out whatever truth they might contain, and making that truth accessible to the flock. Once the Inquisition was abolished, this moderating power was also eliminated. Popular sovereignty and nearly complete freedom of speech and the press had made that impossible, especially within the overall push for social renewal promoted by every government since the Bourbons. Now the fight continued on a new social stage. The desk of the erudite and isolated censor gave way to the defense of “healthy principles” in the public forum of the printed word and on the practical terrain of the civil and religious transformations which would authentically benefit society and represent an improvement. Now the Church would have to
struggle to reclaim its role as midwife to social change in Mexico. It could hardly avoid conflict, as a result, with those who wanted to reduce it to the level of a mere body or corporation in political society and themselves assume the role of social pacesetter. In the Church's view, either there would be a properly conceived change, or error would be enshrined as a societal principle. In the first case, the Church would once again occupy the decisive role in society which the Bourbon Reforms had wrested from it. Therefore, it unleashed its greatest efforts to retake the helm of society, demonstrating its gifts for leadership in order to continue as the guide to society's moral existence.\(^\text{20}\)

In order to fulfill this role as helmsman in society, the Church needed to recover its own ecclesiastical history and institutional integrity. The critical times of an independent society in transition demanded the presence of a self-critical Church capable of reforming itself and coming to terms with changes. Telling the history of the Church meant establishing the basis of its autonomy from the state and civil society. What role did the Church play in the past? What position did it take towards the state and towards its own weaknesses? What were the prevailing parameters for interaction between the ecclesiastical hierarchy, the priesthood, and the flock — or what should they be? Only a profound self-critique could place the Church on the road to its historical reconstitution, fully up to date with the age and popular aspirations. This was a unique opportunity and a singular challenge. It placed the Church face to face with the history of Councils and Concordats. This self-questioning significantly influenced the basic premises of the Church's polemical pamphlets, and also of its pastoral letters during the period after Independence.\(^\text{21}\)

For their part, the liberals, with their tendency to argue from principles and in reference to the United States and Northern Europe, fell easily into a sense of timelessness and placelessness that was dangerous to their cause. Wanting to take things apart, they offered constructive projects which, more often than not, turned out to be impractical and likely to cause society as much trouble as good. In Mexico, unlike other places, liberalism did not harvest the rich set of changes that had already taken place in society. It was a new project, substituting for, rather than fulfilling, older projects. Liberalism could be perceived as quixotic and was in danger of ending up with nothing but pipe dreams without any ties to real society. It partook of the complex character of utopias.\(^\text{22}\) If the purest intellectual projects of liberalism turned out
to be chimerical, did that not palpably demonstrate the need for moderation and for a respectful adherence to all that was best about the past, whose reliability made it worthy of continuation? Society matured, adding an element of unfettered reason and defiant rebelliousness against the patterns of the past but making only minor adjustments and emendations in practice. A self-satisfied society gave way to a tense society, prisoner of its own struggle for renewal, but averse to self-destruction. Social reconstitution was thus a more difficult affair than was sometimes thought. It was not simply a matter of adding new values and ideas to society and easily spurring minimal real change. On the contrary, there was a recognized need for fundamental transformations, although their pressing demands had to steer far from a complete liquidation of the past. Mexico was in a quandary.

For the Church, the perfecting of social man was seen to call for deep transformations, but these threatened to lead human subjects astray. When properly understood, the past was a guide for man and an indispensable anchor in storms of rootless reason and passion. Rejecting the past meant negating Catholicism, and therefore the most perfect sources of human civilization and improvement. It meant returning to brutishness and the reign of individual whim. On their way to the final meeting with the Creator, both man and society would have to struggle to achieve and perfect themselves as much as possible. The root problem, original sin, could not be overcome, although the final objective was the restitution of the freedom and ability of primitive man. The history of man was the history of this struggle, continuous and unending in its own right. Only the end of this history, its teleological and theological consummation, could remedy this.

Therefore, the Mexican clergy faced several tasks in their effort to remain present and relevant during the crisis of society in the transition from monarchy to popular sovereignty. The clergy had to forge their own vision of the history of the Church and its relationship with the state and civil society. The clergy had to conceive and put into practice a program to reform the discipline and training of priests. They had to clarify, step by step, their attitude towards the changes proposed by liberal dissidents, promoting or rejecting each in theory and practice. They had to come to terms with the views of Mexican society, in its struggles, triumphs and sacrifices, in order to later offer their own view, thus legitimating major national goals and the transformations directed towards achieving them. They had to maintain and consolidate
their multiformal presence in political and civil society: to provide guidance on political measures, to participate in elections, to take public posts, to serve in committees formed to study this or that problem, and to make written appeals to the government when political struggle required it. The clergy reprinted treatises about the Church and society, produced or allowed the production of pamphlets defending points judged to be important, accused, applauded, denounced, and, above all, never ceased to stress ecclesiastical autonomy, the Church's sovereign right to reform itself, and its own authority as bellwether and moral guide of political and civil society. The Church asserted itself publicly with great force, to keep from being pushed aside. This aim was incompatible with tolerance for other forms of worship, or acceptance of the image liberals offered of themselves as disinterested philanthropists of society. The goal was the rebirth of a Church of distilled purity and of undisputed hegemony over societal mores. Otherwise, it was sure to be pushed aside, and the dynamic tension between change and continuity, between a past open to criticism and a future best based upon that past, would collapse into chaos, precipitating the ruin of all values and convictions.

The struggle taken up by the Church in Guadalajara may have failed to achieve the drive and success some wished for. Internal dissension among the clergy themselves is still not well understood, but the dynamics of clerical leadership must be considered to be an important element in understanding the real historical development of the country.

From the Praise of Reason and Erudition to Outright Wrangling: 1822–24

Clerical worries about the ideological situation resulting from the principle of popular representation begin to appear in 1822. Once again, the first writings were printed in Mexico City and shipped to Guadalajara. One of these began attacking

[t]he many talents prostituted to the extreme of endeavoring to confuse liberty with licentiousness, and therefore to persuade [readers] that certain practices of Christian religion which may be in contact with its most respectable dogma are opposed to the healthy principles of liberty today adopted by the people to establish their respective governments.
The problem was more serious still, because those who spread such ideas blended them with fully acceptable ones in such a way as to confuse right thinking "with the indecent errors by which a false zeal has commingled sinful pretense with the precious patrimony of the faithful." Of course, this perfectly fit the pattern of "an age of reason and philosophy in which errors are usually introduced in the shadow of that [Enlightenment]." 29

The author then dedicated the rest of his publication to reproducing a letter sent to the Spanish newspaper *El Universal* by the auxiliary bishop of Madrid. The tone of argument was not changed by the shift: fulminating against the free and indiscriminate sale of "a multitude of impious books and pamphlets," the bishop called on "whoever wants to keep the faith of their fathers, that is whoever claims to be a constitutionalist." 30 One should avoid reading such publications but for all who succumbed "to the temptation" of reading them, the bishop prayed that they would

[s]uspend judgment and do not give any credit to the events, quotations, and maxims their authors so confidently provide. Instead try to examine them in light of history and reason under the firm knowledge that Christian religion does not flee from the light (as such as these libelously contend), nor does it demand blind and untested obedience, but rather the exact opposite, it asks for rational conviction, the *rationable obsquium* of Saint Paul, since God has deigned, as Saint Jerome says, to subject himself to the examination of reason, rather than to subject the examination of reason to himself. 31

With the divine foundations of Christian religion proven, reason would have to bend its knee to it, in the tradition of the sages of Christianity. 32

Another publication, printed in 1823 and reprinted in Guadalajara in 1824, set out to contest Lizardi's defense of Freemasons. 33 The approach did not differ much from what we just analyzed, except that here the rebelliousness of human reason was seen in a more firmly social setting:

Every religion, sect, or community, every spiritual direction which does not recognize the tribunal of the Church (whatever one may think of the tribunal of the Inquisition) as its true legitimate judge, which does not humbly reveal to that tribunal its inner workings, which does not subject itself to that tribunal's direction and correction, is thereby cast out of the heart of the Catholic Church, said Jesus Christ. 34
As a consequence, and speaking, as the author stated, only to Catholics, leaving aside matters of state and constitution, the pamphlet concluded that “every Catholic ceases to be one in the very act of professing the Masonic sect and swearing his oath to it.” Thus not only pagans and self-expressed heretics were outside the framework of the only salvific Church, but also any group that did not explicitly subject itself to the Church. From the standpoint of either the constitutionally Catholic state or simply the true Church, by early 1824 war had been declared on the rebellious reason of individuals and groups in Guadalajara and surrounding areas.35

The central theme of clerical thinking would be precisely this stress on clerical authority versus unrestricted reason. This might be seen as the exact counterpoint to the liberal idea that took popular sovereignty to be absolutely free will over matters of both reason and government. Clerical writers were not long in recognizing that the polemics liberals started about various public events – the fall of Iturbide, the establishment of the republic, the elaboration and signing of the state constitution – were products of a broader range of values, attitudes and reasonings which went well beyond the immediate matter under debate. They realized that the true, if not always the most apparent, problem was this new orientation as a whole. It had to be made visible for the Church to criticize it effectively.

When the Guadalajara Church felt strong and secure, its discourse had a notably different tone from the one it would take on in later years. While clearly setting out its viewpoint, clerical discourse was signally even-handed, measured and self-confident. Later on, signs of uncertainty and indignation would become evident, along with a tendency to adopt a more aggressive and cutting discursive style, but there does not seem to be as much change in the content of its statements as in their tone. The clergy’s proposals were coherently articulated, with mostly stylistic changes corresponding to shifts in the relative strength of opposing groups. Discursive statements therefore appear as means of struggling for hegemony.

In 1824, the Guadalajara Church clearly set out four themes needing resolution regarding the ties between society and the state, on the one hand, and society and the Church, on the other. Four chapters of Count Muzzarelli’s work, *El buen uso de la lógica en materia de religión*, offered a vision which was orthodox, but balanced and open to dialogue, on religious tolerance, the wealth
of the clergy, the legal immunity of the clergy, and the intervention of the Church in temporal affairs. Muzzarelli asserted that Catholicism could not be saved if measures were taken which led to turning the secular life of man into an end, not a means. The presence and guidance of the Church in all of social life, including its alliance with the state, were understood to be an integral part of the practice and preservation of the faith, which was the ultimate end of man. In exchange, the Church provided important reinforcement for the secular “city” of mankind and its political government.

In a chapter entitled “Indifference to Religion,” Muzzarelli forcefully rejected any religious tolerance towards non-Catholics, identifying it with “scandalous indifference” to questions of faith. The reasons for tolerance did not matter, since it was inappropriate once true religion had been given due weight in the life of man. The Count’s text declared:

If a Catholic Prince or Magistrate cannot block religious freedom without causing a greater harm to the public good, he can tolerate it as a lesser evil in order to avoid a greater evil which would necessarily follow if it were not tolerated. For that reason, in order to avoid greater disorder, in some places public prostitutes are tolerated. Moreover, for the same reason, if in order to end a civil war, which brings great harm to a state and cannot otherwise be concluded, the Prince reaches agreement with heretics to tolerate religious freedom, he should keep his agreement in order to avoid greater public ills and to maintain public confidence. That is what our theologians, along with Saint Thomas and other holy doctors, concede to you. But … it is contrary to all divine and human laws to introduce into a state dominated by the Catholic religion, without an indispensable need, that religious freedom which tolerates all, which makes all equal without distinction in favor, privilege, employment, and congress, Catholics with Turks and heretics, and which in order to increase the population, make commerce flourish and other similar motives, does not prevent dangers to the faith, nor the scandal and perversion of its own subjects. The Church has always denounced such deplorable charity; reason has always impugned it, and the laws have battled against it countless times.

Muzzarelli’s tone was notably more measured when he came to the matter “of the wealth of the clergy.” In between the lines, one can sense that the debate among Catholics had already
advanced more here than on religious freedom, and tempers flared just as each cited the Scriptures to support a specific position. In fact, disputes about ecclesiastical riches dated back to before the Protestant Reformation and subsequent vitriol. If on matters of tolerance towards Protestants or other religions the argument was ferociously negative, on the question of clerical riches an appreciable space of negotiation opened up. The wealth of the clergy was seen as a divine concession to human weakness, and as a resource potentially useful to the whole of society. Its misuse was a sin, and invited the sacrilegious reprisals that God authorized to purify his Church when it deserved it.

Muzzarelli declared that, once arguments for and against clerical wealth had been “impartially” taken into account, it was clear that divine providence had wisely intervened on the matter:

[Providence] has seen that not all can follow the counsel of the Gospels in full rigor, and has taken pity on human fragility, permitting a portion of the clergy to possess goods, while providing it at the same time the means to keep from abusing these possessions and to remain useful to others.

[Providence] has seen that a few assisted by divine grace would practice a voluntary and rigorous poverty, and therefore has instituted a few regular orders, separated from the dangers which indigence tends to bring along with it, in which this profession [of poverty] is attended to rigorously. [Providence] has seen that the state of mediocrity was not reducible to a useful and constant practice, and therefore has left each with his own freedom to aid the priest, and to augment his faculties, according to his own prudence, piety and charity. Finally, [providence] has seen that some of His ministers, abusing the riches they were entrusted with, would perhaps reverse divine intentions, and therefore has allowed from time to time that His clergy be dispossessed by violent reprisals, not only of that which was superfluous, but even of that which was necessary. [Providence] permitted the evil of the sin of sacrilegious usurpers of ecclesiastical goods, in order to accomplish a great good by that natural path: in order that His ministers might come to realize they had strayed, and might be alerted to become more faithful in their dispensations from then on. 39

Muzzarelli based his argument in favor of the personal legal immunity of the clergy on the rights and convenience of the sovereign. One well-formulated question brought both aspects
together: “What reason could be given that the officials of the King should be respected by the King himself, receiving abundant reward for their services, yet the Church, spiritual mother of kings, should deserve no affection from those kings for all the ministries it exercises on behalf of their souls?” Insinuating a parallel between service to the King and the transcendental role of the priesthood, Muzzarelli carried his argument so far as to conclude that:

[w]e find that not only the obligation, but also the interest of princes themselves persuade them to keep ecclesiastics immune from taxes and trials. Suppose that the princes, governing themselves according to the impious maxims of their flatterers, forcefully equaled ecclesiastics with their other subjects. I do not say that in that case the Church should take up arms to defend its rights, but rather I maintain that this would not conform to the spirit and precepts of Jesus Christ. I only entertain the idea that in this case it remove ecclesiastical power from its aid to the temporal power; I do not propose that it drive the people to rebellion, only that it leave them to their own counsel and that, now as lowly as the mass of subjects, it leave the people their common weapons. In my mind, I am saying, I suppose all of this could easily happen, and accepting this fiction, I ask myself: in this case, who would lose more, the clergy losing its privileges, or the prince losing his best defense in the clergy? The clergy in reality would only have to weep over the disdain for its dignity…. But monarchs would suffer because not only would this not enrich them, they would soon find themselves lacking, along with religion, the obedience and fidelity of their remaining vassals.  

From this standpoint, it was clear that no sovereignty has such solid foundations so as not to require the aid of Christian doctrine. By means of the priesthood, that doctrine propagated automatic obedience to the legitimate sovereign, without applying too close or prolonged scrutiny dedicated to demanding careful accounts of his lawful bearing and behavior.

The fourth publication by Muzzarelli, nominally concerned with excommunication, became in fact a short treatise on the Church’s right and obligation to intervene in certain matters of a temporal nature. First, he justified the prudent, just and exemplary use of the tool of excommunication. Then he went on to affirm:
The mutual commerce between body and soul, the need that each has of the other in our present state, so connects and unites their actions, that thus connected and united they are called the action of man; therefore, if the Church were only to command the spirit its jurisdiction would be invisible, secret, solitary and useless, and no action which is only done through invisible substance can be judged. And if the Prince only commanded over the naked and senseless body, his jurisdiction would be like that the Poets imagined for Orpheus, a jurisdiction over the tops of mountains and the plants of the forest. No, it is not like this: the Church commands men; the Prince commands men. But the Church commands in the spiritual order; the Prince commands in the social order. From this it follows, to return to my proposition, that spiritual actions do not rule out the intervention of the body, nor do temporal ones exclude the intervention of the soul....

There can be no doubt: if ecclesiastical power is restricted to the spirit alone, and temporal power to the body alone, then both become worthless and useless for the ends God created them for.43

In opposition to the tendency which would subject the Church to the state, seeing it as an arm of the state, in reality the Church was “prior to the state, in age and dignity.” Even more importantly, the Church had primacy in its relative weight in the overall order, because while both Church and state ultimately pursue the same goal, “eternal life,” the immediate end of the state was temporal, a “lesser end.” Therefore the Church, because of its jurisdiction over the spirit, was authorized “to force the flesh to an honorable and superior end, such as the worship and glory of the Creator.” Within this view, excommunication was a powerful instrument of the Church, which perforce had to intervene in temporal, and not only spiritual, life. Despite some lamentable abuses, excommunication should be obeyed as a legitimate power, until errors were corrected in keeping with tradition.44

Behind these apparently concrete and specific themes lie great abstract issues about man’s life in society. Opposing perceptions produced different categories. The concerns established were different. Since this line of thinking was not properly speculative, but instead practical, directed to defending specific interests of the clergy, the treatment of conflicts was anchored in immediate problems, and therefore partly obscured the underlying theoretical dynamic. But there is no doubt that these writings contained
coherent theoretical proposals based on specific ecclesiastical interests. The theme of tolerance, which kept the Catholic clergy in exclusive control of religious matters, was based on a clear hierarchy of social values. Here self-interest, which liberalism saw as a driving motor, had limited room for expression, since the goal of society had to be transcendence, not immanence. The theme of clerical riches allowed the Church to stress the simple truth—a very important point—of the humanity of the clergy and its usefulness to society. Clerical immunity was an issue which allowed stressing the utility of the priesthood and Church not so much to society as a whole, as to the sovereign, that is to say the government, in particular. The Church did not come before the temporal power with empty hands! And finally, the matter of excommunication enabled emphasis once more on the hierarchy of social values, in which the spiritual should order the temporal, and not the other way around.

With the increasing struggle to influence a heterogeneous and partly unwilling public we can better gauge the contentiousness over how social phenomena should be understood. There was a growing need for pamphlets to go beyond their own socio-theoretical system in order to appeal to those influenced by the opposing system. The reach of contrary values had to be thwarted in this way. We have already seen some of this in the sermons and pastoral letters analyzed in the first chapters of this study. In some of these publications, the authors had started from an obviously hegemonic system, in which they could assume the basic agreement of their listeners to a single, shared socio-theoretical scheme. In this context, the voice of the clergy was an authorized voice meriting particular attention. Despite this particularity, before and especially after 1810 a new note emerged, foreshadowing the texture of the polysemic texts after Independence. Worries about how the public perceived reality were already growing, and the clergy did not settle for mere exegesis, moral exhortations, or eloquent restatement of principles considered irrefutable. After 1821, it was no longer a question of teaching an unquestionably loyal public, or of appealing to the goodness and convenience of the King and his counsel of experts. Instead, the Church had to carefully shape how reality itself was understood by a more heterogeneous and less constant public.

For the larger, civil public, the pamphlets created a stage upon which this aspect of the most polemic sermons was even more intensified. Going beyond the framework of exhortation and
implicit threat, or rebuke and instruction, they dedicated themselves to open dispute. They made their point through irony, frontal and biting attacks, and the clear and detailed exposition of questions under debate. One reprinting, titled the *Representación del Arzobispo de Valencia a las Cortes*, is an indication of the discursive transition in pamphlets. In this case, it was a matter of sparring with the enemy about clerical reforms which, by all indications, neither the archbishop nor the liberal Cortes were ready to see as unnecessary or superfluous. How to undertake reforms? What repercussions would they have for the social order and its very premises? Was it true that the only way to respond to abuses was by expunging them with the power of the state, and that such a state intervention was justified and based on sound precedents? According to the Archbishop of Valencia, the unmistakable problems did not justify the solution the liberal Cortes wanted. In fact, he claimed, the two powers had always kept their autonomy on such matters. He added:

There were, it is true, in our country, although much less than in others, some times of turbulence and misunderstanding between the two powers, in which there were attempts like the present one to arrange ecclesiastical affairs by civil laws. So it occurred in the turbulent years with which the reign of King Philip V began, but from that very disorder, order was later even more firmly reestablished, and so shone truth with greater brightness when that religious monarch, rightly informed, ... recognized his error, and revoked the ill-advised decrees which he had issued contrary to the discipline and laws of the Church....

Therefore it is indisputable that establishing and sanctioning rules for its discipline corresponds to the authority of this Church alone; that only She can alter already established rules; that only She must resolve and decide on ecclesiastical matters and affairs.

The *modus vivendi* the Archbishop of Valencia wished to defend was legitimized through careful argument that was surely in the finest tradition of pontifical lawyers. He had to establish through precedent and logic that there was no reason for “an undue acquiescence to the Princes of the age.” But the Archbishop characteristically resorted to those he considered true authorities on the matter, that is to say, to the Church Fathers. He found them “willing to obey [Princes] as their sovereigns in everything concerning the civil order, but not recognizing them
as more than faithful subjects of the Church, in the order of Religion." How could the bishops of Spain allow the Cortes to treat matters of this nature, when they were only properly treated in an "Ecclesiastical Congress," that is, a Council? 48

The Archbishop brandished the weapons of the law and the Church's own authorities to make an irrefutable impression. At the time, everything about the life of man in society was controversial. Demands made on the basis of appeals to rights and justice would soon lose their meaning in a world in which different rights, and different justices, were finally emerging from a background of radically opposed visions struggling over the very basis of human life. What influence would this growing breach have over the future course of struggles to win the understanding and allegiance of the people?

Significantly, the task of shaping understandings of reality had to be directed at the lower clergy as well as the lay public. Dennis Ricker states that in the years after Independence, the lower clergy were patriotic "often even to the point of opposing ecclesiastical policies." Yet by the mid-1840s, this had changed. After that point, the lower clergy are seen as more favorable to ecclesiastical policies and ideas than to government preferences. The evolution of clerical discourse and the careful reform of seminaries undoubtedly influenced this change. 49

In this sense, it is important that the effective tendency of Church discourse was directed towards a broadening of the scope of its general outlook. That is to say, the Church, very much in keeping with tradition, made an effort to keep abreast of the new state of affairs, blending new linguistic terms with its venerable lines of argument. This is not to suggest that the process was uniform or unidirectional. Instead, it took place as a far-sighted and defensive search with deep roots in the Platonic and Scholastic history of the Church which could hardly be fully appreciated from a liberal perspective. 50 Of course, this movement gave ecclesiastical discourse a multiform and shifting character which was especially unsettling for those looking for a completely systematic, internal coherence in thought. This made clerical thinking particularly susceptible to attack as "opportunist." The usual clerical response was, "Opportune, yes; opportunist, never!"

The Archbishop of Valencia, for example, was scandalized that the Cortes wished to do away with monasticism by means of a "mere decree." He recalled the services monks had given to the
Church and the state: they were mentors of the state in education and in their vision of social renewal; they also were exemplary not only in holiness but also in the “economic government” of material goods. Their knowledge included necessary and worthwhile Earthly things, not only theology and philosophy, and their lessons contributed to civil, as well as Christian, good conduct. The injustice of the abolition of monasticism, in addition, was shown by the fact that this profession had been “accepted by the Nation so many centuries ago” and that men had entered it “in good faith and by a kind of contract.” The expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain was not, as one might think, a precedent justifying the abolition of monasticism; far from the result of free determination, that action had been the product of the “machinations” and “triumphs” of Frederick of Prussia and Voltaire, who had conspired to astutely attack the Church by means of a campaign plotted against the Jesuits. As proof of this, he quoted directly from the correspondence between the two men. In addition, the men of the Jacobin Enlightenment had debased the people rather than enlightening them, making a great mistake.\(^\text{51}\)

The text went on to argue that it was unacceptable to put the clergy on state wage, imitating what had been done in France. Bishops, it argued, were not mercenaries: they had works of social charity to perform, and the protection of their dignity was not compatible with their subjection to “lay treasurers, who could retain their salary.” The Archbishop resorted to the words of Pius VI in fervently defending the property of the Church, and denying any validity to its alienation on any pretext, or based on any precedent. The legal basis of ecclesiastical power on this matter was once again linked to the Church Councils. In this way, he returned to a more recognizably traditional discourse. But nothing kept him from interweaving one discursive style with another as the argument continued. He could even offer some subtleties, in this regard. Thus he insisted that the Earthly goods of the Church “are like the essence of the Church, maintaining its external worship which are an essential part of it.” One could only maintain otherwise, he said, out of ignorance, interest or impiety.\(^\text{52}\) But he provided careful historical proof for his argument in French precedents, concluding that:

we know of the consideration that the clergy of France always received, especially in the age of the greatest lights of that Nation, when the Bossuets, the Fenelons and countless other great men
flourished. Everything we have shown proves sufficiently the inviolable immunity of the goods of the Church.\footnote{53}

In opposition to the Enlightenment Voltaire had perverted, another emerged here, no less French and no less worthy of the favorable cultural connotations the name of that nation conjured up. And this Enlightenment was a strictly Catholic phenomenon.

There are other fascinating elements to the elaboration of this discourse. Endeavoring to defend the personal immunity of the clergy, the Archbishop of Valencia appealed to special services the clergy and the militia rendered to society. For special services, special privileges were warranted, because “otherwise the good order of society would disappear, and all vocations would be confounded.” The fact that there were abuses of personal immunity did not invalidate it; since “ecclesiastics are men … there must be some criminals among them.” What had to be saved at all costs was the bulwark of the priesthood at the heart of society. Punishing criminals should not lead to any scandal, as that would weaken the priesthood’s ministry. Doing otherwise threatened to turn that ministry over to “the intrigues of a powerful villain.” The Archbishop claimed to have “overwhelming proof of the false testimonies given about priests by those who cannot suffer even their loving rebuke.” Thus, the personal immunity of clergy should not be understood as fitting the category of “odious distinctions.”\footnote{54} Such an error endangered the balance between the two powers, according to the Archbishop, and tore apart the Church’s moral leadership of all of society:

The bishops are tripped up and blocked in their rule by [the usurpation by civil authorities] … and perhaps … this ill-disposes the two authorities towards each other while they should be tightly unified for the good of religion and the state. This is the cause of many failings, and of disdain for the rigor of the Church and mockery of the dignity of the priesthood and the monastic profession.\footnote{55}

The attempt to make priests subject to military service and pay them salaries, thus eliminating tithing, also failed to respect the Church’s overall role in society. Once more, the defense of the traditional place of the Church in society was made by appealing to the eighteenth-century Enlightenment. The Archbishop had no problem with citing José Moñino, Count of Floridablanca, in his praise for the charity and public works of the clergy, their
activity in the patriotic societies of the reign of Charles III, their generous alms, and their faithfulness and political subordination to the established political regime. If anyone doubted that all this was applicable to independent Jalisco, a note underlined how this last concept specifically applied to the clergy of the state. But the constant appeal to Enlightenment did not indicate a lack of direction in clerical thinking. By making Enlightenment and political reform its own, the clergy reserved the right to rule on their "abuses." In this case, "the abuse of freedom of the press since a few years back" had perverted a principle the Church did not dare attack. The clergy preferred to distinguish between liberty and "licentiousness." The fact that the latter was on the rise made it "indispensable that in the absence of the Inquisition more efficient measures be taken to replace it."56

The Archbishop of Valencia was undoubtedly voicing a broader concern that had first appeared in Spain and now in Jalisco, but this thorny matter could easily place the Church in opposition to the state itself, and not only to the most Jacobin factions in civil society. Recognizing that substantial and irreversible changes were taking place in civil life was unavoidable. How could the Church ally itself to the best — or less objectionable — tendencies, and thus forcefully counter the more extreme deviations from the path of Catholicism and the moral leadership of the Church over society? The eloquent Archbishop offered a solution whose achievement would require suspending all innovative laws on the Church–state relationship:

I already have indicated to the Government the utmost importance or need for the extremely delicate matters of the banning of books and investigations of faith to be always subject in Spain to an authority delegated by both powers which could thus proceed with fitting uniformity, expeditiousness and vigor. At the same time, I have expressed my desires that the Government might arrange this and other matters to the satisfaction of all by reaching an agreement with the common Father of all the faithful, or at least by celebrating the National Church Council already agreed to by the extraordinary Cortes in Cádiz. In this National Church Council, a legitimate authority would at the same time address the purely ecclesiastical matters pointed out at the beginning of this missive and prepare the most effective means for correcting the abuses that may have been introduced in ecclesiastical affairs. Results as healthy for the Church of Spain and its two clergies [secular and regular] as for the state are
to be expected from the resolutions of this Council, once it has been celebrated with due liberty and corresponding legitimacy and solemnity. For that reason I of course ask the Cortes to please quicken the pace in the part corresponding to them, and to facilitate the meeting of the Council. May God see fit to have it meet as soon as possible.57

In the writings of both Muzzarelli and the Archbishop of Valencia there was an evident concern with preserving the Church's own sphere of action. This was a practical matter in the now open discussions of clerical reform by the Archbishop, and tolerance, ecclesiastical wealth, clerical immunity and the use of excommunication by Muzzarelli. This was a theoretical matter, as well, both in claiming higher authority for spiritual values and in establishing parallels between state and Church powers. Muzzarelli and the Archbishop recognized the humanity of the clergy, but not the immanent character of its ecclesiastical work. The transcendence of man required that the clergy lead him forward, naturally making use of material goods and the Church's autonomous sphere of authority. Both struggled with the need to make evident that the Church served the interests of the world, and thus its distinctions and privileges were fitting for the exceptional service it gave to society or the state. Both argued from a strong sense of the traditional prerogatives of the Church, and agreed to some extent that adjustments could or should be made, as long as they did not alter the Church's fundamental role in society. The Archbishop, more than the Count, seasoned his discourse with new terminology from the Age of Enlightenment. On this point the archbishop especially, whose discourse followed essentially the same premises as the Count's, was anticipating a new direction for ecclesiastical discourse in Jalisco. In an era of growing pressures from statism and liberalism, the Church had to vary the tone of its discourse to win the loyalty of the people and the government.

Modes of Wrangling:
Indignation

Other 1824 pamphlets pointed out various aspects of public debate and opened a range of options for the dialogue between the Church and the new forces in society. The appearance that year of the new Political Constitution of the state of Jalisco must have made citizens particularly sensitive. Article 7 of the
Constitution would be the specific spark for debate, but what was under debate were the underlying assumptions and fundamental values of society. The tone of these pamphlets is particularly noteworthy, as it reveals the transition to a new social discourse oriented towards a public whose understanding had to be carefully shaped. Indignation was the outstanding tone in one pamphlet. Titled Pronta y oportuna respuesta al papel titulado “Hereje a la tapatía porque no fia,” it insisted on the distinction between two powers, one civil and the other ecclesiastical, in the government of society. From this perspective, it was ridiculous to suppose that Congresses function as Church Councils, since the latter were instances of power incomparable to others in their field, despite “the mania for a popular aura ... [which had produced] such an ugly monster.” The desire to purify religion was warranted, but first, and above all, religion had to be preserved. Inappropriate readings inspired “impious, irreligious and immoral feelings.” The legislator, in particular, drawing on appropriate historical examples, should realize his need to “humble himself before the priest.” He had no reason to meddle in ritual or other matters of a religious nature.

Selflessness and Diffident Self-Pity

Another pamphlet about Article 7 of the Jalisco Constitution was no less forceful, and also carried a firm threat of not recognizing the authorities who dared to violate clerical jurisdiction. On ecclesiastical income, it claimed that if the official aim was to take it from the Church, that was wrong, but if there was no intent to change it, then the issue was pointless. The established situation and the rights of the Church had to be respected. The author suggested it was unsuitable for the state to appropriate ecclesiastical income, or to cultivate suspicious interests on the basis of a jumble of ideas derived from dubious books. From the beginning of the pamphlet, the author claimed not to pursue “any pecuniary interest” and argued that the defense the cathedral chapter made of the Church’s rights on income matters was not a question of “coffers,” but of principles. Moving from a tone of selflessness to diffident self-pity, he argued that if the financial dispute was not resolved in a way acceptable to the Church, that would be enough:
Without waiting to be told, leave, I would take up my staff, and whether or not my daughters in confession wept, I would head off looking for some little spot inside or outside the Mexican states where there is more respect for the Holy Apostolic Roman Catholic Church, the fatherland on this Earth which I recognize, venerate and love.\footnote{60}

**Enlightened Reason and Elitist Restraint**

The discourse defending the Church was not limited to indignant and diffident reaction. Fear and suspicion were all too evident in this kind of discourse, along with the sense of rivalry and struggle over society’s hierarchy of power and objectives. There was no shortage of other pens proposing a more flexible approach towards contentious issues and their backdrop of general values and attitudes about the structure and direction of society. The Church could skillfully deploy Enlightened reason and elitist restraint in defense of the faith and a moderately representative republic.

One such pamphlet directed at fighting against the editors of *La Fantasma* \footnote{sic} tried to persuade the public not to follow the errors of the age in their search for enlightenment and change. The Catholic religion did not deny reason and its victories, but neither did it subjugate itself to them. The errors of the editors of *La Fantasma*, the pamphleteer insisted, came from ignorance and lack of knowledge of the “foundations” of religion. The editors wanted to make their reason the measure of all things, leaving behind traditions, the Church Fathers and the Councils. They dared to confuse religion with its vices and moral backsliding. Considering that reason was “so imperfect, weak, and open to error,” and therefore should be guided by religion and not try to subdue it, “our religion does not fear the light, nor shrink from the examination of reason, nor demand of us an irrational faith.”\footnote{61}

The author of this pamphlet reserved the reconciliation of faith and reason to the philosophers and theologians of Christianity, since “it is enough for the common faithful to instruct themselves according to their capacity in religious dogma and morality, to believe both are revealed by God with a sincere, compliant and reverent faith, and to practice both with all the fervor of their spirit and all the strength of their soul.”
Thus it was inappropriate to suppose that religious ideas and beliefs were subject to public debate, or that different beliefs could compete among themselves within society. The pamphleteer went into details. He specified that religious tolerance implied the error of believing in salvation through different sects. Religious tolerance was something for atheists and deists and civil tolerance— itself not worthy of condemnation—could only be permitted in certain cases. He conceded that one could speak of a moral or evangelical tolerance, which included “the fraternal charity with which all men should be treated, whatever their nationality or religion,” but he maintained that Catholicism had always practiced it.

The author of this *Preservativo contra la irreligión* accused the editors of *La Fantasma* of “artificial bad faith” because they proclaimed themselves Catholics but did not act accordingly. The tolerance they proposed was civil, properly speaking, but had the clear intention of spreading into religious and philosophical tolerance. Catholic Jalisco would be drawn into internal disagreements by the planting of impious, lascivious and sacrilegious ideas “in our cities, in our villages, in our towns, and even in the most hidden ranches in the depths of the forests.” That would be the result of denying the Catholic Church its coercive capacity on religious questions, and of ultimately turning education over to men like the anti-clerical Pedro Lissaute.

“Public tranquility” had been based on a united opinion in favor of Independence, after eleven years of “divergences,” and such a unity had been prompted by the “schismatic decrees of the Congress of Madrid” of 1820 and everything they augured. Now, countering all that, there emerged the threat of the “fire of a destructive anarchy and most bloody civil wars.” And such evil was justified by denouncing the “inhumanity” of Catholics in comparison with the supposed “moderation” of Protestants. The pamphleteer recalled that the Church acted preferentially by “means of persuasion, censure and whatever conciliation is compatible with the truth of dogma.” Force was its final resort against “the pride, arrogance, insubordination and whimsy of heretics.” Now that the “latter, calling themselves philosophers, follow their own prejudices instead of reason, they must be contained with a healthy barrier,” despite “the tastes of the present age.” It fell to the Church to apply “spiritual penalties”; it fell to the state to apply the rest.
On this point, he stressed that Catholic religion did not attack reason, since it only aimed to deflate the “bias” of the philosophers, and not their reason, nor did it have anything to do with penalties which were not spiritual. But the state was obliged to defend religion as “the basis of society,” since attacks on religion could only be considered “crimes against the nation.” “When society has submitted to a religion, giving it the character of social law, as has happened in every Catholic state,” then duty and justice demanded that the sovereign repress the impertinent religious dissidents. Following the tradition begun by “the Great Constantine,” governments should serve God by combating error. Finally, concluding his pamphlet in a progressively more common, indignant, discursive style, the author of the *Preservativo contra la irreligión* refuted the editors of *La Fantasma* who professed their respect for the opinion of the people on legal matters: “How then could the representatives of the people go against an opinion so widespread across the state?” The people opted for intolerance because the alternative was an attack against the most sacred property right. Thus the man who by means of impious writings tries to destroy the true religion of a state is a public bandit, and the one who in conversation tries to uproot religion from the heart of another, is a sacrilegious pickpocket.

**Sarcasm and Aggressive Denunciation**

A biting, sarcastic tone could be added to the desire to refute new thinkers and force them to listen to the Church. To that end, one pamphleteer wrote *Conversación familiar entre un sacristán y su compadre contra el papel titulado Hereje a la tapatía*. The reader’s curiosity was piqued and jarred from the beginning by finding that it was none other than the sexton himself who took the role of *Hereje a la tapatía*, arguing in favor of Article 7. Obviously, the sexton was identified with the Church, because of his office, but he naively followed and believed all the arguments of those who would put the Church on the state’s payroll. His compadre took pity on him and, understanding his well-intentioned ingenuinousness, tried to open his eyes. When offered the argument that now the state was virtually the independent people of Mexico, and that the people had always paid for the Church, the compadre raised a question:
Did I not tell you they would provide common-sense justifications, in order to deceive the ignorant? Tell me: is not the Church of Jalisco composed of the faithful of Jalisco, under the rule of its head? And are not the faithful of Jalisco the ones who have paid the expenses of worship? Therefore, the Church of Jalisco has paid those expenses. Then why don’t they write “the Church will pay the expenses for worship?” Moreover, what would you think if they set out a constitutional article like this: The state will pay for and set the domestic expenditures of every family, and due to this, entered into your house to remove, change and set your economic laws? 

It was not money that was at stake, but authority and jurisdiction. The congressional deputies might be trying to do the right thing, but there already were many people who had “the same feelings and thoughts” as the Protestants, and might in some future congress turn the best objectives around, “since you can already see that this is done according to the number of votes.” Gradually, the sexton saw the light, and in response to the accusation of economic interest on the part of the Church authorities, came to find that the new thinkers must have “some little interest” of their own, and so “the author of that tract was only trying to trick ignorant people like me.”

Now on the verge of winning the debate, the compadre aggressively changed his tone to denunciation:

Do not let yourself be tricked, compadre, let me tell you. Luther, the implacable enemy of our religion, called its dogmas and principles abuses and prejudices. And you know how he went about things? He extinguished the religious orders, and said he was removing an abuse from religion; he abolished the mass, and said he was removing another abuse from religion; he refused obedience to the Roman Pontiff, and made himself head of the Church, and said he was removing another abuse. In this way, he destroyed the religion of Jesus Christ, saying he was removing abuses. The same path was followed by Voltaire, d’Alembert, Diderot and others who set out to destroy our religion. The words “Enlightenment,” “humanity,” and “charity” were always on their lips, and they always denounced “superstition,” “fanaticism,” and “ignorance.” And do you know what they understood those words to mean? When they said the first set of words, they meant impiety, licentiousness, and so forth, and when they said the second, religion, its dogma, and its commands.
The author of the pamphlet under attack thought — the compadre claimed — like a Protestant, and went so far as to compare Christianity with other religions. At the same time, he ignored Church authorities. The sexton concluded that “to reach the truth, I should conclude the opposite of everything these tracts say.” The compadre closed with this commentary:

You could do nothing better; that is what I do, and I am not wrong in my calculations: and so when you hear one of these scribblers say that they want religion to be pure, understand that to mean they want it to be a nullity, that is, they want no religion, and you will be right in this before God.\(^{71}\)

An agreement with the Pope on the matter of patronage was to be expected, and this would allow abuses to be attacked and peace to be kept between the two powers and between citizens.\(^{72}\)

**A Cry of Alarm on Sensitive Matters**

One reprint from Puebla underscored the anguish important elements of the clergy must have experienced in trying to come to terms with the unavoidable changes in society without giving up the coherence and dignity of ecclesiastical affairs. The Congress of Veracruz was on its way to modifying the fees associated with the administration of the sacraments and was attacking standard practice in matters of alms and prayers for the dead. It was also attacking abuses in religious matters. The Bishop of Puebla struck a note of alarm on a sensitive issue: he admitted that the civil government had the right to intervene in setting fees, once patronage was agreed to, but he adamantly reserved the rest to ecclesiastical authority.

The Bishop was not worried that new fees be set or that the civil government claimed rights to do so, but that the new fee schedule, lacking clarity and uniformity, would become a motive for debate between priests who administered the sacraments and “the representatives of the people.” If a quarrel of this sort was sparked, the priests would seem like mere mercenaries. Everything became thornier still, because the new schedule did not adequately resolve the relationship between custom and formal agreement in established fees, so that conflicting interests could appeal to either local custom or to the overall agreement in defending their positions.\(^{73}\)
But what we should pay most attention to is that, if parishioners, as they have lost their affection for holy things, have refused to contribute to worship and to the support of their ministers, causing infinite work yet paying little for their services, in keeping with the times in which the current fees were set: what can we expect when they find themselves authorized to enter into contracts and adjustments which, as the law itself states, have been made for their benefit?

In reforming abuses, there was the danger of doing away with good practice as well as bad. But the key to all this was perhaps the “opportunity” of the changes introduced at a moment when all of society was experiencing a major shift:

I am of the opinion that until we have constituted and cemented across the country the federal system we have sworn to uphold, the authorities, and especially the ecclesiastical ones, are too weak — I will painfully say — to make themselves understood and obeyed by the people (pueblos). This is why, even with respect to the clergy immediately subject to me, I am frequently experiencing difficulties and excuses in having my orders followed, even when those orders are not directed in their objective, manner, or circumstances to anything more than common happiness and the assurance that my flock is not lacking for essentials.

Confronted with such a complex and worrisome situation, the Bishop asked for the overturning of the law on fees, committing himself to set a fee schedule to resolve the matter.

**Unflinching Impartiality**

The new setting of Independent Mexico did indeed worry prominent elements of the clergy, as shown by the pamphlets of another writer attacking Article 7. In one pamphlet, he reminded readers that whoever paid the clergy determined the number of parish priests, for example, and in the final analysis could plunge in and “suppress sermons, the preaching of God’s Word, and all the practices and exercises of devotion that the Church admits.” The writer insisted on the effects the article would have, not its intentions. In brief, civil power would spread its reach and delve into matters not properly its own. But the pamphleteer avoided addressing more specific issues like tithing and its administration; declaring his desire for an unflinching “impartial examination,”
he stressed intrinsic concerns rather than formal matters. He was worried about jurisdiction and its consequences, not detailed arrangements. He finished his first pamphlet exhorting readers to “examine words, cut to the core to find if their meaning faithfully corresponds to the objective and ends they state, and to find how far they can extend and reach.”

Clarification for the Obstinate

But after seeing his good intentions misunderstood by a “defender of Article 7,” this pamphleteer dared to publish a new piece in which he further clarified his position to overcome obstinacy. In this new tone, he emphasized that the discipline of the Church was not subject to the “tribunal of reason,” but to “the appropriate ... authority.” He went on to say that the important distinction in Article 7 was the difference between “setting” and “paying” the costs of worship. The state, in fact composed of the faithful, had the obligation of paying for the expenses of the Church. That is why part of the question was necessarily complex. But paying did not confer the right to “regulate expenditures,” because that invaded ecclesiastical jurisdiction. In the expenses column it made no difference to speak of the state or the faithful, and it was necessary to see that the upkeep of the Church was attended to “in virtue of the obligation all incur by a tacit agreement on entering and remaining in the society of the Church.” Just as in “the other political spheres of society,” in the Church there was a difference between the representatives and those represented, and the latter had to pay for the former by means of contributions.

Needless to say, in the first case it is the represented who pay, and also those who set the expenses for their representatives by virtue of contracts stipulated in the Constitution. Beyond the fact that such identification is purely ideal, abstract and metaphysical, while distinctions between certain citizens and others are all too real and effective, causing different attitudes, active in some, passive in others, the same distinction holds in the society of the Church in which the faithful submit and subject themselves to the Church’s authority on every point concerning their spiritual government and well-being.

This rash comparison between civil and ecclesiastical affairs insisted on rigorous parallels and avoided assimilating one power to the other at all. To propose otherwise was to flirt with “heterodox propositions.”
Annoyance Tempered by Good Faith

Despite what the author of the previous two pamphlets had to say, the exact dividing line between the civil and the religious was not so clear to all. Could one resort to a parallelism between one and the other to support the symmetrical autonomy of both, without changing the content of these related spheres of the social existence of man? The liberal pretense of "democratizing" religious life and subjecting its functioning to the vox populi unsettled more than one clerical spokesman. In one pamphlet, entitled También los callados suelen hablar, the author stressed that the new freedom of thought should be restricted to politics, without spilling over into religious questions. It seemed more than evident to him that "the Christian religion is not a system or a problem, and on the contrary, its divinity is sufficiently proven."

This thinker manifested his annoyance at advocacy of any other way of seeing things, which he considered to be "impugning religion at its base." The newspaper La Estrella Polar, the spark for his ire, had promised the public exactly "a few rudiments of public law" and "the means for consolidating laws." The newspaper should be dedicated to fulfilling its promise, and to the question of schools. But its authors, feigning an erudition they did not possess, were meddling with religion, causing violent public reactions. This approach meant that the people would not be enlightened but that "over time we would be nothing more than beasts chained to other, larger beasts." In the judgment of the clerical pamphleteer, the imprudent religious toleration upheld by the authors of La Estrella Polar promised to bring greater disorder to the nation. In reality, this implied a contest between "the health of the people" and freedom as those journalists understood it. In any case, the laws determined Catholicism to be the religion of state, which should eliminate the arguments of La Estrella Polar.

Without straying from the shining principles of Enlightenment and politics, we know that the People are the legislators, that the laws receive their authority and rigor from them, and ultimately the laws are nothing more than the will and expression of the People themselves. Yet [it is being argued that] the laws cannot determine which should be the religion of state!

Apparently, the liberating policies of the Independence period gave the people the right to choose their religion, but not to
determine its internal functioning. The author trusted that “a happily faithful people” would freely choose Catholicism as their only religion in such conditions. The author, who confessed he was not “erudite,” although he was “a stranger to prejudice,” counseled “prudence” and “moderation” on these matters. Sensitive to the pressures exerted by the editors of La Estrella Polar, he closed his pamphlet in a tone of good faith:

I am no more a fanatic than the many who share my ideas, nor am I superstitious, since I am a declared foe of puerile and minimal devotions. I look at religion on the grand scale, convinced that everything directed towards God can be nothing less than sublime. I bring this up because the words “fanatic,” “biased,” and “superstitious” have become commonplaces.83

**Self-Defense in the Eyes of the New Republic**

Once clerics had realized that the battle of the moment required making popular sovereignty compatible with the Catholic religion, their imaginations could run wild with proposals, since they did not want to fall into openly inflexible, resentful or even reactionary positions. They needed to fight the liberals over the question of popular sovereignty and, by appealing to popular feelings about religion, create a common-sense vision of its reach and limits. At the same time, they had to make the people aware of the real workings of the clergy, so that the people's vision of the Church was not based on what the liberals were saying. But since popular feeling was changing under the new conditions of Independence, they could not carry this out without a certain command of current policies and the principles they were based on.

Another extraordinary example of the Church’s discursive efforts to confront contemporary challenges can be seen in the pamphlet titled *La mala fe descubierta y herida con sus propias armas*. After defending the historical rights of the Church concerning the cost of services, the author added in a tone of self-defense:

The supreme head of the Church, and the remaining pastors, received from Jesus Christ, and not from the people, the power to rule over and govern the society entrusted to them. This is a sovereign legislative power, able to direct and preserve the commonwealth, and in use of that power the Church could and should
designate the means, and set the fees, by which it was supported. It corresponds to the sovereign legislative power of a society to attempt by all means to conserve the commonwealth, and one of those indispensable means is the distribution and setting of expenditures. It corresponds to each member of the commonwealth, as one of his indispensable obligations, to make the necessary contribution, to free himself of a portion of his possessions, not according to his own will, but according to the law established by the sovereign power. If there were abuses in the distribution of ecclesiastical income, they should be remedied by Church Councils, and not Congresses. On this point, the necessary link between the spiritual and the temporal in the real world was clear, but that did not make it any less evident that the state should pay ecclesiastical expenditures, while the Church should set them. There was no proper reason to mock the ecclesiastical authorities and show them disrespect despite their moderation and their status as subjects of the state, in civil affairs, and “ministers of God on High,” in religious affairs. The canons of the cathedral chapter were being misunderstood, because they should not be seen as an aristocracy, but rather as the “senate” of the bishop. They were not idle, but devoted to worship. There was the same relationship between the canons of the cathedral chapter and the priests who usually administered the sacraments as between magistrates (alcaldes) and high-ranking functionaries of the civil government. Each was necessary, in its own right. To highlight the symmetry of this analysis, the author reminded his readers that the magnificent palaces in capital cities glorified the sovereignty of the nation just as the work of the bishop and his cathedral chapter gave magnificence to worship and divine sovereignty.

The author’s tone shifted from self-defense to flattery of the new republic. Despite the great wealth of America, the canons received little in income. It was “calumny” to claim otherwise. In any case, the Church and civil authorities should come together for any reform the nation wanted. The starting point for this unity would be the ecclesiastical immunity which was already defended by the Constitution. Pushing the liberals from the discursive center of the debate even as he retained their language, the pamphleteer concluded:

You, Jalisco, who until now were a province of the Viceroyalty of New Spain, but now, emancipated like the rest of the nation, find yourself
restored to your pristine state in civil matters and having recovered in full your civil rights, you are sovereign, free, independent; you must promote the Earthly well-being of your members: no one, no one disputes you those rights, no one denies you the attributes of your civil sovereignty. The bishop, the cathedral chapter, the secular and regular clergy have subjected themselves to the established system of government, but keep in mind that you have remained and will remain Catholic, and so you are now just as you were before in matters of religion; that is to say, you are subject to the Roman Catholic Apostolic Church; you are bound to recognize her authority, you must obey her laws, not only out of fear but also out of conscience.87

Piety, justice and “true Enlightenment” counseled that a Concordat be signed within the tradition of shared Church–state authority over religious matters, so that “with each keeping to the limits of what is just, peace, sweet peace will unite us with ever-tighter bonds to make us formidable to our enemies, and strengthen the foundations of our government.”88

Prudence:

The Appeal to the Harmonious, Social Whole

The author of Sobre la cuestión del día went even further in this debate. He established that the divide was between the “destructive genius” of societies and the “Americans’ efforts in the difficult task of organizing their social contract.” The words “religious reform” were confusing the issue at hand, and in their “malice” distorted “the interesting question of appropriate and necessary reforms” by straying from the established path for such reforms. Thus Mexico followed the dreadful example of France, which committed the same error despite being “the most cultured and one of the most humane nations on Earth.” The pamphleteer specified the origins of all this confusion: “If liberty, equality and property are rights seen as sacred, then the inviolability of the conscience of a people is the first of all rights.”89

The cathedral chapter — so widely criticized by liberals — oversaw “so many educational, religious, and public charity establishments which owe it their subsistence.” Therefore, attacking the chapter meant going against the interests of the people, and revealed the ignorance of those who did so: “bold men, presumptuous politicians: you do not know the people you live among, nor the matters society is truly demanding that you address.”
In this, such men were following the bad example given by constitutional Spain, and the result would be upheaval and "the powerful ascendancy of a persecuted Church."  

Clerical possessions were the foundation not only of worship, the priesthood and charity, but even the credit of the public treasury. And the association some wished to make between clerical possessions and fanaticism was very suspicious:

The fear they want to induce, of the influence of fanaticism, is an illusion or a specious pretext; new ideas, and new institutions resist it. If a state wishes to prosper, let it be considerate toward customs, protect letters, cultivate the sciences, and respect religion; thus, we will be philosophers without impiety and pious individuals without fanaticism. Happily, Christianity has never opposed the inalienable rights of human reason; Christianity has civilized the ancient world and the new; Christianity announces that the Earth has been distributed among the sons of man, and leaves the world over to its controversies and nature to its investigations; Christianity gives rules to virtue and places no limits on the human spirit other than its beloved mysteries.

Prudence counseled "a harmonious order," without undue meddling between the Church and the state, "and it does not seem sound that in the name of sovereignty some want to induce them to follow doctrines they themselves resist." The accusation that the cathedral chapter was agitating on behalf of the Bourbons was baseless; the true disturbers of the peace were those who attacked the Church. They resorted to questionable interpretations of the authority of the Holy Fathers and the Councils in their declamations against the clergy, demanding a return to the primitive traditions of the Church. But that was absurd, since the historicity of the clergy was one with the historicity of its people. Thus,

it is rash and shows a lack of healthy criticism, or sincerity, to want to return the current customs of the ministers of the sanctuary to those of the primitive days of the Church. The passing of time, the prodigious growth of the Church itself, and the successive changes in the customs of nations, have necessarily changed those of ecclesiastics, who have obeyed the influence of the peoples they have lived among, forming with them a single and identical society.
One example of this was the way the Church was governed. From primitive democracy, the Church had taken on "a kind of aristocratic form" to avoid "the confusion produced by the involvement of the multitude of the people in matters of great gravity." In this context, the cathedral chapter dated from the days of the Apostles. This is where the right to tithes came from, even if in the diocese of Guadalajara they were collected "with the greatest leniency and spirit of deference." But it seemed like the historicity of the Church did not imply a new democratization after Mexican Independence. The author of this pamphlet insisted that novelties had to be contained within the political sphere, lest they incur error and agitate consciences by touching the religious. The conclusion was obvious: "let us not break with dangerous experiments that sacred bond which, uniting the Earth to the Heavens, brings us closer in love and in social relations."\(^{94}\)

Refuting their anticlerical opponents by using their own arguments and symbols, turning them to serve the cause of religion, was not only an ingenious move but a necessary concession to the age and to the men of Mexican Independence. Revealing the breadth and flexible nature of ecclesiastical discourse, this calls into question the vision of a Mexico unavoidably polarized between an obscurantist Church and a popularly supported liberalism. On the other hand, the range of responses by clerical writers to this era is also evident. The variety of opinions and their notable contradictions on certain points are no less interesting than their overall agreement with Count Muzzarelli on the basic points of institutional loyalty. Two more examples of ecclesiastical discourse will point to its ability to question the logic of the spokesmen of liberal reason and even its daring in risking everything by publicly refuting such weighty opposing thinkers as Montesquieu.

**Blunt Rebuttal of Wayward Thinkers**

The accusations of liberal malice and ignorance were not entirely new, but in *El error despojado de los adornos y aliños de la virtud y presentado bajo su propia forma*, they took on new dimensions. The author began his pamphlet with the statement that some editors were "very poor reasoners" who damaged religion and society, ambushing the people like wolves dressed in sheep’s skin. They
wanted to do away with the Catholic religion, the only true religion and “the tree of happiness.” The blunt rebuttal he offered was succinct and direct: “O philanthropy, much vaunted philanthropy.” Reason was subject to disputes, to the most absurd errors and the most monstrous crimes, and demanded the “brightest torch of revelation” to purify it and allow man to find “the true path to happiness.” But the writers he was fighting against violated the constitution to attack the intolerance which granted the Catholic religion its proper place in society. By contrast, “what would someone who had written an iota against Independence deserve?” They fallaciously argued that intolerance only held in public, but spoke against it privately. Such inconsistency by wayward thinkers endangered the people’s trust in government in this new age:

Let us be honest, gentlemen editors: all the people have embraced the current system under the firm promise they were given that the Apostolic, Roman, Catholic religion would be kept untouched and without mixture with any sect, and that we would spill our blood in her defense. Under that guarantee, they conferred power upon the deputies, and if we do not honor that promise, the entire world will rightly say we only meant to deceive, and will not give credit to our most solemn vows; from this will be born distrust, insubordination, and frightening division; disorder and endless abominations will prevail.

Intolerance was based on the Gospel, and not on Voltaire, and faith and customs were entrusted to the care of the Church pastors. In the face of this situation, “how is it possible that, when all find protection in the laws, this tender Mother alone [the Church] is persecuted and unprotected?”

Others wanted to “impudently” attack the Church, “ flaunting their wisdom” when they spoke without any basis, disregarding the care the civil powers of a Catholic country had to exercise over the faith. They forgot what Saint Thomas had established, that “receiving the faith is voluntary, but retaining it after receiving it, is necessary.” Tolerance was to be based on “evangelical charity,” and that was the ultimate offense: “Considering you are such excellent logicians, such sublime theologians, such distinguished scribes, and such profound politicians, we wager you do not know: what is charity?” God was the first object of charity, and then one’s neighbor, but liberals had turned that around. But “why reverse ideas so
maliciously, and make humanity the principal or sole object of this virtue and not remember God, or place him last?\textsuperscript{98}

Thus in pursuit of his opponents, peppering his text with expressions like "Excellent logic, gentlemen editors, worthy of the Age of Enlightenment!", the pamphleteer concluded that it was a matter of two opposing cultures: one directed towards God, the other towards man. In this sense, religious tolerance was really "indifference to religious worship."\textsuperscript{99} This conclusion was based on the work of famous French thinkers:

But since you do not read, that is why you do not even know the arguments offered by the most capable opponents of religious intolerance. No wonder our ideas seem abstract and metaphysical to you, because you are like nocturnal birds, who are offended by the light of the sun, and enjoy the shadows of night.\textsuperscript{100}

Not content with distorting the Gospels and not knowing the sources of their own thought, wayward writers went so far as to cut short the texts they cited so as to twist their meaning.\textsuperscript{101}

Oh, shame! Oh, the injustice of our Times! Though only a handful of libertines want to introduce sects to decatholicize and demoralize our nation, yet the desires and aims of these immoral and vicious men are listened to and applauded. But those members of an entire nation who only want and seek Earthly and Heavenly happiness are mocked and listened to with distaste.\textsuperscript{102}

These "ignorant and prideful scribblers" made fraudulent appeals to the Scriptures in order to mock the public and "a free people who look indignantly on those who protect deception and deceit." Thus the sad conclusion to be drawn was that the pseudo-politicians of the day, "just as they assiduously promise to provide a theory worthy of noble and beautiful beings, ... degrade the dignity of man, to the extent of confusing man at times with beasts, or even with those of lower condition." Or to put it differently: "Truly, between the doctrine of the Holy Fathers and that of our journalists there is the same opposition as between light and darkness, justice and injustice, Christ and Beelzebub!"\textsuperscript{103}

Finally, the last publication analyzed in this chapter appeared as a short-lived newspaper, \textit{La Cruz}, of which seven numbers survive. The newspaper dedicated itself to rebutting no less than
Montesquieu himself, based on a close reading of his ideas. First, the author specified that Montesquieu’s analysis of religious matters only applied to false religions. After all, “superstitions cannot be universal,” and were adapted to local conditions, including the climate, popular feeling, and government type. By contrast, the Catholic religion escaped the fate of superstitions:

Since the Catholic religion is not created in this way, nor the work of the hands of any man, it happens to be free of all such vices and defects. Since it has come from heaven, there is no country under heaven that can hide from its influence. It perfects all human governments in what they are, according to nature, and it purges all laws of the errors and vices they contract from their authors…. From this, one can see how wrong are those who think it best for only one kind of government, and even more, those who think it prejudicial to all forms of politics.104

Directly contradicting Montesquieu in the second number of the paper, the author denied that Catholicism was more appropriate to a monarchy, and Protestantism to a republic. To reinforce his argument, he brought to mind the republics of Catholic Italy. Then he challenged the French author rhetorically: “how will Montesquieu respond to his own principles?” If “virtue is what builds up republics and its absence is what corrupts them, the religion which most truly professes the doctrine and practice of truth will be the best at preserving the vigor of a republic.”105

Could Montesquieu not know that all of Catholic religion depended on charity? Or that charity is the truest love for the common good, looking beyond one’s self, and the ruin of ambition, of avarice, and of all the vices countering perfect love among the citizenry?2106

Thus, not only did Christianity escape from Montesquieu’s decree that all religions were “born and formed in some state,” but Catholicism, “without being born in any one state, kept the form of government of each,” while Protestantism did the exact opposite. Thus “the Catholic religion is even more effective for aiding good policy, because it does not suffer from any suspicion that it was created by Princes, nor according to their tastes or interests.” Catholicism had the good fortune that its “center” was precisely “in an orbit eccentric to the other orbits the world is divided into, each independent of the others, while the Church like the sun is the common center of all.”107
La Cruz closed its seventh issue with two statements emphasizing how Catholicism had defeated a disoriented Montesquieu and was useful for all nations and all governments:

It is quite true that the Catholic religion, which has saved many wise and powerful nations, and very strong governments zealous of keeping their mutual sovereignty and independence, could not place the dignity of the crown on any of these governments, but instead was exempt of all and indifferent to all. On this point hangs the salvation of many nations and their governments....

Just as by its nature this religion from Heaven is more independent than all Earthly powers, so it is all the more useful to those same powers. First, because no man, however wise and astute he may be, will find in Her any of the ambitious arts Princes have discovered for terrifying and subduing their subjects. What religion commands in favor and in honor of the secular powers, has not been established or conceived by them....

Conclusion

Behind the growing variety of discursive modes employed by the Church we can glimpse various perspectives on resolving pending problems. This variety itself was a response to the need to shape, for a heterogeneous public, a convincing vision of the Church’s role in society and towards the state. There was clear agreement on the Church’s right to defend itself, but the style and details of that defense had not yet been set. Since the goal was not just to establish a coherent ecclesiastical position, but to influence a broad heterogeneous public, this was a sizable challenge. The declaration of a federal republic based on the principle of popular sovereignty was a major obstacle for the Church.

The greatest variance among these pamphlets can be stated in the following way: first, either the republic and the Church would remain united, in the traditional alliance, or the Church had the right to resist the state; second, the republic and the Church are parallel powers, with all comparisons adjusted to the republican style, but their mutual independence assured the divine sovereignty of the Church; third, if the state did not respect the Church, the latter could utilize republican principles to bypass the state to call directly on the people, in the name of the people and of popular well-being. Beyond this, the points raised by
Count Muzzarelli — on religious intolerance, clerical wealth, personal immunity for the clergy and ecclesiastical jurisdiction — were openly or tacitly held. The Archbishop of Valencia’s leaning towards undertaking changes in clerical behavior, but under ecclesiastical jurisdiction, was also generally agreed to. His tendency to employ more up-to-date language was even deepened by other pamphleteers, but we should not assume that different rhetorical positions in the exalted polemics of 1824 were mutually exclusive. In any case, the presence of these differences within clerical discourse suggests a lack of overall cohesion and coordination. Since no officially sanctioned orthodox rhetoric yet existed, there was a range of possibilities, which could be eclectically blended to the taste of individual authors.
In 1824, conservative writings on religious and Church matters had multiplied greatly. These writings were in keeping, as already seen, with the basic premises of the more erudite pamphlets, but such learned publications could not reach a broad and heterogeneous public. Clearly, the pamphlet from the Archbishop of Valencia marked a transition point. Even so, his writing was directed towards the supreme legislative authority in Spain, the Cortes. He did not attempt to address shifting popular attitudes and prejudices, but rather addressed the principles of government understood and employed by men of the government. This presupposed a government capacity for making decisions without direct popular involvement.

It was precisely this assumption of the relative autonomy of the government which Mexican Independence placed in crisis. It was now clearly asserted that government should act in accordance with sovereign and popular public opinion. Otherwise, Independence would be for naught, and Mexico might as well return to depending once more on royal sovereignty. In reality, this option was impossible, of course, since even Spain itself was adopting the doctrine of popular sovereignty. Therefore, Mexico could not avoid the issue of self-government without giving up all thought of forming a “people.” Either Mexico submitted once more, retreating to form part of the Spanish people, which in any
case meant forming part of a self-governing people, or it created its own profile as a people. A return to royal sovereignty in its older sense, now thoroughly anachronistic, was not particularly attractive or likely in either case.¹

The crisis of principles of government had demanded a different tone in conservative pamphlets. These pamphlets had to multiply feverishly, if they wanted to confront the liberals on every point and plan being presented. At heart, these conservative pamphlets had aimed to combatively occupy the discursive spaces liberal pamphlets wanted to drive them from. They had to set the standards for social meaning and truth in the new, independent society so that this society would choose, by free exercise of its sovereign will, to preserve rather than to transform the Church and religion which were now in question. This was not a superficial change, but a profound one in the nature of power and discourse in Mexico.²

This change demanded giving erudition a tone in keeping with the great transition towards popular sovereignty the country was undergoing. Far from being a mere theory, popular sovereignty conditioned even the formulation and expression of ideas in the public sphere. This should not conceal the fact that the degree of academic erudition varied greatly from one pamphlet to the next; but if we review the titles of 1824 pamphlets discussed in the previous chapter, it is clear they have become more polemical than before. The expressive title wording is quite indicative of the pamphlets’ discursive stance: The Silent Also Speak, On the Question of the Day, Bad Faith Uncovered and Wounded by its Own Weapons, Article 7 of the Jalisco Constitution, Another Spanking of the Guadalajaran for Obstinacy and Impiety.³ Titles such as these suggest a desire to snatch liberal discursive messages in mid-flight and toss them to the public trimmed and adapted to what was usually called “healthy doctrine.” Even the writings which flaunted greater learning showed similar leanings, as can be appreciated once again from their titles: Error Cleansed of the Adornments and Dressings of Virtue, and Shown As It Is, and A Preservative Against Irreligion.⁴

Two very important trends emerged clearly in these pamphlets. First, they tried to separate ecclesiastical power from any demands for Mexican popular sovereignty, placing it on a higher hierarchical level as an indispensable aid for improving civil life. Second, this implied that Mexicans could only freely exercise their reason and will within a sphere subject to ecclesiastical authority. In this
sense, the exact formula for arranging the ties between Church and state was secondary, what was clear was a preference for preserving the ecclesiastical status quo with minimal change, or otherwise for promoting relatively greater clerical autonomy, while clearly recognizing the equality of the two powers. In no case was the state to be excused of its responsibilities towards the Church and the Catholic religion. The partial adoption of a new, republican vocabulary by pamphleteers strengthened the ability of clerical discourse to appeal to the patriotic feelings of Independent Mexico. Anonymity was the perfect resource at a confusing moment, and allowed the pamphleteers to explore various possibilities for adjusting the relationship between Church, state and society, possibilities which differed both in substance and in discursive style.9

Even more than the previous year, 1825 would underscore the stylistic shift in Guadalajara clerical pamphlets. From the dignified, circumspect and erudite level of the most carefully pondered pamphlets of 1824, they dropped to another level, more biting and incisive, with a noticeably more popular tone. Liberal attacks and diatribes clearly drove the new style and greater tension evident in clerical discourse; now, the process deepened. In an answer to the liberal pamphlet El Polar Convertido, one clerical author responded with almost uncontrollable indignation:

I agree that men have been capable of abusing the most holy and sacred things and of using religion as a pretext to disturb societies, but is it not an injustice to attribute to religion the disorders it condemns, which indiscrte or wicked men have done under the pretext of propagating or defending religion? If El Polar dared to assert that love for the fatherland, the peoples’ wishes for independence and liberty, that the forms of government, the division of powers, the administration of justice, political freedom of the press, the Enlightenment, etcetera, etcetera, had all caused the breakdown of society, everyone would take him for a liar who, without any reasons, causes, or basis, foolishly confused the finest of things with the abuses they are used for.6

After refuting various statements by El Polar about religion as the cause of societal disturbances and celibacy as a “cannibalistic establishment,” the author moved on to religious tolerance. Following the same vein of argument, he ridiculed El Polar’s logic:
God permits the universal tolerance of faiths, therefore they cannot be prohibited. An argument worthy of El Polar! Following these same principles, I’ll make these other arguments to you. What God permits cannot be prohibited: God permits all kinds of disorders to happen, therefore these disorders cannot be prohibited. God permits the enemies of the fatherland, permits murders, robberies, and disobedience of the laws, since nothing happens which God does not allow. Therefore, following your same logic, we cannot prohibit murders, robberies, machinations against the fatherland, etc., etc.7

In light of Article 171 of the Federal Constitution of the Republic, which made the constitutional articles on Independence and religion unchangeable, the pamphleteer asked why El Polar allowed himself to speak against one, but not the other. After skipping over the matter of tithes — “not because I don’t have anything to say, but because I do not want to start with a question that has become so hateful” — he supported ecclesiastical authority on matters of the press, denied that ecclesiastical government was “popular, representative, federal,” and insisted on the infallibility of the Church Councils, the legitimacy of Popes not elected by popular vote, and the authority of the Church’s pastors over the faithful.

In another pamphlet from that same year, addressed to the publishers of *El Nivel*, the same author returned to the question of tolerance. He reproduced the arguments which emphasized social harmony and the danger of contamination from false doctrines and inappropriate attitudes:

I have no doubt that the mingling of heretics, deists, and so forth with true Catholics will produce in the latter what communication with idolaters produced in the Hebrews. Ongoing contact, the dissolution of customs which we can unfortunately observe and which in the case of tolerance would not be minor, the inclination towards novelty, the drive to not seem bigoted and to no longer believe such ancient things, the ignorance of the foundations of religion, which is more common than it might seem, and above all our inclination towards evil: what would this produce?8

He went on to say that Christian charity at no point authorized tolerance. The idea that Article 171 could ultimately be changed, like any other, was the ultimate affront.
One might hold forth speaking like this to the enemies of our system: Excellent; don't give up hope, enemies of the free press, monarchists, opponents of independence, that every article of the Mexican Constitution can be modified, and so there is no obstacle to changing those articles which bother you. Even though the Mexican people, through its representatives, had wished that the article of independence not be open to change, do not worry: the barrier against change can be removed by the year 1830 and according to what the nivelistas are still saying, you can now speak and write against Independence, as long as you do so in theory, without intimidation, and with arguments which will no doubt occur to you....

Attacking Article 171 threatened any hope of stability for the young nation. Jumping from there to attack Independence itself would have been “absurd, impolitic, a crime against the nation.” The author closed attacking rebelliousness against the ecclesiastical authorities on matters of faith. If the Church demanded intolerance, that was what had to be done.9

In the Gaceta Diaria de México, Blanco White wrote that the country should save itself from the religious abuses that had so weakened Spain, and ended up proposing religious tolerance. This was at the heart of the response he drew from a pamphleteer calling himself the True Defender of Our Constitution. “Intolerance is not the source of the ills of Spain,” the True Defender argued, “but instead Spain’s misfortunes began when she began to cease to be Catholic.” Tolerance itself had weakened Spain, through the bad examples and foreign customs which thereby entered the peninsula and reduced it to such a “sad state.”10 He associated unrestricted freedom of thought with “a certain insolence and insubordination in our spirit.” It should be understood instead that “it is intolerable impudence for man to dare to defend his rights to freedom if such freedom can even slightly trespass on the rights of God. Let the daring philosopher keep a great distance from denying religion its due, and therefore not fear violating the privileges of his freedom.”

From Blanco White’s standpoint, full civil liberty could not exclude intellectual liberty. In addition, God himself did not inhibit this, since he allowed all kinds of religions. Considering this argument ridiculous, the conservative pamphleteer did not think that the existence of evil exempted human authorities from “vigilance and zeal” in applying “wise laws and constitutions.”
Moreover, “no one should meddle with us, since we are very free to continue with our intolerant system.”

For the True Defender, the very publication of Blanco White’s writings was an act of audacity. Why should there be recourse to this gentleman, when Guadalajara had “the holiest of writers, the deepest of theologians, and the most excellent polemicists”?

I’ll wager as much as you wish that no one would dare to publish documents against our federation and independence, no matter how important they are, and no matter how wondrous the contents of such documents.

Let whoever would be a man try it, and in Miscalco [at the doors of heaven?] he will see what will happen to him, without any excuses. Since religion is as fundamental a foundation as independence, then why should we keep a respectful and inviolable silence on independence, while we have to allow that the official bulletin itself put forward insulting documents, offensive ideas, and subversive exhortations about our holy religion?

Attempting to change Article 3 of the Constitution meant:

Offending and insulting to their faces the fathers of the country who unanimously formed our code. Well, are we playing games with government and shifting constitutions like gamblers shift cards? Not only would this scandalize the states of Anáhuac, but every country of the world would rightly conclude that our legislators are weak or indiscreet men.

The author of the pamphlet clearly foresaw the danger of indifference and he closed with a prayer:

God, by means of your infinite mercy, and by means of that singular love with which you have always watched over the faith of Americans, give strength to the Christian fathers of this land so that they keep our religion pure and intact, as they have sworn to do. Enlighten Withe [sic, for Blanco White] and all who sleep in the darkness and shadows of death. May every nation say with admiration of the states of the federation: blessed the states whose opulence grows together with their faith, and whose happiness is as stable as their religion.
An anonymous pamphlet, without any pseudonym, directed the editors of *El Nivel* to “rectify their ideas in terms of tolerance” by reading Muzzarelli, *El Error*, and a document sent in by “The Friend of the Mexican”, since – the anonymous pamphlet claimed – they had not understood anything of those publications, however much they cited them. Later on, the anonymous author added *La ignorancia descubierta* (Ignorance Uncovered) to the list of recommended readings. He invoked Saint Augustine and Saint Leo to justify his defense of intolerance on the part of civil authority, as well as the prosecution of those who violated morality or resisted belief. Summarizing the words of Saint Leo, he recalled that

> real power has been given to you not only for the government of the world, but primarily for the protection of the Church.... Once princes became Catholic, and incurred the obligation to defend religion, they justly punished such crimes with temporal penalties.\(^\text{16}\)

If these penalties were cruel and barbarous, that was only a product of the times, and “if there was cruelty it was certainly not exercised by the Church, but by civil authorities.” Civil authority came to reinforce the ecclesiastical authority later expressed in the Inquisition, although “I am not an apologist for that tribunal, nor do I pretend that it be established among us.” The rest of the pamphlet struck at the editors of *El Nivel*, who in their ignorance and bad faith wanted to make themselves “mentors of the religious people of Jalisco” and indicate to ecclesiastics “the conduct they should follow.” Since their errors, like those of all the impious, were nothing more than “errors a hundred times refuted,” citing appropriate Christian authorities was all that was required, adds a note at the end of the pamphlet.\(^\text{17}\)

Another pamphleteer, who signed himself as “The Invalid,” entered the fray in Guadalajara by means of a reprint. His point was to prove that the national sovereignty and dignity of Mexico required intolerance, which the Constitution also demanded. Bothered by Lizardí’s attacks on the clergy and his support for tolerance, the pamphleteer opened fire on the positions of the “Mexican Thinker.” By contrast to the infidelity to the young nation that Lizardí attributed to the clergy, “The Invalid” recalled that intolerance was an article in the Constitution and, therefore,
Lizardi himself in his writings was in breach of the fundamental law of the nation. Turning the questions Lizardi had directed at the clergy on end, "The Invalid" now asked: "What privileges does the 'Thinker' have to disobey the law publicly and with impunity?" 18

The author went on to suggest that just as Lizardi had asked for the expulsion of the bishop of Sonora, because he found him opposed to Mexican Independence, so similar proceedings should be essayed for those who attacked "an even more essential article such as the one on religion." Lizardi's opinion that only tolerance was in keeping with freedom of conscience, as an English journalist had declared, awakened absolute repugnance in "The Invalid."

Are not all peoples free to constitute themselves under the religious form that best suits them? They undoubtedly are: and this is quite in keeping and in accordance with their rights. Then what worry should we have, here, that this foreigner or that does not like our legislation? Do we like it? Then that is more than enough, because everyone should do as he wishes in his own house, without consulting his neighbor's tastes.

It is an undeniable fact that the general will of every state of the federation is to firmly maintain the Catholic religion, excluding any other, just as we have inherited it from our ancestors: [to keep it] to the exclusion of others, as we have done by the grace of God on High, and [to keep it] pure as we have transmitted it to our descendants.19

If, despite everything, Lizardi wished to follow foreign opinion on this matter, he ran the risk of falling into "the greatest tyranny and the most cruel despotism on this matter most our own." The English monarch could hardly ask of Mexico what Mexico could not concede, just as Mexico would not ask it of Great Britain, since the form of government, religion and other questions were not subject to any negotiation. Even if England did, the government of Mexico

should carefully study the matter, as its importance and delicacy demand; should hear the votes of the town councils; should know what is the ruling of the ecclesiastical and secular corporations, since they form the highest echelons of the political hierarchy, and try, finally (if I can explain myself thus) to explore what the states of the federation may say. And if the general will opposes the measure,
then undoubtedly the government, in answering England, should and would oppose it.\textsuperscript{20}

Just as Mexico would never give up territory to England to arrange its relationships with that country, it could not and should not budge an inch on religion, "since the purity of our religion merits no less consideration than our territory." By acting with firmness and clarity, Mexico would keep the respect of foreign powers.\textsuperscript{21}

Overall, these pamphlets established that the Church's position in Mexico was a patriotic one in the face of mistaken opinions coming in from abroad. The liberal principles some wanted to apply to the Church were thus reoriented to support the self-determination of Mexicans, not only in political matters but also in their right to exercise intolerance towards religious sects competing with Catholicism in national territory. Intolerance was constitutional. Mexico was Catholic by constitution, and therefore had the obligation of watching over the Church and defending it; any position to the contrary was anti-patriotic and anti-constitutional, and threatened the very well-being of the nation. That was the free will of the people.\textsuperscript{22}

The new passion and stridency of clerical discourse was evident on another point of public dispute: clerical abuses. This was clear from the refutations made of the writings of a liberal cleric: one pamphleteer responded to him that the key to the question was the "hierarchical order of the Church," the foundation stone on which it was built.\textsuperscript{23}

And if you only pretended to remove from this stone the Earthly crust of luxury, a vice very common in the world today, although not therefore any more excusable in the clergy, then why did you not subtly broach the issue (although you draw attacks) of the ecclesiastical laws on clerical life and honor, and the infractions some commit against these laws?

... But no, not only do you want a Church without luxury, you also want it to be a ward of others, without rights, without grace, without decorum, without dignity, without possessions - without even those possessions her faithful children have gratefully given and give her of their own volition.\textsuperscript{24}

The matter was grave: "although you seem not to want it, you want and want well for the people to call tithe collectors heretics
... and canons ... priests ... and friars. Enough reticence; is this not how your wishes will be fulfilled?" 25

The pamphleteer stressed the clergy's works of charity. He pointed out that the mature Church had to take a different form in the contemporary world than the ancient evangelical Church of the first days of Christianity. The pamphleteer went on to attack his opponent personally, insisting that his thinking was worthy of John Wycliff. 26 He made the following comparison:

The pamphleteer we are combating said that "the minister who does not adjust his life and doctrine to the life and doctrine of the Apostles is not, and cannot call himself, a Minister of the True Church." The Church has condemned the assertion that "if a Bishop or Priest is in mortal sin, he does not ordain, he does not consecrate, he does not administer Sacraments, he does not baptize." 27

After five copious notes as combative as the text itself, the author concluded in the fifth that

His inventory of the luxury items of the clergy is so exhaustive that he did not even leave out undergarments; thus, according to Cuña [the liberal cleric], bringing our lives into keeping with those of the Apostles means walking around with our rump uncovered, otherwise we will not be and cannot call ourselves Ministers of the True Church. Assuming this discipline were in force, I would encounter difficulty finding anybody to call to the Orders, except for a few individuals I've seen walking around my neighborhood in the dress they brought out of the belly of their mothers. 28

The same author produced even more forceful discourse in another pamphlet that same year and on the same theme. This time, he distinguished between two kinds of abuses: those which were committed against canon law and therefore were in opposition to the Church itself, and those "which do not confront the Church proper." Even in the first case, there was much exaggeration, and things were called abuses of luxury which were not. In the end, "who doesn't wear Cordoban shoes, who doesn't use shirts from Brittany, who doesn't have a pair of undergarments of some kind, who doesn't put on a beaver hat or make use of an umbrella to defend himself from the rain?" There was no canon law banning such practices. A more serious offense was mixing up the tithe with this matter of abuses. 29
Thus you should not compare the Church to a young lady or a girl (in this case, the same thing) who, having once been beautiful, has been made ugly by smallpox; nor should you say here in Guadalajara, as I have heard some recounting, what Luther said in Germany to the world's scandal, that is, that the Church in these times is as dirty as the diapers of a menstruating woman. The holiness and beauty of the Church can never be changed by the vices of bad Christians or by the apostasy of the unbelieving.\textsuperscript{30}

The so-called abuse of the “sale” of sacraments was another problem.

I certainly do not doubt that there are some, and if you wish many, for the most part secular clergy, who on the point of contributions, suffrage, and masses behave no differently than if those sacred objects were merchandise at such-and-such a price. This is abuse, obviously, and not a light abuse but one very condemned by extremely severe laws, and terribly anathema to the Church.\textsuperscript{31}

But on this point, a just contribution was too often confused with an abuse. The remainder of the pamphlet was dedicated to insisting on the parallel the previous pamphlet had set up between Cuña and Wycliff.\textsuperscript{32}

It was difficult for the Church to stick to a single, firm and convincing course. Accommodating itself to the new situation of the country without losing its institutional autonomy was a delicate matter. The gradual tendency was towards deepening the evident identification of ecclesiastical discourse with rising Mexican nationalism, while accepting – with many qualifications – criticism of the clergy. A prominent writer from the period managed to capture in a few words the new equilibrium the Church was looking for:

Senseless philosophers, you want a currency, a measure, a language, and you do not want a religion.

There are abuses in the Church; it needs reform, we all want it, as Aquinas and Bonaventure wanted it, but not as Luther wanted it.\textsuperscript{33}

But such a balance was difficult to maintain. Discursive spaces were already being fiercely struggled over, and the authenticity of the new tone of clerical discourse was impugned. Hesitation by the conservative pamphleteers would only intensify the dispute. Thus, they had to publicly question the liberals, in their
honesty, depth, and rectitude. Mockery and insinuation could be powerful weapons for this. One pamphlet titled *La Polar embarazada* (The Pregnant Polar) gave a choice example of these discursive tactics. Lady Polar, referred to as an unwed mother, stated:

> You see, I had the good fortune to marry a little polar, which is the same as saying, a little Enlightened philosopher: I have spent eight months in his company, in which I have come to know and admire him for his -I won't say 'well,' but rather abyss of science.\(^{34}\)

If she had three sons, Lady Polar went on, she would name them in honor of three distinguished Polares (poles). Their father would instruct them:

> To the oldest, that is, the one born first, he will impart an implacable hatred of that thievery they call tithing and a general scorn for all the fanatics of crown and tonsure, and he will teach him to laugh at those Church scaremongers who speak of censure and excommunications. The second ... he will teach how to lie valiantly, to spread foolishness through the press, and to make miserable little arguments that the frailest old lady could demolish, and he will also inculcate in him the worship of all the worst. The third he will command, in imitation of his brothers, trained in Enlightenment, to piously attack all that corruption of paying for masses and prayers, and to confound the false belief that the Pope can concede indulgences, a belief all fanatics live under, when such power is nowhere granted [to the Pope] in all the Gospels. With such doctors, you will quickly see the face of the Earth renewed, and polarism victorious.\(^{35}\)

And if they were daughters:

> They will be nursed in the coquettishness, the smoothness and the airs that should recommend them to their peers.... [The Little Lady Polars] will dress with the finest taste, that is, with a good part of their legs visible, another with her chest and back uncovered, and always with white shoes, which spark the most comments from the other sex: they will go to Church (which in this Age of Enlightenment is a theater of good opinion), and on entering, they will put all those attending in spiritual commotion; they will snatch up the gazes of all the fanatics.\(^{36}\)
Any objections to so proceeding were “devilish and hellish sentimentalities,” since

in our system all that is lies, and what we ladies are taught today by the wise young men who surround us is that we should not fear those tales of old ladies and friars, that there is no such prohibition as the Sixth Commandment speaks of, and therefore no reason to resist their entreaties, since everything is natural.37

The pamphleteer ended on a note borrowed from Tomás de Iriarte:

To all and to none
My warnings apply:
Whoever feels touched should blame himself,
And whoever does not, should take heed.38

The mocking and provocative tone was evident once more in a pamphlet titled *El Canonigo Bien-pica [sic], a su Prelado El Polar* (From Canon Strikes-Well to his Prelate, the Polar).39 In this case, El Polar was under attack for having quoted the Scriptures poorly and having circulated a “pastoral letter” to the people of Jalisco:

So that Your Lordship sees that I know well how to make applications, and to give writing an obvious, natural and decent meaning (as if I were from *El Nivel*), I’ll tell you what happened to me while I was flat on my back after an accident which left me at the edge of the grave. This little story is not very clean, but when so much is tolerated from others, a little bit should be allowed from me. It happened that when the physician came to visit me (I had spent the previous night very badly), and asked me how I felt, I responded, and here you have me stretched out and dried out from evacuations like water (get this), *secus decursus aquarum*, and asking again whether I had grown bitter overnight, I answered him, No, sir, because I have followed the counsel of David: *non accedet ad te malum*, do not grow bitter when you are feeling bad. Here Your Lordship will admire the decency, properness and naturalness with which the texts came to mind, just as today others are often brought to mind — even apparently out of thin air.40

Scorn and indignation had now become natural in this dispute for control of the discursive stage. *Un jeringazo al Polar* (A Jolt to El
Polar) adopted both, along with a tone at once plebeian and high-handed. The pamphlet started out with a singular challenge:

I do not write for the wise, since they surely will not be seduced by the scribblings of sharp schemers; I speak to the average and lesser people, a group full of the gullible, and I use the style they are most used to. I will not follow fashion in what I say, because I am the lord of my own thoughts, and this is not a sermon subject to rules. \(^\text{41}\)

The author was repulsed by what El Polar said about religions as the source of the upheavals in society. To El Polar’s argument against celibacy — based on the idea that since the clerics had organs, they should use them — the author responded: “as if such a class of organist were so rare among the lay people.” He went on:

But one more thing: I see all the artillery El Polar directs against tithes, canons, baptisms, weddings, funerals and other Church abuses, which he would like to abolish entirely. Let’s get to the bottom of this: I also agree with him that there are abuses in the distribution of ecclesiastical income, and other things worthy of great reforms, but who has told this poor man that the canons, priests, friars and other clergy are opposed to reforms? Perhaps they are the most energetic denouncers of such abuses. Remove them, he says, and so it should be, but let it be by the proper means. \(^\text{42}\)

The pamphleteer demanded a Concordat with the Pope, so that just as the Church was part of the state, the state would be part of the Church. Once this delicate situation had been attended to in a Concordat, let the reforms go forward. But El Polar was a “little scribbler” with a “certain refined antipathy towards priests.” And death — the author asked in passing — how would El Polar face death?

This author — who provocatively signed his pamphlet the “Superstitious and Devoted Fanatic” — was keen to insinuate that he was formally open to dialogue, if there were a basis for it. He conceded that universal tolerance was excellent in itself, in order to compare it to a pair of pants which didn’t quite fit Mexico:

It might be very good for France, England and other countries, where religion is studied by principles, and where a nine year-old boy is a dogmatic theologian. But here, where most only know God is Three-in-One because they heard someone say it, I say that tolerance is not appropriate, and we do not have the legs for this pair of pants. \(^\text{43}\)
Still, in 1825, nothing stopped the Church from struggling for discursive space with more calmly aimed attacks and well-rounded arguments. The last pamphlet we will examine from that year set a tone which, while reflecting the growing polemical spirit, stylistically hearkened back to the relatively more reflective and careful tone of 1824. The author defended the Church’s right to appeal to citizens’ common sense, at the same time bitterly attacking those who claimed to be philosophers but denied the Church any appeal to reason. He worried about the discredit critics had wished to heap on clerics. He rejected the pride and ignorance of certain authors:

A highly censorious attitude rules over their writings, and they look with scorn upon the authority gathered in all the Bishops of Christendom: they rule on things the Church up to our time has not defined; they deem the highest principles of canon law enshrined in laws everywhere to be prejudicial and vulgar errors; they dictate laws they do not understand, and they want to teach others what they have never learned.\textsuperscript{44}

Yet despite everything, and notwithstanding the decisive tone with which you dare to pass laws and challenge the universe … you are nothing but youths puffed up with pride and vain presumption, and you are so backwards in the sciences that you may be among those who have never even greeted them….\textsuperscript{45}

But the heart of the matter was the right of the cathedral chapter to defend itself and appeal directly to the people with regard to Article 7 of the Constitution. The Church would do so with an important publication. The way it established this right is very significant.

When Jalisco declared for the system of a federal republic, there were those who said that this vote was not freely given by the towns, but only by the provincial government \textit{[diputación provincial].} And what did that government do? It found it necessary, in order to clarify its conduct and vindicate its honor, to print a collection of documents which showed the wishes of the towns regarding the form of government proclaimed, thus clearing the government of the false accusation.

Well, everyone knows the press has spread and continues to spread certain stories which are just as ridiculous as they are insulting to
the cathedral chapter. Then why would it not be proper now for this distinguished corporation to vindicate its honor and maintain its authority by publishing a collection of documents containing the wishes of all the Mexican Church on a matter corresponding to it, which will clear it of all the calumnies and slander that have been cast upon it?46

The Church, like even the lowest of the low, could not be denied the right to defend itself. In addition, it was only making objective "good history," and to this "no one can add a thing, except in substance: and what else is this collection we mention, other than the history of a well-known public event?"47

If the "scribblers" being attacked were opposed to the publication of the cathedral chapter, they should know they were opposing the Church Councils it was based upon. In addition, the accusation that such a publication constituted an attack against Earthly authorities was false. This was "an atrocious calumny, your favorite weapon, your reason and your entire support" in the task of dividing the two powers and ultimately destroying the ecclesiastical one. "Before and after this event, have ecclesiastical authorities not shown themselves obedient to civil authorities?"48

If critics intimated anything to the contrary, it was because you know you cannot win converts, or destroy the religion of Jesus Christ, which is your whole objective, except by praising the Earthly authorities, fooling the people with false happiness, and exhorting uprisings and rebellion against an authority which you should closely subject yourselves to and obey. Fools deluded by fantastic theories!49

Since 1824, one could detect that if the Church found itself in danger in its participation in the new national order, it would appeal directly to the people of Jalisco. The change in discursive style, and the adoption of anonymity, already indicated this. The renewal of the clergy's republican vocabulary and the measured acceptance of the need to reform the Church, but from within, advanced this possibility. Finally, the attack on the integrity, intellectual formation, and good will of their opponents made possible a new, more aggressive, discourse on the part of the clergy. In this context, the publication of the cathedral chapter document on correspondence with the state concerning Article 7 of the Jalisco Constitution takes on particular importance.
Discourse and the State:
A Clerical Offensive

In 1826, clerical pamphlets were shot through with indignation. Their sense of urgency and will to resolve the points of contention between the Church and the hard-line liberals would only grow. Ultimately, this was a dispute about the effective control of the state in Jalisco. In its effort to finally discredit the most inflexible liberal thought, the Church focused on the behavior of the new state. The success of clerical thought in appropriating certain outstanding aspects of liberal ideology and in placing anti-clerical discourse in check were the first step towards resolving this matter of state. Instead of pointing towards a new form of constitutional status for the state, this was directed at validating the compromise inherent in the 1824 Constitution between popular sovereignty and ecclesiastical autonomy, except that to make the constitutional compromise stick, the Church had found itself obliged to win over popular allegiance in the public sphere. This was an ironic outcome which could be considered very fitting for the times.

The 1826 pamphlets underscored several key points in what was now a long-standing public debate. They insisted on the hypocrisy of the most hard-line liberals, as well as their anti-constitutional stance and their mockery of the popular will. They stressed the Enlightened and republican character of the clergy and the need to respect the institutional status of the Church. In addition, they demanded that the state respect the terms of the Constitution, and specified the meaning of those terms in such a way that a mature clerical discourse seemed to be gaining effective control over popular interpretations of the Constitution itself.

There was a double irony in this situation. If the Church appealed to the people to place religion beyond the reach of popular sovereignty, the liberals — in name of the people — found themselves tempted to effectively ignore the feelings and wishes of the greater part of the populace of Jalisco. For liberals, the idea of the people was not shaped by a quantitative concept of majority but rather by an ideological sense of what was necessary to speed change up. But since change was neither as absolute nor as widespread in practice as it had been in theory, the Church was able to legitimate itself with discourse and behavior in keeping with Independence and the Constitution. Identifying itself with both, as well as with a popular majority ill-disposed towards
religious innovations, the Church assured itself of a singular power in the state of Jalisco.  

Harmony would have called for general moderation, leading to a sovereignty effectively shared between Church and state. It is true that the Church recognized the sovereignty of the new, popular state, but in such a way that it limited its effective power. Back when the Church and the state were seen as being of divine provenance, the union of throne and altar had fortified the state. Now that only the Church had a divine basis, while sovereignty was based on the people, the Church’s disputing control of the people with the state became a rather thorny matter. The state was in danger of ending up much weaker than before, and precisely at the moment when it was expected to be the agent of progress. 

Curiously enough, since civil power no longer enjoyed divine support, theocracies threatened to cast a shadow over the secular lives of Mexicans. Only if the Church’s protected status within the Constitution were revoked and it was defeated discursively would conditions be ripe for the moral consolidation of the state. In the end, the state had no choice but to remain amorphous and weak, or to follow the ideas of the hard-line liberals down to their final consequences, in order to consolidate itself. Since the new state had to promote collective well-being to legitimate itself as the representative of the people, sooner or later its desire for authority and effectiveness would push it into conflict.

It was the Church’s success in adjusting itself to the 1824 Constitution and the new liberal discourse, and not the Church’s obscurantism, which would spark the greatest future conflicts. Its adjustments to the terms and tone of the Constitution, along with the preservation of clerical jurisdictional and legal privileges, left the Church with a privileged control over the future goals of man in society. In the scheme of the time, the justification for the liberal state had to be precisely its unique and indisputable capacity for understanding and responding to the demands of the “people.”

According to this logic, since the goals of the liberal state were intrinsically bound to the progress of the people, the state could not afford to share its crucial role as interpreter of the wishes and needs of the people with any other institution, lest it be rendered powerless. Nor could it objectively assume a preexisting set of ultimate goals of man. Such goals, if they existed, could not be the objective of the Earthly state, which was nourished by popular sovereignty and by the goals that were theoretically achievable within the parameters of an Earthly national society. Clearly, the
goals of the secular state were not based on the idea of an already constituted humanity directed towards pre-set goals. Instead, those goals were still to be defined, as a product of the development or progress of humanity, by means of man’s bold seizure of control over his own future. Yet Mexican liberals were unable to remedy the still-flawed communication between those represented and their representatives.

Discourse and activity concerning the state were closely intertwined in 1826. Abstract discourse and learned reflection were starting to wear thin; the moment of truth had arrived. Discourse, never blind to practical considerations, had run its course; now it was the time to definitely unite will and resolution. Fortified by the eloquence accumulated over three years, the opposing discursive forces gave no signs of yielding. Calls to force were the likely outcome. But in 1826 liberals held state power, and the very discourse of the Church still obliged it to observe the Constitution. Traditionalists therefore set out to win over the popular will. What the Church had launched as a counter-attack turned into an offensive. Two 1826 pamphlets again went after El Polar. One of them accused him of being, like Luther, an ignorant reformer of the Church. By behaving this way, he proved himself to be a dissembler who ultimately scorned the authority of the people, who were Catholic. He was a “wolf cub” who hypocritically appealed to Father Ripalda in attacking tithes but, inconsistently, did not follow the famous Catholic catechist on any other matter. The other pamphlet mocked El Polar as quixotic and ignorant while deeming him a confused and imitative thinker, only convincing to “country bumpkins.”

Two other pamphlets defended the mounted escort traditionally offered the Eucharist when it was taken out for public processions. One pamphlet limited itself to denouncing those who attacked the escort as “factious libertines” who should leave if they did not like the current situation under a constitutional government. From the author’s standpoint, no position was above the law, and the law authorized Catholic practices. On the same theme, another author detected “an insufferable stink and prestilence.” Number 29 of the official government Gaceta had published an “accursed communiqué protecting El Polar.” Those who did not agree with Catholic practices should leave; perhaps they would be enlightened by their departure. “Let El Polar go to the United States, and there break the laws of the country, and we will see if he has a very happy trip; and let him not reply
that adoring Jesus Christ is not the law, because he will be disappointed.” The ongoing attack on public Catholic ritual had to be resisted. “How good it was, just as he called us ‘factious and religious,’ to return the favor with the epithet of a ‘factious libertine,’ which will not perish with the victory he longs for!” But in any case all of this was ridiculous.57 Under the guise of simply reporting a conversation, the author closed with a sharp attack:

I started to laugh deeply at both the heated dedication with which one speaker defended Catholic worship and your foolish project as you brandish your sword against an entire people firmly attached to their ancient belief and willing to give a thousand lives in its defense.58

He asked the publisher of the Gaceta to not publish “such insolent nonsense” again.

Several pamphlets attempted to thwart liberal diatribes against the clergy, portrayed as tyrannical, oppressive and ignorant. One insisted that the people were not so ignorant as to require “philosophers.” Inspired, undoubtedly, by Cicero, he claimed there was nothing so absurd that a philosopher had not said it. Conceding that there were abuses in the Church, he insisted that the way to uproot them was by returning to the Church’s true principles, not by abandoning them. Against the “scribblers who were abortive offspring of the Church” he asserted that the clergy was not an agitator, but simply enjoyed the support of the “people,” and this allowed him to suggest that on these grounds the Church would defend itself.59

Another pamphleteer asserted that the “levelers” at El Nivel could not even “argue properly” and were “very far from being able to call themselves mentors of the American people.” They quoted the Holy Scriptures without even understanding them. With no logic, they misunderstood what they were told, and “held forth without any rule other than their own whim, or any guide other than their passions.” Understanding the Scriptures demanded the same kind of knowledge as the natural sciences or even “cruder arts.” Like Luther, the El Nivel writers introduced a “private spirit” into scriptural interpretation, while the Church since the Council of Trent had reserved for itself the right to set the “meaning and interpretation” of the Scriptures. When people hostile to the doctrines of the Church made such incursions, thus violating the Constitution, they had to be punished in order to protect the Church.60
And now that he had entered into matters of Church and Constitution, the author claimed:

It is false, it is slanderous to say that ecclesiastics have not adapted to the present system; they have respected and obeyed its laws as they pertain to them, and have not opposed them. What hurts them is that this very same system and its beneficial laws should be used to oppress, assault, and if possible, even destroy religion. What hurts them is that under the pretext of liberty, new criteria are invented every day for discrediting the Church, its laws, its customs, and its standards, and making them hateful. What hurts them is that no occasion or means is lost to insult, slur and calumniate the Church's ministers, to knock them down and treat them not as ministers of the true faith, or even as mere citizens, but to make them live – in the country where they were born and among those who are their brothers by nature and faith – a life more tragic than even foreigners have to suffer. All this hurts us, and although we can overlook what is merely aimed at our persons, we cannot do the same for things aimed at the faith, and at the rights of the Church, because they are so sacred and inviolable that they demand to be defended even at the cost of our lives.61

The author recalled that penalties applied in defense of the Church had to be material as well as spiritual, just like the nature of man, but this would never grant the secular power dominance over the church.

In this same vein, attacking liberals and defending the priesthood as the people's guide, another pamphleteer denounced the "calumny" against the clergy. In defending the property of the Church, he invoked the "contract" between the two powers on the matter, and the authority of Samuel Pufendorf on the power of the Church.62 He told El Nivel: "If you could read, you would speak more carefully." But in the end, little more could be expected from these "modern-day savants." The wealth of the Church was in the service of the "public welfare," and it was protected by canon and civil laws which reserved the Church's rights as property owner. If, despite all this, liberals went against the Church, then it would be a case of "not accepting it [expropriation] in order not to be traitors to God." Faithless attacks should not be published anymore, since they were "viewed very poorly by the faithful."63

The pamphleteer called for the state to join the assault on liberal zealots in order to keep their audacious proposals from gaining ground among the "common people." El Polar was an
“indecent pygmy,” but since he expressed himself freely and there was no one to oppose him in such vulgar language, there was the risk he would win support. With his “most crude language and phrases,” a ponderous style full of “nasty terms … directed at ministers of God on High,” he freely held forth against clerical abuses, tithes, and canons. “With what authority did he vilify gentlemen who, even leaving aside their elevated and venerable state, are honorable citizens?” With or without tithes, it was unjust to cover such men with epithets. Thus, it is to be expected that the government, knowing of such undue personal slander, should punish them according to the law, and repress the audaciousness of these writers, especially when they speak of a body worthy of dignity beyond any dispute, since it is a venerable institution.\(^{64}\)

The writer asserted that the “puerile and superficial” discourse of El Polar was now reaching deep into many states. Like “mad animals,” the persons who professed such ideas trod upon the “most sacred things.” The result, incidentally, was that El Polar had become “a servant of others.”\(^{65}\) Monarchists rejoiced in the way El Polar identified independence with irreligion. The state should silence him, and make each federal state see that the problem is not to be found – nor could it be – in our current system, but in the swarm of nivelistas, polaristas and worse creatures such as deists, materialists, atheists, the indifferent [agnostics?], etcetera, which in all governments are like the moths that eat away at all governments, at every class of garment in the world, without concern for its nobility and cost or for the dignity and circumstances of the dreams [it represents].\(^{66}\)

Whoever chose to step outside the Constitution and the wishes of the people placed himself outside of the law. There was no reason to tolerate such men. Then why did the government not act in keeping with the people’s wishes and the Constitution? In 1824, the state government had overstepped the bounds of the federal Constitution by appropriating for itself financial control over the clergy. The clergy of Jalisco had appealed to the federal government, and won the dispute; in 1825, the Church had published the correspondence on the matter.\(^{67}\) During the same year, they published correspondence relating
to conflict and subsequent agreement over direct contributions (income taxes). In 1826, the Church still faced several options: it could appeal once more to federal authorities, or it could openly and directly call into question the actions and judgment of the government of Jalisco. It stood on the right of self-defense guaranteed to Mexican citizens. Having firmly established the republican character of the clergy and cast doubt upon the hard-line liberals, the Church might now even deepen its activities.

A citizen named Francisco Semeria brought two years of frictions with the Jalisco government to a head with the publication of a pamphlet suggesting that neither liberal editors nor the government were following liberal republicanism. According to Semeria, the law compelled him to swear an oath to the Jalisco Constitution before the cathedral chapter, since he was employed by the latter. The government and the liberal publication *La Palanca* called on him to take his oath in the presence of government authorities. Semeria challenged the editors of *La Palanca* to confirm that the law demanded he do so. “In the face of the sublimity of the law, all else is subordinate; that is, governors, presidents, and in sum all men are under the law….” He added, “the law commanded me to swear the oath before the cathedral chapter; that is why I did not do so before the government” and “prove to me that the governor of this state is above the law, and then you can tell me fully that I do not understand what baseness is.”

Semeria insisted that “in my opinion, liberalism is irreproachable.” He challenged the editors of *La Palanca*: “If you attack reason with mockery and liberalism with satire, do not doubt that we will tell you the fruits of this are servility and ignorance … and someday you will lift up the thrones of despotism and ignorance.” Semeria’s message appeared to be clear: “Do not be so zealous in honoring the government as to wish to canonize even its aberrations.” The executive power should ensure that laws were obeyed: “This power must not be allowed to diverge one iota from the legal path.”

The municipal council of Guadalajara also entered the struggle. In open support of the Church, it asked the Jalisco government to enforce the restrictions on freedom of the press for “impious pamphlets.” Unsatisfied with the governor’s responses, it directed itself to the president of the Republic. The municipal council quoted the heretical assertions made by *El Polar* and the newspaper *El Nivel*.
The president of the municipal council declared to the head of the nation that "a general law has been violated, harming things vital to Mexicans: and if Your Excellence deigns to declare so, this corporation asks that from now on this law be enforced." The municipal council recommended the renewal of editorial juries, aiming for "them to be of general trustworthiness," but then it immediately devoted three pages of the document to declaring to the president that its attempt to effect such a renewal had faced irregularities in procedures for voting and the frank opposition of the Vice Governor of Jalisco.\(^1\)

Clerical discourse had wide-ranging aims, and there can be no doubt that its effectiveness worried the government. The final pamphlet from 1826 we will cite is proof of this. Printed in the shop of the liberal Urbano Sanromán, it contained two documents referring to the intervention of the civil government in ecclesiastical appointments. The first document was a statement by José Miguel Gordoa, just named Governor of the Mitre, the highest-ranking official in the Jalisco Church after the death of Bishop Cabañas in late 1824. The second was the letter which Prisciliano Sánchez, governor of Jalisco, wrote to preface Gordoa's document when he forwarded it to the Jalisco Congress. Within a single pamphlet, public opinion once again had the opportunity to assess two confronting discourses, two viewpoints about Church—state relations and the new modus operandi of the republican government.\(^2\)

Gordoa set out a basic principle of the relationship between the two powers:

Not even the princes reserved for themselves more power of intervention than that which was necessary to impede disorder; nor did they go any further except when the Church asked them to, admonishing them that peace and good harmony between both authorities consists only in mutual aid and respect, and not in attempts by one to rule over the other, impeding in some way the full and free exercise of its authority.\(^3\)

What was appropriate in ecclesiastical appointments was for the corresponding clerical authorities to name individuals deemed competent and suitable for each post. If the state had any reason to suspect that the cleric graced with a position had "attacked or disturbed public order," a case should be made against him with "positive facts." Proceeding by any other means would be
arbitrary and would tend to cause ill will within the ecclesiastical body. Dealing a hard blow to the government’s position, Gordoa stated that

In the just and liberal system governing us, no one can be harmed by suspicion – not even murderers themselves can have their rights as citizens removed – until they are proven to have committed the crime they are accused of; thus until then, the accused are just as suitable for any post in their career as the most honorable man.  

Fully aware of the force of his words, and making use of his own distinguished political career, Gordoa added, “I use this language, Your Excellency, with the certainty and satisfaction that it has always been my language since the fatherland saw fit to employ me in public positions.”

The Governor of the Mitre demanded that the same conditions be applied to candidates for ecclesiastical posts as were applied to candidates for civil posts. Thus, he posed the rhetorical question: “Can it be that the eternal principles of universal and unchanging justice which favor lay people in achieving their rights and destinies do not favor ecclesiastics in achieving theirs?” The government was within its rights to want to exclude delinquents from ecclesiastical posts, but the right to exclude candidatures that it was claiming meant

an undefined extension [of prerogatives] which gives the civil government a scope not even held by those who exercised privileged patronage rights accorded by the Apostolic See, and implies a shameful rejection that would undoubtedly defame anyone excluded, crippling him for life from obtaining benefits and therefore impeding any Bishop from proposing him again.

With the “rights of man as well known and respected as they are today,” the government’s aim was still more aberrant. In addition, the Jalisco and Federal Constitutions recognized Catholicism, which brought “governors and governed” together beneath “the same rules in ecclesiastical matters, which can be no other than canon law.”

Gordoa was determined to win this battle based on liberal principles. He immediately charged that Article 3 of the decree on Church appointments “seems to induce the suspicion that neither the ecclesiastical prelate nor his subjects fulfill their sacred
duties.” But “I protest that I have no reservations about the entire public being judge of my private conduct.” He referred to a letter from the government itself recognizing that he worthyly fulfilled the duties of his position.78

Even less could the suspicion the decree insinuates diminish the respectable state of the clergy, whose efforts to comply with the charge of their ministry amidst the current lack of ecclesiastics are so well known, whose sincere adherence to the system of government in which we have constituted ourselves is beyond any doubt, whose circumspection and prudence in each disagreement that has occurred is worthy of the greatest praise and, in sum, whose moderate and ecclesiastical conduct provides no basis for such slanderous suspicions.79

Appealing in passing to the authority of Jacques Bénigne Bossuet, Gordoa brought up the clergy’s legal privileges on this matter. Insisting that authorities and clerics complied with and would comply with their ecclesiastical and civic duties, he nonetheless demanded to know “what penal laws are indicated in the article referred to.” The Governor of the Mitre professed due respect to civil authorities, but he demanded that because of his investiture and according to the laws, he had the authority to defend “the rights and prerogatives the Church has [traditionally] possessed, which have been left in force and effect by our general Constitution and sovereign rulings.” Gordoa closed his document with the request that the Governor revoke the decree in exchange for his personal commitment to dedicate himself to “avoiding the ills which may have worsened at the moment it was published.”80

Prisciliano Sánchez’ response is extremely interesting. He conceded that Gordoa had cooperated with the government, and that “both clergies” (that is, the diocesan clergy and the regular orders) had shown “good behavior.” While satisfied with the situation, Sánchez nonetheless drew a different conclusion from it: “Therefore, if such favorable circumstances were to persist forever, we could be sure that the precaution of this right to exclude candidates would be unnecessary, since there would never be occasion to apply it.”81

But this was not certain; therefore, for the good of the people the government had the duty of foreseeing and prudently forestalling unfortunate situations by means of the law.
Sánchez set out his own views from the standpoint of civil power and the new impulses of secular Mexican society:

This right is the incontestable ability the sovereign Earthly power should have to prevent and block any damages even remotely threatening its people, coming under whatever pretext and from wherever they may come. Just as a physical individual has a natural right to survival and well-being which no power on Earth is able to hamper without resorting to tyranny, so a moral individual, such as society, has its natural right to survival and proper order which cannot be taken away by any authority under even the most sacred pretext. By absorbing civil society into the state, Sánchez skirted the "odiousness" of the theme under discussion, and rushed to recognize other merits in Gordoa's argument. Both powers were effectively "independent ... [and] equally sovereign." The ecclesiastical power had full authority in defending its jurisdiction, but this did not block the civil power from resisting an ecclesiastical appointment "as long as they had solid reasons to fear that such a person, abusing his authority, would compromise public tranquility." This was a matter of the survival of the secular power of the state. This was self-defense and not intrusion, he suggested:

The history of all nations and all times does not leave any room for doubt on this point, offering to our eyes a thousand scandalous attacks which horrify our imagination. The events of our revolution are not far off, when the confessionals and pulpits were often the fulcrum on which the levers of power of our oppressors stood. The consoling voice of the pastor became the cries of the lion, and the healthy waters of penitence came to be poisoned in such a way that from there spread the deadly venom which blighted our poor patriots.

The dangers of ecclesiastical abuses were not hypothetical, but corroborated by past history. The resulting "damage to states and their governments" was dealt with "with impunity from the advantageous posts they [the priests] hold when they cause the damage, and there was great difficulty in judicially convicting them of deeds which, however scandalous, they know how to astutely cover with the cloak of religion." The Governor of Jalisco wanted to win over the Congress by establishing himself as the defender of the new popular government:
Otherwise who can calculate, much less compensate for, the sum of evils that one parish priest opposed to the system of government can foolishly cause from his confessional? What measure could erase the prestige occasioned among the simple folk by an indiscreet preacher who launches from the pulpit the most indecorous and denigrating expressions against the constituted authorities and their actions?  

The laws which aimed to save society were striving for "the health of the fatherland which is the supreme law." They did not meddle in matters of instituting ecclesiastical authorities, responsibilities of the Church which only patronage could change, but attempted only to "resist the placement of those ecclesiastics who could be prejudicial [to the government]." Just as it was not acceptable for Mexico to allow the Pope to name bishops who professed loyalty to Ferdinand VII, so the state of Jalisco could not be a "mindless spectator to the evils which could threaten the people by standing by as perhaps its greatest enemies were placed in the most dangerous positions."  

Sánchez had no difficulties in recognizing the weakness of the new, popular state in comparison with a Church whose deep-rootedness gave it singular popular support.  

It would be a very unequal struggle, if one were joined between the governor of a state and an ecclesiastic who set out to oppose the system of government, or the most vital aspects of the urgent reform of many abuses, and if the prelate could without any coercion place his supporters in the most valuable positions as he saw fit, and the civil authority could not prevent this in any way.  

In addition, the government's decreed right to unilaterally reject a candidate was convenient because it avoided the problem of a trial. After all, there would be no chance of an impartial trial, since the Church as well as the state — both responsible for the only available courts — would be directly involved in the case.  

This last argument seemed to place the role of the courts in a liberal government in check overall. Yet the most effective part of Gordoa's argument still had not received a response from Sánchez: the rights of man under a liberal government should not be violated on mere suspicion, and a career employment was the right of every citizen, and, in this case, of clerics. Sánchez went on to clarify the point, and then counterattack:
This reasoning is brilliant when considered superficially. Denying an individual the rights he has to pursue the possibilities his career offers him on the basis of mere conjectures is an entirely different thing from resisting his placement in a given post, on the basis of well-founded suspicions, while leaving him able to occupy another post where those suspicions do not apply.\textsuperscript{90}

The Governor granted the cleric’s right in principle, but extended the state’s shadow in this particular case. This argument might not be convincing on its own, so Sánchez shifted to the defensive:

If the government or the people participated in the election of their pastors, as they did in the primitive Church and continued to do for several centuries, then we can see there would be no need to recur to the nominal exclusion the political authority definitely exercises as a right, since the election of one [candidate] tacitly excludes the others. This muddle of difficulties, present since the people were denied involvement in elections, undoubtedly was what prompted the invention of the Concordats and Royal Patronage. These were not conferred on the princes so much out of grace and favor, as through a transaction which was beneficial to the ecclesiastical power because in its absence the ecclesiastical power would have had to give way to the just demands of the civil power.\textsuperscript{91}

Sánchez now seemed to be unwittingly confusing popular government with government at all, a confusion which underscores how this dilemma defined the Mexican state. Just beginning its existence, the state was weak; from its weakness, it forged a powerful and oft-repeated argument which gave it strength. As the representative of the people, the state had discretionary rights over the liberalism that inspired it. Ultimately, the people could be conceived of as the common folk, and those who managed to exercise power over it, independent of the state, could be seen as a threat to the state and to its representation of the people. Curiously enough, there was no reflection here at all about the separation of powers within the government. The seed of a statism even more powerful than Bourbon absolutism was being sown, here. In the new liberal model of the Mexican state being implemented in Jalisco, the state not only watched over the people; through the unique representation it was granted,
the state was the people. Only a Church which opened up its appointments to popular means of election could hope to come abreast of this virtual monolith: the government viewed as the will of a united people. In the meantime, the state called for the right to expunge clerical abuses.

Sánchez offered the argument that the ecclesiastics who were eliminated from consideration for a given post due to suspicion might ask to be appointed to another. Considering that what they were suspected of was disloyalty to the political system, suspicion would surely last as long as the hint of disloyalty did. Traditionally, the royal government had exercised patronage by choosing from ternas (lists of three candidates) which the clergy proposed, but this was not a useful point of reference now. The exclusion of a cleric from a post in those cases could be due to an indefinite range of reasons, and did not defame anyone. An exclusive right to deny appointments on suspicions of political disloyalty was an entirely different business. Sánchez was, in effect, giving the state supreme discretionary power without the traditional mechanisms of patronage. Considering that neither the state nor the Church were particularly inclined to mutual trust, Sánchez insisted on the rights of the former: “The health and tranquility of the people are too precious to be abandoned to the embrace of blind trust. States are not worrying over trifles when they take precautions on behalf of their sacred rights.”

The governor placed the two possibilities in the balance: that of a potential injustice done to a cleric, and that of commotion among the people. Deciding that the second was more weighty, he ruled that the state could not tolerate the risk. He argued that, in comparison, the civil government was less prone to abusing its power in this sense. The governor was responsible to the people, he had a non-renewable term of four years, and he was subject to criticism by the press and the citizenry. These restrictions which bore down upon the power of the Jalisco governor did not, he said, burden the ecclesiastical authorities. The Governor insisted on the “inborn ability of each society to look to its preservation and prevent its ruin.” He expressed amazement that, “defending the inalienable rights of the people and avoiding damage required the blessing of Rome.” This time, the civil government triumphed: the Legislature voted to maintain the government’s authority to exclude candidates from Church appointments.
Beyond this immediate result, however, the long-range consequences of the Church–state debate that raged through 1825 and 1826 were far from clear. Proceeding frequently with salty derision and jocularity, Church spokesmen had made many popular appeals, showing at the same time a spirit of moderation and reform-mindedness. Yet while the Church battled for its institutional rights and autonomy in relation to the state, it decidedly resisted opening the Church to the overhaul accepted for temporal politics. By seeking the high ground of supporting the independence as a sacred pact in which the defense of religion was the surest guarantee of liberty, it ultimately questioned the identification of both its adversaries and the state over their claims to represent popular sovereignty and the liberal rule of law. Whither this would lead was still to be decided.
The Great Unresolved Issues

The Patronage and Tithes during the Constitutional Regime, 1827–33

Plumbing the Depths
Sparring between the Temporal and Ecclesiastical Powers

In 1827, the problem of tithes came to the fore once again, in the midst of the economic and fiscal crisis brought on by the War for Independence and deepened under the Empire and the Early Republic. Events took an ironic course. Up to that point, the local clergy had blocked fiery Jalisco liberalism by appealing to the federal government. National authorities had intervened in local events to insist that modifications of Church affairs in Jalisco would have to await the national solution of the patronage issue. From 1825 on, the Jalisco government demanded that the Church pay property taxes on its wealth—which demand the Church disputed by once more appealing to federal authorities. But the National Congress had given the states the power to tax in 1824. In 1827, various states fought the Church for effective control of tithes, and a new restlessness was unleashed in Jalisco. In the midst of a long-standing fiscal crisis, the states were attempting to collect tithes through the local civil administration. A decision of the National Congress had enabled the state to confront the Church on a local level.

At this moment, opposition between civil authorities and the clergy grew more intense. Once again, immediate material concerns were interwoven with abstract concepts and arguments struggling for discursive hegemony. To be sure, the economic question had already emerged in 1824, but Article 7 of the 1824
Jalisco Constitution, an article never enacted, had threatened ecclesiastical jurisdiction by asserting the state's economic power over the Church. The clergy had maneuvered to demonstrate that it was inappropriate for the state to determine expenses for worship. This was not its place; it indeed had the obligation — if not always the ability — to cover those expenses. Proposing anything else meant violating the Church's jurisdiction.

After the state lost this conflict, there began several years of intense public debate to clarify the role of the Church in light of national independence and in relation to the new state based on popular sovereignty. Paying taxes on the wealth of the Church now sparked debate, but this was far from putting the clergy on the payroll and at the disposition of the state. The interests of the state and the Church could be sensed behind the struggles over principles in pamphlets and newspapers, but neither had been blocked, yet. In 1826, and despite a brilliant discursive campaign by the clergy, Governor Sánchez had been able to assert the rights of the government in clerical appointments, with the approval of his Legislature. In the clash between the government and the clergy, both sides had continued to struggle to win popular adherence. The executive power had made relentless advances in 1826. In 1827, it now returned to economic matters with an initiative that was extremely threatening to the clergy, since the state proposed to collect tithes based on federal legislation, without technically affecting either ecclesiastical jurisdiction or the portion of the tithes it was due to receive.5

We should remember that all across the nation, resolving the matter of the patronage was becoming increasingly more urgent. The various aspects of the religious question were growing more and more unsettling.

The full reach of government authority was unclear; in Jalisco, this was precisely the problem. The religious and ethical bases of the young state had not been defined before the people, a situation which conflicted with the effective exercise of sovereignty, and especially of "popular sovereignty."6

Pedro Lissauté clearly signaled this dilemma in a statement made in Jalisco in 1830. He presented the crisis of the young state and the reemergence of Church–state conflict in a context that was not solely ideological and constitutional. In light of state power and the goals of civil society, he pointed out the inability of the new state to fulfill its most elementary duties. The tax problems demonstrated how right he was. Lissauté viewed the
problem of Church wealth and influence within not only the national, but also the international, context of a transformation in the relationship between popular enlightenment and politics. He held that international trends Mexico clearly was a part of were showing how useful knowledge could be placed at the service of the people, allowing democracy to be truly realized for the first time. His was a decidedly liberal perspective. 7

Lissaute’s analysis saw the government, the state, at the head of this great task. It had to carry out a revolution in popular education. Such a revolution would end up producing what was earlier thought impossible – and this is worth repeating – a democratic and free society. Through the development of science and technology, a “certain level of correspondence” would be achieved “between our moral faculties and our physical strength.” Lissaute suggested that “with some help from the public administration, the Institute [of Sciences in Jalisco] could be the most powerful agent to improve this state of affairs.” If no such transformation was undertaken, “would those whose only place [in society] is to humbly lend their muscle power to others be able to reason?” But the government had no funds to meet this need. Thus those who represented the injustices and mistaken cultural orientations of the past continued to enjoy power and riches of dubious provenance. They maintained a monopoly over culture which was hardly appropriate to modern times, blocking the “great social revolution.” 8

Lissaute assigned the state a central role in creating the new social and political order. That is why the question of loyalty to the new government, its constitution, and its laws, became particularly sensitive. Obedience to the government should not be in conflict with freedom of conscience, he judged, because the new government stood for a free system. In this context, he praised the

condemnation the philosophy of this age levels at everything that does not tend to inculcate love for work, for principles of order, for obedience to the law, and for independence from the will of any particular individual no matter how respectable. 9

Obedience to the government was the guarantee of freedom of conscience against the unjust defenders of outdated orthodoxies. Lissaute imagined Mexico might be “a country in which each individual participates in sovereignty, and therefore is destined to directly influence the resolution of all questions touching public administration.” 10
Nonetheless, this process was far from taking place in practice, as he himself noted, and this weakened the effective foundation of the liberal state.\textsuperscript{11}

Within the framework marked out by Lissaute, the people exercised their liberty and supported the government naturally, and simultaneously. If such were not the case, they could be accused of behaving like the mob, or of advancing the interests of antisocial groups. Such groups placed their narrow interests above those of an entire free society. Both haste to strengthen the state and disgust towards the opposition are evident in Lissaute's perspective. The transition from Absolutist reformism to reformism based on the doctrine of popular sovereignty was going through a difficult moment.\textsuperscript{12}

The Governor had already mentioned the economic crisis and fiscal problems of Jalisco in his 1826 \textit{Memoria} (Report). The economic crisis had emerged as a result of the minimal growth of new economic activities together with the decline of traditional businesses. Commerce in Jalisco had taken on a "passive" character, "because it exports very few articles to other states, while consuming infinite products introduced here, whether from various points in the [Mexican] Federation or from overseas." The minting of money had diminished substantially and Jalisco suffered from a "shortage of coin."\textsuperscript{13} In another section of his \textit{Memoria}, the Governor remarked that

the government has faced unspeakable work in every one of the measures taken in the different branches of public administration, because all of them have been neglected, experiencing more than ever the dreadful effects of oppression, the worst of which is the lack of resources with which to promote the most interesting establishments.

Yet the new government hoped to awaken and guide public opinion in a liberal direction.\textsuperscript{14} But government's authority to do so was still weak, in the face of deep-rooted, popular support for the Church.\textsuperscript{15} Sánchez asserted that

Of the many ills the Spanish government left us as our patrimony, placing the interests of the clergy in opposition to the interests of the people was certainly not the least. Thus, the latter could not be promoted without the former being demoted, and if one still wishes them to continue as they are, one must give up all hope of making any improvement or progress for the public cause.\textsuperscript{16}
Overwhelmed by “exhausting tasks,” the government suffered insolvency in the midst of

the novelty of the system, the blameless ignorance of the multitude and other difficulties which necessarily must be felt in leading a people still bowed down by the heavy chains they bore for three hundred years.\(^{17}\)

By the time Vice Governor Juan Nepomuceno Cumplido offered his Memoria, 1 February 1827, the coffers of the state of Jalisco were in a “distressing situation,” the educational work of the Institute of Sciences was making slow progress because of economic obstacles, and there was a serious problem of “murders and robberies” in Guadalajara and its surroundings.\(^{18}\) In 1828, the same Vice Governor reported the existence of many “vagabonds” and beggars.\(^{19}\) The government was trying to organize a civic militia and attend to matters of “public health and comfort,” although it confessed to a “lack of funds” for the latter. The Vice Governor announced advances in introducing the Lancaster Method of primary instruction in the state, but it is unclear whether the information provided demonstrates a truly first-class effort on this point.\(^{20}\)

By 1831, the situation did not seem to have significantly improved. In his report for that year, Governor José Ignacio Herrera bitterly reminded all that

a new people, and therefore a miserable one, only in its infancy in industry, science and commerce, which sees half of what it earns from such hard work wrested from it, will only progress slowly, and for a long time will barely be able to purchase future comforts.\(^{21}\)

He asserted that the state was free of political disturbances, but banditry was still on the rise. “For the first time,” he went on to say, “an economic year is beginning without predictions of bankruptcy.” While there was a serious lack of coinage, the new civil administration of tithes was resolving the problems of the public coffers. The governor reported problems with the officials of the civic militia and a lack of advances in primary education, but also material improvements in the San Miguel hospital.\(^{22}\)

The Church, in turn, found itself without a leader and clear coherence in its public thinking, batting — however astutely — against an ideological and institutional siege. The absence of a
clear direction and the decline in the number of priests made the Church progressively more vulnerable to the demands of both the Catholic faithful and the state, which was constitutionally obligated to watch over it. While it is true that clerical discourse was forceful and vigorous in 1825 and 1826 even without a bishop, the advances of the Jalisco government on tax matters and its achievement of discretionary power over ecclesiastical appointments by legislative vote indicated the need for a change. The Church was not unnerved, and its discourse showed a willingness to make use of new elements to firmly assert its positions, but now it needed to take the ideological dispute one step further, clearly establishing official guidelines for thought. Facing the new assault by the government on the matter of tithes, it had to take an unmistakably clear stance. Looking beyond this particular matter, the Church once again had to resort to the national political level, and call for a Concordat specifying the terms of its relationship with the state — along the way easing the appointment of a new bishop to reaffirm the ecclesiastical hierarchy and ordain priests for parochial work.

In fact, ecclesiastical anxiety over the patronage had been evident in Guadalajara since 1826. A pamphlet had then been reprinted in the city attacking the premises underlying the instructions the federal government intended to give its emissary to Rome. The pamphlet argued that

even in the days of the absolutist kings, when sovereigns were said to be lords of all lives, honors, and possessions, they were never believed to be the true owners of the lands and goods existing within a nation, nor were they granted any rights other than high or eminent ones, which are very different from what is properly called property....

Since it is thus evident that the nation, in the name of sovereignty, has only high or eminent domain over the land and goods existing within the republic, and not property rights truly and properly understood, then how could it have the right of patronage, which canon law grants only to whoever ceded his property, and thereby established or endowed these or other temples? This right of lay persons to name people for ecclesiastical posts is in reality a burden on the Church; it is a weight, a servitude, and that is why canon law [only] concedes it as a recompense for the favor done to the Church in granting it a property.
Further on, the pamphlet spelled out the implications of its statements for Church–state relations:

The state gives protection to the Church, that is true. But for this favor, the Church gratefully offers a tribute to civil authorities of all the honor, distinction, prerogatives and considerations a benefactor is due. Additionally, this is a very powerful argument for granting it [the state] the right of patronage, yet this will always be a favor, a grace, a privilege, because such protection is not a voluntary act that can be rightly omitted, but an obligation and a responsibility that the secular Catholic power has before God and Man to defend and protect the Church, independent of the patronage over presentation [of candidates for posts].

The launching of the newspaper *El Defensor de la Religión* – planned since 1826 and finally published in 1827 – was symptomatic of the high clergy’s growing sense of the need to clarify both the terms of debate and the institutional position of the Church relative to the state and to society. Orthodox opinions were offered carefully and with weighty arguments, frequently in response to heterodox proposals. What they were saying was not so different from previous years. Instead, just as the government’s struggle for discretionary power over ecclesiastical appointments and later for control of tithes constituted an entire phase of state formation, so the ideas expressed in *El Defensor* played the same role in reconstituting ecclesiastical discursive forces. With the publication of *El Defensor*, clerical pamphlets themselves were transformed, turned into even more open weapons of the high clergy in its struggle to keep abreast of the young republic. But it is important to point out that while the forum for pro-state ideas became constrained to the legislative chambers and the votes of legislators, the language of the Church was no less clearly directed to setting standards for members of the ecclesiastical corporation and the faithful among the legislators.

*El Defensor* employed various tactics worthy of note. One could be considered a spectacle of horrors, a parade of the wayward ideas of the great minds of European thought: from John Calvin (1509–1564) and Philipp Melanchthon (1497–1560) to Hugo Grotius (1583–1645), Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679), Pasquier Quesnel (1634–1719), John Toland (1670–1772), Denis Diderot (1713–1784), Guillaume Thomas François Raynal (1713–1796),...
Honorable Gabriel Victor Riqueti, Comte de Mirabeau (1749–1791), and Louis Marie Prudhomme (1752–1830). After a condensed biography which recognized some personal merit, each distinguished figure of European thought was measured up against the plumb-line of Catholic orthodoxy. In general, their theoretical divergences were associated directly with defects in character.  

Another line of articles returned to central questions of Catholic orthodoxy. This originally began in response to 1827 challenges regarding the patronage, which led it to refute the attacks of Church opponents. Before the year ended, El Defensor was discussing the legislative authority of the Church and the existence of God. In 1828, the paper dwelled at length, in an article extending over several issues, on the immortality of the soul and revelation. But perhaps what stood out most was the paper's constant recourse to themes that not only enhanced orthodoxy and the continuing relevance of religion and the faith, but also underscored the Church's role as the sacramental and legitimate institution of Catholic religiosity.

In 1828, the newspaper went further with this approach. Spread across the pages of El Defensor were such concerns as the legislative power of the Church and the history of Councils, oral confession, impediments to marriage, book banning, patronage once more, and the French precedents for rearranging Church–state relations. There was even occasion for discussing certain papal scandals and offering guidance on how to handle such embarrassing events. El Defensor not only indicated orthodox opinion in theory, themes and authors, but it also provided the basis for an elemental historical perspective — not new, by the way — through which Mexican Catholics could contemplate the errors made by ancient Catholics without feeling themselves forcefully bound to them. The times and the weakness of man might explain some pitfalls, but the Church as an institution could never be contemplated within such pedestrian and temporal frameworks. Thus, the Church was removed from the critical gaze that it so enthusiastically turned towards contrary thinkers of the present and the past.

In this way, clerical discourse after 1827 lost in apparent spontaneity and plebeian style what it gained in coherence and thoughtfulness. Its triumph in terms of clear and orthodox thinking — even though oriented towards reconciliation with the First Republic — had the defect of turning significantly away from language accessible to a wide range of the populace. The difficulties of this moment would seem to indicate not so much the
exclusive defects or closed character of ecclesiastical discourse as the effective limits of the new discourse emerging with popular sovereignty. It was easier to debate popular sovereignty than to make the exercise of sovereignty effectively popular! In practice, the legislature and the cathedral chapter could handle national affairs without having constant recourse to the opinions and leanings of the majority. The legislature captured the sovereign power of civil society no less than the cathedral chapter did so for the body faithful. In both cases, the “people” and the flock were notable for their absence, however much they were invoked discursively. The representation of popular interests was “virtual” — that is, carried out with an eye towards the well-being of the people — but it was not direct representation, nor was it effectively carried out by the people.  

Between Constitutionalism and the Exercise of Full Ecclesiastical Sovereignty

José Miguel Gordoa, who in 1831 would come to be the first bishop of Jalisco appointed during the Republic, had already expressed in 1827 the Church’s dilemma in facing the state. Called to pass judgment on the establishment of a diocese in Zacatecas, his home state, Gordoa carefully weighed the implications any decision of his would have. If he approved of the creation of a new diocese, this would ipso facto provide support for those who wanted to make this action a power of the state. Yet if he rejected the new diocese, he would appear to be someone lacking patriotism, even for his native state. He declared of the proposed bishopric: “I promoted it in Spain, and I have longed for it in the intimacy of my heart.” Underscoring his point, he added: “I yield to no one in my love for my dearest homeland, and for everything that favors its true good and exaltation.” But he demanded that Zacatecas avoid the “confusion of powers.” To establish a diocese required, he asserted, agreement between both powers – civil and religious. In this case, the appropriate religious power could only be the Papacy. Gordoa found himself obliged to specify that popular sovereignty ruled over civil affairs, but not over religious ones.  

Thus, let the worthy representatives of this state make the arrangements, let them forcefully uphold the rights of those they represent in civil matters, carrying them to the highest point of human
happiness. But we must not forget that the rights of man as citizen are one thing, and the duties of the same man as a child of the Church are another.  

Gordoa rejected the general “spirit of innovation” on this point, obviously fearing its “capriciousness” and “arbitrariness.” He let himself be guided by sources denouncing the “irreligion” promoted by “the false politicians and adulators of secular powers.” On the one hand, he denounced the desire to impose the authority of the new popular state on the Church. On the other, he insisted that “our lack of communication with the Apostolic See is not so absolute, since we are seeing, and quite frequently, papal directives to Mexican members of religious orders authorizing their secularization.”

On the matter of income, Gordoa saw the same embroilment. He lamented that “if ecclesiastics speak, of course they are thought to do so out of interest, and if they remain quiet, they are said to have no support for their argument.” The solution here was no different than in the establishment of a Zacatecas diocese: Gordoa proposed to join the wills of both powers by means of a Concordat. He expressed his dissatisfaction in stating that “as for me, I frankly protest that the day on which I retire to eat the bread my parents obtained with the sweat of their brows will be the happiest of my life.”

As a priest, Gordoa was indignant because others spoke as if the Mexican nation and Catholicism were two things that were independent of each other. In fact, on the religious issue, the nation was now definitively committed. Referring to the congressman whose speech had motivated the request by the Zacatecas Congress, Gordoa proclaimed:

Let us elevate together, Representative Gómez Huerta and the signer of this reverent exposition, let us elevate to the sovereign general Congress our ardent wishes and humble supplications that by accelerating their work they give the fatherland the day so longed for on which relations will be established with the Holy See. This is how the congressman will respond to public expectations. In this way, he will fulfill that intimate and precious confidence that the district of the village of Tlaltenango placed in his activity and zeal, and I will also have the glory and the sweet satisfaction of cooperating in his designs.
Within this polemical setting, which threatened to broaden disputes between Church and state and to lead towards a confrontation over principles or the Concordat issue, the thorniest problem that emerged in these years was the extinction of the Church's tithe offices. They were how the cathedral chapter had administered everything related to tithes, and their suppression by civil authorities threatened the jurisdiction and economic solvency of the high clergy. This led to a concrete discussion of the matter of parochial fees. The money that reformists wanted to use to replace those fees would come from the tithes now collected by the state.\textsuperscript{43}

The set of interconnected themes discussed once the polemic over tithes and fees began showed that the aggressive overall approaches — still present from earlier years — were more than just the context for specific disputes. Alongside the careful and detailed debate about ecclesiastical monies, it became clearer and clearer that more general debates had to descend from abstraction and become more concrete. The way of doing this was by taking up the patronage issue once more. This virtual protectorate that the state exercised over the Church hinted at a solution for all the pending theoretical questions about Church, state and society. From 1827 to 1831, tithes were the main testing point for these debates, as a sequel to the mooted Article 7 of the 1824 Constitution and to the 1825–26 disputes about Church income and ecclesiastical appointments. The agitated ideological stage, the fiscal crisis of the state, the crisis of the ecclesiastical hierarchy as the ranks of bishops dwindled one by one, and the crisis of the democratic program of the new government after 1827: all pushed the matter of tithes towards a more general, supposedly final, solution of the patronage question. After being a matter of state on a national level since 1824, patronage now clearly descended to the level of popular sovereignty, but the handling of that sovereignty in the federal states allowed the full blast of liberal polemics to finally enter the patronage debate. After being a matter of state, patronage clearly became captive to ideological polemics.

By means of Decree 77, on 16 February 1827, Jalisco had suppressed the Church's tithe offices. The same decree, composed during a secret session, replaced them with a Board of Tithes.\textsuperscript{44} In the debate this change provoked, one publication counterbalanced a statement of opposition by the cathedral chapter of Guadalajara with the special ruling produced by a legislative
committee. While the Cabildo's statement insisted that the shift required an agreement between ecclesiastical and civil authorities and should await the decision of the National Congress on patronage, the ruling was based on radically opposed theoretical assumptions. The committee clearly affirmed that tithes had their origin in royal authority, which was secular, and not in ecclesiastical authority. Appealing to Papal Bulls and similar arguments, it added, "does this not deserve to be classified as seditious?" "Who does not see in this statement the subversion of all the social achievements of Mexicans?" According to the ruling, it was clear that because of historical continuity, the sovereignty of Mexicans was absolute on this matter. The National Congress, the committee insisted, had declared tithes to be profane income. As a consequence, either tithes would be administered by the state, or this income would have no meaning whatsoever. The abolition of the Church's tithe offices in Jalisco was in keeping with what had been decided in the National Congress. There had been no alteration in payments and no different application of tithes, only change on an administrative level. However, the committee recommended that the Congress form a special commission, and the cathedral chapter form another, in order to address the abolition of certain parochial rights and payments. It ordered that the "testimony of this file" be sent to the National Congress.

The Church in Jalisco was ready to complain once more, and to defend itself with the weapons at hand, on 2 March 1827. Feeling strapped by temporal imperatives, the cathedral chapter began by expressing its astonishment and surprise. The chapter insisted that "it was unable on principle to agree to the establishment of the Board, the naming of the only ecclesiastical individual it was authorized to choose, and the concession of a place for the office of the Board." At the same time, the chapter protested to the governor with "full sincerity, the respect and submission due to the supreme powers of the state." But this was a difficult balance to maintain, since this formal act of submission was accompanied by such harsh criticism and rejection of the government decree. For the chapter, the proposed make-up of the new Board and the distribution of votes among its members was a scandal, because "far from granting the Church's intervention in the administration of its income, instead this seems testimony" to the government's "dishonorable and offensive disdain of episcopal dignity and of the venerable chapter in which its jurisdiction is deposited."
In the eyes of the chapter, the result was a plundering of the Church. Recalling a similar attempt at change at the end of the eighteenth century, the chapter allowed itself a reflection on state politics:

And if the Spanish government, with even less basis, and even under the aegis of the patronage, absolute authority and ministerial abuse which we have often bitterly wept over, saw fit to admit the written complaints of all the Churches of America, then what should this Chapter not expect from a frankly liberal republican government, whose foremost characteristic, as a political body, should be the respect of property that all its constitutions guarantee, and as an Apostolic Roman Catholic body, the fulfillment and protection of ecclesiastical laws and Concordats? That is what this Chapter should expect, just as the supreme powers of the state have solemnly protested.48

However, the chapter did not seem to want a confrontation with the state in Jalisco. It declared that it found itself facing the dilemma of either "abandoning its duties" towards the Church or displeasing the government, but wished to do neither. That is why the chapter "has no other option than appealing to the judgment and discretion of Your Excellency himself [the governor] and the Honorable Congress, so that you might be convinced and persuaded that, very far from opposing [the decree] out of willful obstinacy, the chapter finds itself in a bitter and painful conflict it cannot obviate." In order to do so, the chapter accepted that the Church's tithe offices cease operating "on contentious and judicial" matters not only in Jalisco, but also in the other states of the diocese. However, the chapter did not freely accept conceding facilities for the new Board of Tithes, as the government had demanded. They dryly remarked to the governor that "Your Excellency may act as you deem fit, as you have already done in installing the Board and taking over the archives."49

The chapter offered to give up its portion of the decimal tithe – pointing out that "by the same measure, our obligations and rights will also cease" – in order to prove "that our resistance does not come from a miserable clinging to the interests in dispute." It insisted that it was "ready for any reform carried out according to canon law" in search of a "rational compromise." For that reason, the chapter said, they had asked several times to
enter into "conference with civil authorities" in keeping with the 18 December 1824 decree which had pegged the resolution of ecclesiastical income matters to the national settlement of the patronage issue, allowing for interim changes only where the clergy and the state governments were entirely aligned. Therefore, the chapter's statement continued to insist that there should be no changes until the matter of a Concordat at a national level had been resolved. Accepting the forceful acts of the state government so as not to be proven to desire subversion, the chapter nonetheless salvaged the principle of ecclesiastical rights. Following this line of thinking, one could hardly fail to reach the conclusion that the state of Jalisco was transgressing against not only the rights of the Church but also the decisions of the National Congress. Similarly, the chapter's decision to give up the tithes was a double-edged weapon. If the state government accepted the offer, Jalisco was left without religious leadership, since the "obligations and rights" of the cathedral chapter members were to cease along with the tithe. While ecclesiastical diplomacy was formally submissive to the state government, the challenge implied in its response placed the state before a difficult dilemma in which its authority and effective power were once again put to the test.

Another pamphlet, titled Defensa del Venerable Cabildo Eclesiástico de Guadalajara, included the 5 July 1827 report by the Board of Tithes. In the report, the Board contrasted "the humble, submissive and plaintive language of the cathedral chapter" with its "system of opposition and resistance, uninterrupted until now." The Board sustained the fine it had in fact imposed on the chapter because of the ecclesiastical statement issued on 2 March. On the basis of the debate about one of the terms employed in that document, the Board was able to brand the members of the cathedral chapter as among those who, in their dealings with the Board, "were disrespectful and disobedient and did not comply with orders."50 The report argued categorically that the Board was planning to give the members of the chapter their share of the tithes collected in full and on time. Contradicting opposing suggestions, the Board placed all the blame on this point on the chapter, all of whose members — save one — refused to collect their tithe allotment because of their vehement resistance to the change.

But the Church would not give up so easily. Armed with the concepts developed over the previous years, it once more tried to turn the government's liberalism against it. The same pamphlet which included the report contained the "Última representación..."
The starting point for this statement was the sharp denunciation that, since 1824, the Jalisco government had tried to achieve the "debasement and humiliation" of the cathedral chapter. This time, the statement was made directly to President Guadalupe Victoria, following the same tactic of appealing to the federal government used in opposing Article 7 of the 1824 Jalisco Constitution and in the disputes of 1825–26. In fact, the spokesman for the chapter declared that this had already been tried, fruitlessly, and his statement took on a despondent tone which seemed to underscore the point. The statement argued that it seemed

that no other recourse was left to the chapter but the Heavens, and that on Earth, when respectable individuals remain firm in their principles, they have no other hope or path, except that of pain and torment, until they come to see the extermination of their Church, their authority, and their persons if they do not rush to abandon their posts.

Nevertheless, such a negative outlook for the Church would not make it give up. The spokesman defiantly insisted that "the Venerable Cathedral Chapter will follow ... the path it has chosen until it reaches the will of the True God who sustains it."
The spokesman continued his statement, guided by this same spirit of the chapter. He denounced the fact that in the National Congress, the president of the ecclesiastical commission was the congressman from Jalisco, José de Jesús Huerta. Although the spokesman did not mention it, Huerta was a priest. But the spokesman clearly pointed out his trajectory as liberal thinker and suggested that he was conspiring with the Jalisco authorities on this matter. The action taken by the Jalisco government was contrary to the mandate of the National Congress, he declared. For him, it made no sense and was legally inappropriate to separate the "authority, administration, and distribution of tithes" from the very question of Church income whose resolution depended on the National Congress. He objected that a greater portion of tithes was being assigned to the states than had previously been granted to the King of Spain, and that the government of Jalisco was assuming this power over the Church without legal or constitutional precedents.

The spokesman for the cathedral chapter underscored his assertions by stating that
I would also like you to tell me if it is in keeping with the Constitution, and our liberal system, to debate in secret sessions about the extinction of said tribunal and to put the law into effect the same day without publishing it, without allowing any excuses or delays from the Venerable Cathedral Chapter.57

Defending the right of the cathedral chapter to assert and present its rights, he also condemned in passing the fine that had been imposed on it: "representing one's own rights, writing formal complaints to superiors, and maintaining one's own authority could never be judged disrespectfulness and disobedience."58

The accusation the spokesman was making depended on his capacity to reconcile the legal order with the ecclesiastical position. Thus the Church's submission to the Constitution and popular sovereignty would be compatible with its strong defense of its own interests. "For the Holy Church to recognize and yield before the sovereignty of the people is very just, and order requires it," he conceded, but he demanded an "attention and attentiveness" for the Church that was no less than what was given to individuals. In this context, the spokesman expressed deep indignation in the matter of the fine placed on the chapter. Considering the context of misunderstandings between governors and governed, "no such equal case could be cited, even from the times of despotism and arbitrariness."59 The spokesman went on to insist that the point under debate was the right of citizens to defend themselves against arbitrary acts by the government:

Even if ancient laws, the practice and customs of many years, the Constitution, which reserved these matters for the National Congress, and the Congress itself, which required the agreement of the Churches for each innovation, did not speak in favor of that very respectable body [the cathedral chapter], the most general rules with which we have tried to uproot from among us despotism and that absolute domination over the properties and rights of [corporate] bodies and particular individuals would be enough for the Board to have found itself embarrassed to explain freely and confidently what it wishes to show in its apology, or defense, which it voluntarily made. Because if a new system in the handling, distribution and collection of this branch of the administration were to be created, the representative voices of the Church should be heard, as sharers of the tithes, and therefore interested parties in the collection, administration, and distribution.60
Convenience, and not only adherence to the "liberal, just, and equal" Constitution, should have inclined the government towards consulting the Church on this matter. The Church's knowledge of the matter, gained over time, was useful. Instead, the state had acted in secrecy and reduced the ecclesiastical presence on the new Board of Tithes to only one of four total votes. The new rules made it virtually impossible for an ecclesiastic to preside over the Board or have the deciding vote. The sites occupied without permission by the new Board of Tithes had served various functions and housed a variety of materials which the Church could only with great difficult accommodate elsewhere.\(^{61}\)

Where are the rules governing us today? Is this how we are assured of possessing our goods, our properties, our rights? This is certainly the most damaging example that could be given, for the government to act in such a way against constitutional laws which so flatter and exalt the people.\(^{62}\)

The spokesman also accused the Board of including deception in its report. The Board had accused the members of the cathedral chapter of not collecting their portion of the tithes by their own decision. On the one hand, this avoided the underlying problem. On the other:

The regulation which determined the distribution that should be made of the decimal tithe, and the aid that should be provided to the members of this Venerable Cathedral Chapter, was published on 9 May, four days after my statement was presented to the supreme government. And could it be carried out before it was published?\(^{63}\)

What is more, the published regulation was not directly communicated to the chapter. In denouncing the rebelliousness of the chapter, the Board was being insolent and overreaching its authority. The Board was also revealing a "narrow-minded understanding" of the matter. The chapter justified its actions in civil terms on the basis of the National Constitution, the 18 December 1824 decree and the laws in effect. In ecclesiastical terms, the chapter clung to "the dispositions of canon law" and "the current discipline of the Church": "A religious, honorable, and praiseworthy course of action, worthy of your veneration!"\(^{64}\)
The spokesman also denounced variations in the distribution of tithes, and justified a dignified and honorable resistance on the part of the chapter until its "pending appeals to the sovereign General Congress" were resolved. Attacking the Board’s reasoning as insincere, he underscored “the artfulness, cunning and injustice of that report.” After various additional notes designed to further fortify his argument, he praised Article 3 of the National Constitution on the question of the inalienably Catholic character of the Mexican nation, adding: "and without the Church, without a Holy Pontiff, without ministers, without canon law, the Councils, the rules, and the current discipline, the Apostolic Roman Catholic religion is a chimera, an insignificant trifle, a mockery.”

This seemed to be the culmination of this declaration, with the Church upholding popular sovereignty as much as strict adherence to its religious duties. But it was not. Instead, the spokesman went further, in a direction full of ambiguities. He had defended the chapter by appealing to liberal ideas of citizen’s rights and the right to defend one’s own property and principles, but now he asserted a more traditional idea, quite rash in the context of the time:

The Church has its sovereignty, its power, its jurisdiction, its laws, its discipline, its own weapons and its ministers — in principle the highest and most sublime. The nation which confesses, constitutes and swears to the religion of Jesus Christ must from that very moment recognize, respect, maintain and protect the sovereignty, power, jurisdiction, laws, discipline, weapons and ministers of that Church. The Church is not an individual, a citizen, who lives only under the protection and power of the civil government, but a sovereign who obtains and must exercise, in the midst of civil society, its power, its jurisdiction, its laws, its discipline and weapons, must name and maintain its ministers, working on some points in complete freedom, and on others in accordance with civil sovereignty.

Giving priority to another range of considerations weakened the recourse to constitutional freedoms. The chapter did not respond on a single plane, but kept shifting belligerently from one to the other. Was the Church justified in demanding the rights of an individual and later demanding to be treated as sovereign? How could these two lines of thinking be reconciled? How could the Church take the position of a subject, turned citizen, on the one hand, and of a parallel power, on the other? This might be traditional, but at this moment of crisis,
the internal coherence of clerical discourse was sharply weakened. This could only limit the effectiveness of this discourse and, later on, push the Church towards a position as an embittered detractor of the triumphant liberal state. For now, its concrete message was only the requirement that “ecclesiastical discipline” be maintained “without alterations until the exercise of patronage was settled.”

Another 1827 pamphlet was dedicated precisely to laying the foundations, from a different perspective, for this same idea of freezing change until a Concordat governing the patronage had been reached. Arroyo, the author, summarized a historical and gradualist vision of human events. Society and its standards were fragile and uncertain; society needed to be careful that — whatever happened — changes took place in an orderly fashion and with “exact calculations.” “One need not try hard to ruin things: it is done with a stroke of the pen. But raising up and fortifying afterwards what was so swiftly and imprudently ruined does not tend to be so easy.” This was true of tithes and of the future of parish fees, as it was more generally true of the state’s attempt to invade the Church’s legitimate sphere of action. Question by question, “each one of enormous dimensions, this was invariably a matter of affairs which deserved careful study and appropriate decisions.” However, instead of this, a “mass of enormous and vast ideas” were presented without “precise, determined, specific, exact goals, which could be called initiatives, bills or decrees, and subjected to a vote.” The pamphlet intended to forestall the threat that liberal ideology, in full expansion, would dominate the legislature and drive the future course of events. The immediate spur for the pamphlet was a wide-ranging speech about clerical questions presented by Congressman Gomez Huerta in the neighboring legislature of Zacatecas. The response was originally presented to the Congress of Nuevo León, but it was later printed in Guadalajara.

The unmitigated liberal approach of Gomez Huerta, the pamphlet argued, could not be the way to proceed. It was inappropriate to lump everything together. Historically, many governments had later retreated from such rash steps, and “I cannot persuade myself that all of this is as simple and straightforward as representative Gomez Huerta believes.” This congressman, the pamphleteer stated, simply repeated the ideas of the Mexican Thinker, whose ideas came from liberal Spaniards established in London. Behind them were the ideas of very debatable authors: “only this is surprising.”
"To form a proper judgment," one had to read the other side, the rebuttal of these ideas. For example, it happened that the Church was criticized for a supposed medley of impediments to marriage, but critics exaggerated their number and did not take into account the means for overcoming them. "The exaggeration is, one can see, so far-fetched that it would barely be forgiven coming from an Andalusian." There was no reason for "such bitter and resentful complaints." 71

According to this pamphlet, it could not be more evident that only men of true learning could resolve these matters, but provincial legislatures were not apt places to find such men or to carry out the decisive deliberations on these issues: "up in the Federal Congress there are wise men who understand all these points more than representative Gómez Huerta and more than all of us." The Federal Congress was very aware of the pros and cons of all these questions, and there was no need to bother its members in an attempt to illuminate them. From all of this, the author concluded simply that "no ill comes from remaining silent, but some may indeed come from speaking out." 72

It is symptomatic and significant that El Defensor picked up on Arroyo's ideas in its articles. 73 His approach was consistent with the vision clearly forged by the cathedral chapter of Guadalajara: the sovereign right to express opinions and formulate judgments was legitimate. But on ecclesiastical matters, the decisions derived from Mexican sovereignty should be taken at a national level, in the lofty chambers of the National Congress. Just as the cathedral chapter had been referring its conflicts with the state government of Jalisco to the national presidency, so the Concordat itself would finally have to pass through the National Congress. The imperative push was invariably for this to take place at the national level. Once more, the Church revealed that it was only partially committed to popular sovereignty. The Church accepted that state legislatures had the rights popular sovereignty granted, but it thought they should delay their exercise of those rights not only on behalf of a national solution, but also in deference to the supreme wisdom of the national legislature and of the national executive in Mexico City.
A Delicate Balance: A Free Church in a Free Nation

But if the Church of Jalisco slipped a little in adjusting itself to the implications of its theoretically and officially patriotic adherence to national sovereignty and the 1824 Constitution, it was not about to suffer criticism or reproach. When José de Jesús Huerta accused the Church of being ultramontane, he sparked the publication of a harsh response, another 1827 pamphlet, apparently from the pen of José Ramírez.⁷⁴

Ramírez spoke for more than the Jalisco Church in his insistence that no exercise of patronage was licit until a Concordat had been signed with the Papacy. But he could hardly contain his indignation at being accused of being ultramontane. The good of the fatherland, he suggested, required a careful detachment on matters of Church-state relations. Despite this, he alleged, Huerta proceeded to attack, implicating all by accusing them indiscriminately of surrender to the Roman Curia. Using phrases like “a foreign power” to refer to the Papacy was incendiary and irresponsible, yet they were employed by “our politicians, some of them with a quite unforgivable lack of reflection.”⁷⁵

Ramírez denounced Huerta for speaking of an ecclesiastical aristocracy, when he himself called the majority of the citizens “the people” only if they supported “the Enlightened portion of the Republic.” If they did otherwise, he wrote them off as “the rabble” — “an ominous specter.” He also asserted that Huerta had quite inexact knowledge of the authors on whom he based his arguments. El Defensor was a more trustworthy source, Ramírez suggested, “so that the use of [ecclesiastical] authorities not become a weapon that turns against whoever fires it.” Ramírez showed his impatience before what he clearly saw as the obstinacy of Huerta, as well as his poor handling and “muddling” of sources. Huerta, he suggested, had surrendered to “reasons of state” and was mistaken. And, as this whole business bordered on mutual accusations, Ramírez felt free to denounce Huerta as a Yorkino and Freemason. If one had to choose between being Yorkino and ultramontane, Ramírez added, he would find himself obliged to choose the latter. But he added that at this level (which he obviously found to be vulgar and unrefined), he would certainly find himself in the company of Miguel Ramos Arizpe, Francisco Pablo Vázquez and José Miguel Guridi y Alcocer.⁷⁶
No longer wishing to descend to Huerta’s level, Ramírez turned with arrogance and exasperation to boast of his own knowledge on the patronage question, to denounce Huerta’s position as puerile, and to appeal to “public judgment” as his final resort. Undoubtedly enraged, this member of the Guadalajara cathedral chapter was not only defending his erudition, but also — and with singular determination — his patriotism, his commitment to republican ideas, and his confidence in the people. Up to what point? It was unclear, but the intentions behind his pamphlet, and its likely political effects, were more obvious.  

Ramírez’ peculiar conception of the 1824 Constitution and the role of Mexican popular sovereignty can be seen in another pamphlet he published in 1827. This was his report on the patronage, originally written as a substantiated “vote” for the National Congress in 1824. Its publication in Jalisco in 1827 was undoubtedly significant, coming at a moment when the question of patronage came up locally once more and was under consideration by the committee Huerta presided over in the Federal Congress. Ramírez’ openly patriotic and optimistic language in this document resembled the welcome given to national Independence in many sermons during 1821 and 1822. Ramírez saw the 1824 Constitution as the Church’s solution against unbridled liberalism, and celebrated Catholicism’s elevation to the status of national religion. He said the Constitution was an immortal act for that article [Article 3] alone which, expressing the most legitimate and true general will, sanctioned and made as eternal as anything human can be, its sovereignty, independence and liberty, and gave full reign to the best hopes and greatest confidence deposited in their representatives by eminently Roman Catholic peoples.

Evidently, for Ramírez the union of religion with independence expressed “the national will, in what is most recommendable and precious about it, which is its faith, its hierarchical order, its essential discipline, and the sole true religion it professes” against indifference and opposing dogmas.

In 1824, Ramírez had called for restraint in avoiding the sudden changes which he thought damaged society:

When we have passed from a despotic and arbitrary government to a liberal and lawful one, we see that liberty, rights, and citizenship are proclaimed and sustained all over in every aspect and in every
possible way, by the means and to the degree we all know. But we also observe, as shown by a multitude of very evident events, that this enthusiasm for the system nears true fanaticism, and on the sole basis of repeating that word and applying it exclusively to the clergy, we see the very advantages of the system denied in practice, and without any further grounds, the clergy are presented as a class of enemies of society deserving oppression and the despotic exercise of civil authority.

Ramírez demanded a well-developed Concordat between the national state and the Papacy, so that patronage might be exercised. He insisted on a "middle way" between the "ultrareligious" and "political fanatics." He appealed to the moderation of Bentham, "who I will never tire of citing." And he goaded Mexican patriotism by emphatically declaring that, in religious matters, "I would not wish us to be such servile imitators of the Spaniards any longer." In both temporal and religious spheres, then, Mexico had to set out its own honorable and sovereign course. In the "political infancy" of Mexico, adherence to Catholic religion would be an irreplaceable foundation of reason and stability. A Concordat was thus the matter of the hour.

The consecration of political life in the First Mexican Republic was the ideal means for countering the force of Jacobin liberalism. The union of fatherland and religion by means of the constitutive act of the nation was the most secure barrier against the arbitrariness of kings and assemblies. Royal arbitrariness came more out of weakness than conviction; that of assemblies responded to Jacobin pressures. The middle way was a representative republic, preferably with emphasis on the National Constitution and the Federal Congress.

If this Mexican constitutional solution was clearly laid out in Ramírez' writings, El Defensor did not miss the opportunity to reinforce this idea in 1828–29 with a long article about the French Revolution and the civil constitution revolutionaries had wished to impose on the French clergy. It is worth stressing that the article on the French clergy and civil constitution removed the last bit of innocence from the Church–state conflict in Jalisco. Centered on the confiscatory measures taken against the property of the French clergy, the article declared that those measures had tried to destroy the Church. In addition, the article argued that in this way the French government had taken over "considerable coffers with which to foment rebellion more and more, in sum, to
pay the costs of revolution with the loot from the altar, the priesthood, and the suffering members of Jesus Christ.” This exposed the clergy to becoming

the toy of the people, subject to the whims of the multitude and so-called legislators, irreconcilable enemies of Catholicism, and to make use of the expression of the [French] Assembly itself, a troop of wage workers and mercenaries, who could hope for nothing more from a corrupt nation than swift collapse into the greatest indigence and misery.  

The civil constitution to be imposed on the French clergy had been the careful product of an alliance between Encyclopédie atheists, Protestants, and Jansenists. The article claimed that

a plan existed, and was to be carried out in due time. The idea was to make many innovations, to alter and even destroy ancient institutions, but at the same time they [such individuals] wanted to pretend these mutations were true to the rules of the Church, so the destruction were seen as a means of perfection in the eyes of the ignorant, who everywhere are the majority, and finally [the idea was] to be schismatic, heretical and impious, although appearing Catholic for some time.

The article said the solution to the abuses of the French clergy was a call for a national Church Council. This would have allowed abuses to be attacked, while protecting ecclesiastical jurisdiction and the institutions of canon law. Neither denying the existence of abuses nor trying to correct them by inappropriate methods was suitable, the author argued. The French civil constitution’s attack on ecclesiastical authority and the clerical hierarchy, the “slow death” assigned to cathedral chapters, the assault on cloistered life, and the insistence on civic oaths: all these faced the dignified rejection of the greater part of the French clergy. Threatened by the “patriotic fanaticism” of the rabble, the clergy of France resisted, vicars and the simple priests of rural areas as well. Bishops responded similarly. The clergy placed its principles above its ambitions and abandoned the short-term pursuit of public recognition and promotions.

The supplement to issue 105 of El Defensor, on 16 January 1829, was dedicated to contrasting the economic and numerical
weakness of the Mexican clergy with its importance for the state and excellent morale and patriotism. There were foreign countries which pursued "the clumsy objective of corrupting the Americas, of demoralizing them, of weakening their forces with vice and disorder, and of thus achieving a victory otherwise impossible." Towards this end,

they have tried to break the sacred bonds joining the interests of Church and state, to spark the most stubborn war between priesthood and empire, in short, to renew the bloody scenes played out in France in the last days of the past century in order to destroy us and tear us apart so that, oppressed by the most cruel desperation, we might offer our innocent hands to the most shameful chains and bend our necks to once again bear a yoke far more ignominious than the one we finally managed, at the cost of uncounted sacrifices, to shake off gloriously.... Woe unto us if we second their liberty-killing plans; misery unto us if we let ourselves be seduced.

The author clearly asserted that the Church could coexist perfectly well with the Mexican federal republic.

The author of the supplement insisted that the Church found itself weakened. In fact, "the appearance of the Mexican Church was pitiful." The lack of communications with the Papacy, the advance of anti-clerical thinking, and the stalling on the matter of the patronage due to a lack of instructions from the federal government all left the Church without a clear direction and with a significant shortage of priests. There was only a single bishop left in the Republic, the cathedral chapters were emptying out, the parishes were in the hands of interim priests and with an insufficient number of ministers. If the federal government did not act because of a lack of funds, it could count on a donation on the part of the clergy and well-disposed individuals. It was not advisable for the cathedral chapters to fade away, "those august senates where the pastoral rod rests in the absence of the bishop, sole depositaries [under such circumstances] of episcopal power." The problem with priests was also grave:

Ah, three thousand, six hundred, and seventy-nine ecclesiastics: will they be enough to attend to eight million faithful scattered across great distances? Well, that is the number of priests there are in the republic, without excepting the sick and injured....
An air of desperation and weariness invaded clerical discourse due to the unresolved religious situation of the republic, and therefore the unresolved role of the clergy itself in national life. The clergy were as worried about growing weakness as about uncertainty and attacks:

In fact, the clergy have completely fulfilled the obligations the fatherland imposes on its individual members, have effectively and powerfully cooperated in Independence and in the establishment of the current form of government. And what rewards have they received? Have their cries been heard? Have their fortunes improved? Ah! Today it is the same as it was in 1821, and so it will be as long as we have no communication with the Apostolic See.90

Thus the decade closed in a way not so different from 1821–22. On both occasions, clerical discourse resorted to consecrating the bonds between Church and state amidst political crisis in Mexico. On the first occasion, this solution was achieved despite the transition from the Iturbide regime to republican politics. On the second, clerical discourse was simply trying to get the republican solution to fulfill its promise to the Church, but the pressures to exclude the Church from the republican pact were very strong, by this point. The lack of resolution on the patronage matter between 1824 and 1826 had allowed this topic to become more popular in state legislatures, as in Jalisco, becoming mixed up with questions such as tithing, the borders of dioceses and states, and so forth. The issue of patronage in the hands of local legislatures promised to push Church–state relations to the breaking point. While clerical discourse showed the same theocratic tendencies at the end of the 1820s as it had at the beginning, the tone of clerical discourse was now far less optimistic.

The Golden Rule:

Constitution, Patronage and Mutual Cooperation

From 1829 to 1833 this new tone spread through debate on the Church–state question. In 1831 and 1832, several documents were produced in this vein. Examining them will allow us to bring this chapter to a close, and to set the stage for the major changes associated with the years 1833 and 1834 and their immediate consequences in the conservative and moderate governments in power until 1853.
The liberal point of view, quite solidified by 1831, could be seen in pamphlets like one entitled *Observaciones sobre la Bula de su Santidad el Señor Gregorio XVI* (Observations on the Bull of His Holiness Gregory XVI), published in Mexico City. The pamphleteer signed his name “A Secular Priest” and managed to provide a new liberal synthesis by rejecting a Papal Bull in reference to the reform of religious orders in Mexico. Concerned over the sovereignty of “Mexican borders,” the author lamented that a Bull which nowhere recognized the Mexican government should have been allowed into the country. This allowed the Pope easier direct handling of ecclesiastical questions in Mexico without recognizing the country’s political regime. The danger of such actions was that the clergy would consolidate their dominion over the people and economy of the country independently of the government and, in fact, with effective power over the unenlightened citizenry. The supremacy that Mexican historian Reyes Heroles saw as indispensable for the new liberal state had only been a chimera.

In opposition to this position, which did not add much to what Lissaute had set out in 1830, there emerged new versions of an equally consolidated clerical stance. These included two pamphlets by Pedro Espinosa, a prominent member of the cathedral chapter, and later the bishop of Guadalajara, and several more folksy writings recalling the old days of 1824–26 when the Church was still struggling to give coherence and formality to its position in the face of a growing liberal threat and the aftermath of the death of Bishop Cabanas. In his writings, Pedro Espinosa addressed the issues of tithes and fees. On the first issue, he returned to the recurrent position that the liberal government was pushing for more power than an absolutist king, and that republican liberty therefore benefited everyone but the Church. Espinosa accepted that the state should reassert civil legal jurisdiction over tithing, but not that it should directly administer it. Thus, coercion in tithing fell to the state. Espinosa claimed that administration of tithes by the Church was more efficient and productive; any other procedure would be marred by un-republican arbitrariness and excess. The author insinuated that liberal self-interest also favored direct Church administration of tithes, since it would yield better results than administration by bureaucrats on state salaries. Espinosa insisted on the existence of two sovereignties – temporal and spiritual – in Catholic society like in any other. From this standpoint, tithes were clearly argued to be ecclesiastical income, due to their origin, their purpose, and
the intent of contributors, whatever the specific arrangements between Church and state might be. That was why contributors responded so positively.94

The King of Spain himself had asked the Church to control tithing, which underscored this line of argument. The Church’s support of the independent Mexican government led it to acquiesce to de facto state control over tithes, since “the Church never looks upon the well-being of peoples with indifference.” Later changes had not fundamentally altered that situation. For Espinosa, the legal reference point for the new republic was the 1824 Constitution and the Federal Congress, but he did not fail to point out, in keeping with more recent clerical feeling, that “I am not unaware that the sovereign Federal Congress might one day err, since it does not have the gift of infallibility.”95

Stressing that the Church was a legitimate property owner, he argued that in the new legal order the state was no longer lord of “lives and possessions.” The anti-statism of Espinosa became evident in his attack on the contradictions of a liberal state that was stronger than the former absolutist state so loathed at the time.96

In a way, Espinosa’s other pamphlet on parochial fees was an extension of the previous one. Basically, he argued that even all tithes combined were not enough to meet the needs of the parishes, and therefore fees were indispensable in sustaining the ecclesiastical work of the parishes. In addition, to remove fees only to later restore them out of necessity would only stir up the matter unnecessarily, while diminishing the force of custom. Espinosa called for fees to be revised within an atmosphere of cooperation between Church and state. But his clear intention was to show that, far from having an excess of money at their disposal, parish priests and their churches were in a situation of “penury.” There was “a great scarcity of ecclesiastics,” and priests found themselves obliged to work in non-ecclesiastical activities because of the lack of adequate income. In any case, “a just and rational reform does not only consist of taking away what is abundant, but also of providing what is lacking.”97

Although Espinosa still believed that the woes of the clergy were occurring in “the land of riches,” he did not fail to mention that the state of Jalisco did not even have enough money to make its contribution to the federation, and therefore could not be expected to aid the Church at this difficult moment. He recalled that certain expropriations of Church possessions by the government before 1810 had already reduced the once-flourishing resources of the
clergy. Again, Espinosa did not offer a new approach, but he did restate matters in a succinct, persuasive, and graphic way.\textsuperscript{98}

The remaining pamphlets also addressed tithes and patronage. One called for the disappearance of the Board of Tithes the state had established in Jalisco. Justice, the rights of the Church, and general utility demanded this step be taken. Administration of tithes by the cathedral chapter meant that those most interested in receiving tithes would be directly involved in collecting them; the pamphlet suggested this was a good idea. Current denunciations of avarice, on the one hand, and negligence, on the other, were contradictory and anything but impartial, the pamphlet emphasized. Real problems with the tithe were minor and could be addressed within the prior system of Church administration.\textsuperscript{99}

Another pamphlet went to the heart of the matter — in republican and legal terms — by inquiring whether the law protecting the new Board was truly a law,

because to be the law, a law must be just, as a man must be free and a circle must be round. An unjust law is the same as a circle that is not round, a man who is not free. But, let us say the law is not unjust: does that mean it is immutable? Such a quality is not possessed by any law other than natural law.\textsuperscript{100}

In addition, the drop in tithe collections after the Board's creation was due to its lack of public esteem, the pamphlet argued, and if the prior situation was not restored, tithes would end up disappearing entirely. The argument closed with a set of calculations showing that the tithe did not meet the ecclesiastical needs that had inspired its creation.\textsuperscript{101}

A third pamphlet also justified Church administration of tithes, but it did so within a many-sided argument: the priesthood was seen as a divine creation, not a creation of society; the Council of Trent was presented as the basis for this doctrine; divine rights were stated to be equivalent not to “virtue” but to “what has been immediately established by God.” Therefore, the Scriptures, tradition and the Church Councils were the pillars of the dogma and principles of the Catholic Church. Priests were thus the interpreters entrusted with the sacramental and doctrinal life this established.\textsuperscript{102}

The priesthood does not directly serve the national body ... it serves divine worship, and for this there are priests in the Catholic
Church entrusted with the instruction and sanctification of man. Their functions, directed immediately at the spirit, have nothing to do with society, whose object is temporal matters. The Church is a society independent of civil society; combated by civil society, it endures. The first statement is a truth of faith, while the second is proven by history.\textsuperscript{103}

Tithes were seen as the income proper to this independent society. Coming from the people, this income — once given — duly belonged to the Church. Ecclesiastics were not “employees of the nation,” and Church dogma and discipline — that is, the temporal organization of the Church, and even its possessions — were inextricably bound together. To reinforce his statements, the author of this pamphlet cited Article 3 and Article 50, Faculty XII, of the 1824 Constitution, which established the Catholic Church and pointed the way towards a Concordat for the exercise of patronage. Similarly, he cited the General Decree of 18 December 1824, which stated that there would be no variation on matters of ecclesiastical income unless mutually agreed to by Church and state until the exercise of patronage had been arranged.\textsuperscript{104}

The last pamphlet from 1831 demanded that patronage be resolved in order to achieve the necessary balance between the temporal and spiritual aspects of “man.” Recognition of Mexican Independence and patronage by the Pope was already under way, so there would be no problem in that respect. On the other hand, the bishops had sworn an oath to uphold the 1824 Constitution, without being obliged to do so by any Article of that Constitution. The real problem was not between Church and state, the author asserted, but between the Church and a handful of agitators who were trying to do damage to “a nation still in swaddling clothes, because of the egoism of certain public writers.” Those writers did not respect the Constitutional Articles which joined Church and state in preserving and protecting worship. The pamphlet’s author appealed to the now-familiar name of the “Enlightened Bossuet” to mark the exact divide: orthodoxy in the faith should go along with due respect for the civil sovereignty of the state. He seemed to suggest that the fortitude of an independent Mexico would come from proper cooperation between both powers, thus resolving conflicts.\textsuperscript{105}
In concluding, it might be said that the late 1820s and early 1830s had witnessed the rapid application of abstract principles guiding the relations between Church and state in the new republic to the key outstanding economic questions faced by any Catholic state. In this process, the political and diplomatic questions of patronage and Concordat worked their way to the fore. While Church voices continued to battle in favor of a recognition of separate spheres of action for the Church and the government within a Catholic state, and availed themselves of liberal principles in their arguments, the times were quite definitely those of conflict, confrontation and even acrimony. There was intense debate over the interpretation of the 1824 Constitution, orthodoxy in the Catholic faith, and equity under the law. The Church did, however, successfully assert the golden rule which the clergy hoped would solve the problem: patronage and mutual cooperation under the Constitution of 1824.
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Better days seemed to await the Church in Guadalajara when, in 1831, it received the first bishop appointed since Independence. The federal government and the Papacy had accommodated themselves to a Catholic country’s need for prelates for its Church. Although the future of patronage — and therefore Church—state relations — remained unresolved, a significant step had been taken towards a de facto agreement.¹ On 17 June 1831, the official Gaceta expressed its optimism:

Cheerful and happy the holy Church of the federation, since it has succeeded in having Peter’s successor grant it a prelate of holy piety and virtue. His Enlightenment, his ardent patriotism, his halo of peace will be a comfort to the Mexican flock, which asks the heavens for the fervent bond of union.²

Bishop José Miguel Gordoa himself sensed that, in fact, the situation was more delicate. Gordoa confessed that he had doubts about accepting “a mitre ringed by sharp and penetrating thorns.” He stated that he accepted out of a sense of obligation, well aware that “we are taking on a burden whose enormous weight strains even the most robust men.” Gordoa was sensitive to the advance in Jalisco of doctrines and attitudes opposed to the Church. He warned the faithful against the “ruinous systems of Lutherans, Calvinists and Jansenists.” He demanded respect
for the authority of the Church, and especially of the Pope. Yet despite the problems, he declared that

in the midst of so many errors that have spread across our beloved fatherland, and at the mercy of the books that incredulity and heresy have unleashed like a devastating torrent, we have the greatest pleasure, and we give the most humble thanks to the father of mercies, that the greater part of those who make up our beloved flock have not bent their knees to Baal, but have remained firm in their faith.

Gordoa was not completely consoled by the faithfulness to the Church of most Jaliscans. He counseled against the reading of books “of perverse doctrines” and demanded that Catholics be fully obedient in “these times of tribulation.” He attacked the spread of atheism, the rejection of worship and the Holy Scriptures, and mockery of the faith. No less dangerous was the nominal Catholicism practiced by some which “denied the rights of the Church, fought against its prerogatives, impugned its discipline, and by confusing ideas of spiritual and temporal power, made the latter grow on the ruins of the former.”

Addressing himself to priests, the new bishop continued to counsel against “novelties” and “error.” He insisted on preaching “the word of God with full strength and valor,” without impatience, “because we live in times when men do not suffer truth … but they find themselves animated by a burning desire to hear doctrines which succor their intemperate passions, and they anxiously think up and search out maxims satisfying their disorderly appetites.” The Bishop called priests to irreproachable and spiritual conduct, in light of existing enemies ready to exploit any deviation:

O venerable priests, our sins, our scandals excite the fury of the Heavens, and we are responsible before the Almighty God for our errors and all our public calamities. By contrast, our virtues disarm the arm of vengeance, and draw to the Earth the forgiveness of our most merciful God.

The strained tone evident throughout the new Bishop’s pastoral letter grew even sharper in the final pages. Addressing the members of the government, Gordoa asserted
Fulfilling one of our principal obligations, and justly persuaded of the religiousness of those who serve in the major posts of the states which our Diocese embraces, who therefore should always strive for the true happiness of their fellows and rule over the people with fairness and justice, we frankly exhort you from the depths of our soul to unity and the fulfillment of your duties as Catholics with the greatest exactness, so that joining your care and vigilance to that of the Pastor, we might preserve and sustain public morality, so important for the good of society, and for that very reason you must uphold the purity of customs and due respect for Religion with your utmost consideration. Oh, you who are placed at the head of government! Render your homage to the Catholic Church, act according to the dictates of a righteous and delicate conscience, and give your assistance when the spiritual power implores you. Just as the Princes of the Church pay you the honor due to the high post you occupy, so give them what they deserve due to their august character and sublime dignity. Let the greatest harmony reign between both powers; let the limits God has placed on both be respected; let us all work for the undisturbed happiness of the people.

Evidently, the controversies of previous years were not lost on the new Bishop, nor did he try to hypocritically pretend they were. With apparent good faith, he addressed the problem energetically, insisting on “the balance, so necessary and just,” between Church and state:

How happy we will be, and how blessed, if the rebukes and disputes customary between both authorities do not appear, and if, with both mutually respecting each other, unity and true harmony prevail. Would that our Merciful God, in the time his beloved Providence keeps us at the head of his flock, never let peace be disturbed, or order altered! Those are our desires, and the object of our most ardent prayers.

Finally, he called the faithful to respect “constituted authorities,” to follow good Christian conduct, and to properly educate their children. But he did not fail to chide those who were attacking Catholicism and the authority of the Church. He now made no allusions to problems with statism or state incursions into Church rights. He simply spoke of the loss of faith:
To you who have abandoned the faith, and live subject to the tyrannical domination of your passions, to you, ungrateful children of the most loving Mother, we finally direct our words with tears in our eyes and our heart overwhelmed by your sad fate in an immense sea of suffering. Hear the voice of your Pastor, wayward sheep, or better stated, hear the voice of your most loving God who invites you with his grace. Ah, passion obscured your understanding, pride carried you to the extreme of denying the mysteries of our belief, your lips have blasphemed against the Holy and terrible Name of God. You wanted to fathom Divinity, and you have been oppressed by the immense weight of his glory. Where is the sweetness you enjoyed in the bosom of the Church in your first years of candor and innocence?  

An equilibrium between the two powers was a remote possibility at best, and the reconciliation Gordoa called for, with each respective jurisdiction carefully acknowledged, would not be achieved at that time. The danger he sensed of a growing lack of respect for the Church would grow deeper, but the Bishop—who died on 12 June 1832—would not live to see the greatest confrontation yet between Church and state. Jalisco would face 1833 once again without a bishop.  

The funeral oration for the Bishop clearly marked out the problems to come. Pedro Barajas, the preacher, spoke of the balance between the spiritual and the temporal, noticeably disdaining the latter while primarily turning towards the former. He would not allow Earthly happiness and glory to be the measure of the late Gordoa:

Inspired by eternal truth, can I occupy myself in offering a panegyric to Earthly happiness without betraying my ministry and profaning the authority of the Gospels? Would I employ my time rightly in exalting the passing glories of the age? Let us leave behind this habit of celebrating oneself, let us leave to vanity the art of praising vanity, let us leave behind the carnal and vulgar man who on his own authority raises altars to those who do not even deserve tombs, who crowns injustice, and who bows to burn incense to vice. Before this God who is not pleased by the praise of sinners, I cannot pay tribute to sin, because it would be a kind of sacrilege to mix the smoke rising from a profane fire with the incense of religion. I will speak of a man, yes, but his positive virtues will give me my subject, without any need to resort to human greatness to praise him.
Further on, the speaker stressed that “the remains of human greatness are an unhappy crown for the dead, nothing more than some dried flowers drained of their fragrance and beauty, destined only to thicken the soil covering cadavers.” The glory of Gordoa was better found in virtue and wisdom. He could not overlook the “civic glories” of Gordoa, with regard to his participation in the Cortes in Cádiz and his role there in keeping with “Mexican honor.” For a brief moment, it seemed as though he was going to shore up the ancient balance between the spiritual and the temporal, but he did not allow that to happen:

I know very well that love of the fatherland is a virtue we are obliged to cultivate; I know that this obligation comes from the very nature of things, that natural law is not contradicted by religion, and that our Divine Savior did not come to destroy social virtues, but to perfect them. Yet they would be nothing if religion and morality had a secondary place in the life of Gordoa....

The faith of Gordoa was invulnerable to “the philosophes, that infamous plague,” and “if his liberal ideas did not give ground to a Villanueva, in religiosity he was a [La] Rochefoucauld.”

Such is the conduct of a disciple of the Gospels: knowing how to reconcile fidelity due to God with obedience to Caesar, and to intertwine one’s duties so that fulfilling one does not mean failing the others. That is how to respect the rights of the prince with no detriment to those of the Creator, and to strive for the well-being of society without denying the Sovereign who is society’s author.

The preacher was calling for a virtue that was much more than civic. He preached selflessness along clearly Christian and other-worldly lines. He underscored the late Bishop’s lack of personal ambition, and his acceptance of the life divine providence had assigned him, even when this meant a separation from power and greatness. “Ambition,” the speaker insisted, is “one of the hardest servitudes.”

Our most illustrious prelate was deeply convinced of this truth, and due to that, he never wished to take advantage of revolutions. He ardently desired the liberty and happiness of his fatherland, and when this great event was verified, he rejoiced in happiness like every good Mexican. But since his wishes were directed towards the
public good, and not his own, he never tried to take a place on the political stage.\textsuperscript{17}

The ecclesiastical speaker saw Gordoa afflicted by the “ravages of the philosophes.” While always inclined towards clemency, the Bishop had nonetheless been zealous in the “conservation of religion and sacred discipline.” Subjected to attacks and denunciations when he arrived in Guadalajara for what would be his short (eleven-month) episcopal tenure, he ignored them. Struck down by a deadly disease when he made a pastoral visit to his diocese, he took comfort in religious piety and the Virgin of Zapopan. So he died as he had lived, the speaker indicated, while the “incredulous who hold disdain for the faith to be strength of spirit” are often seen making an “odd shift” at the last minute, “in order to die as believers.”\textsuperscript{18}

And you, foolish age, tell me: which of your glories reaches beyond the fleeting days of this present life? What monuments capable of enduring forever will you establish? The columns of victory collapse, the triumphal arch comes undone, the laurels shed their leaves, and the medals wear away. Can the splendor of human greatness become even a weak dawn light reflecting beyond the dark shadows of the tomb? Will the trumpets of fame interrupt for one second the silence of those perpetually dormant walls? No, everything perishes with this present life: and how can such glories seduce mortals, entertain them, occupy them in playing with the interests of eternity? Deplorable blindness! Let us open our eyes, gentlemen: only virtue has the power to glorify the dead.\textsuperscript{19}

It is true that Gordoa’s demise shortly after being consecrated bishop of Guadalajara was a chance event, but his reservations about accepting the post and the sharp contrasts drawn in his funeral oration were symptomatic of the deep disgust the Guadalajara Church felt after years of friction with the civil authorities and anti-clerical pamphleteers. The Church still aspired to restoring the ancient Church–state balance formally preserved in Articles 3 and 171 of the 1824 Constitution. Yet there was no longer any certainty on the part of the clergy. Both Gordoa and Barajas recognized in their own ways that this was a deep problem related to social attitudes of the citizenry, and not merely to the government’s overstepping its authority.
They do not seem to have gauged each individual factor or fully measured their interaction, but even so, the opinions of Gordoa and Barajas serve very well as an introduction to the dynamics of the following years.

Many 1833 pamphlets were directed at refuting opinions expressed in current newspapers due to the political rise of forces contrary to the Church in Jalisco and the nation. The new liberal vice-president, Valentín Gómez Farías, had taken over the executive on 1 April, as the elected president, Antonio López de Santa Anna, preferred to request a leave of absence. On 15 April, there appeared a pamphlet aiming to counter the viewpoint of the liberal newspaper *El Fénix*. The pamphleteer lamented that “our reformers” want to appropriate the goods of the Church for themselves, and suppress its income. The project was not new, he argued, as could be seen in publications from earlier years. The destruction of the clergy would lead, he stated, to that of religion itself. The “perverse gaze” of those who attacked what they disparagingly called “the clerical race” had to be unveiled. The reformers were not to be believed in their supposed intentions of purifying religion, aiding the needy, protecting agricultural producers, and solving national “urgencies.”

If they truly wanted this, they would undoubtedly propose to reduce the bureaucratic posts that have scandalously multiplied doing very serious damage to the treasury without benefiting anyone other than those who secure them; they would not promote discord and the internal divisions for which the blood of unfortunate thousands has been spilled and the money missing from the treasury has been wasted, when it should have been invested towards the utility of the nation; they would have proposed effective measures so that, once authority had taken them, foreign commerce were not to the detriment of our artisans and merchants, nearly all of whom find themselves almost ruined and many of whom find themselves reduced to the sad need to beg or rob so as not to die of hunger. That is what they would do if their patriotism were true. If they so desired us to return to apostolic times, they already would have sold their goods and placed their earnings at the feet of the bishops, like the faithful did in the primitive age [of the Church].

On the contrary, they wanted the money of the Church for themselves:
The zeal of our reformers is none other than greed ... and I say the same of their love for the fatherland. No one is unaware of what fatherland means to them. They have believed that with Independence they earned the right for the nation to maintain them, in exchange for political harangues, as a writing published in recent days rightly said. Since the treasury cannot support so many expenses, they want ecclesiastical wealth to pass into it.  

In this, they were following the precedent of certain European countries of the previous century which had similar aims and a similar philosophical inspiration rooted in the thinking of Voltaire, but however much money there was, it would run out before long, just as had happened in England centuries before.  

The author of the pamphlet demanded his freedom as a Mexican to denounce what the reformers wanted to do to the Church with the support of "a multitude of low and truly servile adulators who are as common here as under the kings of Spain, France and elsewhere."

We must understand that civil authority, however supreme, has certain limits it may not go beyond. Not only Popes and Kings have had their adulators, Congresses have them as well, and we need not see something as just and fair simply because a Congress does it. They are not infallible, they are not impeccable, and just as absolutist kings have sometimes allowed others to tell them the truth, why should liberal congresses be offended to hear it?

This writer defended the Church's rights over its property, its influence over temporal affairs, and its faculty for establishing its own fundamental laws. He added that this applied to the relation between Church property and national finances:

Of course I agree that there is nothing useful which is not just. Not public credit, not the immense guarantee it would offer to the nation's creditors, not the confidence it would awaken at a moment when our hopes seem to slip away every day: none of these are a sufficient motive for sanctioning a usurpation.

On the other hand, and countering the preferences of Congress, he denied that private testaments could be broken on the pretext of the ignorance of their authors. Regarding the origins of property, he argued that "even before all civil law, even before all..."
public will, property already existed." Setting any other tenets for testaments and property was unacceptable: "there were no such principles even in the days of absolutist kings who claimed to be lords of houses and possessions."27

Finally he stressed the rights of the clergy by appealing to another kind of argument already seen in this study. Utility and republican rights were not the only discursive resources available for defending the Church.

It is also necessary to understand that the clergy is not a political body whose existence is due to civil laws. It has higher origins: Jesus Christ himself established it, and it cannot help but be present wherever the Catholic religion is professed. Professing this divine religion is an unavoidable obligation born from a principle of divine truth. That is, men are obligated to worship God, and we must give him the tribute his Majesty commands. We are not free to profess the religion that suits us, but solely, exactly and unavoidably the religion which is true. This is the principle we must start from in order to determine whether or not the clergy is necessary: and who can doubt that it is any less necessary in the religious order than governors are in the civil order?28

Once again, clerical polemics thus laid out an appeal to a different order of things in which the Church and its goals were evidently higher and more stable in the life of man than whatever governments and their human objectives might be.

Another newspaper that sparked great controversy that year was El Siglo XIX, which had attacked the clergy stating that there was no need for the Pope to fill the vacant ecclesiastical benefices and questioning a series of practices of worship. The paper's outlook was not especially new, but the advance of such opinions and new government measures against the Church drew a stern response. One author declared:

You yourselves confess that without the [clergy] there is no religion, without religion there is no morality, and without morality there is no society: therefore, by destroying the clergy you destroy society. Does committing such an attack not horrify you? You should tremble, yes, tremble at the certainty that in the ruin of the nation you will be the first victims immolated by the disorder you have promoted. Put down the little hardback books containing antisocial errors, read the history of the ages, even if it's only bound in
parchment and scrolls, and it will teach you beyond any doubt that the end of those who perturb society has always been disastrous. Slander the clergy, make the people hateful, and on the day of the upheaval, the philosophers will be missing the refuge they would have found with the ecclesiastics. Who but a man blinded by anti-religious fervor would deny the services the clergy have rendered, I won't even say all over the Republic, but in this very city in different eras?... How many times – I know too well, I have gathered information scrupulously, and I have evidence I could present to the public – how many times have ecclesiastics pulled back the knife aimed infallibly at the heart of these philosophers the people abhor for their shameless evil and blasphemies against religion? And these are the ecclesiastic enemies of the people, the rabid canons, those with whom there can be no security? Ungrateful editors of Siglo XIX! Is this the clergy you want to annihilate?

This pamphleteer went on to deny that the clergy was rich. To the contrary, he argued, it suffered from widespread poverty, including the bishop, canons and parish priests. “I do not know where those ‘immense riches’ of the clergy are, and where that lavish luxury could be found, except in your imagination.” In any case, it was better for the clergy to have money, because it spent that money on works, and thus “sooner or later it ended up falling into the hands of the poor.” In comparison, those who proclaimed their love of liberty, humanity, and the fatherland could not show anything similar. “I have heard it said that love is works, not good intentions, and for that very reason I do not want to believe in your tales.” Since the wealth of the clergy was insufficient, and yet it supported works of great social importance, the only explanation for anti-clerical discourse was that its spreaders were coming to “loot.” The author closed his article asking: “Pastors of the Church, when will you break your silence, and tell the faithful who are the wolves tearing apart the flock of Jesus Christ?” He called for resistance by all the clergy, like that the French clergy had given (apparently referring to the French Revolution), and without any internal divisions under any pretext. “It is time for us to learn who is of God, and who is of the Devil.”

Before and after this particular polemic, El Siglo XIX was also the object of other responses opposing its positions on Church matters. One pamphlet sardonically referred to its editors as the “Solomons of the nineteenth century.”
appropriation of Church income some now encouraged, this pamphlet tried to make the public see this appropriation as theft. Considering how the editors of El Siglo XIX mocked theological knowledge, this pamphleteer made use of popular wisdom:

At least recall a saying very common among old women: "he who holds the leg sins as much as he who kills the cow." According to this, the state sins no less by watching and consenting than the Church does by committing, according to you, theft in collecting tithes. The state also takes a very large part of the spoils, while forcing poor laborers to pay up by means of the Board of Tithes. Then let the state pay its share, and the Church will immediately pay its share. And how happy the state must be with you, dear editors, for the "honor" you do it by supposing that the income of which the state itself collects and takes a great part is robbery! This will not be the only restitution the state is obliged to make. Another would be for the alcabala, since the merchant's calculations are the same as those of the laborer.

The pamphleteer questioned the estimates by the editors of El Siglo XIX of the amount of tithes, and wondered whether the term "robbery" should be applied to a payment the faithful made out of piety. He also pointed out that the state still collected part of the tithes for very dubious purposes, such as royal debts from before Independence, savings for Spanish soldiers' widows, and the distinguished Caroline order "established against the so-called insurgents which it is shameful to continue to collect after Independence." What was the justification for this? Perhaps these contradictions were due to something else. "Could it be that with Independence, everyone won their liberty except for the Church, which [reformers] are trying to weaken, even by means of the signs and countersigns given to night patrols in this city, such as "idle canons," "priestly pride," "mysterious masses," and so on and so forth?"

He argued that the language used to refer to the clergy was contradictory. On the one hand, clerics were portrayed as "servants of the people" who therefore had to earn their wages; on the other hand, clerics were referred to as "beggars." He claimed they could not be both at the same time. In so far as the clergy gave the ecclesiastical services the people paid for, there should be no complaints. Finally, the pamphleteer could not understand certain discriminatory taxes reformers wanted to impose on several kinds of popular worship and ecclesiastical wills. He said:
Why should the wills of ecclesiastics be taxed fifteen percent, when those of lay people are only taxed five percent? It occurs to me that this must be in order to establish “equality” between the clergy and lay people and the author of the project must understand “five to be equal to fifteen,” however much “those who burn their eyelashes reading folio books covered in parchment and written in Latin” try to prove the contrary. Dear Gentlemen Editors, please enlighten me, spread your beneficial light, so that the shadows might fade away from this poor fanatic....

The editors of El Siglo XIX continued to draw attention. One pamphlet, dated 22 May 1833, ended its first paragraph like this: “Oh, sublime genius, deepest talent! Eternal praise to the state of Jalisco, which has the glory of counting such wise men among its sons!” Undoubtedly going too far, the pamphleteer added that “due to your prowess, Gentlemen, you certainly deserve to be deputies in the Honorable Congress of the state.” Continuing in this confrontational language, the author dared to state that “Solomon was a dolt in comparison with these wise men.” Later, he added a series of comments on the ideas expressed by the newspaper editors. The first comments were oriented towards proving the ignorance of the editors and the triviality of their arguments about the Church. Immediately afterwards, the pamphleteer shifted to another line of attack, demanding irrefutable proof from the editors on matters such as the election of bishops they advocated and the exercise of patronage rights by civil authority they proposed. The author questioned how much obedience of Catholic pastors by their flock the editors were willing to accept, and he asked them to clarify how it was permissible for civil authority to constantly meddle in Church matters if there was no parallel Church meddling in civil matters.

And finally. Demonstrate that the Church of God is not a truly sovereign and independent society in its sphere, but a mere subordinate brotherhood or confraternity of prayerful devotion entirely subject to the inspection and laws of the political governments across whose territory it has spread. And with this you gentlemen will have demonstrated that “the existence of” this corporation or union of organized men, with its particular make up, absolutely depends on the consent of the sovereign.
The author closed in the same provocative tone running throughout his pamphlet: "Gentlemen Editors, for your own credit and that of the party you belong to, you must respond: it is unbearable to be so provoked by a fanatic and to have to keep your silence." 37

A further two pamphlets would be directed against *El Siglo XIX*. *Dogma and Discipline* clarified the errors the newspaper had committed in its reading of the Bible, and defended public prayer, kneeling, and the use of religious images in worship. It closed suggesting that some of the editors of *El Siglo XIX* were in the courts or legislature of Jalisco. 38 *The Day of Bitter Disappointments, Or the Triumph of Our Religion* carried on the battle in another pamphlet dated 7 June 1833. 39 In general, it was directed against "the mad efforts those fools have made to decatholicize a people standing firm on the sacrosanct commands of Jesus Christ" by means of "poisoned papers." But it only specifically mentioned *El Siglo XIX*. Even though the Church had resisted attacking liberals, they had "soiled so many sheets of paper" that they had generated "a wave of indignation against the enemies of the Church which almost reaches madness." Despite this, the Church had insisted that the personal safety of liberals should be respected. Only the Church had been able to hold back the people from resorting to violence against their detractors, and for that, the Church should be thanked, or at least left in peace. This last pamphlet pointed out:

It is said that you still have some hope that the first Magistrate of the Republic will sign the preposterous patronage law, but since this is not credible because of his religiosity and thoughtfulness, once more you will be defrauded by your mad hopes, and our triumph will be majestic. Let us suppose, however, that by one of those incomprehensible designs of Providence, the law passes, and the Most Excellent President ignores the endless counsel given to him on this point; in that case, our clergy, following what it has already expressed, would offer opposition with positive acts, would subject itself to suffering the sorrows of exile and whatever was to come, and even if the Churches were closed and profaned, God ... would not lack for altars and temples. And on the contrary, he would have many more, and more dignified ones.
The Mexican Church places its best hopes in the Great Love of our adorable Religion and the protection of her august Mother who saw fit to visit this happy soil to save us from all errors and divisions.\(^{40}\)

It was one thing to have to deal with liberal newspapers, however, and quite another to discover their editors represented in the highest spheres of government. Even worse was discovering that the official Gaceta dared to print the same kind of opinions clerical spokesmen were refuting in private newspapers. One pamphleteer said:

I am not surprised by ... what has come out of such pens; but I do find striking a communique I saw in the Gaceta of the state government which atrociously slandered ecclesiastical authority, combated preachers, and set forth doctrines opposed to Catholic dogma.\(^{41}\)

The clergy was “a respectable corporation” that accepted government authority and watched over social peace. Attacking its members in the official bulletin, and without any proper basis, was inappropriate, because “ecclesiastics do not have fewer rights than other citizens because they belong to the clergy.” A citizen had the right to expect any accusation to follow due legal process, lest that accusation slip into calumny and arbitrariness. Those who attacked the Church did so out of bad faith or hatred for preachers. They felt condemned by sermons attacking impiety, immorality and vice because they “always see themselves portrayed” there. If a preacher spoke of virtue, they were ashamed because they did not practice it. Unbelievers and libertines would always be offended, but religious men would always feel themselves instructed and edified. Therefore, the government should not be offended by the teachings of the clergy.

This is not sedition, but rather the most appropriate means to establish the peace that restless and turbulent spirits wish to destroy, to assure obedience to the authorities, and to conserve the well-being of a state which can only be happy under the beneficial shadow of the only true religion existing on the face of the Earth.\(^{12}\)

Another pamphlet attacked the same article as this last one, together with another article the Gaceta published on 2 April. How could writers like Voltaire and Rousseau and “other writers of that stripe” be the basis for matters of religion? The
pamphlet affirmed “the dogma of the supremacy and independence of both powers” and its “sacred and indisputable” character for Catholics. The two powers were no less supreme and independent under a Catholic government than under a pagan one. The pamphleteer went on to say that he did not consider the authors of the controversial articles to be heretics, because their ignorance excused them of any such accusation. He asked, in relation to certain Biblical allusions:

And if tomorrow a usurper should take over the government, ejecting the legitimate holder of office, if another comes with a formidable army to lay siege to this city, if another comes to subjugate us and take away our independence and liberty, would it not be licit for any Mexican to remove and, if necessary, kill them?

This author rejected the attacks on “abuses and cruelties sometimes committed in the name of religion” which failed to recall that “philosophical fanaticism is stronger than false religious zeal.” He defended the attacks on impiety and the defense of Article 3 of the Constitution in sermons. The clergy were within their rights and within constitutional standards:

I say and will repeat a thousand times: the clergy are not the enemy of you gentlemen, much less of the nation; the clergy recognize and fully respect the civil authorities; if the clergy feel harmed in their interests or honor, they will suffer and keep silent a thousand times, or else speak with all possible moderation; but they never are seditious nor do they disturb the peace, and if some [members of the clergy] in this state have been accused by their enemies, of whom there is no shortage, nothing has been proven. Their suffering has been taken to the limit; they are insulted in public papers which distort events; no other class of citizens has felt such an attempt to weaken it, and it seems that for some [reformers], it now is a crime just to be an ecclesiastic.

The author closed underscoring the religiosity and patriotism of the Jalisco clergy.
When the Law Fails
The Right to Strike Back

This discursive assertiveness adopted towards both the authors of private newspapers and the official Gaceta leaves no doubt that the Church was no longer going to yield in defending what it considered its rights. The Church still expended efforts to defend its image and intentions, as well as to discredit its opponents inside the government and out. But this served its purpose of setting the limits of what its conduct could be if it faced a new confrontation with anti-clerical forces. This was not an empty exercise, nor words in vain: clerical discourse clearly announced the path being laid out, and at what point the Church would consider itself attacked by people who did not even respect the Constitution or know the meaning of authentically disinterested patriotism.

It is not surprising, in this context, that several publications that year clearly represented the views of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Two key pamphlets about the patronage appeared; they used undoubtedly strong language. The first pamphlet began like this:

“When religion finds itself embattled, everyone who claims to be Catholic should come to its defense. Respect for constituted authorities does not compel us to remain silent in this case. The fear of punishment, whatever it may be, should not hold us back in any way. Insults, disdain, expulsion itself and even death cannot save us from speaking with the clarity the apostles had, speaking to those who forced silence upon them. These are the circumstances every Mexican worthy of the name finds himself in today.”

The author made it clear that opposition to the government on this matter was not only right, but fully patriotic and constitutional.

“What public papers are announcing, what can be heard in conversations, what we ourselves see: everything reveals the existence of a party trying to decatholicize the Mexican nation, to secularize the Church and leave us like France with a shadow of religion. It fully wishes for Article 3 to be erased from the Federal Constitution, and if it does not dare propose this, that is because it fears the people. Yes, this is the only reason, not the respect due to the widespread general will of the entire nation, expressed in a clear and firm way since the moment of our happy emancipation, and later repeated on different occasions.”
The “Protestant’s apprentices” were pushing a “wicked project.” While their activities aimed to damage the Catholic religion, the defense of religion — promised by the 1824 Constitution — was nowhere evident. A “cold indifference” prevailed. Everywhere, the Church and its dogmas were attacked. “Tolerating such circumstances is a crime.” The pamphleteer denounced French-style “philosophy” and the work of the “great lodge” [of Freemasons]. What was coming next was a civil constitution for the clergy. Just like in France, an attempt was now being made to split the clergy, but the clergy should not allow it: “Shame on those who let themselves be seduced! Today they fire on canons, tomorrow beneficed priests will be next; they will try to make the rest of the clergy rise up against them, then it will be the remaining clergy, and the people will be left without priests at all.”

The writer considered that the government had not only the right, but also the obligation, to protect the Church — but it did not have the right to govern it. He insisted that there were two powers, and that their mutual support was convenient for the good of society, whether the government was Catholic or not. He rejected the worship of secular power and the idea that the people had the right to elect their ecclesiastical pastors. “As if our congresses and governments had more than civil powers! As if they had the powers the Christian people might have – although if they did, it would not be as a nation, but as part of the Catholic Church!” He forcefully underscored the difference between the government’s eminent domain over ecclesiastical wealth, and ownership in a narrower sense. The author seemed to greatly limit the possibility that the Mexican government might obtain effective exercise of patronage by arguing that since the Council of Trent, “there has been and can be no other way of acquiring it other than subvention” [of the Church]. Since the Mexican treasury had not occupied itself in building or repairing temples since Independence, the government really had nothing to argue in terms of patronage.

Speaking “with the freedom proper to a Mexican and a Catholic,” in his second publication on patronage the pamphleteer challenged the Federal Congress to clearly demonstrate its rights over patronage. Denouncing the “infamous reformers,” he demanded that Mexicans follow a line like the “enlightened French clergy” which, without ever becoming ultramontane, recognized the just rights of the Papacy. He accused the government of tyranny and absolutism in imposing an exercise of
patronage it did not deserve. With his arguments, he laid waste the idea that patronage was inherent to the nation and that it was not the Church's place to modify its own internal rules. He concluded with a quotation from Bossuet about the rights of the pope, and a separate note denying the constitutionality of patronage and stating "to speak correctly it is not enough to be a senator or congressman; something more is needed." Clearly, he was rising up against the authority of the members of congress, appealing to the reason and information at the disposition of simple citizens.52

More formal rejections by the Church were not lacking. On 14 May 1833, the cathedral chapter of the Archdiocese of Mexico blamed the national changes in religious matters for the epidemic that had entered national territory: "Yes, sin is the source of every calamity plaguing the Earth: vices ... dissolution ... licentiousness ... impiety ... cannot help but enflame His [God's] rage.... Mexico, in other times Catholic and religious, Mexico, privileged vine of the Lord, how have you become the vine of another, strange and odious to your God?"53

A minority of Mexicans were to blame.54 They dazzled the people with unfounded ideas:

Let our supposed philosophers cease to brag of being the depositaries of literature; there are no connections between science and impiety; there are no affinities between Enlightenment and irreligion; but there are, yes, and very tight ones, between disbelief and corruption of customs.55

Mexicans should reject all impiety without fear of distancing themselves from advances in knowledge of all kinds:

This longing for amassing knowledge, this striving to record even the most hidden objects, this entirely philosophical freedom to speak freely of all the beings of nature, is not opposed, to say the least, is friendly to just submission, to the healthy servanthood due unto revelation.56

On 30 May 1833, two long letters to President Santa Anna would be signed by the cathedral chapter and general clergy of the Guadalajara Diocese. Both rejected the new law declaring patronage inherent to the nation. They declared the willingness of all signers to lose everything before yielding on this
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point. The first indicated the impossibility of supporting what amounted to a virtual schism. To avoid criticism, the cathedral chapter promised to instruct the people in obedience to authorities in all which “does not oppose the rights of God.” It insisted on keeping “the greatest jewel we have received from our parents, which is the Apostolic Roman Catholic religion.” Besides using nearly identical language, the second letter warned against the attempt to “destroy the majestic edifice of the Catholic Church and to convert it into a merely human society.” The statement assured readers that no more than two or three percent of the Guadalajara clergy thought differently.  

On 19 December 1833, Diego Aranda, the governor of the mitre of the Guadalajara Church, found himself obliged to resist still another encroachment of the government on ecclesiastical rights: this was the law concerning Church property in mortmain. Aranda demanded the repeal of a law which he saw as violating the constitutional statutes and convictions of the Mexican people, as well as attacking the Church. He immediately appealed to the constitutions of the state of Jalisco and the nation on the matter of ecclesiastical property and jurisdiction. Aranda recalled the sad history of the loans the Church had contributed to the state in the past, and insisted that a Catholic people could not make their political system independent of their religious beliefs. He did not believe the terms of the law forcing the Church to sell its properties could be met. Even if several obstacles were overcome and

...even if those presently vested with authority went beyond themselves in religiously fulfilling their commitments, as should be expected, who could promise the same in the circumstantial vicissitudes during which the individuals in whom supreme powers are vested necessarily change?

In closing, Aranda called for harmony between the powers and referred to the authority of the Council of Trent. However, if the state did not yield, and even though he proclaimed himself “a subject” in civil terms, he threatened “terrible censure” on religious grounds.  

The convergence of radical liberal thinking and government action, both in Jalisco and the nation, had finally taken place in 1833. In this context, the appeal to state and national constitutions sounded hollow. Discrediting and threatening opponents seemed more in keeping with the moment, but did not resolve the
ecclesiastical dilemma. The Church was waiting for and depending on events outside its sphere of control. One measure of this situation can be captured in a brief pamphlet from the middle of the year, when Pedro Tamés assumed the governorship of Jalisco. The document began with this – freely translated – verse:

Without much fantasy
Even the roughest reader
Will see a certain analogy
Between a good governor,
And an ornamental comb.  \(^{61}\)

The document astutely suggested that new governor would find himself the subject of a struggle to determine his political direction. And it added:

Poor young man, placed in the drag of human vicissitudes! It will not be easy for him to finish his term without feeling wounded by the insults of sanguinary pens. Such insults are very much in fashion.

This dilemma allowed the writer to “elaborate on the elegant comb” and his analogy with the course of the new governor:

Because of its elevation, an ornamental comb is in the view of even the most indifferent observers, and subject to their examination. Such are the good and bad actions of a governor, which due to his high office cannot be hidden from the curious eyes of the people observing him. A comb is composed of a few teeth which hold back the hair and sometimes irritate the scalp. The government also has thorns which constantly prick whoever is holding its difficult reins. A well-placed comb is impervious to winds, which cannot move it out of place. That is how the governor should stand firm against the winds of adulation or mordacity, letting them all blow through freely. In sum, the more lovely the comb, the more delicate and breakable it is, a turn of the head can throw it to the ground, and shatter it into a thousand pieces.  \(^{62}\)

However, even though the fate of the Church depended on the weighty decisions the governor would take, pamphlets did not leave any room to doubt that what one called “the Polaresque race” was behind every measure contrary to the Church.  \(^{63}\) And the governor’s situation could not be separated from the question
at hand. Another pamphlet began with a different—also freely translated—verse:

Even if the Governor is not Polar
Taking what isn't yours is theft.
And if the owner is a Church or college
Beyond stealing, it's a sacrilege.
Saying this snatch is not impious
Is theft, is sacrilege, is heresy.64

This pamphlet alleged that the "reprehensible depredation" of the Church was continuing, despite the arrival of the new governor, as well as the attacks on the cathedral chapter, Guadalajara clergy, and the Church in general. Most of the pamphlet was dedicated to supporting the opening verse, condemning not only the sale of ecclesiastical property, but also its purchase, made on the pretext that the purchaser was not directly involved in obtaining it from the Church. Later on, the pamphlet explained and justified why the Governor was still allowed to take communion in the Church, despite everything that had been said, referring the matter to the consciences of the Governor, his confessor, the priest officiating the mass, and in the final analysis, to the ecclesiastical authorities.

A second pamphlet by the same author referred to "Polaresque sordidness" and the "leprousy of Polarism."65 The pamphleteer refused to excuse the Governor, unless he distanced himself from both; he set out to detail once more the ideas of the previous pamphlet. He defended the clergy's property rights on the basis of ecclesiastical and civil arguments.

In a well-regulated republic, no one is denied this right, unless he has incurred the penalty of confiscation, or unless he is ruled incapable of governing himself wisely due to some vice of age, illness, foolishness, or madness. Supposing this, taking the wealth of the Church means stealing it, and denying the Church the right to administer what it is left, adds insult to injury. Such is the situation of the poor Church of Jalisco.66

Although Pedro Tamés had assumed the governorship on 1 March 1833, the situation was getting so difficult that he was not expected to last. The liberal legislation of the state of Jalisco pushed ahead, in April restricting the rights of Spaniards to own
and administer property, and by the end of the year passing the law mandating sale of Church lands. Finally, on 13 June 1834, the Governor belatedly began proceedings to derogate Decree 525, on the sale of Church lands, but his initiative was blocked by the Legislature. Faced with this dilemma, Tamés chose to resign.  

On 12 August 1834, as the direct result of the ouster of Vice-President Valentín Gómez Farías, consummated by mid-June, José Antonio Romero took office as the provisional governor of Jalisco; on 29 November, he was legally elected governor. Immediately after entering office, Romero launched anti-liberal policies, overturning the law on sale of Church lands, suppressing the civic militia that sustained federalism, and closing the Institute of Sciences to reopen instead the University and the College of San Juan.

Constructing a New Legitimacy

In this new setting, the Guadalajara Church evidently moved with singular gusto and resolution, looking to strike a suitable political alliance. The words of disgust with liberal power in 1833 became, after 1834, solidarity with its overthrow and with the establishment of a government that would restore the most important parts of the previous balance of power. The attempt to reconcile Church and state can be seen in one pamphlet from this period. The pamphlet attacked the “brazenness of the riff-raff” in trying to pass off as a product of the people something which came solely from Yorkinismo (York Rite Masonry). Such liberal pamphlets hardly reflected, the author claimed, even one tenth as much popular support as the Cuernavaca Plan had received in Guadalajara: “but now you see: the sansculottes figure that they alone make up the sovereign people...” The pamphleteer denounced the abuses of the former liberal government of Jalisco towards the press and the clergy, and in public borrowing. “It was rightly said” of the fallen government “that it could give the tyrants of Constantinople lessons in despotism.” The sale of Church lands, the abuse of government jobs, and the manipulation of elections by a “government of demagogy” had meant that the only ones lamenting the overthrow were members of “that loathsome and justly detested party [the York Rite Masons], while the rest enjoy the liberty they had lost ... [and which] they had anxiously longed for.”

The legitimacy of the new government was not initially electoral, but the pamphleteer assured readers that it was authentic:
The claims to legitimacy of the government that fell were: intrigue, bribes to control elections, jobs to those who helped them, in a word, the votes of the [Masonic] lodges. With the people tired of suffering, the Central Army entered the capital, and immediately issued a pronouncement and named a junta of honorable subjects, lovers of the public good, to elect a new governor, district head, munici- pal council — all made up of select men (who find themselves driven by the most lively wishes for the good of the community, and in order to achieve it, have set out to persecute the Masonic lodges, which is why they do not let anyone walk the streets without reason outside the normal hours, why they have banned fireworks, and why they have taken other measures the Freemasons complain of).  

The state of Jalisco supported the new government and exercised its popular will directly, without recourse to elections:

The pronouncement of the capital was seconded by the remaining towns in the state; and here is manifest the will of a free and sovereign people, which can forego whenever it wishes the rituals and formulas foreseen in the Constitution, since it has seen the fundamental pacts to which it owed its political existence shattered in a thousand ways, and finally when a sad and constant experience has taught it that those rituals and formulas have only served the triumph of bold sansculottism.

The new government immediately abused the power of decree as much as the previous government had: the legislation from 1833 was overturned. Jun- tas in each neighborhood chose the magistrates instead of the Masonic lodges the pamphlet claimed had formerly done so.

The author of this pamphlet defended the return of the Church’s property and rights and also “that it might inherit just like even coachmen and prostitutes do.” He demanded that Spaniards be returned their rights to property, condemned the right to inheritance granted to illegitimate children, and attacked the secret juntas and the Institute of Sciences “whose science is entirely coded in imposture.” He denounced the fact that the public treasury was in complete disarray despite the appropriation of tithes and the floating of “enormous loans.” He judged the past administration of justice to be anti-clerical and past promotion of education to be anti-religious. Decrying “that espionage in which
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the last government indisputably exceeded the despotic Spanish” regime, he praised “true liberty, which we will never confuse with its abuse, which demagogy so tenderly longs for.” Against the “factious” who “wanted to call themselves the people of Guadalajara,” a “virtuous army, honor and glory of Mexicans” had acted, “shattering with a single blow the ominous chains shackling the people and as a result giving them the precious gift of the sweet justice and moderated freedom which they now enjoy.”

The Church hastened to give its official approval to the new government. On 20 August 1834 it issued an edict; this expressly stated:

The Lord took mercy on the latest of our ills, stretched out his merciful hand to dry our tears, and from one moment to the next allowed us to see in the capital of the Republic, sent by God, the Most Excellent Gentleman Antonio López de Santa Anna....

The cathedral chapter saw Santa Anna as providentially inspired by the best sentiments of piety and religion, and thus,

persuaded of the opinion of the Mexican people, he sliced with his invincible sword through the bonds which trapped the Church, restored Her peace, took Her under his protection, and with his energetic measures has since filled the flock of the pastor of our souls with joy.

From “oppression,” the Church had returned to “freedom,” protected by “fundamental laws.” Jalisco had been in the vanguard of “error” towards the Church, now, God had sent “the consolation we yearned for with such powerful longing: a government established by the votes of people, a government friendly to the dearest interests of its subjects, a government fully aware of the ills this Church has suffered.” The chapter called for unity, peace and respect for the state and Church in their respective matters. They accepted that, even with the new government, there would not be civil enforcement of the payment of tithes or the fulfillment of religious vows which had been derogated the previous year. But they placed all the moral force of the Church behind the faithful’s full compliance with both. Finally, the chapter invited all to a solemn religious ceremony in the cathedral on 28 August, where the “most divine Sacrament of our Lord” [the Eucharist] would be displayed all day. Similar
ceremonies should be promoted across the diocese, the chapter suggested, and plenary indulgence was promised to anyone who confessed and took communion on these occasions.

Taking this further, the Guadalajara Church ended the year by printing a sermon preached on 12 December in honor of the Virgin of Guadalupe. This sermon demanded a ban on exporting metal coins from the country, an end to speculative loans, and, in dealing with foreigners, “avoiding direct contact, the origin of the most disastrous effects.” In addition to telling the history of the Virgin of Guadalupe’s appearance in Mexico and recalling her meaning for Mexicans before and after independence, the preacher tied her to the unfortunate luck of the recently fallen “tyrannical government.” He asserted that

Mary, under the name of Guadalupe, has become the special mother of Mexicans, and has taken us under her protection to cover us with gifts. Mary of Guadalupe has taken charge in America of the cultivation of the Religion of her beloved son, establishing it in a firm, certain, and constant way, defending it in all times against the blows of its enemies. But if Anáhuac, in general, has been at all times the object of the motherly tenderness of Mary, Jalisco, a noble and integral part of this illustrious Nation, has this time seen the proof of her decisive protection. When Guadalajara was waiting to see its streets bathed in blood, entering the buildings and covering the floors, it saw this theater of disasters transformed by the intercession of Mary of Guadalupe into the greatest of pleasures. Yes, Jaliscans, by the intercession of Mary your troubles have ceased.

The reorganization of the foundations of politics in Jalisco and the federal government began in parallel with the Church’s consecration of the overthrow of the 1833–34 liberal government. The new governor of the state insisted on the need for this change in his report at the beginning of 1835. He admitted the lack of solid advances for the moment “because of the countless ills brought to this soil by the barbarous and opprobrious domination of a disorganized, immoral, and impious faction, whose disastrous and malignant influence had spread all across the republic.” Yet order and public tranquility, the basis of all future progress, had been restored thanks to the “revolution” carried out based on the “saving plan of Cuernavaca.” According to the Governor, this revolution had been “the most general, the
most interesting, the most free and simultaneous one confirmed on our soil since that of independence.” Its great promise for the future of the administration and the economy was because “everything had come from the people, and they never err in their true interests.” From “oppression and tyranny,” Jalisco had passed over to the “gentle yoke of justice and law.” The state took its distance from “political fanaticism” and the “dazzling and cunning theories” which offered no firm foundation for the destiny of man.78

Romero claimed he had had to face a series of written complaints by the defeated faction, all vitiated in his view by the political record of their authors and by “the notorious slander they were riddled with, as well as the use of forged signatures” and like abuses, which constituted fraud. Yet the government had ultimately freed all those tried for this wrongdoing, at their own request. The success the government had achieved in this regard had not fully extended to the gangs “infesting the roads due to the general misery.” Romero recognized that even if the law on persecution and conviction of delinquents was passed — as he was requesting — the greater need was for creating “means of subsistence and teaching proper morals.”79

The “almost complete replacement ... of mayors and other functionaries” of Jalisco towns had already taken place, but the administration of justice by courts and the deteriorated prison system still caused the Governor worries. The prisons were far from readying criminals for a useful life, he insisted, and they also generated expenses for the public treasury. The disarray of public finance was credited to the dishonesty of the previous administration, to the high number of government employees, and to “excessive smuggling.” The floating of a governmental loan was being arranged, and this would seek to “redeem ... all those individuals who, during the past administration, were attacked and extorted of substantial sums demanded by force.” Recognizing that the public treasury “demanded a new organization or a significant reform,” he also admitted he had not yet been able to achieve it. The Governor went over the need for a more functional reorganization of the tobacco monopoly, mentioned in passing the everyday work of the mint, and emphasized the support given to education along more traditional lines. He lamented that “the greater part of the towns in the state still” lacked “the first rudiments of public education.” Pointing out that the government was struggling with a difficult situation in terms of
In hospitals, he allowed himself to “gleefully” note that the civic militia no longer existed.  

Concentrating on the question of government, Romero announced with evident joy that “the greatest intelligence and harmony reigns between this and the other authorities of the state, civil as well as military and ecclesiastical.” A “council of government made up of individuals selected for their virtues and education” and a “reformed cabinet” were in charge of directing state affairs in Jalisco. He found it notable, especially in terms of the cabinet, that now “one no longer notes, as in the previous administration, odious rivalries, heated religious-political questions, and small-scale favoritism.” Bureaucratic issues were no longer blurred into political ones. The politician admitted that agriculture was offering no appreciable signs of growth, and even if commerce was being promisingly reestablished after the return of peace, industry in particular was lagging behind; it had been negatively affected by previous recruitment for the civic militia and by the “excessive and shocking introduction of countless foreign goods.” Once more, as he had done in his previous year’s report, he demanded that the National Development Bank (Banco de Avío, created in 1830) be set straight to improve this situation. Mexico should not continue to be a volatile and scarcely profitable economy dominated by the mining industry, which produced wealth only for foreigners. Finally, he estimated that the growth of the population was nil, due to the effects of the cholera epidemic Guadalajara had just suffered. He closed with these ponderous words:

I have told you with sincerity what is the current state of public administration in Jalisco. Here you have seen whether the state has improved or worsened during the period of my government, as well as the grave problems that are still present and weigh us down. With this knowledge, and since the people have declared that the time of reforms has arrived, there is nothing for you to do but apply opportune remedies.

On 23 June of that year, the Jalisco Congress did in fact propose some remedies. The Congress’ proposal began with a peculiar declaration of the rights of man:

It is undeniable that, when for a long time a people have been unable, under the institutions that govern them, to achieve the joys
of free men and to find themselves protected, secure, prosperous, and happy, but instead have found themselves persecuted, attacked, miserable and unfortunate, then they are in need of unavoidably changing their form of government.

In accord with the "general will, which is what forms true opinion and what gives life to governments and consolidates them," adhering to many written statements received from all parts of Jalisco, and at the initiative of the federal government, the Congress reached the well-founded conclusion that the establishment of a central government was necessary. The Congress noted the great differences between Jaliscans in property, talent, virtue, and religion, all of which promoted discord among the citizenry. The 1824 Constitution had not managed to resolve this situation, and having as its basis the ominous equality it wanted to establish at any cost over all the classes in Jalisco, which Providence had separated to construct the harmony of society, republicanism formed a set of deceptive illusions so that a gang of ambitious and delusionary men might dominate the nation by decatholicizing it first.

In practice, the republican system set up in 1824 had turned out to be "essentially anarchic, designed for intrigue, seduction, ambition, evil and disorder." The nation found itself stirred up by "the hurricane of armchair theories agitated by the most indecent and anti-social passions."

Religion, property, liberty, safety, Church, order, decency: everything was attacked, profaned, and almost destroyed by the force of that rabble of anarchists who pompously called themselves federalists, constitutionalists, free thinkers, liberals, and so forth, invoking for their protection the 1824 Constitution with all its evils, which people of their ilk had broken and torn apart since 1828, which was always rendered null as soon as some partisan activity demanded its complete or partial overturning. Thus, since its existence was a sham, the entire nation found itself turned into a windmill exposed to the gales of the most reckless anarchism, from whose gusts we would have perished if the Heavens had not granted us such visible protection making ... appear that genius who today governs the destiny of the fatherland and who, with a strong hand, will stop, defeat, and destroy the monster of anarchy, giving a most decisive blow to sanscullotism, tearing from the faces of false patriots the
masks that concealed them, and removing from all [such] aspirants even the most remote hopes of ever again figuring on the public stage and prospering at the expenses of the people so vilely sacrificed until now.  

The Congress of Jalisco specifically requested a “central popular representative” government policy. It upheld religious intolerance along with independence, territorial integrity, the division of powers, and freedom of the press. It demanded the convocation of a constitutional congress, with the current members of the Federal Congress not excluded from candidacy. The standards for constitutional delegates should be set, they insisted, in such a way as to include

the three classes of the military, the clergy, and the property owners, with the last understood to include not only those with territorial property but also those who have an income, industry or profession which provides them with enough to live honestly, with no one who is not included in these classes being allowed to enter the constitutional congress.

This Congress should be made up of a limited number of delegates, who would meet in a single chamber. The new national constitution should be written in a six-month period. It should allow for a presidency with a term of ten or more years, subject to reelection, and the first president – the Jalisco Congress proposed – should be Antonio López de Santa Anna himself. The proposed Federal Congress would be made up of two chambers, with representatives elected for four-year terms, but eligible for reelection without restrictions. Governors and political heads of states should have appropriately long terms – which were not specified – and superior magistrates should hold office perpetually. Instead of state congresses, there would be provincial councils (diputaciones provinciales) just like there had been at Independence.

In this way, political arrangements were meant to eliminate the possibility of new liberal agitation threatening the rights of the Church, property owners or the army. The highest ranks of the Church were duly pleased. One 1836 sermon reinforced the support already given; the speaker, Francisco Espinosa, suggested that Mexico was on the verge of returning to the happy unity and harmony of 1821:
Oh, those happy days in which all Mexicans only longed for the freedom and greatness of their homeland! What unity in the Army! What fraternity among the citizenry! All were moved by the same spirit, all were led by the same interests. Days of peace and serenity! Days of glory and fortune! You passed by, like the lightning which shows the walker in a dense wood the way forward, then disappears, leaving him in the depths of a stormy night. What malign genius has destroyed our unity? Who has turned those who were friends into enemies? Detestable ambition, blind avarice, reckless impiety! 

Everything had been destroyed by party spirit and tyrannical actions, above all in 1833–34. According to Espinosa, in the case of Jalisco it was the deceased General Miguel Barragán himself — now being honored — who had brought the Cuernavaca Plan to the state and made the righteous change without failing to be “patient and moderate with the factious, [and] contrary to persecution.” In the eyes of Espinosa, this was what had earned Barragán the recognition of the people and the Church in the hour of his death. 

A Troubled Victory

Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe the high clergy of Guadalajara was exaggerating the restoration that had taken place, and underestimating the gradual shift that public opinion was undergoing. A change of government could not hold back this subtle transformation. In the following years, ecclesiastical discourse seemed to realize this. In 1837 and 1838 the Church published sermons with singularly other-worldly leanings, apparently signaling its growing anxiety. In 1838, it published a long document which sought to refute opposition to Papal jurisdiction, the ecclesiastical hierarchy, and the sovereignty of the Church. Similarly, the recently appointed new bishop, Diego Aranda, expressed mixed feelings in his first pastoral letter in 1837:

What a sweet pleasure fills our spirit when we see all of you in the bosom of the Catholic Church, imbued with the Holy precepts of our Religion, animated by its spirit, nursed by its breasts and its doctrine, and far from the principles of impiety and licentiousness which have ruined so many, taking away their security and disturbing the peace and calm of their hearts! What unspeakable
satisfaction we experience in directing our words to a truly Catholic people, to so many wise and virtuous priests hard at work in the vineyards of the Lord, to so many faithful who have freed themselves from temptation and resisted the attempts to draw them away from the faith, and also to those whose lips may blaspheme the holy and terrible name of the Lord but whose hearts are not ruled by impiety! 92

But he later became more cautious in his choice of words:

Circumstances are in fact very difficult, since we have to fight: against the devastating torrent of perverse books that has spread across our diocese, sweeping away with its poisoned waters many who have let themselves be seduced, more by adopting licentiousness in their customs than by adopting the maxims of impiety; against the corruption of customs which, in more than a few, has produced a neglect of the eternal precepts of the Gospels, which has separated them from their duties, and which has made them contradict in their actions the holy obligations they were joined to by Baptism; against the declared enemies of the Church who lose no opportunity to fight its respectable laws and its holy discipline; against . . . but alas, we are not capable of enumerating all the obstacles and difficulties appearing everywhere we have a pastoral duty, and we must render accounts of the sheep entrusted to our care at the severe tribunal of the Supreme Judge. 93

Faced with such dilemmas, Aranda reminded priests that “we are the light of the world and we must shine like burning lamps in the temple of the Lord, dissipating the shadows of error and enlightening the people with truth....” 94

At the beginning of 1840, Bishop Aranda once again expressed himself in terms which indicated that indeed, all was not well in Jalisco. He said his “heart was deeply afflicted at seeing the damage the errors of recent times – condemned by faith, reason, and good sense – have done to the heritage of Jesus Christ, and very especially to our beloved flock.”95 Later on, the Bishop commented with dismay that people preferred to celebrate civic heroes instead of those of the Church:

Ah, yes, let us celebrate enthusiastically the memorable events of the fatherland.... But shall we not celebrate those of our holy religion?.... Let us remember with pleasure the days in which our liberty was proclaimed.... But shall we not remember those days in
which the ominous chains of our servitude to the devil fell apart, in which the liberty of the children of God was declared? ... Let us bring to memory the heroes of the republic.... But shall we forget those the Church venerates, whose actions are more illustrious, more glorious?  

The Bishop lamented the lack of observance of religious holidays by the faithful. He was also scandalized by their use of free time during those holidays to devote themselves “to criminal laziness, to forbidden games, to profane entertainment, to indecent pleasures, to the excesses of gluttony ... and to all those disorders we see with bitter feeling to be the occupation of a considerable part of the people.” The Bishop called Mexicans to remember the days in which religion and the Mexican people had been inseparable. He asked them to return to penitence and Communion at Easter, while he noted that not even on that occasion did “the greater part of the faithful in our diocese” confess, due to a lack of faith, misconduct, or mere laziness. On the other hand, he found cause for worry in the “unworthy communion” of people who could be considered “scandalous sinners.”

And do we lament [under such circumstances] that our misfortunes are multiplying, that peace has left us, that divisions torment us, that impiety and disbelief constantly threaten us, that wars tear us apart, that poverty is spreading, and that we are stricken by evils and misery?

Aranda was aghast that many did not pay even a portion of the tithes they owed the Church. And he pointed to “wealthy landowners” in particular, who were supposedly the political allies of the Church since 1834, since “the poor ... generally make an effort to pay the tithe.”

Clearly, Bishop Aranda was witnessing a significant change in the social values of his diocese. But this was not happening only on a religious plane. Just as the political arrangement of 1834–35 had not managed to resolve all the differences between Church and society, or between Church and state, neither had it been able to shore up, as Governor Romero had promised, the economic and social well-being of Jalisco. The signs of discontent or sheer lack of interest in the new political situation began to be evident. In parallel to Bishop Aranda’s misgivings, a political movement emerged, marked by the revolt of Mariano Paredes
y Arrillaga on 8 August 1841. Paredes, the military commander of the Jalisco garrison, painted an economic and social scene no less depressing than politically disconcerting. His vision was the perfect counterpoint to Bishop Aranda’s views on religion. He foresaw foreign interventions and the dismemberment of the country. In matters of national defense, he considered things to be in utter disarray. The treasury overwhelmed the people, harming commerce, industry and territorial property. Copper coins were a cause of popular frustration, without any response from the government. Public credit was worth less “than that of the poorest citizen.” Paredes held that

the new Constitution [of 1836] did not satisfy any of the hopes it had fed for the future of the fatherland; other hopes are conceived, desires are thrust forward, and there is not enough energy to suffocate excesses or enough dignity to listen to complaints.

In Paredes’ words, “the certain ruin of the fatherland” was on the verge of being consummated, and this went beyond any party allegiances.

As a product of this movement in Jalisco and similar ones in other parts of the republic, the “Bases of Tacubaya” were produced on 28 September 1841. This political plan called for a national congress with the power to reform the Constitution of the Seven Laws. The year ended with Antonio López de Santa Anna installed in the presidency of the republic, and with Mariano Paredes serving as governor of Jalisco. When the elections for this congress were held in May 1842, the liberals won in Jalisco, and managed to control the Federal Congress. Mariano Otero became a congressman for Jalisco. He had already taken the opportunity to clearly show the strong idealism still held by certain liberal sectors. In a public speech in Guadalajara in late 1841, he emphasized the idea of an unavoidable, but orderly, march towards perfection. Remarking on the colonial era, for example, he noted that “once a man has thought, whatever the object of his meditations, he will learn to doubt, and to discern what is true from what is false. Then no tyranny, no power could introduce itself inside his head to scream at him in the impenetrable mystery of thought: do not examine this!” The high ranks of bureaucracy, the army, the high clergy and the merchants had opposed independence, an action that was symptomatic because “this miserable fraction ... lived off tyranny and abuses.” But the change took place,
gathering force despite the failure of its first sponsors, and the attempts to detain change by establishing a Mexican monarchy did not prosper.\textsuperscript{104}

Otero went on to offer a vision of the unstoppable change Mexico had experienced since then. He firmly stated that “the republic is a fait accompli, against which the absolute power of one man will not prevail, whatever the title by which he calls his despotism....” Despite the constant struggle of factions and the maladies of the country, “social elements have improved greatly in this prolonged and painful drama, slowly changing the face of society.”\textsuperscript{105} No longer could parties captivate Mexicans with ancient “prestige”:

The time of words has passed, that of deeds is coming soon and – whatever the current complications of interests – Liberty, daughter of justice and preserver of order, and Equality, the most precious and fruitful of human rights, will be solidly established, aided by Christianity, whose spirit is eminently liberal and democratic. Such is the march followed today by free and civilized peoples, who have achieved the rule of liberty without terror or anarchy, and the influence of the Catholic religion without fanaticism or barbarism.\textsuperscript{106}

Otero declared that “though we do not know the means for obtaining these results, we should doubt our own lights, and not those of God.”\textsuperscript{107}

But liberal ideals still had to contend with the anguish they provoked in the Church itself. The project for reforms presented to the Congress in 1842 caused deep unease among the high clergy of Jalisco. Perhaps the canons were behind a pamphlet questioning the foundation of this project. This pamphlet expressed fear that “anarchy” would be unleashed, which was exactly what a constitution should “prevent.” The pamphlet’s author, Juan Rodríguez de San Miguel, objected to the civil liberty decreed by the project, its implications for religion, and finally the regulating authority it proposed. Rodríguez rejected unlimited civil liberty, since this allowed attacks on the very constitutional statutes which were being established and, in his view, went beyond what France had allowed, not only in the 1830 Constitution but even in the Declaration of the Rights of Man in 1791.\textsuperscript{108}

If the seeds of “sedition” and “anarchy” were being planted in the civil sphere, according to Rodríguez, then the same was being done in the religious sphere. The proposal sought to make
only “direct” attacks on religion and morality illicit, and prohibited only the “public” exercise of another religious belief. The Catholicity of the Mexican nation was mentioned in Paragraph V and not in Paragraph I where, in Rodríguez’ opinion, it should be, “as soon as it [the Constitution] speaks of the political being of the free and independent nation.” Mexico owed “its civilization, its being, its institutions … and its customs” to Catholicism. This was the “singular glory” of the Republic, and now reformers sought to spread “the seed of eternal disunity among future generations.”

A clear break between the temporal and the spiritual was not acceptable to Rodríguez, and he demanded that “the interests of religion and those of the state” be seen “as one and the same.” Making an analogy to the Jewish people of the Old Testament, Rodríguez asked: “a people favored by the light of the Gospel, are they not a chosen and privileged people whose obligations are greater in proportion to the inestimable favor they have been given?”

He immediately denounced the project’s lack of limitations on freedom of the press and the fact that it left private education in complete freedom to choose an orientation, so long as it did not attack morality. He closed with the criticism that the regulatory power which blocked the excesses of the executive, judicial, and legislative powers was ruined by being set up in “an irregular and incomplete manner.” The danger of abuses was still too strong.

Shortly after Rodríguez’ pamphlet was published, the Guadalajara Church published its own comment on this constitutional project, explicitly praising what Rodríguez had said. Dated 6 December 1842, this document sought to reconcile the patriotism of the cathedral chapter and its support for “the utmost prosperity, power and grandeur for the country” with its rejection of certain articles of the project. Significantly, in light of changing national opinions, the chapter declared that its statement would ignore political concerns, “concentrating on strictly religious ones.” Then it went on to recapitulate, with a few modifications, what Rodríguez had written. One thing that had struck the chapter about the project was that, by establishing a single jury to address freedom of expression, it removed from the clergy the ability to classify abuses in religious matters. The chapter put its finger on this problem more clearly than Rodríguez: “From this it follows that a meeting of frequently illiterate lay people will decide what is contrary to dogma, therefore ruling on dogma like a judge.”
This was intolerable: "Who, no matter how much he worshipped civil authority, would dare to defend it?"\textsuperscript{113}

The chapter also demanded greater protection of the property of corporations. Although the project guaranteed such property, it did so in language that lacked the clarity time had proven to be necessary to counter changing public opinions. The language in the Article about the exercise of patronage also caused the chapter worries; the chapter asked that it be modified. While its language might once have seemed innocent, "today we cannot let it pass, when later events [after the 1824 Constitution] have caused so much and such tremendous disillusion." The chapter wanted it to be perfectly clear that patronage was not inherent to national sovereignty. In addition, it insisted on questioning the government's right to permit or to block Papal communications with the Mexican flock.\textsuperscript{114} The canons asked:

In this age when so many generous efforts to spread enlightenment are made, and when anyone who impedes the spread of light among the people is seen as an enemy of society, in this very age, will keeping knowledge of the truths of the faith from men be considered a just, legitimate and rational right?\textsuperscript{115}

Finally, the chapter objected to the extension of power granted to the Congress to oversee ecclesiastical affairs, drew attention to the dangers of a schism like that of England in the sixteenth century, and closed with a long quotation from the document by the Archbishop of Valencia already analyzed in Chapter Six above.\textsuperscript{116}

The chapter's sensitivity to the need to adapt its defense of the rights of the Church to the ever more pronounced statist and liberalizing convictions of Mexican society should not be underestimated. This kind of tension has been evident throughout this study, and endured to the end of the period examined here. Before the end of 1842, a well-known Jalisco cleric made one more effort in this direction. He exclaimed:

The Catholic religion! The nineteenth century! What a necessary connection! What a brilliant bond! What an important union for the human race! Who could detain, gentlemen, the race of time, to prove it to you with all simplicity, but with such truth as to necessarily win over every understanding capable of grasping it. I would invoke the century we live in; I would make it come to this very Temple; and before anything else, we would see it worship the cross
above our altar, and that action should be enough for all, a demonstration. What does this nineteenth century want? Does it love the sciences? Geniuses admire Christianity, the sciences see it as their benefactor, they follow it like a guide that does not let them stray.... Does the nineteenth century love liberty? With a cross in its hand, religion congregates Jew and Gentiles, Greek and Barbarian, slave and free: it tells all they are the same in Jesus Christ ...

What! Does the nineteenth century love glory? Christianity has glory, that of the arts, that of literature, that of the sciences. If our century is proud of its advances, let it see where the inspiration came from.  

And so the preacher went on for several pages more. It is worth noting, and underscoring, that the moment the Church was celebrating with the resonant words of this friar was the dissolving, on 19 December 1842, of the Constitutional Congress the Church had so objected to.

Considering what we have just seen, it is surprising that on 1 May 1843, barely a month and a few days before the publication of the Constitution of the Bases Orgánicas, product of the new political situation, the Guadalajara Church should once again raise its voice against this latest project. Even in political circumstances now ill-disposed towards liberalism, the Church still found articles it feared would be “pernicious.” Freedom of expression and the press was too broad and unrestricted for the Church, opening the nation to suffering both in temporal and spiritual affairs. The country was exposed to being divided on crucial matters, and in consequence, to being immediately stirred up “by the action of sectarians and the reaction of the faithful.” The implications of this complete freedom of expression, the Church suggested, was government indifference towards “anti-social and disastrous atheism,” while sectarians would begin to secretly “decatholicize” the nation under the aegis of virtually official protection. This despite the fact that the new constitutional project provided for the censorship of writings directly addressing dogma. “Catholic doctrine is not fought only by attacking dogma, but also by attacking discipline and morality.” The high clergy of Guadalajara insisted that the circulation of banned books and irreligious imprints was not fully eliminated, as it should be, in the new project. Even the project the Church had opposed the year before had been more explicit in blocking abuses of freedom of the press against dogma and morality.
Once again, the Church was excluded from deciding on what did – or did not – violate the law in religious terms. This time judges and not juries would rule on hypothetical infractions, but the result was essentially the same, with the corresponding ecclesiastical authorities excluded from the process. Putting the best face on the situation, the Church stated this must be a matter of a flawed phrasing of the article in question. It is likely, however, that that was not the case. On the following point, related to patronage, the Church found the new project slipping into the very same problems as the previous one. Once again, the high clergy spelled it out: the nation could not exercise patronage as an inherent sovereign right. The ideas of the “innovators” on this had already been sufficiently refuted, and the unified opinion of the bishops of Mexico had been shown to oppose such proposals in 1834. The document repeated the same objections as the previous year.\(^{120}\)

It was strange to find such continuity between the two impugned projects, even at a moment of a political reaction against the authors of the first, but matters grew worse for the Church, since in the opinion of the high clergy of Guadalajara the new project even took away its special tax exemptions. Denying that the clergy was acting out of “personal views” and stating that they had suffered similar attacks in the past, which had not ceased, the clergy nonetheless rejected the opinion that they had the authority to accept this new legislation. The high clergy stated: “as for taxes, we have always been the first to pay them, even though the Mexican clergy has always been most taxed during all public emergencies, suffering special and strong levies above and beyond what the common citizenry have paid.”\(^{121}\)

In the face of the new tax policy, they hinted at passive resistance; they would not recognize its lawfulness, but they would not incite to violence. Any change of this nature had to be arranged directly with the Pope.\(^{122}\)

This document also objected to the phrasing of the article granting discretionary power over Church appointments to the state and specifying governmental protection for Catholicism in Mexico, suggesting that the wording opened the door to religious tolerance, especially considering that another Article allowed foreigners to acquire real estate and become naturalized without any further requirement beyond requesting it.\(^{123}\) The high clergy decreed:

When dictating fundamental laws assuring the happiness of the Republic, it is unavoidably necessary to foresee all the evils which
could befall the innocent Mexican people in the future, it is necessary to keep them from the scandal they would suffer with the establishment of sects, it is necessary to free them from the insolence and daring of sectarians, and it is finally necessary to keep intact the guarantee of Religion that was offered to them from the act of independence, along with their independence and liberty. Everything opposed to this, everything which opens the door to innovations on religious matters, everything which attacks the rights of the Church, everything that does not conform to the holy laws that have directed the people until now, is against the will of an immense majority of the nation, which must always be respected.  

The Bases Orgánicas of the Mexican Republic were passed on 12 June 1843. On 31 August, a decree made a government license necessary for the sale of Church property, capping off a series of similar measures. Jan Bazant states that the result of these actions was that the government now controlled the whole of ecclesiastical wealth, and so the Church could do little more than await an open or hidden nationalization of its properties.  

Once again, the clergy recoiled. The Guadalajara Church was not the first to dispute this right with the government, but it closely followed the protest by the Bishop of Michoacán and the responses of the corresponding government minister. By early 1844, despite the overturning of the decree in dispute, the high clergy of Guadalajara supported the position of the Michoacán clergy. But the problem did not end there; 1844 was marked by a series of deeply resented general tax assessments. If there was still uncertainty in religious questions, the weight of a bankrupt economy could only worsen political disagreements.  

The response was not long in coming. On 26 October 1844, the Departmental Assembly of Jalisco, with Pedro Barajas – cathedral canon – as its spokesman, demanded the government take responsibility for the situation of the country and suppress the extraordinary tax law of August of that year. Another document from the Assembly on 30 October, with Pedro Barajas again as spokesman, called the ongoing situation “a dictatorship without responsibility.” If they had known this would be the result of the 1841 rebellion and the Plan of Tacubaya, “the nation would never have adopted it, because among Mexicans no one who seeks limitless power and [a political] organization without guarantees can ever lead – or will ever be allowed to.” The document demanded that the treasury be brought under control, denounced
the actions of speculators, and called for the government to take “effective responsibility.” In addition to overturning the tax law, the Assembly asked for the reform of those constitutional articles which were “contrary to the prosperity of the Departments.”

The words that Governor Antonio Escobedo added on this matter made it clear that unease was quite widespread in Jalisco. The general commander of the Department of Jalisco, Pánfilo Galindo, seconded the actions of the Assembly, and General Paredes y Arrillaga did the same, by means of a special manifesto. Paredes proclaimed that

today, the bankrupt nation resembles a cadaver abandoned to the voracity of the vultures. The treasury of opulent Mexico finds itself surrounded by inexorable creditors, by avid and insatiable speculators, by naked soldiers and hungry employees. What has become of public funds?

The municipal council of Guadalajara, declaring that “the people were not made for the government,” also joined the rebellion of Jalisco against the central government of General Antonio López de Santa Anna. In early 1845, the Departmental Assembly demanded that the central government carry out constitutional reforms which would strengthen the fiscal, judicial, and politico-economic power of the departments. Frictions between Jalisco and the central government and instability in the departmental government continued through the rest of the year. Beginning in early 1846, Jalisco found itself involved in a national struggle between monarchists and those who favored a return to the 1824 Constitution, until the latter triumphed in August.

Church, Government, and People:
The Elusive Compromise

Returning to the 1824 federal Constitution on the verge of war with the United States meant that Mexican liberalism and statism, which had never been entirely opposed, would be firmly reunited. Once more, as in 1833–34, they could be allied both in the federal and state government, making it more difficult for the Church to resort to one or another level of government as an arbiter. The liberal statism of 1833–34 had been pushed aside with denunciations of its demagogy and dishonesty, which — opponents said — had allowed a handful of men to assume
national sovereignty and grant themselves the spoils and offices of the state. Conservative statism after 1835 never fully came together, and in Jalisco led to the ironic situation of members of the high clergy linking up with federalist-inspired malcontents to attack and weaken the Santa Anna dictatorship, which absorbed money without any apparent limits. When faced with the threat of the United States, there seemed for a brief moment to be a possibility that Jalisco society would unite, the rich and the poor, laity and the clergy, pooling their efforts to meet the challenge of the moment. But the state’s temptation to seize ecclesiastical properties was too great. Once more, 1847 marked a great confrontation between the clergy and the reborn liberal state – materially bankrupt and with its sovereignty threatened – and ultimately precipitated debate over the now long-standing issue of national goals. Pamphlets on this point, while not particularly innovative, were very numerous.136

It seems pointless to review here the well-known clerical arguments about Church property, but one small pamphlet directed to a large public is particularly interesting. The pamphleteer asked:

Until when, privileged nation, worthy of being the first of all the nations of the globe, will you be a toy for the whims of one demagogue or tyrant or another? How far have you fallen, once magnanimous people, that you do not see, that you do not sense, they are leading you to the slaughterhouse, like a flock of sheep? Do you not realize that those who today unfortunately rule your destiny are the same ones who in other bitter times made you cry rivers of tears?137

The pamphlet accused the liberals of violating the 1824 Constitution in the 1846 legislative elections, but, it added, that was the least of their sins. The larger problem was that the possibility of national union was once again slipping away:

Unfortunate nation! What genius of the abyss always mocks your most agreeable and solid wishes? When you thought that by reestablishing the 1824 Constitution a new era of fortune and prosperity would open up to you; when you promised yourself that a congress of wise, patriotic and judicious representatives would cure such deep and still-open wounds, would close the doors through which countless evils have been introduced, and would constitute you as a stable nation analogous to your circumstances, you find yourselves with some men affected by revolutionary vertigo and the mortal
contagion of party spirit, who instead of uniting, divide, who instead
of building, destroy, who instead of dedicating themselves to fixing
various branches of political and civil order, ignore them and over-
turn everything because they won't lift their thumb from proposals
for ecclesiastical reforms which are not their responsibility.\textsuperscript{138}

The pamphlet continued to question the legitimacy of the attack
on Church wealth, especially the law of 13 January 1848, which
made it the guarantee for a loan the federal government would
arrange for up to fifteen million pesos. There was the insinu-
ation of fraud in the vote of the National Congress, and the
suggestion that the wealth of the Church would be subject to
the avarice of speculators because of this "sacrilegious looting." Resorting to the now well-known arguments about the protec-
tion the 1824 Constitution promised the Church, the pamphlet
asked how the Church would survive without clergy, and how
the clergy would survive without wealth to sustain it. It ended
by referring to Article 112 of the Constitution itself, which
expressly stipulated that "the president cannot occupy the prop-
erty of any individual owner, or corporation, nor disturb their
possession, use or employment of it." In addition, the govern-
ment was failing in its duty, as announced in Article 101, of
ensuring adherence to the Constitution.\textsuperscript{139} Therefore,

if the Constitution is not kept by the supreme powers themselves,
if they do not measure their actions against it; if we are not to be
ruled by wise laws, but by whim; if the rights of citizens are invaded, if
there is no public or individual safety; if properties are no longer guar-
anteed, then social ties have now been broken, citizens' obligations
towards society have ended; each of us has the right to arm himself
in self-defense; and in this case, the life of a savage offers a thousand
times more advantages to hapless man than life in society.\textsuperscript{140}

In the opinion of this pamphleteer, Mexican political life was on
the verge of dissolution.

If political life was in such dire shape, with such important
consequences for Church–state relations, then what was taking
place inside the Church and in its bonds with society? Judging by
the pastoral letters of Bishop Aranda between the mid–1840s and
his death in 1853, one would have to conclude that the religious
situation was no less agitated than the political one. In 1845 the
Bishop called priests to live exemplary lives and periodically take
spiritual retreats. He wanted priests to be “clear mirrors where the beautiful splendor of holy actions are reflected.” And this can be properly understood to respond not only to the abuses he recognized had made their way into the priesthood, but also to the slackening of religious practice of the faithful he had denounced in another pastoral letter shortly before.

By 1847, the bishop found himself immersed, like all Mexicans, in the difficult problem of the war with the United States. While willing to cooperate economically and morally in the war effort, he was not willing – as already seen – to entirely sacrifice the Church’s property rights over its goods. Aranda interpreted the misfortunes of war and the “threat to our nationality” as products of Mexicans’ straying from the Christian path. In his pastoral letter of that year, he asked, “What precept of the holy and immaculate law has not been scandalously broken? What commandment of the Church is not scorned?” The Church was under attack. “Woe unto this sinful nation!”

In 1848, the Bishop denounced the existence of a “spirit of delusion and lies” in the nation. Novel ideas were spreading “imaginary notions of enlightenment” along with “specious notions of happiness,” flattering people with “deceptive hopes for wealth and abundance, with false theories, with sublime discourses....” Because of the damage being done to the republic, the bishop allowed himself to speak of a “homicidal sect,” opposed to “our religion ... our fatherland ... and our families....” Due to the “gullible leanings of the people towards novelties,” these ideas had reached “colossal stature.” In the middle of his pastoral letter, the Bishop addressed himself to the president of the republic, speaking out against “tolerance” as he stressed the country’s social and constitutional commitments to the Catholic religion.

Rejecting the colonization of the country by non-Catholics under any pretext, the Bishop argued that Catholicism had harmonized the coexistence of different races in Mexico and avoided a caste war. He sternly assured the president that “truth and justice are not what must be reconciled to the times; the times must be reconciled to truth and justice.” The separation some wanted to make between individual man and social man was totally specious, he added. All of society should be consecrated to God, not exclusively dedicated to temporal matters, and “society, no less than individuals, should offer adoration to its God.” In another pastoral letter from 1848, the Bishop had declared that “the enemies who at one time fled now have prevailed, and in
order to punish our presumptuous confidence, God has afflicted a nation once glorious and flourishing with healthy humiliations." At the end of the year, Aranda condemned the fact that there reigns everywhere, and in every class, a certain spirit of tolerance and indifference which endures everything and tolerates anything except the truth which, in the midst of such a striking alteration of ideas and principles, lies beaten down and scorned, even by the very ones who, without having joined under the banners of error and impiety, follow in full, or pretend to follow a middle road between religion and the age....

Surprisingly, the Bishop did not only attack the reading of openly heretical or impious books; the prelate was looking further still:

The present century has inherited more than it might at first seem of the vices which afflicted the last century: atheism in principles and sensualism, or better stated, materialism in customs. On the last point, one could even say that the current century goes further in perversity than its father. Impious and irreligious as the last century was, it did however have a greater abundance of noble, moral and decent ideas, and literature had not been corrupted to the degree we see today.

Since a few years back, literature under the name of "romanticism" has not only strayed from the path, not only forgotten decency in all its details or aspects, but also has openly and shamelessly proclaimed and enshrined the most scandalous and impious cynicism, striving to establish, so to speak, another morality in opposition to that of the Ten Commandments developed and perfected in the Gospel.

But the bishop did not waver from the Church's struggle to reconcile "Enlightenment properly understood" to Catholic beliefs, a struggle underway for a harried half-century. He quoted Saint Jerome to support his opinion on the matter:

No one takes his daughters to a bordello so they might learn to detest prostitution there; no one entrusts his son to a band of thieves so they might teach him to be valiant and bold; no one knowingly raises the sail on a broken ship to teach themselves how to escape a shipwreck, and you: you propose to read impious and
heretical books, at no risk to your souls, in order to study the truth in them?\footnote{140}

As late as 1852, in his last pastoral letter, Bishop Aranda continued to be almost obsessed by these same religious problems. Once more he reminded his flock:

Luxury, which we did not know, and which is already starting to make its fatal effects felt, which augments as public misery grows; the multitude of houses of iniquity, where the poor and the neediest are sacrificed by means of fraud and usury, which is condemned by every law: do these not clearly manifest the degree of moral degeneration we have reached? Sordid interest, whimsy and individual opinion, regulators of the limits of the just and unjust; the general lack of restraint of this century which rushes on, without finding any dam to hold it back; the mad presumption of thinking ourselves better than our parents, more enlightened than all the centuries which have come before us; our tenacious obstinacy in rejecting at once the lessons of experience and the warnings of misfortune. These are the excesses which have risen up to the throne of the living God.\footnote{150}

But the Bishop immediately went on to offer, by means of a new encyclical from Pope Pius IX, whose own rule was so difficult, means for the flock of Guadalajara to obtain plenary indulgence for their sins.\footnote{151} For Aranda, impelled by his office, never lost hope of making his flock respond to the “honor and religion which the Mexican nation boasts of in all the world.”\footnote{152} This is the underlying message of the strong theocratic accent assumed by the sermons of the Guadalajara Church, as noted in Chapter Four. This is also the reason why one of those sermons, on 12 December at the commemoration of the appearance of the Virgin of Guadalupe, could assure listeners — perhaps with a certain excess of optimism — that “Mexicans have passed through furious storms, and their beliefs have emerged pure and unmixed with any others. Everything has changed ... [but] in this country God is not invoked with the lips and denied with the heart.” In the Virgin of Guadalupe, incontestably, “in you the bedrock of principle which will save Mexico is being revealed ... and whoever follows her, will rise to the Heavens.”\footnote{153}

In supporting the return of Antonio López de Santa Anna to the presidency in 1853, the Church of Guadalajara seemed
authentically inspired by hope for the political and social regeneration of Mexico, but we must recognize that the background for this political action was far from calm or reassuring. While the war with the United States seemed to have brought about a political turning point in which Mexican conservatism could try to provide a definitive solution to the prolonged national crisis, the inability of traditionalism to adapt to changes in the years after 1835 and to other shifts, not only liberal and statist ones, but also the less noisy appearance of a new social morality in Mexico, seemed to augur poorly both for clerical conservatives and innovators in 1853. Everything indicates that the victory of the Plan of Ayutla took place within a much more complicated social setting than its authors could have foreseen. Even those supporting the Santa Anna government in order to bring precipitous change to a halt had themselves been caught up in the complex process of cultural renovation and nation-building that so characterized the nineteenth century. Different and antagonistic tendencies had rocked the Santa Anna government from the start. Its demise, in the midst of the triumph of its most dictatorial tendencies, not only defrauded outright conservatives, but left moderate liberals and progressive conservatives equally adrift.

Previously, in 1833, the Guadalajara Church had located its problems in Mexico in the abuses of a government all too ready to exceed its popular mandate in questions of religion. When the constitutional pact of 1824 had worn thin, Churchmen had appealed both to the higher purpose of religion and to its stabilizing effect on human society to guarantee its privileged position in Mexican society. But the conservative government which followed had been unable to stem economic crisis and resorted to increasing fiscal pressure on the Church. Thereafter, the Constitution of 1843 and the return to the Constitution of 1824 in 1846 failed to right the balance in Church–state affairs. As the pastoral letters of Bishop Diego Aranda so graphically show, increasingly the Church realized that the problem was not simply in government. The people of Mexico were showing signs of new values which were either indifferent or hostile to the Church. Aranda suspected that European trends against the Church were making themselves felt in Mexico. He died in the midst of a crisis, holding fast to his belief in the deep Catholic faith of the Mexican people but fearing the devil had been unleashed in his beloved nation.
The initially limited political goals of the revolution of Ayutla would quickly be surpassed in questions regarding the Church. To explain this, it may be necessary to grant that Bishop Aranda was right in seeing not only legislative excess but also new popular values as twin sources of a tidal change in the Mexican socio-political arrangement. Yet he desperately held to the long-standing belief in a providential role for the Mexican people in history, and he chose to trust in their defense of the nation's Catholic faith.
During half a century of Bourbon Reforms, independence struggles, and nation-building, the Guadalajara Church had sought to find a way to positively and creatively address the modernization of Mexico. As new social goals and values came to the fore, creeping secularization threatened to dislodge the Church from its privileged role in Mexican society and to diminish its status relative to the state. The Guadalajara Church responded energetically and enthusiastically to the demand for regional economic development and accountable governance and sensitively to the cry for renewal in intellectual life and education. Yet the clergy were hampered in their adjustments once the independence struggle made clear that the changes might mark a potentially absolute dividing line between the past and the present.

Once the clergy had reconciled with Independence, after 1821, the major stumbling block was persistent and growing anti-clericalism under the federal republic, between 1824 and 1834. While fighting to maintain a constitutionalist and progressive stance during those years, clerics evinced a growing sense of defensiveness and even embitterment. As they became convinced that Jacobin politicians would not listen to their arguments, they increasingly resorted to the Mexican public at large as the audience for their ideas and the aim of their political actions. In so doing, they elaborated the idea of a Mexican nation with a divine calling.

Still espousing the need for economic development and responsible government, the clergy appealed to a holistic concept of the
nation which might counter a narrowed notion of “the people” manipulated by Jacobin political actors. This propelled the clergy toward the ideological justification of the ouster of Vice-president Valentín Gómez Farías in 1834, and a deep commitment to the governments which followed. Significantly, this political mobilization did not resolve pending issues between the Church and the state in Mexico, nor did it eliminate those movements in Mexican society and values which were pushing toward secularization. Churchmen were forced to defend the traditional links between the Church and the state, and between the Church and the Mexican people.

Not surprisingly, the Church was prepared for the challenge. Already during the independence struggles, and especially in the discourse welcoming the achievement of Independence in 1821, the clergy had worked out key aspects of a vision of the Mexican people with a providential destiny. This discourse would consolidate in the 1830s, as the Church witnessed the liberal program of 1833-34 and the unstoppable secularizing drift of society and the state thereafter. In fact, this holistic idea was the basis for clerical traditionalism, which was broad enough to accommodate a wide spectrum of political ideas and modernizing notions.

During the first ten years after independence, Church thinkers increasingly pointed to the need to resolve the patronage issue in order to settle outstanding problems between Church and state. In 1833, these traditionalists shifted from the multi-faceted theme of patronage to a single, key concept: now they spoke of “religiosity.” The idea of “religiosity” was the clerical response to patronage claimed by the state on the basis of popular sovereignty. If the state could subsume the will of the people by way of popular sovereignty, then the Church could absorb the people into the “religious” people, the faithful people. There are clear parallels between sermons from 1821-23 consecrating Independence before the rise of the republic and those made after the Gómez Farías-Mora government, when clerical orators once again raised up the Mexican people as standard-bearers of a divine mission.¹

Between 1824 and 1826, in keeping with the agitated first phase of the republic, anonymous clerical spokesmen had disputed radical liberals’ supposed representation of the people. Yet even while trying to check the liberal advance and its ascendance over the state, the Church also insinuated its willingness to confirm a state power of such dubious popular lineage. The believing people, the numerical majority of the people, clerical spokesmen
suggested, had no quarrel with the Church or Catholicism, so long as changes made to the state respected this, no problems were foreseen. In this sense, while clerical spokesmen may have underestimated the extent of the real change in the sovereignty exercised by the state, they can hardly be thought to have been fundamentally wrong. They can be called skeptics about this Mexican political transition, but one must admit they were also realists.2

The reorganization of the Mexican state was successful within very limited parameters. Its true reach remained to be defined, but it definitely did not extend so far as liberals came to assert. Out of realism and skepticism, the Church supported the new transition. The new citizenry with a voice, a category which did not clearly include all Mexicans, should include the Church itself. If the extension of civil rights encompassed the Church, then just like other beneficiaries, the Church could defend itself against potentially arbitrary power exercised by the state. In general, clerical spokesmen saw an unassailable and popular — although hardly universal — benefit in this change. What they feared was that liberals would appeal to the “people,” arbitrarily and demagogically, to seize control of the state.

Thus was born the specter of a new statism even more absolutist and more threatening than the one that was dying. This process had to be stopped, and the changes orchestrated by the state had to be limited, by questioning what the popular will truly was. The Church basically applied this astute judgment to matters affecting Catholicism and the Church. In so doing, it defended its interests in the way preached by the liberalism then in vogue. Only with great difficulty could the Church reach agreement with other privileged groups in society since, given the grave economic and social crisis of the nation, no individual group wished to bear the cost of healing national ills. The Church claimed that its interests coincided with the interests and convictions of the majority who were opposed to a strong, arbitrary and fiscally taxing state and to any change in the official national religion, but other groups would have to defend their own special interests and bring them into line with the rest of the nation.

Between 1833 and 1834, all the questions related to patronage came to a head, thanks to the actions of a state determined to assert its ideological and political hegemony and resolve its fiscal crisis. By contrast, between 1835 and 1846 a new state with limited representation took power. Access to political office was first limited by income and literacy requirements. Later on, in 1846 —
perhaps too late to matter – a proportional formula was used to allocate political representation among various groups, according to their perceived political and social weight: property-owners, merchants, miners, industrialists, magistrates, administrators, clergy and military officers. Voting was indirect and restricted, and official posts were not effectively open to any Mexican.

The Church struggled to regain control of the spiritual destiny of society by means of sermons and pastoral letters, while the previous, agitated period continued to have a lasting impact. The language of religious nationalism grew more intense. Attempts at reform followed, even of ecclesiastical education, but contradictions were prevalent. The state that emerged from the Constitution of the Seven Laws (1836) did not support Church efforts to continue collecting tithes, even if overall ecclesiastical administration of tithes was restored. Other notable internal divisions delayed and complicated the unification of traditionalist forces. There were differences of opinion about the constitution of a supreme conservative power, a certain lingering political deference towards the liberal or statist tradition, and, to be sure, the still-evident influence of liberal forces themselves, on behalf of individual rather than corporate representation. In the end, traditionalists became vulnerable to the reemergence of the Mexican liberalism whose radical expression they had fought against.3

The 1830s clearly show the danger of using liberal movements as period markers and defining all other political activities on their basis. This approach fixes on making exalted liberalism the paragon of political virtue in Mexico; it threatens to divert a scholar from truly examining the forces in opposition and analyzing the social structure on its own merits. Such an approach predisposes the historian toward a self-fulfilling vision of doom. It is eminently teleological and therefore anything but truly historical: reducing the possibilities of analysis, instead of opening them up, it overemphasizes a single type of confrontational documentation. Rather than sparking questions, this approach turns the history of Mexico over to the complacency of established knowledge, judging the whole of its historical movements from a position of interpretative intransigence.

The rising liberal movement appears to have split after 1827, a year which had seemed to promise a splendid future by marking the eclipse of the more conservative Scottish Rite Freemasons. Liberal fortunes peaked and declined due to liberalism's own internal divisions. The government of Vicente Guerrero did not
enjoy the support of all liberals. When it was overthrown, the former vice-president, Anastasio Bustamante, could take the presidency with quite widespread support. Yet the turn taken by the new government, leading it further and further away from liberalism, did not spark a swift and coordinated response. Instead, there was a panorama of confusion and opposing opinions. The new liberal government of 1833–34 did not fundamentally alter this situation; what the government did was attempt to shore up the dwindling strength of the national state. Lacking a solid fiscal base and overshadowed by the authority and omnipresence of the ecclesiastical bureaucracy, the state would be strengthened by appropriating part of the Church’s wealth and by restricting the Church’s multiple roles in civil society. The forced sale of clerical property would generate taxes for the government. Once ecclesiastical property and lands were in the hands of private owners, they would be subject to direct taxation by the state, without any debate about legal principles. Thus the liberal program of 1833–34, which included a cultural component in plans for revamping education, promised to grant the national state a power it had never known. The state was on its way to becoming the great articulator of national life. It would have a power that neither the passive Hapsburg nor even the newly active Bourbon state had known. Thus came the paradox of a national state that became strong and interventionist in the name of liberalism.

The inherent problem with this process was that it assumed strong popular support for the state and discounted the clerical capacity for response. The program had the gift of simplicity in its outline and clarity in its goals, but it was not politically viable, because even though the state opted for the path of confrontation, it lacked the support necessary to win. Instead of serving to close up differences between liberals, already evident for some time, this unraveled them further. Since the program did not enjoy solid support even among its likely adherents, its proponents were open to accusations of factionalism and “tyranny” which were not long in coming. The clergy could seek alliance with all those forces who, adhering to the republican tradition so carefully cultivated by clerical pamphlets since the 1820s, might reconcile themselves to the Church as an active institution with a voice in the new society.

The Church was definitely opposed to an overly strong state – the Bourbon version of absolutism had done it serious harm – and it did not turn towards anti-republican state formulas at this
time. The Bourbons had first used the Church and then denied it a portion of its power, only to immediately prove incapable of leading civil society, which slipped out of its control after the Napoleonic invasion and the Cortes in Cádiz. After the failure of a Mexican monarchy under Agustín de Iturbide, a republic in Mexico, by contrast, promised that the state would never again lose its bond with the people. The Mexican people were the best guarantee that this form of government would protect the Church. The question then became one of eliminating the possibility that “factious” politicians might control the republic.

This ecclesiastical discourse appeared during the mid-1820s and became deeply entrenched after 1833. As a result of this, what the Church ultimately proposed was a republic under the tutelage of the national government. This tutelage had already been tested in the 1820s, with the constant recourse to federal power in Church-state conflicts, in Jalisco. Once the Church had found Mexican liberalism wanting, it pushed for a centralized republic which might ensure the “truly representative” character of the government. Mechanisms for judging and overseeing government acts had to be created, since the federal government of the first republic had ultimately failed to effectively do so. After the presidency of Guadalupe Victoria (1824–28), the clergy held, the rise of the most hard-line liberals had subordinated the government to them.

There were no effective intermediaries between the people and the government, so once control of the government was lost, there were no guarantees. The existence of such mediating spaces between the people and the government had to be ensured, so that no government could ignore them. One of those spaces would naturally be the Church, but the Church did not think of assuming for itself all popular representation; it joined other social sectors at this socio-political conjuncture. In addition, the structure of government should include mechanisms for “slow” representation and others for “swift” representation – that is to say, representation should be divided into short- and long-term aspects. In this way, no sudden and surprising movement could use the government to carry out arbitrary acts, since long-term representatives would block it. If short-term movements advanced projects that took root, there was the hypothetical possibility that they could be implemented directly or with the slow transformation of the long-term watchdog representation. The formula of basically bifurcated representation, which ended up being repeated on different levels, allowed an appropriate and necessary – according to its proponents
— path to be opened between the clergy’s now long-standing adherence to republicanism and their growing anger and indignation at attempts to marginalize and discredit them. The Mexican Church had not yet been so discredited among the people as to be easily eliminated from the political arena.  

Only a revival of intermediary bodies and a surgical intervention on the model of political representation could make the Mexican Church and state compatible once again. By carrying out this transition, however, the Church found itself in a position of openly returning to the Hapsburg model of the state as an arbiter which drew strength from its mediation between rivals within civil society. The Bourbon state had made a partial transition towards a clearly hierarchical state, following the French model; liberalism in the 1820s and 1830s threatened to consummate this process by making everyone equal to the common people and establishing the state as their transparent representative. The problem was that once the corporate bodies had disappeared, who were the people? If civil society was not strong and dense enough to imprint its hegemonic seal on the government, then anyone who momentarily occupied the government could effectively declare himself the spokesman of the people. That is to say, from this perspective the liberal state postulating itself as emerging from popular sovereignty could turn out to be an arbitrary government momentarily in charge of the state due to the need for administrative renewal set by electoral law. Liberal demagogy could take over, altering the natural course of events.

By the mid-1830s, clerical republicanism became an attempt to rebuild the old basis of Mexican civil society. The republic of the Seven Laws was a corporatist republic on Hapsburg lines guided by the clergy. It was not openly aristocratic, since there was no tradition and no foundation for aristocracy, as Otero and De la Rosa had rightly argued. It was an attempt to bind the leading lights of civil society to the pattern of republican government, and to block the mandate of latter-day savants and whimsical men of letters. Mexico in the 1820s had been the country of reason finally set free, the country of untrammeled debates where ideas flowed swiftly clothed in satire, irony, and biting wit. In the late 1830s, Mexico was not oriented toward reason as a liberating force in itself, but ordered around the nature of popular sovereignty and truth. Reason and rationality were capable of error; the people, guided by demagogues, was also prone to err. Only when guided by providence would reason and the people be oriented
towards truth and appropriate representation. Thus the Mexican people—as a whole—once more had to be elevated to the level of the new Israel that had been glimpsed in the early baptism of Independence by the Church. However, the Church did not wish to struggle with the state for temporal power in too direct or constant a fashion.

The appeal to Providence as the guide for Mexicans and the accompanying self-criticism of the Church as a human institution were fully compatible, however curious this may seem at first. Paradoxically, this logic allowed the Church to endorse earlier calls for improving itself at the same moment when it effectively gave signs of directing civil society. At this moment of apparent satisfaction, the Church’s moderation and ongoing efforts to respond to critics are evident. Once more this revealed that the Church recognized the need to respond to the political and moral demands of society. More effective internal cohesion required this; the Church’s social prestige and search for social hegemony made it indispensable. What this demanded was maintaining a constant presence in the political shifts of the new nation. The immediate outcome of political events forced the Church to take on a more active role than previously in discourse about political power. It now went from being the conscience of Mexican politics to being its eminence grise, but this very step would weaken the Church in the long run, by burdening it with the responsibility for political actions that it could have otherwise avoided.

A more lasting contribution would be elevating the Mexican people to a new level in political discourse. The clerical critique of the representative character of the state would collapse along with the Mexican state and army under the weight of their failure to stop the U. S. invasion in 1847. After that date, the imperative need for a strong state was unavoidable. The two sturdiest bodies of society, the one almost civil (the Church) and the other a more direct part of the government apparatus (the army), had proved worthless in the face of external threat. Now, the representativeness of government—relative to civil society—took a back seat to the need to defend the integrity of the Mexican nation, and it was precisely the Church which, with its discourse from the mid-1830s forward, had given real and independent life to the concept of the “Mexican nation.” By seeking protection in the heart of the people, the Church resorted to the idea of a chosen and privileged nation which did not depend on itself, but on divine providence.
From the 1850s forward, liberal governments would have to reconcile their growing strength with the idea of defending the divine mission and transcendence of the Mexican nation against outside threats of extinction. The violent and aggressive foreign presence on the Mexican stage would end up weakening the Church as a political force, but not before elevating its nationalist message to new heights. The opposing Mexican positions of universalist liberalism and religious nationalism would start off down a long path of conflicting interactions.

It is true that the Mexican Church had important influence over civil society, which it tried to mobilize as it had instinctively done in the 1830s, but it is strangely appropriate that its deepest ideological impact was on how Mexicans viewed their destiny as a nation. The Church created for Mexico a line of continuity from an ethnic indigenous past, passing through providential Hispanic Christianization, down to the independence and republicanism of a people who had hypothetically reached adulthood. The government of Mexico had gone from imperfectly reflecting the opinions of the corporate bodies and other component groups of society to tentatively representing the “people,” but since there was no quick solution to the ancient problem of who the Mexican people were, only the idea of a providentially chosen nation could resolve this dilemma and enable the option for the whole to overcome the problem of the parts. The concept of nation provided the mold for containing the still-smoking and shifting lava of the heterogeneous elements of Mexico. While the Mexican bourgeoisie turned to governing with the help of foreign capital in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the sense of a “nation” with a destiny could effectively hold back any assault on the state as such. The government in power could be seen as in the service of national destiny.

In many ways, the government continued to be the bureaucratic shell inherited from the Bourbons, lacking effective popular sovereignty to guide it, since it hardly mattered that sovereignty was popular if there was no effective definition of who the people were who should orient it. The great contribution of the Mexican Church was to provide the missing link that finally substituted for Spanish royal sovereignty: the providential nation. This created a bridge between a people who apparently could not be reduced to a common denominator and a government which was not politically accountable because of the fragmentation of civil society. In the providential vision, the “Mexican nation” both
already existed and was being remade. It was a reality and a project for the future. From this point forward, no government could, in principle, be irresponsible, given this paragon of legitimacy; every government would have to legitimate itself in the eyes of the nation in the making. No portion of the people was paramount over the great, providential nation. The government would not be responsible to any one group in particular, and thus would enjoy some of the well-known leeway of the old Spanish regime, but it would no longer be accountable to no one: it now had to justify its actions before all sectors by appealing to the course and project of the nation. In this discourse, the modern popular Mexican state was born.
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The opposite tendency can be sensed in *Exposición dirigida al Exmo. Sr. General Presidente D. Antonio López de Santa Anna, por una comisión del Partido Progresista Democrático de la Ciudad de México* (Guadalajara: Tipografía de Brambila, 1853). Dated 18 March 1853, the pamphlet carried the following final note when it was reprinted on 2 May: “Since the Progressive Democratic Party of the entire state of Jalisco sees its own feelings, its own ideas, and its own principles in this exposition, it has not vacillated one instant in making this exposition its own.”


Notes to Conclusion

1. See Chapters Four and Nine.
2. See Chapters Six, Seven, and Eight.
5. In addition to Chapter Nine of this study, see *Colección de las leyes, decretos, circulares y providencias relativas a la desamortización eclesiástica, a la nacionalización de los bienes de corporaciones y a la reforma de la legislación civil que tenía relación con el culto y con la iglesia*, 2 vols. (Mexico City: Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, 1979). Volume 1 includes projected laws about public debt and the Church in 1833. On liberal education, see Abraham Talavera, *Liberalismo y educación*, 2 vols. (Mexico City: Colección SepSetentas, 1973), especially volume 1.
6. Even liberal spokesmen would later have to acknowledge clerical complaints against the 1833–34 liberal government. See, for example, José Ramón Pacheco, *Cuestión del día o nuestros males y sus remedios* and Mariano Otero, *Discurso que en la solemnidad del 16 de septiembre de 1841 pronunció* …
8. For the French case, see Gérard Mairet, “El liberalismo” and “Pueblo y nación.”
10. See the pastoral letters of Bishops Gorda and Aranda on this point.
11. In this context, recall the necessary distinction between the bureaucratic and economic strength of the Church on the one hand, and its relative lack of moral force and internal cohesion due to its long-standing association with the state. On this point, see the introduction and Chapter One of this study.
12. In addition to what was discussed in this study, see Brading, *Los orígenes*, and Lafaye, *Quetzalcoatl*. 
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